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ABSTRACT

Literary Theories of Circumcision
by
A.W. Strouse

Advisor: Steven F. Kruger

“Literary Theories of Circumcision” investigates a school of thought in which the prepuce, as a
conceptual metaphor, organizes literary experience. In every period of English literature, major
authors have employed the penis’s hood as a figure for thinking about reading and writing. These
authors belong to a tradition that defines textuality as a foreskin and interpretation as
circumcision. In “Literary Theories of Circumcision,” I investigate the origins of this literarytheoretical formulation in the writings of Saint Paul, and then I trace this formulation’s formal
applications among medieval, early modern, and modernist writers. My study lays the
groundwork for an ambitious reappraisal of English literary history, challenging the received
understanding of pre-modern literary theory’s sexual politics.
Whereas feminist medievalists have emphasized the heteronormative valence of premodern literary theory, this study demonstrates that, within the school of preputial poetics, the
male anatomy queerly embodies the plasticity and multiplicity of rhetoric. I also argue for the
necessity of thinking about post-medieval literature from a pre-modern theological framework
that, in its spiritual orientation and in its use of genital metaphors, sidesteps the discourses of
identity and sexuality that often have preoccupied queer theorists.
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Chapter 1 examines how, in response to Paul’s teachings about circumcision, early
Christian theologians used the foreskin as a key term for theorizing allegory and for using
allegoresis to appropriate pagan philosophy.
Chapter 2 examines how Paul’s metaphor developed into a conceit, by which the foreskin
came to structure attitudes toward various rhetorical devices (especially allegory, concision, and
witticism, as well as marriage plots).
Chapter 3 examines how monastic applications of the trope changed in response to the
rise of medieval humanism, so that rhetorical circumcision governed the negotiation between
doctrine and liberal learning, especially as this negotiation interrelated with shifting modes of
masculinity.
Chapter 4 tracks the vernacularization of theological constructions of the literarytheoretical foreskin: I argue that a literary theory of the foreskin structures the narrative
trajectory of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, as the poem’s protagonist ventures from a literal
to an allegorical perspective. I argue that the narratological “circumcision” of the poem’s textual
body aligns the genre of the Arthurian romance with the more explicitly religious material of the
rest of the Gawain manuscript.
Chapter 5 considers how theological constructions of marriage-as-uncircumcision shape
the narrative trajectory of “The Wife of Bath’s Tale,” especially as that poem’s protagonist
ventures from a literal to an allegorical perspective. I argue that the Wife stages a “circumcision”
of the flesh of marriage in order to promote the spiritual aspect of conjugal matrimony.
Chapter 6 surveys the metaphor’s uses among Puritans, arguing that Puritan attacks upon
the Renaissance theater as “uncircumcised” can provide a framework for understanding how
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Measure for Measure and Merchant of Venice intertwine marriage plots with threats from overly
literal antagonists (Puritan Angelo and Jewish Shylock).
The study’s Coda examines uses of the trope by Pound and Williams, who reflect upon
modernism by redefining Paul’s theories of circumcision.
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Chapter 1: Allegorized Circumcision and Circumcised Allegory

Literature and philosophy often deal in fables that readers do not necessarily see as
literally true. The proverbial tortoise and hare, for example, obviously never raced one another,
even if the “slow and steady” moral still resonates. One ancient literary theorist writes that the
fantastic elements of such tales constitute a “fleshy and alien foreskin.” According to this theory,
a reader can make use of literary fiction by “circumcising” it—by cutting off the fabulous sheath
of allegory and exposing the work’s profound, truthful kernel. By this conceit, writing resembles
a penis, and myth a foreskin; meaning a glans, and reading amputation.
The metaphor may affront standards of good taste—much like the mutterings of Antonin
Artaud, who once claimed that history exists “in letters of blood on a dark parchment of
scrotums and foreskins” (118).1 The formulation, however, actually belongs to Saint Gregory,
the Cappadocian Father and fourth-century Bishop of Nyssa. Many other Catholic theologians
developed such literary theories of the foreskin. Gregory belongs to a long line of Christian
thinkers who, beginning with Saint Paul, understood reading and writing in terms of the prepuce.
In this study, I will track how Paul’s discussion of circumcision has served as a prooftext
for divergent theories and practices of allegory. Allegory, of course, does not consist of any one
single method. The term “allegory” refers to a wide diversity of readerly maneuvers. Many
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I quote foreign language sources in English using the translations listed in the Works Cited, or,
where I undertake a close reading of a Latin work, I cite the Latin in text and provide my own
translation parenthetically. In rare cases where an in-text citation of the Latin seems to me
excessive, but where a diligent reader may wish to consult the text, I provide the Latin in a
footnote.

notions of allegory differ from and even oppose one another. As Jon Whitman explains, “To
attempt a history of allegorical interpretation in the West would almost be to attempt a history of
Western cultural change itself” (5). This study merely attempts to tell a small part of that history:
I argue that Paul’s reading of “circumcision” has functioned as a key term in the history of
allegory, so that the foreskin serves as a crucial conceptual metaphor for theorizing and
practicing various forms of allegory.
To begin to tell that history, this chapter will consider Paul’s seminal discussion of
circumcision in his epistle to the Romans, and it will account for the cultural forces, both Jewish
and Greco-Roman, that shaped Paul’s inauguration of a preputial hermeneutics. I will examine,
as well, the influence of Paul’s formulation on other Patristic writers. When Christians like Paul
tried to convert the Greeks and Romans, they preached to an audience who saw preputial pruning
as ridiculous, if not barbaric (Gollaher, 32). Paul, a circumcised Jew who himself circumcised
Timothy, categorically rejected the necessity of physical circumcision (Phil. 3:5; Acts 16:3).
Paul’s apparently contradictory stance toward preputiotomy has resulted in considerable critical
confusion. As I will discuss, contemporary scholars have not developed any consensus about the
precise meaning of Pauline circumcision as it pertains to allegory; instead, Paul’s views on
circumcision have generated an interpretative crux, so that Pauline circumcision productively
fuels a multitude of allegorical approaches. Since Paul considered himself the recipient of a
mystical mission, his philosophy may evade rational argumentation. In order to harness the
mysterious nature of Paul’s praeputium, I explore how this ambiguous figure has served as a
flashpoint in debates about the nature of interpretation.
Christian ideas about the prepuce draw upon, but diverge from, the allegorizations of
circumcision articulated by Paul’s Jewish interlocutors, even as these ideas respond to Greco-
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Roman attitudes toward posthectomy. The apparent contradictions within Pauline circumcision
mean that, as later writers attempt to develop Paul’s metaphor of circumcision into a larger
conceit that explains Christian allegory, these different writers produce quite divergent theories.
Paul’s distinction between the “spirit” and the “letter” of circumcision generated debate about
whether this distinction necessitates an opposition between these two levels of meaning. Writers
like the pseudo-Barnabas and like Gregory of Nyssa employed the figure of circumcision in
order to denigrate literalism, which they associated with Jews and which they opposed to the
supposed spiritualism of Christians. Later thinkers, namely Augustine, understood Paul’s notions
of circumcision as commanding an approach to allegory that maintained the integrity of the letter
while ultimately preferring the spirit. Meanwhile, Macrobius discussed Neo-Platonic allegory
with terms that, I argue, borrow from an anatomical vocabulary of the foreskin, so that
Macrobius subtly syncretizes this Neo-Platonic allegory with Pauline spiritual reading. By
tracing the Jewish and Greco-Roman influences upon Paul’s theory of circumcision, and by then
demonstrating the variety of literary theories developed from this theory, the chapter begins to
advance the main argument of this dissertation: after Paul, circumcision, as a conceptual
metaphor, governs a systematic approach to the theory and practice of rhetoric and hermeneutics.

The “Great Price” of Pauline Uncircumcision
Early members of the Jesus movement intensely debated whether Christians should
undergo circumcision. Paul’s view on the matter won out at the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15).
Paul expressed an utter indifference to physical circumcision. He proclaimed that “circumcision
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is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing” (1 Cor. 7:19). Paul puts forth his theory of spiritual
circumcision in his letter to the Romans:
For he is not a Jew, who is so outwardly: nor is that circumcision which is
outwardly in the flesh. But he is a Jew that is one inwardly and the circumcision is
that of the heart, in the spirit not in the letter: whose praise is not of men, but of
God. (Rom. 2: 28-29)
As Paul understands “circumcision,” the rite matters only in its spiritual aspect—a circumcision
“of the heart.” This treatment of circumcision implies a hermeneutics. By interpreting
circumcision, Paul proposes a method for interpreting the body as well as the law. But the
hermeneutic implications of Pauline circumcision have remained a point of contention.
Post-modern thinkers like Alain Badiou and Daniel Boyarin have argued that Paul
severed sign from referent in order to announce an allegorizing hermeneutics in which arbitrary
signs point toward a transcendent meaning privileged above the sign itself. Alain Badiou
explains that, for Paul
it is not that communitarian marking (circumcision, rites, the meticulous
observance of the Law) is indefensible or erroneous. It is that the postevental
imperative of truth renders the latter indifferent (which is worse). It has no
signification, whether positive or negative. Paul is not opposed to circumcision.
His rigorous assertion is ‘Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing’
(Cor. 1.7.19). This assertion is obviously sacrilegious for Judeo-Christians. But
note that it is not, for all that, a Gentile-Christian assertion, since uncircumcision
acquires no particular value through it, so that it is in no way to be insisted upon.
(23)
In Badiou’s reading of Paul, the figures “circumcision” and “uncircumcision” become cut off
from the literal foreskin and come to have meanings that Paul wants Christians to view as purely
symbolic. Badiou sees Paul as rejecting the literal and emphasizing the figurative aspect of
circumcision, so that Gentile proselytes could “circumcise” themselves in a metaphorical sense
that did not require actual excision. This allegorization of circumcision acts as a kind of
synecdoche for a larger argument about reading generally. As David Gollaher suggests, Paul
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employed “circumcision” as the epitome of the Old Law, using the term to distinguish between
the figurative and the literal, between what he called the “spirit” and the “letter” (32). And as
Paula Fredriksen writes, “Paul’s association of circumcision with ‘flesh’ allows him to conflate
the physical act urged by his opponents with other ‘works of the flesh’ which they, too, would
doubtless condemn” (133).
Like Badiou, Boyarin sees Pauline circumcision as radical allegorizing: “in one stroke, by
interpreting circumcision as referring to a spiritual and not corporeal reality, Paul made it
possible for Judaism to become a world religion,” but, Boyarin goes on to say, Paul’s
“spiritualizing dualism was also obtained at an enormous price” (233). Boyarin’s claim alludes to
the famous words of the first letter to the Corinthians, in which Paul inveighs against sexual
licentiousness and reminds his readers that they “are bought with a great price” (6:20).
According to Boyarin, Paul’s allegorical reading of the Law has grave implications, specifically
in bodily matters like sex. Boyarin explains that the relationship between Rabbinic Judaism and
Hellenistic Judaism (among which Boyarin counts Pauline Christianity) functions dialectically,
and that
each of these formulations presents cultural ethico-social problems that the other
solves… more successfully. Thus if Hellenistic Judaisms… provide an attractive
model of human equality and freedom—‘There is no Jew or Greek, no male or
female’—they do so at the cost of a severe devaluation of sexuality, procreation,
and ethnicity. And if rabbinic Judaism provides a positive orientation to sexual
pleasure and ethnic difference, it does so at the cost of determined stratifications
of society. A dialectical reading practice puts these two formations into a relation
of mutual thesis-antithesis, thus exposing the cultural problems that each
answered but the other did not. (231)
In Boyarin’s estimation, Paul’s allegoresis, even as it obliterates difference in the name of
universalism, does so to the extent that it creates a stark divide between, on the one hand, an
embodied literalism and, on the other, a disincarnate spiritualism.
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As later chapters of this study will discuss, many of Paul’s pre-modern readers
understood his ideas about circumcision as radically severing the literal from the allegorical, in
the ways that Badiou and Boyarin discuss. But such readings of Paul have not found complete
acceptance. And, as later chapters of this study will discuss, many of Paul’s pre-modern students
understood his ideas about circumcision as subordinating the literal to the figural, but not
severing them. Jaw Twomey observes that, by reading Paul through an atheistic materialist lens,
Badiou decontextualizes Paul; and David Dawson sees Boyarin’s reading as based on
“contestable poststructuralist presuppositions” (133; Christian, 20). Dawson helpfully points out
that Romans 2:29 does not, in fact, necessitate a radically dualistic contrast between the “spirit”
and the “letter” (Christian, 37). Just because Paul saw the spirit and the letter as distinct, Dawson
argues, this does not therefore mean that Paul saw the spirit and the letter as opposed (Christian,
38). Furthermore, Dawson asserts that Paul does not, in fact, offer an interpretation of
circumcision; instead, Paul provides a new definition of circumcision’s location. In Dawson’s
estimation, the notion of a “circumcision of the heart” does not arise as an allegorization of
fleshly circumcision; rather, “for Paul, there is one circumcision, which just happens to be
circumcision of the heart” (Christian, 39). In contrast to the “dualistic hermeneutics” that
Boyarin finds in Paul, Westerholm similarly suggests that “circumcision for Paul is a spiritual
reality that may or may not assume ‘external,’ physical forms, forms that are, in their physicality
as such, clearly regarded as nonessential to the nature of circumcision” (qtd. in Dawson,
Christian, 45). According to Westerholm and Dawson, Paul understood physical circumcision as
an interpretation of spiritual circumcision, and not the other way around. This reading of Paul
regards the figure of circumcision as proposing an interrelationship between spirit and letter,
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rather than an opposition. And it regards the spirit as informing the letter, rather than the letter
embodying the spirit.
Dawson points out that “Boyarin's reading of Paul demands a choice that Paul himself
refuses to make: Israel is either a community of physical genealogy or a community of faith”
(Christian, 23). True. But many Christians later construed Paul as prescribing precisely this
disjunction, so that Dawson’s recuperative reading of Paul does not adequately credit how
receptions of Paul confirm Boyarin’s reading. As Boyarin posits, Paul’s views on circumcision
produced dialectical opposites in the form of Rabbinic Judaism and Pauline Christianity, and, as
I noted, Boyarin himself would employ a “dialectical reading practice” that resituates these
opposites within “a relation of mutual thesis-antithesis.” Perhaps, given how Boyarin and
Dawson both put forth compelling readings of Paul, this dialectical tension exists within Pauline
Christianity itself. In other words, perhaps the post-Pauline antitheses that Boyarin maps onto a
Jewish/Christian divide might inhere within Pauline hermeneutics itself, and perhaps they exist
within the Pauline tradition. As Dawson explains, Paul’s hermeneutics generated a tension
between the figurative and the figural (with “figurative” referring to an allegorical meaning that
steers away from literality, and “figural” referring to an allegorical meaning that still preserves
literal meaning). “The figurative dimension,” Dawson writes, “does not automatically assume a
status independent of literal meaning although it always threatens to do so,” (Christian, 16).
Certainly, many readers of Paul have shared Boyarin’s view that the letter to the Romans
advances a radical form of allegory. But Auerbach had argued that “Christian figural reading
refuses from the outset the dualism that opens up such a contrast between concrete and abstract,
literal and nonliteral. Auerbach argues that Christian figural interpretation… embraces a tension
between figurative and figural meaning” (Dawson, Christian, 16). Paul’s understanding of
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circumcision licenses, for some of his Christian readers, figural modes of reading that connect
the literal and the allegorical, and it licenses, for some of his other Christian readers, figurative
modes of reading that undermine the literal.
Paul’s reading of circumcision draws upon, but diverges from, Jewish precedents. Paul
received a Jewish tradition that understood the rite of circumcision symbolically and that
employed the trope of circumcision figuratively. These ideas clearly inflected Paul’s
understanding of circumcision. The Hebrew Bible several times speaks of circumcision “of the
heart.” In Leviticus, God admonishes sinners for having “uncircumcised minds” (26:41). In
Deuteronomy, Moses tells the Jews that “the Lord your God will circumcise your hearts and the
hearts of your descendants, so that you may love him” (30:6). Again in Jeremiah, God issues the
commandment to “circumcise your hearts, you people of Judah” (4:4). Similarly in Ezekiel, the
Israelites “brought foreigners uncircumcised in heart and flesh into my sanctuary” (44:7).
Employed in the context of a circumcising society, these figures draw meaning in relation to the
literal penis. But, understood purely as metaphors, they allow for “circumcise” to exist as a
spiritual construct. Of course, rabbis tended to take concrete circumcision as the basis for
metaphorical readings of circumcision (Kister, 174). To cite Ezekiel again: “No stranger
uncircumcised in heart, and uncircumcised in flesh, shall enter into my sanctuary” (44:9): the
heart and flesh conjoin by circumcision. The Old Testament establishes circumcision as a symbol
with figurative meaning, but, during Paul’s apostleship, Jewish teaching preserved circumcision
as a literal practice that provided a reference for the metaphor. Paul, in contradistinction,
understands circumcision only in a spiritual aspect. But the literal foreskin remains an important
frame of reference for Paul’s readers, who see Paul’s spiritualization of circumcision as an
interpretative maneuver that slashes literal from figurative.
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Matthew Thiessen suggests that first-century Jews did not see circumcision as necessary
for converts, so that—practically if not theologically—Paul effectively agrees with at least some
Jewish interpretations of the law (113). Josephus notes the existence of conflicting Jewish views
on circumcision. Josephus discusses the case of Izates II, king of Adiabene and a convert to
Judaism. Proselytized by Ananias, Izates debated with himself about whether to be circumcised;
and Anaias held that faith in God counted more than circumcision (Jewish Antiquities, IX, 23).
Izates is told by one Eleazar, however, that he “ought not merely to read the law but also, and
even more, to do what is commanded in it,” and, upon realizing his impiety, the king is
immediately circumcised: “be circumcised; and Anaias held that faith in God counted more than
circumcision” (Jewish Antiquities, IX, 25). The different opinions of Anaias and Eleazar are
perhaps part of a longstanding debate among rabbis about whether a convert to Judaism must be
circumcised, and their contest resembles the early debate within the Christian community about
whether Gentile converts should be circumcised (see Josephus, Antiquities, IX, 23, fn. a). This is
to say, then, that Pauline views of circumcision are not without some Jewish precedent. Although
Izates’s decision does not depend upon the literal or symbolic meaning of circumcision, the idea
that the rite could be interpreted figuratively provided a rationale for excusing sojourners (nonJews who lived among the Jews) from circumcision (though sojourners did not have the same
status as converts). As Philo explains, “the sojourner is one who circumcises not his circumcision
but his desires and sensual pleasures and other passions of the soul” (Questions and Answers on
Exodus, 36).
Greek philosophy separated body and soul rather more empathically than Judaism. As
Dawson discusses, Greek thinkers like Plato put forth the idea that textuality resembles a body;
Hellenistic Jewish thinkers like Philo suggested that the textual body had a soul; and Christian
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thinkers like Origen emphasized the supremacy of the text’s soul over its body (see Dawson’s
extensive discussion in “Plato’s Soul”). Writing in the first century, Philo, a Hellenized Jewish
philosopher based in Alexandria, described circumcision in symbolic terms (Livesey, 47). Philo
discusses circumcision in many places throughout his oeuvre, and he typically interprets
circumcision figuratively. Philo portrays circumcision as “the figure of the excision of excessive
and superfluous pleasure,” and he writes that he considers “circumcision to be a symbol” (On the
Special Laws, 105). Expounding upon the Biblical injunction to “circumcise the hardness of your
hearts,” Philo says that circumcision means to “prune away from the ruling mind the superfluous
overgrowths sown and raised by the immoderate appetites of the passions” (On the Special Laws,
277). Elsewhere he makes the point again: “circumcision of the skin is a symbol, as if to show
that it is proper to cut off superfluous and excessive desires” (Questions and Answers on
Genesis, 245). Inspired by the Greeks, Philo subscribes to a Middle Platonist belief that nonrational desire, if not properly moderated, could corrupt the soul (Svebakken, 81). The foreskin
for Philo represents the unnecessary excess of unregulated passion (Svebakken, 97). Through
allegorical reading, Philo syncretizes Jewish circumcision with Greek ethics.
But circumcision, while figurative, makes a sensible metaphor for Philo precisely
because of its literal practice. As Philo makes clear, literal circumcision enacts a spiritual
trimming. When Philo provides a rationale for circumcision, he claims that the ritual affects a
homology between mind and body:
For as both are framed to serve generation, thought being generated by the spirit
force in the heart, living creatures by the reproductive organ, the earliest men held
that the unseen and superior element to which the concepts of the mind owe their
existence should have assimilated to it the visible and apparent, the natural parent
of the things perceived by sense. (On the Special Laws, 104-105)
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The one-to-one correspondence between heart and penis makes literal circumcision an effective
means to accomplish spiritual circumcision. Philo argues that actual circumcision accomplishes
symbolic circumcision because of the fact that “the bodily organ of generation… resembl[es]
thought, which is the most generative force of the heart” (Q&A on Genesis, 245), and he
suggests that the foreskin persuasively signifies the passions because of its sensual nature (Q&A
on Genesis, 253; Special, 105). And, lest his readers mistake his interest in symbolism as a
license to dispense with the sign of the covenant, Philo insists that the interpretation of the “inner
meaning” of symbols must not neglect the outer:
It is true that receiving circumcision does indeed portray the excision of pleasure
and all passions, and the putting away of the impious conceit, under which the
mind supposed that it was capable of begetting by its own power: but let us not on
this account repeal the law laid down for circumcising. Why, we shall be ignoring
the sanctity of the Temple and a thousand other things, if we are going to pay
heed to nothing except what is shewn us by the inner meaning of things. (On the
Migration, 185).
So, Philo imagines literal and symbolic circumcision as inseparable. Philo’s approach to
interpreting circumcision disagrees with Paul. Boyarin claims that, influenced by Platonic
thinking, Philo came close to accepting a Pauline universalism that saw Israel as a matter of faith
rather than of works (Boyarin, 232). In Boyarin’s reckoning, Paul, in contrast, insists that
circumcision’s spiritual meaning alone is important. As Boyarin says, “Paul went Philo one step
further” (234). By understanding Paul’s radical treatment of circumcision as figurative, Boyarin
constructs Paul as an allegorizer like Philo, thus aligning Paul with previous readings of the Law
and situating Paul within a Hellenized Jewish paradigm. Though Boyarin claims that Paul sees
“inner meaning” as trumping the fleshy signs that signify them, Dawson argues that Paul simply
locates meaning beyond these signs altogether. Whereas Philo discusses the “inner meaning” of
fleshly signs like circumcision, Romans 2 does not refer explicitly to any such “inner meaning.”
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More radically, Paul writes that, “neither is that circumcision, which is outward in the flesh.”
Philo allegorizes physical circumcision; but Paul actually denies that physical circumcision
counts as circumcision. Paul’s invocation of the inner and the outer, however, lends his treatment
of circumcision to the kind of interpretation that Boyarin offers. How this interpretation became
prevalent in the early Christian era may have to do with Greco-Roman attitudes toward the
prepuce, which I explore in the next section.

The Greco-Roman Foreskin and the “Circumcised Poet”

As Fredriksen observes, Paul’s theology places Christians in “a social no-man’s-land,”
because “in antiquity, only Jews had the legal right to excuse themselves from the cult that
normally expressed responsible participation in the life of the city” (129). As Andrew S. Jacobs
writes, Jewish circumcision circulated as a mark of Roman power, so that Paul “opts out of this
cultural economy of signs” in a way that evades Roman authority (11, 24). In addition to the
political meanings that circumcision possessed semiotically, the prepuce also functioned in the
ancient world as a part of an aesthetic philosophy. Understanding later elaborations of Pauline
circumcision as a rhetorical theory requires some background about Greek and Roman beliefs
about the male anatomy.
The Greeks and Romans abhorred circumcision. The pagan prejudice against
posthectomy resulted from a taboo against exposure of the glans. Circumcision offended
classical taste, because it left the penis’s head uncovered, and Greco-Roman culture regarded an
exposed penile tête as vulgar nakedness (Hodges, 382). The Greeks snubbed the corona glandis
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especially due to its association with arousal. (In uncircumcised men, the foreskin typically
shields the tip of the penis, except during states of excitement, when the prepuce unfurls to
display the head.) The Greeks privileged self-control as the measure of true manhood, and for
them an erection indicated that a man had become possessed by his sexual desires (see Halperin).
Thus a visible balanus, whether bare through sexual readiness or through the excision of the
foreskin, outed a man as passive to his passions.
To avoid a preputial faux pas, competitors during the Olympic festivities—otherwise
completely unclothed—would wear a string (called the “kynodesme” or dog leash) in order to
fasten their foreskins shut (Hodges, 382; Bryk, 227). In the arts, classical aesthetic principles
dictated that the idealized body be depicted with a dainty member, bedecked with an
exaggerated, stylized foreskin, an indication of modesty and restraint (Dover, 127-34). Sculpture
and vase paintings attest to Greco-Roman culture’s deep appreciation for the foreskin as an
object of beauty. Constructing the foreskin as an object of courtesy, if not of beauty, Herodotus
wrote that the Egyptians “practice circumcision for cleanliness’ sake; for they set cleanness
above seemliness” (319). Leo Steinberg notes that pre-modern Christian artists often depicted
circumcised Biblical figures, like David, with foreskins (167). Greek ideals of beauty inspired
these depictions, probably more than theological principle or anti-Jewish sentiment.
Dover explains that the Greeks commonly used two terms for circumcised members:
“psolos” and “apepsolemenos.” The words—an adjective and a participle, respectively—both
literally mean “with the glans exposed.” These words indicate how the Greeks understood
circumcision as an exposure of the glans. As Dover discusses, Greek art employs the balanus as a
source of coarse humor. In the plastic arts, the penis’s head is revealed almost exclusively on
images of satyrs, whose onion-domed pricks attest to their animality. The glans also occasionally
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appears in representations of foreign-born slaves, whose penises seem barbarously large when
compared to their Hellenic counterparts (Dover,128-29). Similarly, the Romans usually depicted
the uncouth Priapus, rustic god of fertility, as comically well endowed, with his tip showing. And
the Latin word “verpa” attests to how the Romans equated circumcision with arousal: the noun
“verpa” refers to the erect penis, but its adjectival form “verpus” means “circumcised.”2 Schäfer
argues that the words demonstrate an imagined similarity between arousal and circumcision
(101). By classical taste, male sexuality resided outside the realm of civility, and the Greeks and
Romans projected engorged brutishness onto Dionysian beasts and foreign apelsolemenoi. The
glans was the crown of crudeness.
Not only aesthetes and athletes but also by anatomists express a disdain for the naked
glans. The ancient physician Galen defines the prepuce as a stylistic device that nature uses to
decorate its greatest work of art, man. Galen defines the prepuce as a covering: “cutis quae eam
contegit, praeputium dicitur” (3. 706; “the skin, which covers it [the glans] is called the
prepuce”).3 For Galen, uncircumcision hides part of the anatomy that, if exposed, would cause
shame. Galen writes of the foreskin as if its existence served primarily aesthetic ends:
sic & Natura ex abundanti omnia membra, eaque potissimum hominum exornavit.
Quae ornamenta multis in partibus clare apparent, obscurantur tamen aliquando
ab ipsius utilitatis splendore. In auribus certe manifeste apparet, quamadmodum
(ni fallor) & in cute extremi pudendi, quam praeputium appelant: item & in ipsis
natium carnibus. Evidenter autem partis ipsius turpitudinem, si nuda carnibus
fuisset, simiam conspicatus, agnosces. (3.898)
(So nature, out of its abundance, ornaments all of its members, especially those of
man. These many ornaments clearly appear in many parts, but they are obscured
sometimes by the splendor of their very usefulness. In the ears certainly it
2

Adams provides these definitions (13). Juvenal uses the word in a satire that makes fun of Jews
(466), as does Martial (76).
3
The unruly nature of the Galenic MS tradition leaves us with no solid edition of his work (see
Kotrc and Walters; Fortuna). Volume three of Kühn’s Greek and Latin edition is here cited only
in Latin.
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manifestly appears, and very obviously (unless I’m mistaken) in the skin at the
end of the penis, which is called the prepuce: and also in the flesh of the buttocks.
Evidently the baseness of this same part, if it were stripped to the flesh, would be
perceived as apish, as you can see.)
Galen tells us that certain parts of the body, namely the ears, penis, and the buttocks, would seem
animal-like, “si nuda carnibus fuisset” (“if they were nude”). Therefore, nature covers these parts
with “ornamenta.” And Galen repeats twice more that “natura” makes these additions purely for
pleasure and beauty, so that man will not seem “nuda” (3. 898-99). Circumcision, for the Greeks
and the Romans, would remove a beautifying adornment that makes man seemly.
In a Greco-Roman context, then, readers of Paul naturally would understand his
discussion of “inner” and “outer” circumcision in relation to a perception that the foreskin itself
existed as an “outer” cover upon the “inner” glans. Paul’s use of the penis to think about allegory
involved, after all, a living rather than a dead metaphor—Paul himself possessed a circumcised
penis, and he himself had performed the ritual upon Timothy. Furthermore, Paul’s commentators
themselves would possess penises (mostly uncircumcised), and they therefore would have
intuitively grasped the anatomical aesthetics that Galen more formally theorizes. Given the key
role of the penis as a figure in advancing Pauline theology, and given the prevalence of
allegorical interpretations of circumcision among Paul’s interlocutors, such readers would have
used their own bodies to grasp Pauline circumcision, seeing the outer penis as possessing an
inner meaning.
Notably, Galen discusses the body’s “ornaments” in conversation with Judaism. When
Galen treats another ornament—hair—he cites Moses as an authority for the principle that the
Creator inspires generation in creatures (specifically Galen questions why all hairs tend to grow
to the same length—evidence, he says, of the Creator’s rationality). In this discussion, Galen
distinguishes Jewish concepts of natural law from Platonic beliefs (3.905). Galen views the body
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as a philosophical question. When he describes the prepuce as marking the difference between a
“nude” and an “ornamented” penis, he constructs the prepuce as ethical-aesthetic principle
grounded in a Platonic worldview. As Galen says, the prepuce helps to prevent man from being
an ape. Similarly, in Apocolocyntosis Seneca suggests that the prepuce, for Stoic philosophers,
performs an essential feature of man’s condition as an embodied creature. Seneca refers to the
transcendent, “Stoicus” form of the human as “rotundus… sine capite, sine praeputio” (456;
“round, without a head, without a praeputium”). In a purely abstract realm, man would exist as a
sphere; but on earth, he walks upright and possesses the flesh of his foreskin. Although Galen
writes as a scientist and Seneca as a satirist, both confirm that, in a Greco-Roman culture, the
foreskin identities man as such.
It was from this perspective that classical culture stigmatized the uncovered penis in
general and denigrated the amputated prepuce in particular. Aristophanes refers disparagingly to
men with exposed glandes (Acharnians 134; Wealth 463); as does Hipponax (363). These slurs
cannot be read strictly as anti-Jewish slights, since the Greeks also associated circumcision with
Egyptians. Aristophanes specifically mocks Egyptian circumcision in the Birds (498); and
Herodotus assumed that the “very ancient custom” of circumcision was first practiced among the
Colchians, Egyptians, and Ethiopians (393). Strabo, too, takes the Egyptians as a point of
reference for circumcision (339), and Diodorus Siculus implies that Jews learned the practice
while in Egypt (193).
Still, interactions between Jews and the Greco-Roman world did produce tensions around
Jewish circumcision. Horace writes unflatteringly of the specifically Jewish practice (110), as do
Petronius (244) and Sidonius (278). And Tacitus implied that Jews practiced circumcision out of
an innate depravity and arrogance (182). During the second century BC the Greek King
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Antiochus IV precipitated the Maccabean Revolt when he banned circumcision (1 Macc. 1:6061; Josephus, The Jewish War, 19; Jewish Antiquities, I, 131). And the Historia Augusta reports
that, under the emperor Hadrian, the Jews “moverunt … bellum, quod vetabantur mutilare
genitalia” (44; “began a war, because they were prohibited from mutilating their genitals”).
So necessary was uncircumcision for acceptance in Greco-Roman society that ancient
physicians sometimes even restored the circumcised prepuce with plastic surgery. Curiously,
Aristotle and Hippocrates believed that the foreskin, once removed, could never be restored
(183; Coan, 229; Aphorisms., 184); but Galen suggests that it can in fact be reconstituted by
what sounds like a very painful operation (527). Celsus also recommends a certain procedure for
those “in quo … glans nuda est” (“whose glans is nude”), adding that men might wish to
undertake the operation “decoris causa” (305; “on account of decorum”). Paul himself alludes to
this practice, known as epispasm, when he says of the circumcised convert, “let him not procure
uncircumcision” (1 Cor. 7:18). A story in 1 Maccabees relates how a group of Hellenized Jews,
corrupted by Greek influence, built a gymnasium and proceeded to regrow their foreskins (1:1516). These Jewish uncircumcisers, rather than undergoing surgery, may have utilized an
outpatient method known as the “Iudaeus pondus” (“Jewish weight”). The device stretched and
regenerated the tissue (on the same principal that an ear weighed down with rings will become
longer). Martial memorializes just such a “pondus” in a poem about a slave who is “nuda sub
cute” (102; “nude under the skin,” a confusing phrase that has inspired plenty of critical
commentary but that apparently indicates a naked glans).4 Alternatively, a Jew might wear a
sheath over his penis at the public baths like the one Martial denigrates elsewhere (139). The
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The line is a matter of some debate and may in fact read “nulla sub cute.” Schäfer gives “nuda”
and discusses its possible implications. On other interpretations see Shaye J.D. Cohen,
Beginnings, 351, ff.
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Greco-Roman appreciation for the foreskin did not generate a fully-fledged literary theory of the
foreskin, though (as I will show in Chapter 2) Romans frequently referred to rhetoric as
“circumcised,” and (as I will show later in this chapter), Martial used circumcision to think about
cross-cultural translation.

Preputializing Allegory

Paul’s formulation becomes foundational for Christian methods of exegesis, and the
vehicle of Paul’s metaphor—circumcision—becomes the basis for a tradition that uses preputial
tropes to think about reading and writing. After Paul, early Christians theorize circumcision as
allegorical, and they come to think of allegory itself in terms of the prepuce. The foreskin, made
purely abstract by Paul, is re-reified. If, as Boyarin argues, the letter/spirit divide, as mapped
onto Judaism/Christianity, is a dialectic, then (un)circumcision is the vexed marker of a synthesis
of these opposites. It is the liminal space between literal and figurative. In other words, the
literal/spiritual, thesis/antithesis is, for Patristic thinkers, understood in terms of literal
circumcision and spiritual circumcision; and this thesis-antithesis inheres within the Christian
tradition, which strives to realize meaning through a circumcision that is grounded in the very
literal referent that it attempts to transcend. Put in Kathleen Biddick’s terms, the equivalence of
Jewish type for Christian anti-type (made possible by allegorical interpretation) generates
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anxiety, because it makes Judaism and Christianity synonymous and hence reversible (6).5
Biddick contends that the supersessionary logic of Christian doctrine—so often articulated
through circumcision metaphors, as she notes—in fact alters the reality of the prefiguration:
Christians assume the inferiority of the literal type. Paul’s spiritualist hermeneutics, enunciated
with preputial figures, is an unrealizable ideal for his followers. So, Pauline indifference to literal
circumcision becomes, among his adherents, hostility toward literal circumcision.
Allegoresis is contrasted with literalism by Origen. Origen in his third homily on Genesis
claims that Jewish exegetes fail to allegorize and therefore misunderstand the commandment to
circumcise (Kister 173). Origen asserts that, because Jews take the commandment to circumcise
literally, “allegoricae non superest locus” (179; there is no room left for allegory). Jewish
circumcision, Origen says, is part and parcel of purported Jewish literal-mindedness. The firstcentury Epistle of Barnabas likewise demarcates between pagan (literal) uncircumcision and
Jewish (spiritual) uncircumcision, employing these figures in a discussion about allegory. The
Pseudo-Barnabas, citing Jeremiah 9:25, condemns those who are not able to undertake an
allegorical mode of reading, saying, “all the heathen are uncircumcised in the foreskin, but this
people is uncircumcised in heart” (45). Notably, the early second century Rabbi El’azar ben
‘Azariah cites this same line as evidence that literal uncircumcision is disgraceful—so, he says,
“uncircumcision” is used as a metaphor for wickedness; but the Barnabas references Jeremiah to
prove that literal circumcision is unimportant, because trumped by circumcision of the heart
(Kister 174). The Barnabas marks out a distinction between the literal and the spiritual,
degenerating the former as meaningless while crediting the latter as paramount.
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This reversibility is, according to Jeffrey S. Librett, implicit in Erich Auerbach’s formulation of
figura (12). Librett argues that with figural interpretation, as opposed to allegorical
interpretation, “neither the prefiguration nor its fulfillment... loses its reality” (13).
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The Barnabas is indifferent to specifically Gentile uncircumcision. But he meanwhile
polemicizes against what he perceives as Jewish literalism. Whereas Paul’s letter to the Romans
attempted to craft a universalism that collapses the distinction between Gentiles and Jews
through a hermeneutics of (un)circumcision, the Pauline divide between the spirit and the letter,
once inaugurated, doubles back and drives a wedge between Christians and Jews. The
Jewish/Gentile distinction, for the Barnabas, is understood as one between an allegorical
sensibility and a literal sensibility. He credits Gentile circumcision, in which one is literally
uncircumcised but spiritually circumcised; but he denounces Jewish circumcision, in which one
is literally circumcised but spiritually uncircumcised.
Origen, Psuedo-Barnabas, and Gregory of Nyssa, like Paul, employ circumcision as a key
term in their promotion of allegory as a readerly mode. But, unlike Paul, they are not indifferent
to actual circumcision. Instead they use the cut penis as a kind of scapegoat for literalism. The
circumcised, Jewish member, repressed in order to promote allegory, returns as a metonym for
unspiritual literalism. Paul’s hermeneutics had attempted to allegorize marks of the flesh. But
Christian thinkers continue to employ circumcision not as a dead metaphor, but with reference to
the actual practice of removing the prepuce. Pauline allegoresis, when defined by Christians
through an opposition to a hermeneutics of circumcision, remains attached to the literal foreskin,
so that we have, for centuries, Christians deriding the literal practice of circumcision.
Allegory is also understood by reference to circumcision in a hymn on Christ’s body by
Ephrem the Syrian (c. 306 – 373). Ephrem thinks of Christ’s circumcision as an allegory to end
all allegory. He sings, “in His birth He fulfilled the parables, in His purification and circumcision
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the allegories” (500).6 Ephrem suggests that, through Christ, circumcision is not just a species of
allegory; it is the actualization of the very category. Circumcision and allegory are almost
recursively interchangeable. Allegory provides the mechanism for understanding circumcision,
and circumcision in turn stands as the culmination of allegory.
Likewise with the aforementioned Gregory of Nyssa: Gregory frequently allegorized
circumcision, as in his homily on Psalm 6, in which he reads the knife of circumcision as the
rock of Christ, an interpretation that is offered as well by Origen (Boersma 39). Having
allegorized circumcision, Gregory takes circumcision as shorthand for allegoresis. He describes
the figurative layer of pagan myths as a prepuce that must be snipped off. In his De vita Moysis,
Gregory argues that the “fleshly and alien foreskin” of fallacious doctrines corrupts Greek
philosophy. In order to understand the works of the Greeks properly, Gregory proposes a process
of readerly circumcision. “There is something fleshly and uncircumcised in what is taught by
philosophy’s generative faculty,” he says, and “when that has been completely removed, there
remains the pure Israelite race” (337).7 As Jaroslav Pelikan explains, Gregory applied an
allegorical approach to the practice of circumcision, and so he interpreted the foreskin as a
symbol of the false notions that were attached to philosophy: “He applied his allegory to the
practice of circumcision, interpreting the 'foreskin' as a symbol of the false notions that were
attached to philosophy and must be cut away” (32). With the prepuce allegorized, allegory is
preputialized. The foreskin, which had been understood figuratively, is now serving as a figure
for figuration itself. This Patristic metaphor inspires the poets who will be the subject of
6

For the Syriac, see “Hymni de nativitate Christi in carne,” in Sancti Ephraem Syri, Hymni et
Sermones, tom. 2, ed. Thomas Josephus Lamy (Mechliniae: Dessain, 1886), 501-502. My
English translation here is based on Lamy’s Latin translation.
7
Quoted in Arthur P. Urbano, The Philosophical Life: Biography and the Crafting of Intellectual
Identity in Late Antiquity, Patristic Monograph Series 21 (Washington, D.C.: Catholic U of
America P, 2013), 122.
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subsequent chapters of this study, like Thomas Browne, who in his 1633 elegy for John Donne
tells the late poet that his readers “with sharper eyes” will circumcise “the foreskinne” of
Donne’s poetic “phansie” (ll. 5-6). In these lines, as in Pauline hermeneutics generally, the
prepuce stands as a symbol for the literal level that Christians must “cut off” in order to access
allegorical meaning. The figurative level is only sensible through the literal, just as, in this life,
the soul can only be experienced through the body. The actual foreskin, even despite Pauline
indifference, remains over-determined for Christians, vexed by contradictory meanings—it needs
to be attributed to pagan and Jewish works, precisely in order for it to be removed.

Myths of the Exegetical Foreskin

During the Apostolic Age, Christians used circumcised allegory in order to negotiate
their relationship with Jewish Scripture. During the Late-Antique period, Christians also used
circumcised allegory to negotiate their relationship with Greco-Roman philosophy. The Greeks
and Romans had produced an expansive vocabulary for thinking about nature, politics, and
cosmology. Leading Christian intellectuals wanted to employ this vocabulary as they developed
Christianity into a philosophy.8 But Classical ideas reflected their heathen origins. Christian
theologians therefore felt a profound ambivalence towards the Greco-Roman intellectual
heritage. They wished to exploit its insights, but they wished also to excise its paganism.
Christian thinkers learned to adopt and to adapt Classical concepts by expanding upon Paul’s
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See Ernest L. Fortin, The Birth of Philosophic Christianity: Studies in Early Christian and
Medieval Thought, ed. J. Brian Benestad (Rowman & Littlefield, 1996)
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preputial figures. They had interpretively uncircumcised the Jews, and now they interpretively
circumcised the Gentiles.
Martial had thought about literary influence with circumcising metaphors. Martial, like
many poets of the first century, wrote naughty epigrams. In one of his poems Martial made fun
of a psolos for trying to regrow his foreskin with a device called the Judaeus pondus (“Jewish
weight”). In another, Martial criticized a literary rival and insulted this adversary as
“circumcised.” Martial and his literary competitor crossed swords:
That you are so envious of me and always dragging down my books, I
forgive you, circumcised poet; for you have good taste.
I also do not care that when you despoil my verses you steal them; for this,
too, circumcised poet, you have good taste.
But it tortures me that, although you were born in Jerusalem itself,
circumcised poet, you bugger my boy.
Certainly you deny it and swear to me by the temple of Zeus. But I don’t
believe you. Swear, circumcised one, by your Adonai. (Epigram
11.94)
(Quod nimium lives nostris et ubique libellis
detrahis, ignosco: verpe poeta, sapis.
hoc quoque non curo, quod cum mea carmina carpas,
conpilas: et sic, verpe poeta, sapis.
illud me cruciat, Solymis quod natus in ipsis
pedicas puerum, verpe poeta, meum.
ecce negas iurasque mihi per templa Tonantis.
non credo: irua, verpe, per Anchialum.)
Applied four times throughout the poem, the appellation “circumcised poet” becomes an
incantatory taunt. As a self-conscious reflection upon poetic personae, the poem links the
foreskin with literary craft. Martial thinks about translation and cross-cultural interpretation
through the figure of circumcision. Addressed to a rival Jewish poet, the poem tells of an artistic,
erotic competition. The two poets fight for the affections of the same ephebe, and their sexual
contest inflects their literary rivalry. Martial claims that his adversary envies his books but
slanders them, and he criticizes his verses but mimics them. Martial tolerates these incongruities,
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and, when he announces that he forgives his opponent, he absorbs both love and hate into a
single punchline: “circumcised poet, you have good taste.” Martial implies that literary
competition between Jews and Romans depends upon ambivalence toward male/male genital
differences. Variations on this phrase recur throughout the poem, until “circumcised” becomes a
charm word. Like a fetish object, the motif of peritomy engenders intimacy between the two
poets. But in the poem’s conclusion, the rival’s circumcision creates difficulties of translation.
Martial cannot trust the circumcised poet’s oath to Zeus. Penile ablation marks the Gentile’s
antagonist as linguistically foreign. Circumcision opens upon a socio-linguistic realm where
words have different meanings.
The foreskin mediates—not quite harmoniously—between the Greco-Roman and the
Jewish worldviews. Martial’s manly mantle greases the friction between the two poets. It enables
the tension of their competition, and it facilitates the turn upon which the epigram climaxes.
Martial brags that he, the proud possessor of a prepuce, will certainly win this literary-erotic
contest. Martial thus announces a preputial literary sensibility that, in lauding uncircumcised
speech, differs radically from the position of Moses and the Hebrew prophets, who saw
circumcision as the shibboleth of prophetic language.
The rivalry between Jewish and Gentile penises vexed Christian literary tastes, as
exemplified in a peculiar myth promoted by Christians about the philosopher Pythagoras. Early
Christians remembered Pythagoras not as a mathematician but as a philosopher (one who
believed, among other things, in reincarnation). Seven hundred years after Pythagoras’s sixthcentury death, Christians began spreading a rumor about Pythagoras’s foreskin. The scuttlebutt
began with Clement of Alexandria (the second-century Greek Father of the Church). According
to Clement, Pythagoras once visited the ancient library at Alexandria, where the Egyptian priests
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removed Pythagoras’s sheath before they allowed him to read their books. Oddly, the ancient
writers Porphyry, Iamblichus, and Diogenes had all penned biographies of Pythagoras long
before Clement, but none of them had mentioned the size of Pythagoras’s hypotenuse (AshwinSiejkowski, 86). The supposed circumcising of Pythagoras advanced Clement’s attempt to
Judaize the Hellenes. Circumcision initiated Pythagoras into Egyptian (“Jewish”) learning. And
it licensed Christians to learn from the Greeks. Christians appropriated the pagan literary corpus
by preputial theory. Following the metaphorical equivalence of writing as a penis, they saw
transcultural reading as amputation. So, in Oscar Wilde’s play Salomé a Jewish character
discredits “the philosophy of the Greeks” on account of the fact that “they are not even
circumcised” (18-19). For theologians who write about literary theoretical issues, circumcision
negotiates between Greek philosophy and Jewish tradition. In certain Christian myths,
circumcision represents a way to translate between Greco-Roman and Jewish cultures.
Clement spun his yarn about Pythagoras in his Stromata (“patchwork”). A hodgepodge of
essays, the Stromata put forth Clement’s argument that Christians should study Greek
philosophy. In the days of the Roman Empire Clement and other leading Christians held pagan
educations. They studied Greek and Roman literature and law, and they sought to reconcile
Christianity with this intellectual tradition (just as Paul had negotiated between Judaism and
Hellenism). But such syncretism aroused intense debate, since Greco-Roman culture often
reflected pagan ideas contrary to Christian doctrine. Clement refers to Pythagoras’s alleged
circumcision in Chapter 15, a portion of the Stromata that is devoted to an ingenious argument
about the relationship between Judaism and the pagan intellectual tradition. Greek philosophy,
Clement claims, is not actually native to Greece. In fact, the Greeks borrowed all of their ideas
from Egypt, Palestine, and Babylon (396-398). Not coincidentally these locales are the backdrop
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of the Old Testament, and Clement further suggests that it was a Jewish associate who inspired
Aristotle’s philosophy (398). The Jews, Clement goes on to make clear, are the oldest race, and
so their writings actually have precedence over Greek philosophy (399). The clincher in
Clement’s version of history is that Moses is the éminence grise who influenced all major
achievements of Greco-Roman thought. Judaism, for Clement, even inspires the Buddhists and
the Brahmins (400). In other words, all secular philosophy is a Jewish conspiracy! Greek and
Roman culture, therefore, accords neatly with Christianity, because it, too, derives from Judaism.
The supposed circumcising of Pythagoras, then, is only one part of Clement’s attempt to Judaize
the Hellenes. Just as a figural circumcision licenses Christians to read the Greeks, it fantastically
initiates Pythagoras into Egyptian (that is, “Jewish”) learning.9
Another legend—this one told by Saint Augustine—vividly illustrates the extent to which
the foreskin haunted the Christian allegorical imagination. Augustine relates a fabulous tale
about an extraordinary foreskin that inspires allegorical dream visions. The story eloquently
narrativizes how the foreskin figures in Christian literary theory. Augustine had explained in his
Confessions that learned about Christian allegory partly through Ambrose, who regularly
repeated Paul’s dictum that “the letter kills,” and, as Paula Frederickson has argued, Augustine
developed a theory of allegory more in line with Paul’s hermeneutics than with the theologians
between the two thinkers (140-47). Whereas thinkers like Origen and Justin had rejected Jews
and Judaism outright, Augustine (like Paul) saw the Old Testament and the New Testament in a
relation of continuity (Frederickson, 145-46). Augustine’s allegory functioned through typology
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Perhaps the ancient Jews also practiced hermeneutic circumcision as a tool of misprision.
Freud, arguing that all of Jewish monotheism derived from the Egyptians, proposed that Moses,
not Abraham, bequeathed circumcision to the Jews (98). Freud’s revisionist history
acknowledges that the symbol of circumcision can facilitate the creation of cultural identity
through a misrepresentation of the past.
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and through an “insistence on reading Scripture ad litteram, ‘historically’,” in a way that allowed
for the positive assessment of Jewish law, and for an understanding of the fleshly bosy as the
natural home of the soul (Frederickson, 147). In his De Genesi ad litteram, Augustine tells an
anecdote about a young visionary, and this story demonstrates something of Augustine’s
approach to interpretation.
Augustine reports on the case of a boy “praeputio, quod immoderate longitudine
propendebat” (404; “with a prepuce that hung immoderately in length”).10 This praeputium
brings the boy, as well as Augustine and his monastic community, into direct and disturbing
contact with the supernatural. Augustine goes on to recount a curious dream vision fable whose
plot—and whose allegorical structure—hinges upon the foreskin, so that the story offers an
insight into the way that literal circumcision cleaves to the Christian view of allegory.
Augustine explains that the boy’s uncircumcision pains him greatly—his prepuce throws
him into fits in which he experiences celestial visions. Doctors are brought in to investigate, a
reminder that the foreskin is not only a mystical symbol employed by Jewish and Christian
theologians but is first and foremost a physical tissue, one under the disciplinary purview of
physicians and anatomists. The doctors, Augustine says, are unable to treat the boy, and his
prepuce is so long that it prevents them from exposing his glans and finding the root cause of his
ailment:
Fuit item apud nos puer, qui in exordio pubertatis dolorem acerrimum genitalium
patiebatur, medicis nequaquam valentibus quid illud esset agnoscere, nisi quod
nervus ipse introrsum reconditus erat, ita ut nec praeciso praeputio, quod
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Augustine’s commentary on Genesis, as the title suggests, strives to understand the book
literally (though Augustine very often struggles to stick to his stated agenda). Book XII, which
includes the story of the well-endowed boy, deals with visionary experiences and is discussed in
Kruger, who compares Augustine’s hierarchical system of dream classification to the systems of
Macrobius and Calcidius (36 ff.)
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immoderate longitudine propendebat, apparere potuerit, sed postea vix esset
inventus. (17.37)
(There was among us a boy, who in the beginning of puberty began to suffer a
sharp pain of the genitals, so that the best physicians by no means could tell what
it was, except that the glans [nervus11] itself was hidden inside, such that, even if
the prepuce were cut back—for it hung immoderately in length—still it would not
have appeared but would have been difficult to find.)
Augustine describes the boy’s penis in some detail. He tells us that the foreskin hides the glans
inside it, so that the doctors cannot assess the boy’s condition. Just as the Greeks and Romans
regarded the glans as taboo, a totem to be covered, so for Augustine it is a talisman: the hidden
state of the corona glandis speaks to human ignorance of divine matters. The prepuce, covering
the glans, is a veil that inhibits access to truth, especially for natural scientists like the doctors.
Confronted with the inscrutable mystery of uncircumcision, Gentile thinking is of no use. But, as
Augustine goes on to relate, the boy’s foreskin gives him a special, visionary faculty that exceeds
secular knowledge.
Augustine discusses how the boy’s preputial condition sends him into trances. He
experiences heavenly dreams as a result of his mysterious foreskin:
Post aliquantum tamquam evigilans, nec iam dolens, quae videret indicabat. Tum
interpositis paucis diebus eadem patiebatur. In omnibus sane vel pene omnibus visionibus
suis, duos se dicebat videre, unum provectioris aetatis, alterum puerum, a quibus ei vel
dicebantur, vel demonstrabantur, quae se audisse et vidisse narrabat. (17.37)
(Waking up after awhile, now no longer suffering, he would reveal what he had
seen. Then a few days would pass and he would suffer the same thing again. In all
or in nearly all of his visions, he said that he saw two people, one of advanced age
and the other a boy, by whom those things were told to him, or demonstrated,
those things which he said that he saw or heard.)
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Taylor translates “nervus” as “nerve” (202), and Lewis and Short note that “nervus” often
refers to the penis. I translate the word as “glans” based on its usage in Schönberger (219). Given
the context, it seems clear that Augustine is referring to the glans, hidden under an
extraordinarily long foreskin. The boy may suffer from what Galen and even modern doctors
would call phimosis, an ailment common in adolescents.
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In a mystical state, the boy beholds an old man and a boy, who show him heaven and hell. They
tell him to be circumcised at Lent, and, having taken this advice, he is subsequently relieved of
his pains. His preputial pangs return, however, at Easter; and so do his visions. Now the old man
and the young men encourage him to bathe in the sea, and he is completely cured. Clearly the
“old man” and the “young man” symbolize the Old and New Laws, as they are sacramentalized
by circumcision and by bathing/baptism, respectively. The story, then, is a fable about the
Christian trajectory of history, and the boy’s extraordinarily long prepuce facilitates the visionary
space through which history is imagined allegorically.
Augustine similarly connects the foreskin with an allegorized vision of Christian history
in his De civitate Dei. Augustine argues that the literal rite of circumcision can be interpreted
spiritually as standing for the trajectory of history:
Quid enim aliud circumcisio significat quam naturam exuta vetustate renovatam?
… Quid est enim quod dicitur testamentum vetus nisi novi occultatio? Et quid est
aliud quod dicitur novum nisi veteris revelatio? (16.26)
(For what other is meant by circumcision except that nature is renewed by the
stripping off of the old? … And what is it that’s called the Old Testament, except
the concealment of the new? And what is that which is called the new except the
uncovering of the new?)
As Augustine explicates, circumcision figures a process of allegoresis whereby meaning is
unveiled. The Old Testament, as the “occulatio” (“concealment”) of the New, is a veil that must
be cut off in order to reveal the truth. The preputial Old Testament hides the New Testament, an
image that mirrors Augustine’s description in De Genesi of the boy, whose foreskin is so long
that it completely hides his glans. The analogy works for the very reason that the uncircumcised
penis appears to contain within it a circumcised penis. The shape of the uncut member provides a
model for allegorical interpretation. It provides the pre-verbal means for experiencing the
“covering” and “revealing” of allegoresis.
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Augustine writes in an exegetical mode in De civitate, where he interprets circumcision
allegorically for Christian history. He writes in an allegorical mode in De Genesi, where he
mythologizes Christian history through preputial figures. Augustine reads circumcision as a
fable; and he crafts a fable that uses circumcision as its vehicle. This circle serves to establish an
equivalence between prepuce and allegorical veil. As Augustine’s fable demonstrates, the
foreskin as a sign of allegory is inescapably connected to its literal referent. As Augustine says
elsewhere, the foreskin as a metaphor is always ready at hand (in “Treatise on the Merits” he
calls the praeputium an “exemplum” that is “in usu atque in promptu” 3.8). Indeed, the tissue is a
part of—or apart from—the normative Christian body. Cut or uncut, it serves as a fleshy
reminder of the letter of the law. Even three centuries after Paul announced that, for Christians,
“circumcision is nothing and uncircumcision is nothing,” Augustine’s story illustrates how a
Pauline understanding of allegory remains rooted in the actual prepuce. Foreskin and fiction are
conflated, so that the two stand as signs and symbols, either of the other. The praeputium is the
heuristic that opens up access to divine knowledge and creates the opportunity for Christian
allegoresis.

Circumcising Circumcision

As Christians promoted allegory, they opposed their spiritual reading to literal
interpretation by defining spiritual circumcision against literal circumcision. They continually
think in terms of the literal foreskin, which they must figuratively cut off in order to effect
allegoresis. They symbolically circumcise the literal foreskin, a highly dissonant concept that
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cuts any clear boundary between the spirit and the letter. Augustine’s story about the boy, after
all, reenacts the course of Jewish-Christian history through the biography of someone who is
very really circumcised. The story realizes the literal foreskin as the skeleton key to allegory and
attests to how the Christian spiritual imagination depends upon circumcision.
The problem is illustrated in Augustine’s Tractatus adversus Iudaeos, in which he
explains that Christians no longer perform literal circumcision because “veterem hominem
circumcidimur, non in exspoliatione corporis carnis” (52; “we are circumcised by cutting off the
old man, not by mutilating the flesh of our bodies”). Augustine imagines reading in terms of
cutting the body, even as he explicitly says that Christians do not cut the body. The old ritual,
once repressed, returns in the symbolic realm. Christians who do not cut their bodies still
“circumcise” spiritually, exiling the “old man” who symbolizes, first of all, the Old Testament
itself, and who relatedly stands for the injunction to circumcise literally. Christian allegoresis
means circumcising circumcision, cutting off those who literally cut off the foreskin. Augustine
articulates this hermeneutic approach through allegory (i.e. the “old man”), so that the Jewish
body epitomizes the fleshly literalism of the exegetical praeputium. This maneuver transvalues
literal circumcision as a symbolic foreskin, as though to complete the break that, according to
Boyarin, follows from Paul’s allegoresis of circumcision.
And yet this break does not fully occur, since the circumcised Jewish body remains an
integral vehicle for Augustine’s theorization of spiritual circumcision. Augustine’s exegetical
method implicitly acknowledges the dialectic that Boyarin points out—only it realizes this
dialectic within Augustinian theology itself, and not as mapped onto a Jewish/Christian divide.
As Fredriksen writes, Augustine’s “view of the Law as constant, God-given and good both
before and after the coming of Christ affects the tone of his typologies: if the Old Testament is
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the concealed form of the New and vice versa, then they are each alike in dignity and positive
religious value” (143). Augustine attempted to eschew the supersessionary logic of a neat divide
between the Old and the New Laws, by positing that the New represented a continuation of the
Old. Therefore, Augustine rejected radical allegorical approaches that dismissed the literal
entirely. According to Fredriksen, Augustine positively assessed “carnal Jewish practice,” and he
accepted that the Old Testament signified in a figural, rather than figurative way, with the literal
meaning still intact. The vision of the boy, after all, occurs in De Genesi ad litteram, in which
Augustine attempts to refute the Manicheans, who radically rejected the Old Testament, and in
which he attempts to discern the literal meaning of Genesis. Thus Augustine advanced principles
of exegesis that “brought him… much closer to some of the historical Paul’s fundamental
positions than were many of the theologians standing between them” (Fredriksen, 148).
Perhaps Augustine dodges the problems raised by his own literalism when he gives his
fable a fantastic conclusion. In a surprising twist, Augustine says that, after being cured, the boy
left the faith. The preputial visionary departs from the scene—as if to relieve Augustine of the
challenges that the boy poses as the literal embodiment of allegorical history. By exiling the boy
outside the horizon of the narrative, Augustine imagines that, after the foreskin allows entry into
allegorical space, the visionary’s body might evaporate, leaving only the truth of allegorical fable
behind. On the other hand, perhaps the boy’s exit from Augustine’s monastic community
exemplifies precisely how this allegorical tale does not completely practice the ideal of Pauline
circumcision.
The boy’s leave-taking marks another kind of cut in Augustine’s De Genesi. After
indexing several different visionary stories, of which the tale of the boy is the final item,
Augustine proceeds to explain how such visions should be interpreted. The boy’s departure, then,
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facilitates a shift from narrative to interpretation: Augustine switches personas, taking off his
storyteller’s cap and donning his critical theorist’s hood. Now Augustine explains that fables like
this one are similar to dreams. Some dreams, Augustine says, predict the future: they may
present the future obscurely and figuratively (“aliquando obscuris significationibus et quasi
figuratis locutionibus praenuntiata”); or they may foretell events openly (406; “aperte dicta”).
Augustine notes, too, that interpretation is quite difficult for inexperienced men, who must seek
the help of more knowledgeable teachers (18.39; “homines inexperta… et sibi reddi a doctoribus
flagitant”). Remarkably the word “aperte,” which Augustine uses to describe explicit visions,
appears in anatomists’ descriptions of the exposed glans (a point to be returned to shortly). And
Augustine’s theoretical exposition, directly following the story of the boy with the long foreskin,
evokes the previous scene. Like the boy’s long foreskin that obscured his glans from the
physicians, allegorical dream visions hide meaning under a veil.

Jerome and the Captive Pagan Woman

For Patristic writers, allegory becomes sensible through metaphors of circumcision. A
preputial subtext may inform other Patristic writers, even those thinkers who do not explicitly
model their theories of interpretation after the morphology of the male anatomy. Saint Jerome,
for example, obliquely engages with a hermeneutics of circumcision in his Letter LXX, in which,
making no overt reference to the prepuce, he explains to a Christian audience how to read pagan
works through a process of exegetical amputation.
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Jerome’s epistle contains a much-cited image of a captive heathen woman, whom he
employs as a personification for pagan-authored literature. In Jerome’s discussion, Christians can
appropriate the fictions of Gentiles in a manner similar to the way that Jehovah had commanded
the Israelites in Deuteronomy to marry a pagan woman: “When a captive woman had had her
head shaved, her eyebrows and all her hair cut off, and her nails pared, she might then be taken
to wife” (Deut. 21: 10-13; qtd. in Jerome LXX, 149). Rita Copeland and Carolyn Dinshaw point
to this passage as evidence that Jerome and other Patristic thinkers viewed textuality as a female
body, conquered and penetrated by male readers (Copeland 257; Dinshaw 22). In the course of
the epistle, however, Jerome discusses pagan literature through a series of Scriptural examples
that make textuality analogous to both female and male bodies. And Jerome explains how each
of these bodies must undergo some form of amputation before their appropriation. In Jerome’s
discussion of the abducted bride, excision regulates translation—not marriage, femininity, or
manly penetration.12
In order to make an acceptable wife, the woman, according to Deuteronomy, must shave
her head, cut off her eyebrows, and trim her nails. Correspondingly, a pagan work must be shorn
of its fabulous elements before the Christian reader may possess it (LXX, 149). Jerome further
defines interpretation as a kind of cutting when he defends Paul’s use of a line from the Greek
dramatist Menander. Jerome writes that Paul “had learned from the true David to wrench the
sword of the enemy out of his hand and with his own blade to cut off the head of the arrogant
Goliath” (LXX, 149). So, Paul’s reading of Menander is a hermeneutic decapitation. And Jerome
goes on to give two more biblical references that support this theory of readerly scissoring. He
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Also, note that Philo, in an allegorical reading of Genesis 24:29, reads Rebekah as an allegory
for man’s rationality; Philo reads Rebekah’s brother Laban as an allegory for man’s irrationality
(see Dawson, 97).
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cites Isaiah and Ezekiel as examples of men who removed their hair in order to make themselves
more pious (Isaiah 7:20; Ezekiel 5:1-5; qtd. in Jerome LLX, 149). Like Philo, who equated
circumcision with shaving, Jerome sees a correspondence between different acts of pruning (On
the Special Laws, 1.103). And he mobilizes these excisions to argue that pagan works must be
symbolically shorn of their outer figurative layers in order for them to enter into the Christian
family.
Jerome personifies textuality with both male and female figures, and he pictures
interpretation as a marriage facilitated by cutting. Through Jerome, allegorical reading loses
something of its association with the penis and moves toward gender neutrality. But, as I will
discuss more fully in the following chapter, Jerome regards matrimony and circumcision as
interrelated. In Chapter 2, I will discuss Jerome’s notion of the “praeputium nuptiarum” (“the
foreskin of marriage”). For now, a turn to Macrobius, in order to consider how his theory of
allegory also draws upon the figure of the foreskin.

Circumcised Saturn and Macrobius’s Tegumentum

In his highly influential Commentarii in Somnium Scipionis, Macrobius makes no clearcut references to the foreskin; but his understanding of allegory implicates a hermeneutics of
circumcision. Like Augustine in De Genesi, Macrobius catalogues several visionary tales and
defends them as dream-like figments that, though fictive, express truth. In his discussion of the
fabulous film that covers meaning in an allegorical narrative, Macrobius employs certain terms
found in medical descriptions of the prepuce (like those by Galen and Celsus). Macrobius talks
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about the sheath of allegory as an “operimentum” (“covering”), and he calls it a “tegumentum”
(“skin”); and the anatomists use these two expressions to describe the foreskin as it cloaks the
glans. Macrobius also refers to interpretation as a process of rendering meaning “nudatus”
(“stripped”), and he calls the revealed essence of an allegorical story “aperto” (“uncovered”); and
the anatomists use these two expressions to describe the exposed glans. Notably, Macrobius was
well versed in anatomical theory (as Suzanne Conklin Akbari has established, 31). And
remarkable, too, is that these four terms (“operimentum” “tegumentum,” “nudatus,” and
“aperto”) are all used in various descriptions of the Holy Prepuce (e.g. in sermons by John
Chrysostom, Bernard of Clairvaux, and John Donne). Macrobius’s vocabulary suggests, then,
that a preputial logic informs his theory of allegory, revealing a subtle convergence of Pauline
and Neo-platonic views on allegory.
Macrobius’s Commentary explains that philosophers sometimes use dreams as allegorical
stories in order to explain philosophical truths. Fabulous narratives, he says, are like the
“tegmin” that nature uses to protect its creations against “apertam nudamque expositionem”
(“open and nude exposure”); and he suggests that philosophical truth needs to be covered against
“vulgaribus hominum sensibus” (86; “the vulgar senses of men”). This description resonates
with Augustine’s depiction of the inept doctors and with his discussion of inept readers. And
Macrobius’s vocabulary chimes with medical writings on the penis. Celsus describes the exposed
glans as “aperta” and “nuda” when he writes of a condition in which the prepuce cannot be
retracted and must be opened by a surgeon (an ailment that seems to have afflicted Augustine’s
young friend): “si glans ita contecta est, ut nudari non posit, aperienda est” (320; “if the glans is
concealed so that it may not be exposed, it can be opened up”). Celsus recommends a different
surgical procedure for a man “in quo … glans nuda est” (305; “whose glans is naked”) and says
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that the surgeon must cut off part of the foreskin to make the glans nude (305; “nudaturque circa
pubem velut circulus”). Macrobius’s description of allegory as nude and/or covered parallels
Celsus’s description of the foreskin and glans.
As noted earlier, classical culture considered open displays of the penis’s head as
immensely indecent—the glans was not to be exposed to the vulgar senses of men. Similarly,
Macrobius tells us that nature uses allegory to clothe its nude truths. Macrobius describes the
allegorical veil as a “tegmin,” a figure that is used twice (in slightly different forms) by Celsus in
his discussion of the prepuce. Celsus prescribes an operation for repairing the foreskin in cases of
circumcision, “ad tegendum colis si nudis est” (305; “to cover the penis if it is nude”). The
procedure is useful, he contends, for those who “vultque aliquis eam decoris causa tegere” (305;
“wish to cover [the glans] on account of decorum”).13 Allegory, like the foreskin, is a “tegmin”
that shields nature’s truths from “apertam nudamque expositionem.”
Some twentieth-century critics have asserted that Macrobius, in his figure of “nuda
natura,” is personifying nature as a woman (Copeland 258; Dinshaw 157).14 But this
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The full passage reads: “‘Ad tegendam glandem colis si nuda est.’ Ab his ad ea transeundum
est, quae in cole ipso fiunt. In quo si glans nuda est, vultque aliquis eam decoris causa tegere,
fieri potest: sed expeditius in puero, quam in viro; in eo, cui id naturale est, quam in eo, qui
quarumdam gentium more circumcisus est; in eo, cui glans parva juxtaque eam cutis spatiosior,
brevis ipse coles est, quam in quo contraria his sunt” (305).
14
Both Copeland and Dinshaw refer to Macrobius’s discussion of Numenius, who offended the
Eleusinian goddesses by revealing their mysteries, thus making them prostitutes (metaphorically
speaking). Copeland and Dinshaw offer persuasive readings of these female figures. But their
interpretations do not account for how Macrobius also employs male figures as analogies for the
body of allegory.
Unfortunately many medieval commentaries on Macrobius’s Commentary remain
unedited. Those commentaries available for consultation do not mention the prepuce. But neither
do they confirm the view that Macrobius’s allegory is inflected by cross-sex erotic desire. See
Irene Caiazzo, Lectures medievales de Macrobe: Les “Glosae Colonienses super Macrobium,”
Etudes de Philosophie Medievale, 83 (Paris: J. Brin, 2002); and Helen Eunice Rodnite, “The
Doctrine of the Trinity in Guillaume de Conches’ Glosses on Macrobius: Texts and Studies,”
(PhD diss., University of Michigan, 1977).
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interpretation is premised on the assumption that Macrobius regards nature as female, a
presupposition with little textual basis and with scant historical precedence. As Katherine Park
points out, Greek and Roman writers before Macrobius rarely personified nature, and medieval
readers responding to Macrobius often depicted nature as androgynous, even masculine. Park
argues that an allegorical personification of “Natura” as feminine did not emerge until the
Renaissance (53-56).15 Moreover, ancient thinkers linked the prepuce with nature. As Paul says
in his letter to the Romans, “ex natura est praeputium” (2:27; “the prepuce is from nature”).
Also, “natura” is often used as a euphemism for the genitals: Adams notes that the word is
employed in this sense in Cicero, Varro, and Pliny (59).
The anatomists believed that nature designed the prepuce as a decorative filigree to
beautify the male body. As mentioned earlier, Galen says that nature stylizes the ears, buttocks,
and the foreskin in order to beautify man. Galen writes that “natura ex abundanti omnia membra,
eaque potissimum hominum exornavit” (3.898; “nature out of its abundance ornaments all of its
members, especially those of man”). Among these ornaments is “cute extremi pudendi, quam
praeputium appellant” (3.898; “the skin at the end of the penis, which is called the prepuce”).
Galen goes on to describe nature as a sculptor, and he likens the ornaments of the body to the
decorations and flourishes used in fine art:
Quemadmodum enim boni artifices, praeter opus institutum, artem suam
ostentant, verbi gratia, in claustris, seu obicibus, clypeis, & plerumque in ensium
capulis, ac nonnunquam etiam in phialis, ornamentum quoddam ac statuarium
opus aliquod, quod ad usum partis nihil pertineat, aut hederam quandam, aut vites
flexuosas, aut cyparissum, aut id genus quiduis insculpentes. (677)

15

Park describes how medieval thinkers often depicted Nature as performing “masculine”
activities. Bernard’s Cosmographia has her molding and carving; a drawing from De planctu
naturae shows her in male clerical dress; and the Roman de la Rose features a Nature that works
as a smith. Later, Renaissance images of Nature usually show the goddess as lactating or
possessing many breasts (57).
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(For just as great artists, beyond the work as it has been established, will also
display their art, for example, on enclosures, or walls, or a shield and on the hilts
of swords, and sometimes on drinking cups, too, sculpting a certain ornament and
a certain statuary work that pertains not at all to the use of that part; as with ivy,
curving grapevines, and a cypress tree, and things like this, they are engraved.)
Nature, Galen says, is a craftsman who adorns its creations with artifice. Galen several times
uses the word “operimentum” to describe such additions (3.900). And so, too, with Macrobius’s
description of nature’s allegorical coverings: Macrobius calls allegory a “tegmine
operimentoque” (“the skin and covering”) that is created by nature for aesthetic purposes.
Likewise Augustine in De civitate employs these bodily metaphors in order to condemn the
fabulous elements of pagan myth.16
Christian thinkers after Macrobius frequently understood the anatomical prepuce as a
kind of covering. They referred to uncircumcision with the same word that Macrobius uses for
the allegorical veil, “operimentum.” Saint Bernard of Clairvaux, in his Sententiae, defines the
distinction between the spirit and the letter by analogy with circumcision and speaks of the
prepuce as an “operimentum.”
In carne quidem peccatum, quod in ea manet, intellige: porro in cute
operimentum ejus, in sanguine vero incentivum. Haec igitur vera circumcisio
spiritu, non littera, si velamen excusationis et dissimulationis per compunctionem
cordis, et confessionem oris amoveas. (2586)
(Understand: sin abides in the flesh, which remains in it: furthermore, its covering
in the skin, its incentive in the blood. So therefore the true circumcision is in the
spirit, not in the letter, when you would remove the covering of excuse and lies
from the heart through compunction and from the mouth through confession.)

16

Augustine writes that the mythical elements of pagan theology are “non sane pars incongrua,
sicut ostendere institui, et quae ab uniuerso corpore aliena importune illi conexa atque suspensa
sit, sed omnino consona et tamquam eiusdem corporis membrum conuenientissime copulata”
(De civitate, 184).
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As Bernard says, the foreskin is a covering, a symbol of the “velamen” or veil of rhetoric. And
John Donne, giving an explication of Bernard, uses this same anatomical vocabulary in his
Sermon CXXX:
We must circumcise, says St. Bernard, in carne, peccatum, the flesh, the body, the
substance of the sin, in cute, operimentum, in the skin, all covers, and palliations,
and disguises, and extenuations of the sin; and, in sanguine incentivum, in the
blood all fomentations and provocations to that sin. (340)
Similarly John Chrysostom uses the vocabulary of “operimentum,” “tegumento,” “nudatus,” and
“aperto” in his discussion of circumcision.17 “Operimentum” and “tegumento” refer to the outer
layer of the penis, and “nudatus” and “aperto” describe its state when the foreskin is retracted.
Chrysostom says that the Christian must be circumcised spiritually—that is, he must remove the
spiritual “operimentum” given to him at birth, in order that he can see openly the truth of God’s
“mysterium.” Macrobius talks about the meaning of allegory using this term, “mysterium.” He
tells us that the narrative veil covers up nature’s mysteria:
sic ipsa mysteria figurarum cuniculis operiuntur ne vel haec adeptis nudam rerum
talium se natura praebeat sed summatibus tantum viris sapientia interprete veri
arcane consciis contenti sint reliqui ad venerationem figuris defendentibus a
vilitate secretum.
(88; Thus these mysteries are covered with the secret devices of figures, so nature
does not expose the nudity of things even to the adept. But only men of the
greatest wisdom are privy to the secrets interpreted, and the others must be happy
with the veneration of figures that are made to defend the secrets from becoming
cheap.)
Macrobius’s view of the fabulous narrative shares strong resemblances with discussions of the
foreskin. His conceit borrows from the vocabulary of ancient medical writings, and it reflects the
17

Chrysostom writes, “Si vero circumcisionis virtutem spiritualem noveris, mysterium videbis,
& Deum glorificabis. Circumcisio genitalis membri erat. Ab ortu, o homo, operimentum
habuisti, quod opertebat te removere, ut aperto vultu veritatem videres, nec sub terreno corporis
tegumento illam respiceres. Cum enim nudatus fueris a carneo corpore, ad Christum ut spiritus
accedes, & Domino, harens unus spiritus efficeris per sacram & salutarem participationem, quam
indicabat cranium comestio” (230).
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belief, held by ancient doctors, that the prepuce is decorative filigree. The shape of the
uncircumcised penis, as understood by physicians and theologians, is homologous with
Macrobius’s vision of allegory.
Macrobius also justifies fabulous narratives with an analogy about the female body. He
says that philosophers must use the veil of allegory to protect truth, just as women must shield
themselves from sexual shame (1.2.19). Like Jerome, Macrobius advances a hermeneutics of
circumcision through female personification. Jerome suggested that wives are like foreskins, and
Macrobius’s Commentary implodes the structure of the allegorical narrative with the shape of the
uncircumcised male member and with an image of womanhood. But Macrobius is palpably
concerned about guarding the male anatomy from exposure. In giving examples of allegorical
stories, Macrobius refers to the myth of Saturn’s genital mutilation by Jupiter. As Macrobius
explains, this story is one of those fabulous narratives that are too vulgar for philosophers to use.
The story of Saturn’s mutilation deals in anxiety about erotic aggression that is directed at
the male sex organs, so that Macrobius’s sense of literary propriety is advanced in terms of the
male genitals. The allusion to Saturn may even imply a circumlogical subtext, since Saturn has
often been associated with Judaism and with circumcision. Ancient and Late-Antique thinkers
often claimed that Jews worshipped Saturn and that his mutilation had inspired them to remove
their foreskins. And the association between Saturn and circumcision persisted into modernity,
when Leo Allatius argued that the rings of the planet Saturn were made of Christ’s foreskin.18
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The Commentary never species what type of harm Saturn suffered, and Macrobius’s sources
are similarly vague. See Eric Zafran, “Saturn and the Jews,” Journal of the Warburg and
Courtauld Institutes 42 (1979): 16-27; Irven M. Resnick, Marks of Distinctions: Christian
Perceptions of Jews in the High Middle Ages (Washington, D.C.: Catholic U of America P,
2012), especially Chapter 6, “Planetary Influences; or, the Jews and Saturn” (215-267). In the
seventeenth century Leo Allatius in De Praeputio Domini Nostri Jesu Christi Diatriba even
proposed that the rings of the planet Saturn were in fact the Holy Prepuce; see Robert P. Palazzo,
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Macrobius’s condemnation of the Saturn story, if not overtly about circumcision, arises from a
desire to protect the male member. And classical beliefs about the glans as taboo structure his
aesthetic theory of allegory.

“Stretching” the Metaphor

Even the notion of an unduly “stretched” interpretation may have to do with
uncircumcision. As Jerome notes in a commentary on the latter to the Galatians, uncircumcision
is stretchy and supple:
Non debemus de Scripturarum interpretatione contendere et dicere: Circumcisio
melior est: non sed praeputium. Contemnenda historia, et allegoria sequenda imo
allegoria vana est et umbratica, et nullis veritatis fixa radicibus. […] Ne autem
penitus verbum gloriae praetermittamus intactum, suas philosophis ineptias
relinquentes, de Scripturis aliqua retractemus. (363)
(We ought not stretch the meaning of the Scriptures and say, “Circumcision is
better” or “No, uncircumcision is better.” It is vain and shadowy that the literal
meaning should be neglected and that allegory should follow upon allegory, with
nothing of the truth fastened to the roots … Nor however should we leave
untouched the word of glory, deep within, relinquishing it to trifling philosophers;
but we should draw it out from the Scriptures.)
Jerome thinks of reading in terms of hiding, stretching, and retracting—archaic references to the
foreskin. Discussing exegesis in terms of circumcision, he describes interpretation as a retraction.
The Latin word “retractare” and its English cognate are often used to illustrate the movement of
the foreskin (as in Galen 49). Similarly with “penitus,” “intactus,” and “radicibus”—word that
belong to a Latin sexual vocabulary. Ancient anatomists employ “radix” in their explanations of
“The Veneration of the Sacred Foreskin(s) of Baby Jesus--A Documented Analysis” in
Multicultural Europe and Cultural Exchange in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, ed. James P.
Helfers (Turnhout: Brepols, 2005), 155-176, 157.
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a surgical procedure that stretched the skin of the circumcised member in order to reconstruct the
foreskin: Paul of Aegina and Galen tell the surgeon to make an incision from the glans to the
“root” of the penis (Paul of Aegina, 401; Denniston, et. al. 287).19 Jerome’s decree (that the
reader should not “stretch” his interpretation of circumcision too far from its “roots”) echoes this
technical description of uncircumcision. Likewise Macrobius calls interpretation a process of
pushing and pulling—“subtrahere” and “tractare” (86)—and he may be playing upon the
retraction and protraction of the foreskin. Just as the hermeneutic circle involves a continual
shuttling between allegory and meaning, the prepuce alternately veils and unveils the glans. As
Dioscorides notes, the penis is able to denude or to cover up (253; “nudare aut operire”). And
this is true as well of interpretation: it requires a constant negotiation between the “inner” and
“outer.” Even when not specifically invoked, the foreskin underwrites assumptions about
textuality and meaning. Like the art of weaving or like the female body, circumcision is a major
metaphor for conceptualizing the plasticity of language.

19

As Adams notes, forms of “tactus” often refer to masturbation and “radix” refers to the penis
(185, 24). The word “penitus” occurs in many of Adams’s examples of suggestive phrases (21,
103, 203).
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Chapter 2: Preputial Rhetoric and Circumcised Narratology

Physical embodiment grounds the human conceptual system, so that embodied
experiences of physical and cultural environments shape patterns of thought (Lakoff & Johnson,
Metaphors, 193). Consequently, humans almost universally use containers as conceptual
metaphors for thinking about language (Lakoff & Johnson, Metaphors, 11). Preputial literary
theories draw upon, and complicate, the assumption that language encloses meaning. In its basic
morphology, the prepuce provides a way to comprehend rhetoric as an elastic, excisable
container. And as a fleshly, flickering filament, the foreskin disappears and reappears—an
ethereality that embodies the slippery relationship between the carnal and the spiritual. But after
Paul, the praeputium also becomes a hermeneutic technology for apprehending how Christianity
reduces the importance of the letter’s container relative to the spirit. Due to its centrality in
Christian theology, the Pauline figure of circumcision becomes extended into a larger conceit, so
that the praeputium governors many rhetorical devices and narratological structures.
As Tzvetan Todorov wrote, “allegory was a figure before being a genre” (Introduction,
17). Allegoresis operates both at verbal and narrative levels. In this chapter, I investigate
circumlogical allegory as it applies both to figures and to narrative genres. For writers in the
school of uncircumcision, the praeputium structures allegory, allegoresis, and allegory’s
attendant modes; and this chapter elaborates how Pauline hermeneutics influences the use of five
specific literary techniques loosely related to allegory: abbreviation, amplification, the preface,
witticism, and marriage plots. In my exploration of these devices, I follow Todorov’s method for
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investigating poetics. Todorov saw poetics as “an approach to literature at once ‘abstract’ and
‘internal’,” such that the study of poetics employs an inductive process, locating within literary
works “a theory of the structure and functioning of literary discourse” (6-7). On the medieval
front, Alastair Minnis has posited that scholars should work to uncover medieval pre-modern
theories (Medieval Theory, 1); and, seconding Todorov’s call for an inductive method, Eleanor
Johnson has attempted to unearth the literary theories implicit in medieval works (11). I
elaborate the formalist implications of the hermeneutic prepuce by examining particular uses of
the trope of circumcision as it is associated with rhetoric, and so I begin to develop a poetics of
the praeputium. I argue that the figure of the foreskin regulates the deployment of these devices,
and that the preputial connotations of these devices produce a circumlogical narratology. By
“narratology,” I mean a theory of narrative (Bal, 3). And I mean especially the implicit theory of
narrative that governs the ordering of story, the construction of character, and the allegorical
interpretation of narrative. And by “circumlogical,” I mean that such a theory of narrative
follows from the allegorical method defined by Paul in terms of the praeputium and elaborated
by the Patristic authors discussed in Chapter 1.
In Medieval Narrative and Modern Narratology, Evelyn Birge Vitz observed that
classical theories of narrative basically fail to describe medieval narratives (5). With the
exception of Vitz, few narratological studies have addressed medieval narrative—as Eva von
Contzen has observed (n.p.). Von Contzen attributes this scholarly blind-spot to a number of
factors, including:
the structuralist heritage of narratology, the unsuitability of many existing
narrative theories, the bias of the Middle Ages as an inferior period, the lack of
medievalists invested in narratology, the alterity of medieval literature that poses
a problem to non-medievalists, the difficulty of making medievalists’ findings
available and useful for further narratological studies. (n.p.)
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Von Contzen encourages an interdisciplinary study of medieval narrative. In proposing that
medievalists should undertake narrative studies, von Contzen emphasizes that narrative patterns
order time and space, features that medieval people invested with religious meaning (n.p.). My
present study draws heavily upon medieval theology, in order to show how religious attitudes
impinge upon narrative patterns.
Ansgar Nünning notes that feminist and queer critics have sometimes applied narratology
without necessarily addressing issues germane to narratology proper (55). Susan S. Lanser
similarly sees the need for a queer, feminist narratology. Toward that end, Judith Roof has
argued that certain narrative structures enforce heterosexism, and Marilyn R. Farwell has
investigated the queering of such structures. But, as Daniel Punday suggests, scholars have rarely
grappled with how the body itself provides a model for narratology. In Narrative Bodies, Punday
explains that, whereas feminists often focus on representations of the body, feminists have
tended to ignore the body in its relation to narratology (6). Investigating eighteenth and
nineteenth-century writing, Punday argues that attitudes toward the body have shaped
narratological concepts like character, plot, narration, and setting.
Medievalists have observed that ideas about the body shape allegory, but—as I suggested
in Chapter 1—this scholarship has not fully accounted for the prevalence of Patristic theories of
circumcision as a literary-theoretical construct. By elaborating the formalist implications of the
praeputium, this chapter considers how the embodied experience of the foreskin—with the
foreskin understood by Paul as a synecdoche for an embodiment in need of transcendence—
informs the structure of allegory, which medieval thinkers regarded as operating at the level of
the word and at the level of the story. The foreskin—both as a corporeal tissue, and as the key
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metaphor with which Paul conceptualizes corporeality—shapes attitudes toward textuality and
meaning, and it therefore informs certain kinds of pre-modern narratology.
In Section 1, I will concisely discuss the Roman and Jewish precedents that underlie a
Christian intuition that rhetorical abbreviation corresponds with circumcision. (Note that, in
Chapter 3, where I treat monastic speech, I will amplify my discussion of abbreviation.) In
Section 2, I will explain how Pauline circumcision provides a means for grasping narrative
amplification. I will recapitulate my reading of the theories of allegory put forth by Augustine
and Macrobius; and then I will examine two amplified allegorical narratives, showing how their
narrative structure embodies circumcised allegoresis. Since Paul Ricoeur’s discussion of
Augustinian temporality plays an influential role in contemporary studies of narratology—for
example, in Punday’s work about the body’s relationship with narratology—Augustine’s story of
the boy with the long foreskin provides me with a snazzy way to examine how the exegetical
praeputium pertains to time and narrative order. Famously, Augustine uses the memorization of
lyric poetry as a major example in his discussion of temporality, and—having witnessed how the
boy’s prepuce lyrically distends narrative time—I turn to lyric poems in Section 3. There, I
examine how hymns on the Circumcision associate the prepuce with the preface—an argument
with two important implications: first, I trace this formulation’s continuity between Latin,
medieval hymns and vernacular, early-modern lyrics, in order to demonstrate its continuity; and
second, by extrapolating a theory of narratology from lyrical sources—i.e., by using lyrics to
show the preputiality of the narrative technology of the preface—I mean to reinforce how
circumlogical narrative takes its shape partly in relation to an Augustinian temporality theorized
through lyric. In Section 4, I examine more lyrical sources, as these demonstrate the persistent
use of the Holy Foreskin as a tool for thinking about wit (and, by looking at medieval Latin
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hymns, I complicate Ellis’s reading of early-modern lyrics on the Circumcision). Finally, Section
5 discusses how, transculturally, circumcision operates as a conceptual metaphor for thinking
about marriage; and how, within a medieval Christian context, Pauline notions of spiritual
circumcision inform the narratological body of the marriage plot.

1. Abbreviatio

In classical rhetoric, abbreviatio refers to the act of speaking or writing concisely.
Ancient Roman orators often described such abridged language as circumcised. In the Institutio
Oratoria, for example, Quintilian argues for the virtue in speaking “circumcise atque velociter”
(386; “concisely and quickly”). Suetonius contrasted rhetoric crafted “splendide atque adornate”
(“splendidly and ornately”) with rhetoric crafted “circumcise ac sordide” (428; “concisely and
meanly”). Pliny the Younger described the speeches of Cato as “circumcisae et breves” (58;
“short and concise”). And Macrobius in the Saturnalia discussed orators who speak “breviter et
circumcise” (216; “briefly and concisely”). These Roman authors did not necessarily take
“circumcisus” as an indication that language possesses a prepuce. They did, however, understand
abbreviated speech as somehow “cut on all sides” (circum + cidere). They imagined words as
excisable mantles that covered meaning, and their term circumcisus closely related to
circumcisio, the Latin word for circumcision.
In a Christian context, the rhetorical term circumcisus implies the practice of genital
circumcision. Throughout the Vulgate, circumcido refers not only to the abbreviated penis but
also to the purified ears, heart, and mind (Lev. 26:41; Deut. 10:16, 30:6; Jer. 9:26; Ez. 44:7; Acts
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7:51; Rom. 2:29). These organs, sanctified, become spiritually circumcised. The Jewish notion of
a sensory preputiotomy, central to Pauline literary theory, enabled Latinate Christians to
understand circumcisus as both abbreviation and “circumcision.” When late-antique Christians
adopted and adapted Roman rhetorical practice, they conflated the two meanings of circumcisus.
Augustine, for example, prayed in his Confessions that God would “circumcise” his lips of all
lying and audacity (329). In chapter 3, I will explain more fully how—through a Pauline rereading of both Roman and Old Testament circumcisus—circumcision became a tool for
conceptualizing monastic speech. In particular, I will examine how the regime of Pauline
circumcision spiritualizes the Latin notion of rhetoric as an excisable embellishment, so that, for
Christian religious, abbreviation operates not only at the level of rhetoric but also at the level of
meaning. In other words, Christians after Paul abbreviate both in the “letter” and in the “spirit.”
For now, I will cut this section of my chapter short—after the example of Geoffrey of Vinsauf,
who deliberately abbreviates his discussion of abbreviation.

2. Amplificatio

The inverse of abbreviation, amplificatio also falls under the sway of Pauline
circumcision. Paul had theorized allegory in terms of preputiotomy. Thereafter, medieval
thinkers used the praeputium to conceptualize rhetorical techniques related to allegory—such as
amplification, which medieval rhetorical theory knew as a subspecies of allegory (see Geoffrey
of Vinsauf, 23). As Geoffrey explains, a writer might amplify a composition through devices like
personification, circumlocution, comparison, apostrophe, digression, description, and opposition.
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These devices stretch out the body of the text, and they operate in the allegorical mode, since
they “do not unveil the thing fully but suggest it by hints” (24). Amplification exploits the
alienoloquium of allegory as a way to lengthen a narrative. Insofar as textuality corresponds
superficially with the prepuce, then the expansion of a text through amplification would imply a
heightened uncircumcision—a pronounced fleshiness—of the body of the text. The expansion of
a text through allegorical devices, however, would also imply the need for a circumcising
allegoresis. If, on the one hand, allegorical writing generates an amplified uncircumcision of the
“letter,” then it also calls for a readerly circumcision that accesses the “spirit.” In this way,
amplification can entail the translation of Pauline hermeneutic theory into a narratological
practice.
Circumcision implies narrativity. The noun “circumcision,” after all, refers to the verb
“circumcise.” As Mieke Bal explains
Forging a noun out of a verb—nominalization—makes the concept analysable,
discussable. That is a gain. There is also a loss. What gets lost from sight is the
active character of the referent, the narrative of action including the subjectivities
of the agents involved. (159)
In the letter to the Romans, Paul speaks of the distinction between literal and spiritual
circumcision, as when Paul writes “circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the
letter” (2:29). In this crucial chapter, which posits the distinction between literal and spiritual
circumcision, Paul uses only nominal forms of the word. Paul does not narrate the process
whereby one might become spiritually circumcised. As Bal might put it, “the entire narrative
remains an implication, skipped as it were, in the abbreviation that is the noun” (Bal, 159). Paul’s
theory of circumcision abbreviates the actual circumcising of the heart.
As the basis for an method of allegoresis, however, Paul’s theory of circumcision also
takes amplified forms, particularly when authors narrate the process of becoming spiritually
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circumcised. In Chapter 1, I interpreted Augustine’s story of the boy with the long foreskin as
implicating a theory of allegory: I argued that the story demonstrates how Augustine
conceptualized the veil of allegory in terms of the prepuce. Within the story itself, the boy’s
penis generates his allegorical visions of Christian history, and Augustine specifically uses the
story as part of his development of a theory of dream vision allegories. This anecdote emphasizes
the preputiality of allegorical narrative, because it explicitly deals with themes of
uncircumcision—themes governed by Paul’s circumcising theory of allegory. Similarly, I also
interpreted Macrobius’s defense of allegorical fables as an expansion of Paul: I argued that
Macrobius’s description of allegory employs a vocabulary frequently used to describe the
anatomy of the penis (i.e., tegumentum, operimentum, nudatus, aperto, etc). As seminal theorists
of medieval allegory, Macrobius and Augustine depicted allegorical narratives as shaped like the
uncut member. I will return to Augustine’s story momentarily, in order to clarify how the boy’s
foreskin relates to allegory as narrative. For now, let me investigate some of Augustine’s
Scriptural precedents.
Abraham received the commandment to circumcise in a divine vision (Genesis 17).
According to many Rabbinic commentators, Abraham’s genital initiation allowed him to behold
God (Wolfson, 38). Circumcision unlocked visionary experience. Kabbalists likewise have
argued that a circumcised penis grants access to the divine. According to the Zohar, posthectomy
places a man into a visual relationship with God, and concomitantly it allows him to read the
Bible properly, because, just as circumcision exposes the concealed glans, it reveals the hidden
meaning of writing (Wolfson, 38). For such readers, the story of Abraham’s vision defines
allegoresis as circumcision, implying an interconnection between circumcision and visionary
narrative.
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Paul defines allegoresis as spiritual circumcision. In the New Testament, a dream vision
operates according to Paul’s theory. In Acts, Peter beholds a wondrous vision of a “linteum
magnum,” a giant sheet that descends from heaven loaded with unclean animals (10:11). Though
the story also concerns food laws, scholars have established that the vision bears more upon the
taboo of contact with Gentiles (see recent studies by Miller; Moxon; Woods). The story therefore
pertains to the Circumcision Controversy, resolved later in the book (Acts 15). After Peter
witnesses the sheet, he proceeds to eat dinner with “viros praeputium habentes” (11:3; “men
having prepuces”). Peter’s meal with these Gentiles scandalizes the other Apostles, who ask him
for an explanation. Peter responds by rehearsing his encounter with the sheet, which he has taken
as a sign that Christians can disregard kashrut and associate with the uncircumcised (11:6-18).
Peter’s vision, then, operates as an allegory (he reads the vision of the sheet as a fabulous sign of
supersession). The thematic of circumcision in Peter’s vision corroborates the preputiality of the
amplified narrative’s allegorical veil. The veil or linteum of the allegory entwines with the
prepuce (both the literal praeputia of his dining companions, and the praeputium of the Old Law,
which his vision cuts off through an amplified narrative). In other words, the story narrativizes
the Pauline association of the foreskin with the allegorical veil, and spiritual circumcision as
allegoresis. Or, it puts into narrative practice Paul’s theory of circumcision.
Moreover, the sheet vision evinces how Pauline circumcision structures a particular
approach to the ordering of narrative time. Timothy W.R. Churchill has pointed out that the book
of Acts employs a structure that Gérard Genette has called the “repeating narrative” (Churchill,
225). Genette defines this as a form “narrating n times what happened once” (Genette, 225-26).
As Churchill observes, Acts relates Paul’s vision on the road to Damascus three separate times.
As Moessner has argued, this structure realizes, at the level of narrative, the message of the
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Pentecost (107). Acts also tells the story of the sheet vision through a repeating narrative, and
Luke employs this technique in order to embody, through narrative, the circumcising allegoresis
that enables Paul’s mission to the Gentiles. In Acts 10:9-16, a third-person narrator narrates the
vision; and then, in Acts 11:1-18, the narrative repeats: Peter narrates his vision again, using the
same details but adding an exegetical commentary that explains how the vision answers the
Apostles’ concerns about the Old Law (“Petrus expondebat illi ordinem”; Acts 11: 4.) Peter’s
narration constitutes not only what Genette calls a repeating narrative, but it also constitutes a
meta-narration (a narrative told from within the main narrative; 228). Also, a shift in perspective
accompanies the shift in narrative level: the story, first told as an extradiegetic narration,
recapitulates as an intradiegetic narration, a move that changes the focalization. By repeating in
the first-person, the narration emphasizes how the allegorical experience promotes interiority:
Peter, formerly the object of discourse, now becomes the subject of discourse, because the
vision, once understood in its allegorical aspect, has served as the switchpoint by which Peter
learns the Pauline dictum: “he is a Jew, which is one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the
heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter.” As Peter relates, his encounter with the allegorical
vision transformed him from an outwardly circumcised practitioner of the Old Law, into an
inwardly circumcised, Pauline Christian (Acts 11:5-10). Through amplification, the inner content
of the vision-allegory finally becomes accessible—just as the allegorical meaning of Scripture
becomes fully realized after the Incarnation, or as the Gospels become disseminated through the
Pentecost. The retrospective, intradiegetic repetition embodies this inward shift: Peter’s metarepeating narrative performs, in miniature, the typological re-interpretation of history. The story
puts into practice a circumlogical narratology.
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An understanding of the human body can control the kinds of spaces into which narrative
may enter (Punday, 122). Clare K. Rothschild shows how repetition in Acts portrays how “the
individual is summoned from a segregating style of Judaism toward a universalizing one” (135).
Here, the sheet story evinces how a Pauline construction of the body effects the narratological
deployment of space, since the circumlogical vision enables the figure of Peter to enter into the
homes of Gentiles (Acts 10:28). Through the spiritual circumcision of allegoresis, Peter eschews
the law of fleshly circumcision and enters into the homes of viros praeputium habentes. Allegory
transforms Peter’s bodily experience from circumcised to “circumcised.” Meanwhile, by
projecting Peter into a second degree narrative, the story formally enacts the Pauline division
between spirit and letter. The meta-narration adds a second layer to the narrative—and it deploys
this second layer in order to retell and to interpret the events narrated by the first layer—in order
to establish narratologically the Pauline proposition of the spirit and the letter as interconnected
but hierarchically ordered. The meta-repeating narration recapitulates the preputial body of the
linteum so that it may undergo hermeneutic circumcision.
This story occurs at a pivotal moment in the Acts, as the book strives to install Paul as the
principal Apostle. In the book’s opening chapters, Peter’s sermons use a circumlogical method
(i.e., Peter cites Old Testament prophesies as proof of Christ’s coming), and Peter’s words often
cut the hearts of his listeners (e.g. 2:37, 5:33, 7:54). These early chapters prepare for Paul’s
appearance by depicting Peter as a practitioner of a Pauline exegetical method (Peter circumcises
hearts through the allegoresis of Scripture). Then, in Acts 9, Paul receives his revelatory vision.
As Boyarin points out, Paul’s experience on the road to Damascus informs his theology: Paul
presumes the superiority of the spirit over the flesh, because Paul knew Christ in the spirit, in
contrast to the other Apostles, who knew Christ in the flesh (109). Chapters 10 and 11 tell the
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story of the sheet as part of a project of promoting the spiritual over the fleshly. The allegorical
tale leverages Peter’s position among the Apostles in order to confirm the validity of spiritual
visions generally, and in order to advance Paul’s vision in particular; and thereby, the vision of
the sheet promotes both Paul’s approach to the question of the Law, and Paul’s apostleship itself.
At the Council of Jerusalem—recounted in Acts 15—Paul’s approach to the Law wins out over
James’s objection that circumcision should remain valid. Writing about the Council elsewhere,
Paul claims “they saw that the gospel of the uncircumcision was committed unto me, as the
gospel of the circumcision was unto Peter” (Gal. 2:7).
Mikhail Bakhtin, attempting to tell the history of how literature assimilates time and
space, argued that a particular genre might produce a particular “chronotope” or “time space” in
which time “thickens, takes on flesh,” and in which “space becomes charged and responsive to
the movements of time, plot and history” (84). If, as Bakhtin supposed, different genres operate
according to different chronotopic frames, and if, as scholars have already suggested, Pauline
typology implies a particular temporal sense, then perhaps the structure of Peter’s vision crafts a
particularly Pauline chronotope. By thickening time through a repeating meta-narrative, and by
thickening space through the allegorical vision’s assertion of spiritual law’s involution of the
material world, Acts narratologically enacts an emerging form of Pauline allegoresis.
Of course, classical rhetorical techniques and Jewish legal procedures inform much of the
structure of Acts (see Keener’s extensive analysis). And meta-narrations and closed structures
have classical precedents (see Todorov, Poetics, 21; 63). But Peter’s vision emphatically
combines an amplified meta-narration with a repeating narrative to an exegetical end. The
repeating narrative reinterprets the narrative proper, installing the typological temporality of
Pauline history into the narrative framework. The repetition in Acts may also differ from the
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repetition that commonly occurs in the Old Testament, where repetition often happens at a
rhetorical level but less often at a narrative level (see the encyclopedic overview of Biblical
repetitions in Ryken, et al., 720). Joseph, of course, reveals himself to his brothers and recalls
their treatment of him; and God narrates n times that he has brought the Israelites out of Egypt;
and the book of Judges tells history as a cyclical pattern of errancy, punishment, and deliverance.
But the narrative repetition in Peter’s vision, by seeking to install Paul’s hermeneutics, explicitly
operates as a disavowal—or fulfillment—of such precedents, insisting upon the particularly
“spiritual” method of its auto-interpretation. Insofar as the meta-repeating narrative succeeds in
asserting Paul’s circumcised hermeneutics, the narrative’s structure offers a chronotope of
Pauline circumcised history. By repeating the visionary experience, the story re-reads the past
from an allegorical perspective, precisely as Pauline circumcision re-reads the Old Law. Joel B.
Green suggests that narrative structures in Acts support its interpretative procedures (284). The
narrative structure argues for the Pauline reading practice that structures its very method of
organizing time and space.
Through themes of circumcision, Peter’s vision allegorizes the prepuce, and it
preputializes allegorical narrative. The structure of this story—told through vision, narrative,
explication—mimics the fort/da of the balanus as the foreskin retracts and protracts, alternatively
concealing and revealing the essence of the story. Like the immoderately long foreskin that
generated allegorical visions for Augustine’s young friend, the covering of Peter’s allegory
resembles the prepuce that envelopes meaning. Augustine’s story also implicates a theory of
allegory as narratology: it theorizes how the Pauline praeputium organizes the body of narrative.
Notably, the boy’s penis generates allegorical visions that the boy himself narrates (493; “quae
se audisse et vidisse narrabat”). And Augustine begins the tale with a sentence that employs a
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vocabulary borrowed from rhetorical theory: the boy’s visionary experience begins at the
introduction (in exordio) of puberty, when his long foreskin hides his penis; and later, doctors
find (inventus) his glans only with difficulty (492). Augustine narrates the boy’s allegorical
praeputium according to the canons of rhetoric. As Augustine works out his theory of dreams
and visions in De Genesi, his theory becomes entangled with narrative.20
Moreover, Augustine’s narration clarifies the temporal distention that I have noted in the
repetition of Peter’s vision in Acts. As Augustine relates, the boy’s penile condition causes him
great pain, but between spasms he loses his senses and, catatonic, he experiences visions that he
relates upon waking up (492). In explaining the boy’s symptoms, Augustine uses temporal
deictics to chart the chronology of the boy’s bodily pains and their visionary correlates.21 Then,
using a series of present participles, Augustine relates the visions: the boy beholds celestial
rejoicing and Psalm-singing, with the old man and the young boy showing him scenes from the
afterlife.22 Augustine carefully controls verbal time: he narrates the boy’s bodily condition
according to the chronological order of events, and he articulates the heavenly visions as
occurring in the continuous present of the participle. Then, Augustine’s narrative exhibits what
Todorov called “temporal distortion” (cited in Genette, 29). Augustine narrates the boy’s
visionary experiences out of order. The boy—as I noted in Chapter 1—feels intense pains at
Lent, when the old man and young boy tell him to undergo circumcision; and then, the boy
20

Similarly, Freud’s theory of sexuality “is already narrative, performing a politic of sexualities
in narrative terms and a narrative dynamic in sexual terms,” as Judith Roof notes in her study of
the sexual politics of narrative (xviii).
21
E.g., “non continuum patiebatur, et cum patiebatur, ejulabat vehementer cum jactione
membrorum mente sanissima… Deinde inter voces suas abripiebatur ab omnibus sensibus, et
jacebat patentibus oculis neminem circumstantium videns… Post aliquantum tanquam evigilan,
nec jam dolens, quae videret indicabat. Tum interpositis,” etc. (my emphasis; 492).
22
Vidit quodam die chorum piorum psallentium, laetantium in luce mirabilis, et impiorum in
tenebris diversas et atrocissimas poenas; illis ducentibus et ostendentibus, et felicitates aliorum,
aliorumque infelicitatis meritum insinuantibus” (my emphasis; 493).
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experiences no pains until Easter, when the old man and the young boy tell him to bathe in the
sea, and he finally becomes cured of his ailments. But Augustine relates the events at Easter
before he narrates the events that previously had occurred during Lent.23 This temporal distortion
emphasizes the supersessionary logic of Christian allegorical history. In the narrative’s order, the
boy’s baptism at Easter precedes his circumcision at Lent, constructing his earlier circumcision
as a typological backstory of his superseding baptism. Paul’s hermeneutics of circumcision
enables the typological system that takes narratological form in temporal distortion. These
distortions play out upon the praeputium itself, whose exordium, amplification, and amputation
enable Augustine’s inventio, and whose supersession through allegoresis renders the events
susceptible to Augustine’s exegesis.
As I noted, the boy beholds a heavenly choir singing the Psalms. Song, of course, makes
a central example in Augustine’s discussion of human time in the Confessions. Likewise, in De
Genesi ad Litteram—in the chapter immediately preceding his discussion of the boy—Augustine
uses the example of song in order to theorize how humans use memory, and not bodies, in order
to apprehend time (491). In the Confessions, Augustine more fully develops this theory:
Augustine claims that time exists mnemonically (rather than in the physical movements of
heavenly bodies). Richard A. Rosengarten explains that, for Augustine, “Time thus is an
extension of what only remains available to be extended: the soul” (173). Through what Paul
Ricoeur has called the distentio animi, Augustine posits time as an expansive “now” in which the
23

“Hoc autem vidit die dominico Paschae, cum per totam Quadragesimam nihil doluisset, cui vix
intervallo tridui antea parcebatur. Viderat autem in ipso ingressu Quadragesimae illos
promittentes sibi quod per quadraginta dies nullum sensurus esset dolrem; postea ipsi ei dederunt
tanquam medicinale consilium, ut ei praeputii longitudo praecideretur, quo facto diu non doliut.
Cum vero iterum similiter doleret, et similia videre corpisset, accept ab eis rursus consilium, ut in
mare pube tenus intraret, ac post aliquantam moram inde discederet, promittentibus sane quod
jam deinceps vehementem illum dolorem non esset passurus, sed solius illius viscosi humoris
molestiam: atque ita secutum est” (493).
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mind apprehends past, present, and future mentally, from the vantage of the present. In Time and
Narrative, Ricoeur considers how Augustine’s semiotics plays a determining role in his
philosophy of temporality, and how Augustinian temporality radically reinterprets the
Aristotelian plot ordered in terms of beginning, middle, and end. In the Confessions, as Ricoeur
explains, Augustine concedes the point of the skeptics, who say that time cannot exist physically;
but Augustine’s belief in signs as pointing toward transcendent truth motivates his quest for a
spiritual basis for temporality (see Ricoeur’s chapter, “The Aporias of the Experience of Time”).
As Punday points out, Augustine’s spiritualization of temporality produces a kind of
“uncorporeal” theory of plot and human time. Augustine’s spiritualization of time—his
theorization of time by reference to the mind rather than to the body—exemplifies what Punday
calls the “sublimation of the body within modern ways of thinking about plot” (104).
Augustinian time operates through an interiority “understood as the obverse of the body; it is
what resides within the body, independent of or at least tangentially related to the events in the
material world” (Punday, 104). Paul’s subordination of flesh to spirit underlies Augustinian sign
theory, and in the Confessions it also informs how Augustine conceives of temporality as mental
rather than physical. In Punday’s reckoning, this contributes to the development of narrative
structures that attempt to transcend the body as a way of making sense of narrative time. In a
sense, Augustine performs a Pauline circumcision upon temporality.
In the particular story of the boy, the praeputium acts as a synecdoche for the
embodiment that narratological, temporal distortion seeks to transcend. As I have said,
Augustine narrates the boy’s physical experience of the fleshly praeputium in a chronological
order, and he uses temporal deictics to indicate how the praeputium participates in a neat process
of cause and effect. The fleshly praeputium causes the boy to lose his senses, and, in out-of-body
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moments, he sees allegorical visions that project him into heavenly eternity, symbolized by the
continuous singing of angels—a lyrical eternity—and articulated by Augustine with the use of
present participles that capture a sense of the ever-present. This movement into the allegorical—
into the distended time of the spirit—facilitates Augustine’s next narratological move: Augustine
now relates events out of chronological order. Augustine inverts the events that occurred upon
the boy’s penis (the circumcision and the bathing), and this promotes typological over literal
history. The literal praeputium, associated with fleshly time, facilitates entry into the spiritual
realm of temporal distension, so that the circumcising hermeneutic of allegory enables the
narratological reordering of time.
To put this another way: narratological amplification stretches out the letter of the text,
while circumcising exegesis exposes a Christian moral kernel. Superficially, this trajectory
resembles the shuttling of the prepuce. More profoundly, this trajectory partakes of a conceptual
structure articulated by Paul through metaphors of circumcision. If Paul’s rereading of the law
inaugurates a Christian temporality—as Biddick has argued—then this temporality becomes
philosophically formalized in Augustine’s discussion of temporal distention, and this temporality
structures both Augustine’s own circumcising allegorical narrative, and the temporally distorted
tale of Peter’s vision.
Peter’s vision pioneers a story-telling strategy that became fairly common in medieval
writing. In Peter’s vision, the vision and its explication bookend the narrative: the story begins
with a kind of preface (Peter sees the sheet); then it continues through some amplification (Peter
undertakes a short journey and goes to dinner); and finally it culminates in exegesis (Peter
explicates his original vision through allegoresis). In its basic morphology, this narrative
corresponds with the shape of works like Hermann's Opusculum, which narrates how its
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protagonist undergoes a Pauline circumcision (Hermann converts from a “literal” to a “spiritual”
orientation). Hermann provides an example of how “dreams often attend an individual’s radical
reassessment of the self and the world,” (Kruger, Dreaming, 154). In its correlation between
visionary experience and the revision of interpretative assumptions—and in its narrative basic
structure—Hermann’s autobiography echoes the theological-narratological model advanced by
Peter’s sheet vision.
The structure also operates in Boccaccio’s Trattatello in laude di Dante, where a
secularized version of Pauline allegoresis shapes Boccaccio’s understanding of poetry’s moral
kernel. And Sir Gawain and the Green Knight—a poem more overtly interested in thematics of
circumcision—ends with a repetition of its opening scene, but with its protagonist having arrived
at a new, spiritual understanding. As I will explain in Chapter 4, fantastic scenes of amputation
bookend Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, a narrative scheme that depicts the spiritual
transformation of Sir Gawain, who, upon becoming a “spiritual” reader, enters into a seconddegree narrative (more on this later).

3. Prepuce/Preface

In certain cases, the genre of the preface may operate according to the logic of Pauline
circumcision. The literary foreword, by offering a textual addendum that hints at a work’s moral
content, performs a hermeneutic circumcision upon the body of the text to which it adheres. The
preface resembles the literary-theoretical praeputium of Paul, because it participates in the kind
of narrative structure that I discussed in the previous section: the preface insinuates the moral
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content that, through amplification and explication, will become fully revealed through the
circumlogical structure of allegorical narrative. In this section, I will argue for the preputiality of
the preface by showing how medieval thinkers defined praeputium as a species of “forethought,” and how Latin hymnists and vernacular lyricists, as well as pre-modern homilists and
painters, depicted the Circumcision of Christ as a textual event, and specifically as a prefatory
moment in his vita.
As I will discuss below, the equation that unites prepuce and preface occurs in lyrics and
sermons, and not (as far as I know) in any rhetorical manual or academic treatise. Perhaps this
reflects the influence of Ambrose, who pioneered Christian hymnology and who first established
the Circumcision as a premonition of the Crucifixion. Or, perhaps this demonstrates that the
equation, as a literary-theoretical tradition, occurs separately from the scholastically-inclined
prologues discussed by A.J. Minnis and others. In Medieval Theory of Authorship, Minnis
charted the influence of late-antique grammarians upon twelfth-century academic prologues, as
distinct from the Aristotelian influence upon thirteenth-century prologues; and Minnis argued
that these scholastic prologues established a theory of authorship that shaped the poetics of
vernacular writes like Petrarch and Chaucer. But in Humanist and Scholastic Poetics, Concetta
Carestia Greenfield showed that late-medieval humanist poetics developed as part of a dialectical
process that rebutted, on the one hand, scholasticism, and that embraced, on the other, a kind of
Augustinian Platonist approach to rhetoric. Similarly, various studies of vernacular poetry have
demonstrated the influence of a specifically Pauline literary-theoretical tradition upon the
prologue. James A. Schultz has argued that many medieval vernacular poets wrote in relative
ignorance of classical theories of the exordium; and scholars of Chrétien de Troyes have noted
the influence of Paul upon Chrétien’s use of the prologue as a tool to undertake a spiritual
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rereading of the pagan past.24 Probably no single model can describe all medieval prologues
(Losse, 153). Here, I will examine specific examples of pre-modern thinkers describing Christ’s
Circumcision as a preface, in order to argue for the existence of a literary-theoretical tradition
that explicitly viewed the preface as a prepuce upon the textual body. In making this argument, I
do not claim that all pre-modern writers subscribed to this theory in all cases; but I suggest that
this theory circulated widely and consistently, and in Chapter 5 I will explain how it informs the
Wife of Bath’s Prologue.
Medieval etymologists equated the prepuce with premonition. Curiously, the actual
etymology of the Latin praeputium remains a matter of dispute. Tucker claims that the word
derives from puto (“to clear off”); and this derivation motivates Tucker’s conjecture that the
Romans originated from a circumcising culture (192). Walde-Hofman disputes this reading and
claims that *putum relates to puer and pubes. Whatever the actual origin of the word, medieval
writers seem to have imagined the foreskin as a tool of the intellect. Osbern of Gloucester, an
English Benedictine lexicographer of the twelfth century, used derivation as his primary means
for determining a word’s significance (Osbern organized his popular Derivationes with
headwords, and beneath these words he listed forms derived from them; Hunt 198). In his
Derivationes, Osbern catalogued praeputium as a descendent of putare, and he indexed the
prepuce along with many other, more obvious tools of cognition, such as disputare and
computare (499; “to dispute” and “to compute”). The twelfth-century Italian canon lawyer
24

In the prologue to the Conte del Graal, Chrétien’s first two lines cite Paul’s dictum that “he
which soweth bountifully shall reap bountifully” (2 Cor. 9:6). As Rupert T. Pickens argues,
Chrétien’s opening lines establish Paul as an intertextual frame for understanding some of hidden
meanings of the romance (11-12). Michel Zink also reads this prologue in light of Paul: Zink
argues that the prologue to the Historia de Preliis theorizes a Christian relationship with pagan
history using the allegorizing tools developed by Paul, and Zink extrapolates from this reading in
order to argue that the prologue to the Conte del Graal uses Paul to think about a Christian
posture toward pagan history (24).
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Uguccione da Pisa (a.k.a. Huguccio or Hugh) repeats the putare root. Uguccione’s Liber
derivationum follows Osbern’s earlier work by listing praeputium along with other species of
thinking (978). In the works of both these etymologists, praeputium falls under the category of
putare, along with other intellectual techniques—an etymological scheme that defines
praeputium as cerebral. According to twelfth-century etymology, praeputium literally means
“pre-thought.”
Dovetailing with this folk etymology, the excision of the foreskin represents, for
Christian readers, the foremost exemplum of Biblical foreshadowing. Old Testament
circumcision, understood as an allegory for the New Testament, anticipates the Gospels. As
discussed in Chapter 1, circumcision functioned as a metaphor for the relationship between
literal type and spiritual antitype. Moreover, Christian allegorical reading cuts the type and the
antitype into a “fore” and an “aft.” Prefiguration and figure chronologically relate, since the
literal type must come prior to its spiritual antitype. The Old and the New join—and cut apart—
through an allegorical method that regards the Hebrew Bible as an antecedent of—and an
allegory for—Christianity. Kathleen Biddick writes that the trope of circumcision buttresses a
supersessionary sense of time. Circumlogical typology “cuts off a Jewish ‘that was then’ from a
Christian ‘this is now’” (1).
In Genesis, also, circumcision implies forethought. As God tells Abram, through
circumcision the “covenant shall be in your flesh for a perpetual covenant” (17:13). God
proposes to Abram that the covenant will exist “between me and thee, and between thy seed after
thee,” with the land of Canaan “a perpetual possession.” And “again God said” that the covenant
must be kept by “thy seed after thee” (17:7-10). Yahweh repeats that the rite represents a
perpetual bond that Abraham and his descendents must keep as a marker of God’s promise. In
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Genesis, circumcision acts as an instrument of prophesy, with the foreskin’s excision heralding
the future. For Christians, the law of circumcision takes on a new relationship with time when it
becomes allegorically understood as a prefiguration for baptism.
Christ himself, according to some readers of the Book of John, spoke of literal
circumcision as the prefiguration of salvation. When criticized for healing a man on the Sabbath,
Christ asked his accusers, “If a man receive circumcision on the Sabbath day, that the law of
Moses may not be broken; are you angry at me because I have healed the whole man on the
Sabbath day?” (John 7:23). As Severino Pancaro points out, Christ refers to the mark of the
covenant as a precedent, making circumcision a means to measure past and present:
in the sense that circumcision was—like all Jewish rites and like Judaism itself—
but the shadow of things to come. The Jewish rite of initiation, which made man a
member of God's people, was unable to give man what Jesus came to bring. Jesus
alone gives men the power to become children of God and to have life in
abundance, and this is what was prefigured by circumcision. (165)
Christ elaborates from the prepuce to the “whole man” and amplifies “circumcision” into a
parable for salvation. In this Gospel anecdote, the foreskin stands as the synecdoche that enables
allegorical thinking—the parable itself, even—to collapse the Old into the New. As Pancaro
notes, this formulation has a temporal dimension. The past of the literal Law represents, in its
essence, the present of the spiritual. Circumcision binds old and new.
Justin Martyr likewise wrote that “the precept of circumcision… was a type of the true
circumcision by which we are circumcised from error and wickedness through our Lord Jesus
Christ” (qtd. in Steinberg, 164). Craig D. Allert explains that, in Justin’s theology, “circumcision
is presented as representing the entire discussion on the Jewish rites which preceded” (56).
Through spiritualized circumcision, Christianity supersedes what Augustine called the “Old
Man” of Scripture. The “prae-putium” of the Old Testament intimates the New.
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To define the praeputium as a premonition follows from Saint Ambrose’s insight that
Christ’s Circumcision marks the first occasion on which Jesus shed his blood for humanity. For
Ambrose, and for those who write under his influence, the Circumcision represents a
prefiguration of the Crucifixion (Ambrose 96; Bynum, Wonderful Blood, 107; Adams & Adams
291). Literal circumcision, as a shorthand for the Old Law, allegorically equates to New
Testament salvation. Similarly Christ’s Circumcision, which fulfills the Law, anticipates the
ultimate supersessionary act of Christ’s death and resurrection. John W. O’Malley, discussing
sacred oratory of the late Middle Ages, writes that homilists tended to read all events in the life
of Christ as an extension or reflection of the Incarnation and as having redemptive value, so that
“the shedding of the blood at the Circumcision adumbrates the Crucifixion,” and similarly, “the
Resurrection and the Ascension fuse in their specific redemptive effects” (142). Allegorical
reading tends to collapse each moment of Christ’s life into the same soteriological scheme.
Meanwhile, allegorical reading also understands the Circumcision as the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecy. Insofar as the liturgy situates the Circumcision within the octave of
Christmas, the Circumcision occurs within the range of the Incarnation biographically, even as it
exists as a sign of the Crucifixion typologically. By uniting the type of the Circumcision with the
anti-type of the Crucifixion, the excision of the Holy Prepuce slices between temporal points,
like a wormhole that draws together far-flung moments. And since the Circumcision mediates
between Old and New, the Feast of the Circumcision is a Janus-faced holiday, commemorated on
the most liminal day of the year, January 1st (see Steinberg, 172). Commentary on the
Circumcision in the Acta Sanctorum dwells at length on pagan history and its usurpation by
Christianity (Bollandus 2-3). The Circumcision holds together the paradoxes of sacred time. In
the lyrics and homilies that I will discuss below, Pauline hermeneutics grasps the Circumcision
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in a way that enables the fusion of Incarnation with the Crucifixion, while it also enables the
fusion of Old and New. By hermeneutically circumcising the rite of circumcision on the occasion
of the Circumcision, these works foreground circumcision as a key metaphor for thinking about
Christian allegoresis; and, notably, they ritualistically institutionalize this lesson as part of an
annual holiday.
Medieval Latin hymns on the Feast of the Circumcision often emphasize the temporal
peculiarity of the first day of January. These hymns assert the Circumcision as an act of writing,
and they explicitly describe the Circumcision as a preface. Inasmuch as Circumcision lyrics
describe the event as a fulfillment of the law, they partake of a typological imaginary. One lyric
provides a typical example: “Haec ab antiquis patribus dies fuit praevisa / Dum se prolemque
Domino dant carne circumcisa” (“In Circumcisione DN,” 8.16).25 The theme exists also in
vernacular lyrics, as when, in “Les sept articles de la foi,” Jean de Meun writes of Christ that
“Car circoncis fus à la lectre” (“For he was circumcised in the letter,” 332). Moreover, many
lyrics thematize the Circumcision as a writerly act. Check out this example:
Sicut in lege scribitur,
Infans circumciditur. (“In purificatione BMV,” 4.54)
(As the law is written, the infant is circumcised.)
And note that a hymn to Saint John the Baptist uses the same rhyme:
Dum tua circumciditur
Caro, a patre scribitur:
Johannes nominatur. (“De sancto Johanne Baptista,” 3.48)
(While you are circumcised in the flesh, written by your father: ‘He is named John.’)

25

Citations of hymns refer to Dreves, et al., Analecta hymnica medii aevi, by volume and page.
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These lyrics play on the sonic affinities between circumciditur and scribitur, in order to align the
mark of circumcision with an act of writing that incarnates the prophecy of the Old Testament
into the fulfillment of the New. As another hymn on the Circumcision proclaims,
Nam ut ros in gramine
Et in eius tegmine
Descendit in ipsa (“In Circumcision Domini,” 39.52)
(For like the dew on the grass, he descended in his covering)
The word tegmen denotes the flesh of the Incarnation. But, as a term belonging to the discourse
of rhetorical theory, tegmen also alludes to the preputial integument of the allegorical veil.26
These lines emphasize the Circumcision as a pivotal moment in Christian history when
circumlogical allegory displaces the Old Law.
Following this typological scheme, another hymn refers to the blood of the Circumcision
as a “foretaste” of Crucifixion (20.132).27 Other lyrics more explicitly identify the Holy
Preputiotomy as a preface to Christ’s vita. One song addressed to the infant proclaims that the
suffering of the Circumcision “preludes” Christ’s future pains (71; “fletibus / Praeludis in cunis
Puer”). Another hymn likewise describes the blood of the Circumcision as a “praeludium” (69;
“Libamen est hoc Funeris / Amoris hoc praeludium”; “This is the drink of death, the prelude of
love”). As Lewis and Short attest, “praeludo” and its derived forms belong to the field of the
performing and the literary arts (the word refers to the rehearsal of a song or to the opening of a
poem or drama). Another hymn uses the term:
Divine crescebas Puer,
Crescendo discebas mori,
26

Lyrics about the Circumcision—in Latin, Middle English, and in Early Modern English—
frequently depict the foreskin as a synecdoche for Christ’s body, constructing the phallus as a
metaphor for the Trinity. But this issue lies beyond the scope of this study.
27
Also, one hymn contains the curious phrase, “circumciditur typicus.” But, due to textual
corruption, the phrase’s full context no longer exists (see “In Circumcisione Domini,” 34.13).
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Haec destinata tunc erant
Mortis tuae praeludia.
(Chandler, 179; Divine boy, you come forth, growing you become acquainted with death,
this then was the prelude of your destined death.)
These hymns explicitly regard the Circumcision as a “prelude.” This notion develops from
Ambrose, and it follows logically from the Pauline interpretation of circumcision, which reads
the Circumcision in typological and textual terms. Using a similar metaphor in a sermon for new
Year’s Day, Antonio Lollio in 1485 said that, “aperitur hodie humano generi circu[m]cisionis
liber: referat[ur] primus codex acerbissime passio[n]is” (“today is opened for mankind the book
of the Circumcision, in which is reported the first volume of the most bitter Passion”; 1v).28 In
Lollio’s estimation, Christ’s Presentation resembles the prefatory material of a longer
composition. Formulations of the Circumcision as a preface engage in the temporal distortion of
prolepsis. Christ’s incarnate, cut body itself enabled this allegorical mode by transposing the
literal law into a spiritual law.29
Renaissance English poets similarly described the Circumcision as an act of literary
prefacing. Christopher Harvey (1597-1663), for example, in “The Circumcision, or New-Year’s
Day,” imagines the Presentation in terms of writing. He inquires about the reason for the
Circumcision:
Is it to antedate thy death? To indite
28

See also Glick’s discussion of the sermon, 95; as well as Steinberg, 62.
Similarly, foreword’s homophone “forward” connotes the foreskin. In Anglo-Saxon,
“forweard” refers to a contractual agreement or covenant, as does the Middle English “foreward”
(Hornsby, 75). In the Cursor Mundi, God instructs Abram: “Holdeþ forwarde on þis wise / ȝoure
knaue childre ȝe circumcise” (62). Likewise, in the Cursor’s account of the story from John
about Christ’s discussion of circumcision, the Jews profess a forward: that “þe Iues, wit þair fals
forward… þai soght ihesu at do to ded” (800). Also in York’s play of The Harrowing of Hell,
Christ, dying on the cross, announces, “The foreward of my father free / Have I fulfilled” (238).
As in Ambrose’s theology of the Circumcision, the Crucifixion realizes a predestined “forward.”
But I relegate this observation to a footnote, because I consider it linguistically dubious.
29
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Thy condemnation himself, and write
The copy with thy blood,
Since nothing is so good?
Or, is’t by this experiment to try,
Whether thou beest born mortal, and canst die? (93)
In Harvey’s telling, God used Christ’s penis as a pen. He dipped its tip into the precious blood of
the Circumcision. And with this instrument God “indites” the Crucifixion. The Holy Member
“writes” what the poet calls a “copy.” Alexander B. Grosart, glossing his edition of Harvey’s
poem, defines “copy” as “the original which supplied the copies, just as the schoolboy's ‘copy’ is
that set for him to copy” (Harvey, 93). As Harvey goes on to say, “thy Circumcision writ thy
death in blood.”
William Cartwright (1611-1643) likewise describes the Circumcision as a prefatory
“experiment” when he writes, “Tis but the Passions Essay: This young loss / Only preludes unto
his Riper Cross” (139). Calling the Circumcision an “essay” that “preludes,” Cartwright likens
preputiotomy to a preliminary form of writing. The Circumcision begins the text of Christ, just
as a prelude announces a composition, and as an essay scopes out a topic. Richard Crashaw
(1613-1649) riffs on the same theme when he says of the blade used to remove Christ’s foreskin,
“this knife may be the speares Praeludium” (“Our Lord in His Circumcision to His Father,” ll.
18). Crashaw compares the Circumcision to a “praeludium,” a term often used by English writers
of the period for their literary prefaces (OED).30 The periah of Christ’s bris—the “laying bare”
of his glans—exposes the Old Testament as a prefiguration and acts, too, as a type for the
coming Crucifixion. But, as Kimberly Johnson points out, Crashaw’s poem expands the
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In Early Modern usage, “prelude” frequently referred to a musical piece’s opening, which
resembled the beginning of an oration, as Thomas Hobbes notes in The Art of Rhetoric (120).
Hobbes writes that “the Proem is the Beginning of an Oration, and, as it were, the preparing of
the way before one enter into it. In some kinds of Orations it resembles the Prelude of
Musicians” (500).
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conventional typology in a way that “exceeds sacramental orthodoxy”: Crashaw underscores
“the relationship between this small blood offering and the greater offering to come” in a way
that makes the Circumcision blood eucharistic, “in direct contradiction of eucharistic doctrine”
(125). Put another way, the figure of the preputial prepuce licenses exegetical amplifications.31
Visual artists also have stylized Christ’s Circumcision as a literary event. Acts of reading
structure the composition of Lodovico Mazzolino’s 1526 Circumcision of Christ. The painting
shows men reading books in the foreground on both sides of the baby Jesus. In the background,
at the painting’s apex, a man reads a book in a gallery above the scene. He exists outside of the
Circumcision’s time scheme, which he accesses through textuality. These three clusters of
literacy—the two readers in the foreground, and the reader at the apex—together generate the
painting’s triangular dynamism: the three readers create a triangle that frames the main subject,
Christ, who gazes languidly upon an open codex. Christ receives the law of God through his eyes
and upon his penis, while his readers grasp the event through circumcised readings. Similarly, a
contemporaneous Flemish School portrayal of the Circumcision shows the infant gazing at a
book, as though seeing his own reflection. Circumcision writes God’s Word onto the body. Some
paintings even depict Christ’s brit milah as an act of writing. Luca Signorelli, like other
Renaissance painters, showed the officiating mohel with a scalpel that he holds like a pen. On the
floor below the child, a scroll and an open codex frame the basin that waits to collect his blood;
above the scene, two roundels frame the scene with depictions of readers. These paintings, like
the lyrics on the Circumcision, depict the Circumcision as a textual and typological moment that
projects a Christianized Old Testament into the present and retrojects Christ into the Biblical
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In the nineteenth century, the Circumcision likewise was an occasion for one C.F.H. to write,
“He was the perfect sacrifice foreshewn / By shadowy type of old and symbol high” and for J.W.
Blew to inveigh “To Truth let empty figures yield” (Humphreys and Evans, 128-130).
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past. These images make clear that, however much Pauline allegoresis may work toward the
disembodiment of meaning, typological circumcision circulated as a living metaphor, still tied to
its literal meaning.
The association between the praeputium and prefiguration follows from the Pauline
assumption that the letter contains a circumcised spirit. Under the regime of Christian
allegoresis, the fabulous narrative requires spiritualizing explication. When writers supplement
literary works with prologues, they employ a narratological arrangement that reflects the Pauline
belief that the tissue of allegorical exegesis creates a “pre-putation.” The literary foreword acts
often as a kind of pre-figuration. It typically does the kind of fore-thinking that Christ’s
Circumcision does within his biography (it frames the narrative, shapes readerly expectations,
and anticipates meaning). Supplementary and unnecessary, the preface adorns the body of the
work in order to offer a glimpse—and often a moralizing, spiritual interpretation—of what
follows. Narratives encased within a preface become circumlogical, because they create meaning
by adjoining prefiguration to a narrative husk. This complex of ideas—which sees Christ’s
circumcision as a textual preface—perhaps underlies a theory of the preface as a genre, as when
the exordium of the pubescent boy’s foreskin becomes material for the inventio of allegorical
amplification

4. Wit and its Relation to Uncircumcision

In “The Wit of Circumcision, the Circumcision of Wit,” Jim Ellis describes how
metaphysical poets associated wit with the foreskin. Ellis provides an account of how Donne,
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Herrick, and Quarles theorized wit in terms of Christ’s Circumcision: “just as Christ’s
circumcision marks the divide between the order of law and the order of grace” poems by these
writers use circumcised wit to “divide two hermeneutic regimes” (62-63). In Ellis’s account, a
circumcised hermeneutics supplies the framework for understanding wit’s deployment of dual
meanings, so that “the poetry of the circumcision calls for a changed reading practice” (70). Ellis
argues that “this form of wit is historically linked both to the emergence of the individual during
this period and to the escalating challenges to both religious and political communities that
culminated in the English civil war” (63). Ellis posits that “the emergence of the individual in the
early seventeenth century” produced a tense relationship between body and soul, which
Metaphysical poets apprehended through circumcised wit, especially as the circumcised body of
Christ served to epitomize the double nature of embodied experience (72-73). While Ellis
provides a compelling argument for the special prevalence of wit among Metaphysical poets, his
historicism does not quite acknowledge how Paul’s theory of circumcision consistently
underwrote punnology throughout the Middle Ages. Soul/body tensions exist already in Paul’s
letters, and, insofar as the English Civil War stemmed partly from disputes between Conformists
and Puritans about the nature of law, Paul’s distinction between the letter and the spirit often
served as a particular flashpoint in this controversy (more on this in Chapter 6). Also, my
previous section has tracked the continuity between Latin and vernacular Circumcision lyrics in
their portrayal of the Circumcision as a preface. Paul himself used witticisms in order to
articulate his theory of circumcision. Ellis notes that Donne cited Paul’s witticisms, but medieval
thinkers recognized Paul’s theory of circumcision as bound up with his use of wit. Medieval
religious sometimes explicitly associated wit with circumcision, and medieval Latin hymns on
Christ’s Circumcision practice precisely the kinds of wit that Ellis locates in Renaissance lyrics.
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In this section, I will show how Donne saw Paul’s theory of circumcision as authorizing puns;
how Donne and other poets of the period described wit as circumcision outside of the corpus of
Circumcision poems; and how earlier, medieval thinkers also appreciated wit and its relation to
uncircumcision.
Poets like Donne saw Paul as a promoter of puns. Paul had argued for a figurative rather
than a literal reading of Scripture, and since wit, as a species of verbal allegory, operates at both
the literal and figurative levels, only allegorical readers can grasp wit. Paul not only authorized
verbal allegory in theory, but he also employed witticism in his writings on circumcision. Paul
wrote to the Philippians that they should “beware the concision, for we are the circumcision” (1
Phil.: 3:2-3). As contemporary critics have noted, Paul puns “concision” and “circumcision”
(Livesey, 97). Paul declared Christians “circumcised” in the spiritual sense, and he derided the
“uncircumcised” as the “concision.” Donne cited this passage in his defense of Protestantism. In
Donne’s telling, Catholics had claimed that Protestants represented the “concision,” but Donne
countered that, in fact, Protestants had properly “circumcised” Christianity of Catholic pomp and
ceremony.32 In reflecting on Paul’s pun, Donne celebrated Paul’s punnology:
St. Paul embraces here, that elegancy of language familiar to the Holy Ghost; they
pretend circumcision, they intend concision; there is a certain elegant and holy
delicacy, a certain holy juvenility in St. Paul’s choosing these words of this
musical cadence and agnomination, circumcision, and concision; but then this
delicacy, and juvenility presents matter of gravity and soundness. Language must
wait upon matter, and words upon things. In this case, (which indeed makes it a
strange case) the matter is the form; the matter, that is, the doctrine that we
preach, is the form, that is, the soul, the essence; the language and words we
preach in, is but the body, but the existence. Therefore, St. Paul, who would not
allow legal figures, not typical figures, not sacramental figures, not circumcision
itself, after the body, Christ Jesus, was once exhibited, does not certainly allow
rhetorical figures, nor poetical figures, in the preaching, or hearing of Christ
32

Also note that Conformists called Puritans “the concision”; see Matthew Sutcliffe, A
Remonstrance (London: George Bishop & Rafe Newberie, 1590), N. pag., EEBO: TCP,
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preached, so, as that that should be the principal leader of header, or speaker. But
this St. Paul authorizeth in his own practice, and the Holy Ghost in him, that in
elegant language, he incorporates, and invests sound and important doctrine; for,
though he choose words of musical sound, circumcision and concision, yet it is a
matter of weighty consideration that he intends in this concision. (Works, 130-31)
Donne cites Paul’s pun as an example of a “certain elegant and holy delicacy” and a “certain
holy juvenility.” Naturally, Donne’s evocation of juvenility inspires me to return to Augustine’s
pubescent boy—to reread the adolescent’s foreskin through Christ’s “suffer the little children”
dictum—but I must not tarry. Curiously, Donne saw Paul’s pun as complicatedly embodying the
Christian distinction between letter and spirit. Donne observed that the deeper meaning of the
pun reflected Christian doctrine, “the soul, the essence,” while the language itself “is but the
body, but the existence.” But, in this “strange case,” the “matter is the form”: the witticism
embodies the interrelationship of body/spirit, so that it formally exemplifies the hermeneutic
premise that underwrites a figural—rather than figurative—circumcision. Wit, in other words,
follows from an interpretation of Paul that prioritizes the spiritual without entirely denigrating
the literal. Though Paul decries the flesh of poetic figures, he licenses, for Donne, rhetoric that
harmonizes with the circumcision of the spirit.
In his more religious poems, Donne employed a Pauline, circumcised wit. In “The
Cross,” for example, Donne deployed puns as an argument in favor of Christian iconography.
Donne asked his readers, “Since Christ embraced the Cross itself, dare I / His image, the image
of his Cross deny?” With “cross no man” and “cross thy heart,” and with a dozen further
charming repetitions of the word “cross,” Donne wittily explored the word’s multiple meanings
to make the case that spiritual interpretation authorized iconography. Although “The Cross”
makes no explicit mention of Christ’s Circumcision, a circumcising hermeneutics licenses the
poem’s wit.
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In fact, Donne and his contemporaries made the association between wit and
circumcision not only within lyrics specifically about the Circumcision, but almost as a matter of
poetic principle. Donne’s works, published posthumously in 1633, came prefaced with an elegy
by Thomas Browne, who divided Donne’s corpus into uncircumcised and circumcised periods.
Browne wrote that Donne’s early poems possessed a prepuce in need of clipping:
When thy loose raptures, Donne, shall meet with those
That do confine
Tuning unto the duller line,
And sing not but in sanctified prose,
How will they, with sharper eyes,
The foreskin of thy fancy circumcise,
And fear thy wantonness should now begin
Example, that hath ceased to be sin! (Donne, John Donne, 88).
Donne’s early poems came sheathed within the “fore-skinne” of poetry’s “phansie.” These
poems feel “loose,” not only for their licentiousness but also for their rhetorical excess. Pious
readers may “circumcise” these poems with their “sharper eyes.” As A.W. Barnes describes,
Donne’s early readers performed such hermeneutic circumcisions (both by expunging Browne’s
1633 elegy from the 1635 reprint, and by interpreting Donne’s corpus as an allegory for
Christian conversion; see Barnes, 56). For Donne’s contemporaries, the Pauline theory of
circumcision regulates not just wit in the specific genre of the Circumcision lyrics, but language
generally, and especially the body of the poet’s work.
In arguing that readers could understand Donne’s naughty poems in a spiritual aspect,
Browne advocated for an ethics of interpretation in which readerly posthectomy translates the
flesh into an allegory for the spirit. Ben Saunders calls this an Augustinian maneuver (38).
Browne believed that through Pauline allegoresis Donne’s audience may “read even [his] wanton
story / as [his] confession, not [his] glory.” This literary theory echoed the ancient belief that
circumcision moderates male sexuality, and it transposed the censor’s threat of castration into an
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interpretative circumcision. Donne believed that “St. Paul authorizeth in his own practice” such
“elegant language.” Christians could use the praeputium of wit, if they circumcised it through
spiritual understanding. As Browne wrote, Donne’s readers could use their “sharper eyes” to
remove the “foreskin of fancy” from Donne’s early, “loose” work.
Herrick wrote several poems on Christ’s Circumcision, and throughout his corpus he
described rhetoric in preputial terms. Herrick praised a fellow writer “for civil, clean, and
circumcised wit” (259). Herrick imagined his own, witty verses as necessitating divine
circumcision: he prayed that God would purify his “sinful book… uncircumcis’d, unseason’d
and profane” (490). In “Another New-Year’s Gift: or, Song for the Circumcision,” Herrick
commanded his readers to “circumcise / Your hearts, and hands, lips, ears and eyes.” In “Upon
Zelot,” Herrick chastised the self-righteous hypocrite who has “the sign of circumcision in his
ears” (307). And in “To Keep a True Lent,” Herrick distinguished between hypocritical
literalism and grace-filled repentance with the injunction to “circumcision thy life” (519).
Herrick employed circumcised wit not just in Circumcision lyrics but throughout his writings.
Moreover, a theory of spiritual circumcision seems to have governed Herrick’s corpus. Like the
works of Donne, which Browne saw as covered in the “foreskin of fancy,” the works of Herrick
also fell into two halves, the uncircumcised and the circumcised. Herrick’s reputation rests upon
two very different books. Hesperides treats worldly topics with light-hearted zest, and Noble
Numbers expresses Herrick’s pious regret for his earlier, “unbaptized rhimes.”
In Chapter 3, I will examine the use of circumcised wit in medieval monastic prose
writings. For now, I will only note that medieval authors also cited Paul’s ideas about
circumcision as licensing puns, and several Latin hymns on the Circumcision demonstrate a
heightened use of witty forms. In the eighth century, Bede drew attention to Paul’s witticisms. In
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De Arte Metrica, Bede defined two particular kinds of verbal allegory (paronomasia and
asteismus). In both cases, Bede’s examples derive from Paul (174-75, 196-201). As Seppo
Heikkinen noted in a recent dissertation on De arte metrica, all of Bede’s definitions for
rhetorical devices originate from the Roman grammarians, but all of Bede’s actual examples
derive from Christian sources (10). Bede’s treatise syncretizes Christian content with a pagan
form. Paul’s writings on circumcision provide Bede with examples of wordplay. Paronomasia, as
Bede explains, involves the play upon two words that differ only by a letter or a syllable. Bede
notes Paul’s play on “concisionem” and “circumcisio” in Philippians 3:2-3 (174-75). Paul tells
the Philippians to beware those who “trust in the flesh,” and Paul calls these literalists the
“concision.” Paul celebrates, however, the faithful, who “have no confidence in the flesh,” and
Paul calls these spiritual readers the “circumcision.” Ironically, these “circumcised” believers do
not practice literal circumcision: Paul’s theory of allegory makes this theological irony
comprehensible, while his theory of allegory permits the verbal irony.
Paul employs a further verbal allegory in his letter to the Galatians. Paul criticizes those
who preach preputiotomy: “I would they were even cut off which trouble you,” Paul says (Gal.
5:12). Paul intends “cut off” in at least two senses (it refers both to circumcision/castration, and
to exile). As Bede teaches, Paul uses the rhetorical device known as asteismus, in which a single
word functions multivalently (196-201). Paul employs this verbal allegory as a shibboleth that
distinguishes between spiritual and literal readers. Paul’s joke relies upon an allegorical approach
to interpretation. Paul’s witty use of asteismus offers an example of circumcised hermeneutics,
both in form and content. As an emblem of wit, the praeputium stands for rhetorical doubleness,
perhaps as a result of the foreskin’s structure: one late fourteenth-century anatomy describes the
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foreskin as double; as does a seventeenth-cenutry dictionary by Blount (see Nels Mory, 167;
n.p.).
Whereas Ellis notes that paradox typifies the circumcised wit that he locates in
Metaphysical lyrics on the Circumcision, medieval Latin hymns on the Circumcision also
employ witty paradoxes, as in the line “Qui florent in frigore” (“They bloom in the cold”; “In
Circumcisione Domini,” 50.509). And, whereas Ellis notes that one of Herrick’s poems on the
Circumcision portrays the event as an exchange of the “uncomfortably literal” for the
metaphorical in a way that Ellis calls “unseemly” and “mildly grotesque,” medieval Latin hymns
on the Circumcision similarly portray the Circumcision as effecting just such a (grotesque)
exchange:
Salvatoris hodie
Sanguis praegustatur
In quo Sion filiae
Stola candidatur.
(20.132; Today is foretasted the Savior’s blood, in which the tunic of the daughter of
Zion is laundered).
Witty paronomasia occurs as well in another Latin hymn on the Circumcision:
Anni novi novitas
Novas leges afferens
Sequi vetat vetitas
Vetustatem auferens;
Probos probet probitas
Probis proba conferens,
Conteratur pravitas
Probitatem conterens.
(20.130)
If, as Ellis has argued, the genre of the vernacular Circumcision lyric demonstrates a literarytheoretical assumption that wit especially resembles a praeputium in need of the hermeneutic of
Pauline circumcision, then the genre of Latin Circumcision hymn also shares in this assumption.
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And if the Metaphysical poets, in employing circumcised wit, belong to a consistent tradition
that runs from Paul through the Middle Ages, then this tradition continues into modernity: in an
expanded version of this study, I might investigate how Defoe, Swift, Sterne, Melville, and Joyce
all employ Pauline constructions of circumcision for satirical purposes. Also, I have already
argued that Jean de Meun practices a preputial punnology in the Roman de la Rose (Strouse, 22).
But I now consider this interpretation fairly tendentious. In issuing a retraction, I amputate my
earlier, impious work—like poetic circumcisers Donne and Herrick.

5. Preputial Marriage Plots

For Jews and Christians, circumcision—whether physical or “of the heart”—enshrines a
kind of matrimonial covenant between the community and the deity, a divine marriage (Holland,
120). Pre-modern Christians likewise grasped earthly marriage in terms of circumcision, but, as I
will argue throughout this study, Christians did not always agree on the preputial status of
matrimony. Some thinkers, like Jerome, viewed marriage as a state of uncircumcision. Later
theologians more subtly distinguished between fleshly and spiritual marriages, so that (as I will
show) late-medieval people felt a need to perform a kind of circumcising spiritualization upon
what Jerome regarded as the praeputium of wedlock. To motivate that argument, in this section I
will trace the deep association between marriage and circumcision. I will examine how many
human societies associate the two rituals, and I will discuss Jewish and Christian versions of this
link. Then I explore Jerome’s construction of marriage as a foreskin. Next I will establish how,
during the course of the Middle Ages, the Pauline vocabulary of circumcision came to structure
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the emerging theology of conjugal marriage. As I will explain, Hugh of Saint-Victor developed a
distinction between marriage in the “spirit” and marriage in the “letter,” while Peter the Lombard
regarded both marriage and circumcision as interrelated challenges to the theological and
temporal demarcation between the Old and the New Testaments. These theologians felt the need
for marriage to undergo a process of spiritualization—a process that later became more fully
articulated through the Pauline method of circumcising hermeneutics (as I will illustrate with a
discussion of the Chevrot Altarpiece). In other words, as medieval theologians worked out ways
of “making marriage new” (as Burger puts it), they made marriage “new” in relation to an “old”
understood through supersessionary circumcision (Chaucer’s Queer, 60). After this chapter has
explained how the figure of circumcision regulated religious marriage to God and lay conjugal
marriage, later chapters will explore how circumlogical narrative structures enact this exegetical
circumcision upon matrimony.

Many human societies associate matrimony with preputiotomy. The link takes both
conscious and unconscious forms, and some cultures push this association even to the point of
conflation. The association takes conscious expression in Islamic cultures, where circumcision
serves as prerequisite for courtship or marriage. In some cases, Muslims consider the marriages
of uncircumcised men invalid (Abu-Sahlieh, 50). Among the Ulad Bu'aziz of Morocco, boys
undergoing circumcision receive the epithet “bridegroom,” and during the rite they and their
families wear the garb of the wedding ceremony (Westermarck, 423). Similarly, the Berbers and
the Hiana of Morocco regard the circumcision ritual as a kind of wedding (Westermarck, 426).
Among the ’Ababda of Egypt, a man’s circumcision immediately precedes his marriage, with
both ceremonies known by the same name (’irs, “wedding”; Crapazano, 271). In other Moroccan
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tribes, a man enters into marriage on the same day that one of his younger male relatives
undergoes circumcision. The boy’s circumcision serves as a substitute for the bridegroom
(Crapanzano, 271). The association between circumcision and marriage extends beyond North
Africa. In the United Arab Emirates, circumcision serves as “the road to marriage” (Hurriez, 94).
And in Java, “the ceremony celebrating circumcision has been largely patterned after the
marriage ceremony” (Geertz, 51). For Muslims in general, “circumcision is the open way to
marriage” (Bouhdiba, 183). In fact, the Arabic word “khatneh” means both “to circumcise” and
“to become related by marriage” (Torab, 189). The Arabic language asserts the conflation of
circumcision and marriage.
Among Jews, the link between circumcision and marriage takes a rather more
unconscious form. Formerly, the Hebrews probably practiced adolescent circumcision in
conjunction with the marriage ceremony. Several Biblical stories demonstrate this. In Exodus,
Moses’s wife Zipporah circumcises their son (in order to assuage Jehovah’s murderous wrath).
Zipporah exclaims to her husband, “A bloody spouse art thou to me, because of the
circumcision” (4:25). The phrase “bloody bridegroom” (“damím hatan”) insinuates the
correspondence of wedlock and circumcision. As Willis argues
the purpose of this narrative may be to explain how the circumcision of boys
came into existence as a softened equivalent for the original circumcision of
young men. The expression ‘bride-groom of blood’ [or ‘bloody bridegroom”]
reflects the original connection of circumcision and the explanation of puberty or
marriage (Genesis 34). (90)
Welhausen likewise points out that “the circumcision of male infants is here explained as a
milder substitute for the original circumcision of young men before marriage” (340; see also
Blickenstaff 17-19). The story of Zipporah at the Inn rationalizes the circumcision of male
infants as a substitute for an earlier practice, in which young men experienced circumcision in
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preparation for marriage (Wellhausen, 95). Lods confirms this assessment and regards Genesis
34 as further evidence that “the circumcision of children is a relaxation of the primitive custom,”
(198). Of circumcision, Lods writes that
its main object seems to have been the making of the youth into a male fit for
marriage. The close relation between circumcision and marriage is plain to be
seen in the Israelite traditions. According to Genesis xxxiv, the son of Jacob
compelled a Canaanite prince who wished to marry their sister, to undergo this
rite. In early times the ceremony was carried out when the boy reached the stage
of puberty, between the age of six and fourteen among the Egyptians, and
between six and fifteen among Arabs. (198)
These stories attest to an archaic link between circumcision and matrimony. So, too, does Saul’s
demand that David obtain 100 Philistine foreskins as a bride price (1 Sam. 18:25).
In his discussion of Jewish circumcision, Theodor Gaster notes that, among non-Jews,
circumcision usually takes place at puberty or immediately before marriage, and Gaster refutes
arguments that Jewish circumcision represents either a modified castration, a substitution for
human sacrifice, or a tribal marker (47). Gaster argues instead that “the most plausible theory is,
on the whole, that circumcision was originally designed to prevent or correct any untoward
condition of the sexual organs” and Gaster posits that “on this basis... it becomes immediately
clear why the Hebrew word for ‘bridegroom’ (viz. hatan) derives from a root meaning ‘to
circumcise’: why, in Lahore, the ceremony of circumcision is called a ‘wedding’; why, in
Mohammedan countries, it is frequently known as ‘purification’” (49). The Arabic “khatneh”
shares a common Semitic root with the Hebrew word “hatan,” which means both “circumcision”
and “bridegroom” (Bilu, 37). Similarly, the Hebrew term for father-in-law, “hothen,” also means
“he who circumcises, (Lods, 198). These etymologies testify to the archaic association between
circumcision and marriage.
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The association exists outside the Abrahamic religions. In an extensive survey of
circumcision ceremonies, Paige and Paige found that “the only timing element common to all
circumcising societies in [their] sample is that the operation always occurs before marriage”
(150). In fact, circumcision serves as a prerequisite for marriage in nearly all human societies,
suggesting that circumcision originally served as a magical rite intended to ward off the perils of
the first intercourse (Weiss, 73). As Gaster notes, circumcision “is often combined among
primitive peoples with the imparting of sex instruction” and “in West African and elsewhere,
native women refuse to cohabit with uncircumcised men” (49).
Pre-historic artifacts demonstrate that circumcision originated at least as far back as the
Stone Age. Rock dildos immortalize circumcised penises, as do many sultry cave paintings of cut
members (Cox and Morris, 243). Peoples on every continent practice preputiotomy, and the rite’s
global ubiquity demonstrates that its origins predate the Great Human Migration, 60,000 years
ago. As Frazer noted, most clippers employ a stone knife rather than an iron blade. Jewish
mohalim, for example, cut with flint (Frazer, 344). This Paleolithic technology colors the rite
with a shade of the pre-historic (Inman, 542).
The genitals distinguish homo sapiens from the other primates. In no other species do
females possess a hymen, and the human penis differs in size and shape from the penises of all of
the other apes. No other primates possess a prepuce of quite the same dimensions. The male
foreskin, like the hymen, delays reproduction by serving as a protector of virginity (an
evolutionary boon, since humans can reproduce a good deal earlier than they necessarily should;
Cox and Morris, 422). During adolescence, the uncircumcised penis typically suffers from
phimosis (a tight and restricted prepuce), but, like the hymen, the praeputium breaks and loosens
through masturbation or intercourse. Curiously, phimosis afflicts many adolescent humans, but
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no other mammals experience the condition. Just as the hymen works to guard chastity, the
foreskin forestalls reproduction. The prevalence of phimosis among adolescents provides some
support for Walde-Hofman’s derivation of the Latin praeputium from puer and pubes—since the
prepuce especially afflicts pubescent boys—and phimosis also provides an explanation
Augustine’s story of the boy, whose troublesome foreskin acts as the raw material for allegoresis.
The twelfth-century Benedictine theologian Rupert of Deutz seems to have grasped the
biological function of the foreskin as a protector of male virginity. As Karen Cheatham has
shown, Rupert conceptualized male virginity as an essentially physical property represented by a
genital ring (133). In De laesione virginitatis, Rupert “portrays the virgin body as possessing a
sigillum, a word that means mark or sign but also refers to a signet ring and the waxen seal made
by such a ring” (Cheatham, 138). In a state of chastity, “the private part (genitale secretum),
where nature placed the seal of virginity (virginitatis sigillum) is not violated” (Cheatham, 138).
Rupert describes this sigillum as something that can be broken, injured, destroyed, or exposed
(139). Rupert also likens chastity to a fabric that, through coitus, becomes torn (Cheatham, 138).
According to Cheathem, Rupert probably shared Galen’s view that male and female bodies
essentially corresponded in structure and function, so that hymen and foreskin correlate (139).33
As the ancient physician Celsus wrote, circumcision aids men whose phimotic foreskins inhibit
coitus (422). For Rupert as well as for Louis, the “ring” of the male virgin corresponds to the
hymen of the female virgin—a possibility I will explore more fully in my next chapter on
monastic circumcisions (where I will read the “Statue and the Ring”—told by twelfth-century
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A curious event in the life of Louis XVI further illuminates the deep interrelationship between
circumcision and matrimony. Louis married Marie Antoinette at the age of 15, and Louis could
not consummate this marriage for seven years. As Marie wrote in vivid letters to her mother,
Louis found sexual intercourse too painful. But at 22 Louis underwent circumcision, which cured
his phimosis (Schoen, 31; see also Androutsos).
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English historian William of Malmesbury—as coding an incident of adolescent phimosis as an
allegory for the vexed relationship between flesh and spirit).
Humans evolved by selecting for the prepuce, but humans invented circumcision in order
to remove evolution’s obstacle to procreation. The surgery originated pre-historically—perhaps
even simultaneously with the evolution of the species. Circumcision serves as an initiation into
courtship and mating, and it supplies a rationale for the link between marriage and circumcision.
Of course, not all societies connect marriage and circumcision, and no single motive exists for
the operation.34 But Jacques Derrida likened the excised prepuce to the wedding ring (Docherty,
16; see also Davenport, 661).
Circumcision arises as a matter of evolutionary biology, but human societies inflect
uncircumcision with various meanings that trouble the tissue’s gender. Philo, for example,
characterizes the foreskin as feminine. Philo writes that removing the prepuce through
circumcision increases virility (Livesey, 50). Similarly, the Dogons of East Africa remove the
foreskin because they believe that it contains the antagonistic female sex character (Weiss, 70).
But, as I have noted, the Greeks and Romans saw the foreskin as protecting manliness.
Renaissance Christians, likewise, imagined the foreskin as masculine—they assumed that
circumcision makes Jewish men unmanly (Glick, 105). Thus various interpretations of the
foreskin are opposed in their understanding of the foreskin’s gender. Queerly, John of Hauvilla,
in a send-up of Alain de Lille’s Anticlaudianus, writes that Nature produced the beautiful female
body with little breasts styled “circumcisa, brevis” (cited in Godman, 321). Wayne Koestenbaum
calls the foreskin “gender-dysphoric” (Notes, 101). Perhaps the anatomical slipperiness of the
prepuce itself provides some explanation for the tissue’s apparent gender queerness. In any case,
34

For an encyclopedic overview of circumcision rites, see Bryk; Bryk discusses the association
between marriage and circumcision, 221, ff.
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Paul uses this queer film to articulate a universalism that, in its most radical instantiations,
dissolves gender distinctions altogether. Paul obliterates worldly status: “There is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female” (Gal. 3:28). Spiritual
circumcision, as the arch-symbol of Pauline universalism, enables the erasure of genital
distinctions, both between circumcised and uncircumcised men, and between men and women.
As such, symbols of circumcision facilitate spiritual unions: of male and female, in marriage; and
of Christ with the saint (either male or female).

Marriage, of course, tends to create a fleshly union; and Christians tend not to undergo
literal circumcision. In a pre-modern Christian context, tropes of spiritual circumcision operate
upon the flesh of matrimony in order to spiritualize the sacrament. During the Middle Ages,
clerics and lay people promoted conjugal marriage by “circumcising” matrimony: they
interpreted the union of husband and wife through the lens of Paul’s circumcision, which
radically challenged worldly categories of status; and they leveraged monastic notions of
“ghostly circumcision” in an attempt to spiritualize this typically carnal relationship. The
necessity for such a circumcision arose not only from marriage’s potential carnality, but also
from the fact that theologians constructed marriage as uncircumcised—as a queerly anachronistic
sacrament, one relatively more similar to the Old Testament sacrament of circumcision than to
the other New Testament sacraments.
Saint Jerome imploded marriage and uncircumcision, and he thereby established a way to
think theologically about matrimony in terms of the praeputium. Paul, indifferent to the penis,
wrote that circumcised men should not regrow their foreskins and that uncircumcised men
should not obtain circumcisions (1 Cor. 7:18). Jerome construed this as advice that unmarried
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men should not seek what Jerome called “the fleshy tunic of marriage.” Jerome wrote further that
a man “who has a wife is thus covered in the foreskin of matrimony” (Jerome, 472). Jerome, an
ardent ascetic who championed celibacy, regarded marriage as a foreskin that men must excise.
As Elizabeth A. Clark establishes, Jerome made an exegetical habit of reading Scripture through
the lens of his own asceticism. He marshaled almost every Biblical figure into the service of his
agenda of self-denial, an interpretative process that Clark calls “implosion.” For Jerome, the
terms “circumcision” and “uncircumcision” (as these words occur in Paul’s letters) become signs
of virginity and marriage, respectively (Clark 168). In other words, Jerome thought of marriage
and uncircumcision as symbolically related. Jerome’s remark informs the fact that, as Dyan
Elliot notes, medieval women thought of virginity as “a spiritual circumcision of the flesh that
prefigured the angelic life, which was a realization of humanity’s past and future state” (38).
Jerome in his letter to Pacatula glosses a line from Paul about circumcision: “Is any man
called, being circumcised? Let him not procure uncircumcision. Is any man called in
uncircumcision? Let him not be circumcised” (1 Cor. 7:18). Jerome interprets this line as
actually pertaining to marriage. When Paul speaks of those who are “circumcised,” Jerome reads
this as meaning “virgo,” and he advises that such a one should not “quaerat pellicias tunicas
nuptiarum” (472; “seek the fleshy tunic of marriage”). And when Paul speaks of those who are
called “in praeputio,” Jerome reads this as an address to the married man who “est habens
uxorem et matrimonio pelle circumdatus” (472; “who has a wife and thus is covered in the skin
of matrimony”). Similarly, in his “Adversus Jovinianum” Jerome refers to married life as a state
of uncircumcision, describing matrimony as covered in the “praeputium nuptiarum” (249; “the
prepuce of marriage”). Reading Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians, in which the Apostle denies
the significance of gender, circumcision, and slavery, Jerome “implodes” all three figures,
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reading them as equivalent: “Qui uxorem habet, ut debitor dicitur, et esse in praeputio, et servus
uxoris, et quod malorum servorum est, alligatus” (238; “Whoever has a wife, so that he is called
a debtor and is said to be uncircumcised, and the slave of his wife, ‘fettered,’ which is said of
wicked slaves”). Paul’s discussion of circumcision becomes, in Jerome’s reading, a commentary
on marriage. Origen similarly read marriage through circumcision, but Origen emphasized Paul’s
indifference to circumcision and uncircumcision; so Origen understood 1 Cor. 7 as indicating
that salvation does not depend upon marriage or celibacy (Clark, 301). For Jerome, in contrast,
symbolic uncircumcision stands for spiritual impurity, which he equates with marriage.
Jerome’s preputialization of marriage sheds some light on his discussion of the captive
pagan bride. Prescribing the proper nuptial arrangement between Jew and Gentile (and, by
analogy, the proper readerly relationship between Christian reader and pagan text), Jerome writes
that the pagan girl must undergo purification through excision. Jerome explains that “shaving off
and cutting away all in her that is dead (whether this be idolatry, pleasure, error, or lust) I take
her to myself clean and pure and beget by her servants for the Lord” (149). Jerome excises
carnality and bodily enjoyments, cutting off the pleasure symbolized by the woman’s hair.
Jerome removes the fleshly “uncircumcision” that, in his view, clings to marriage and,
concomitantly, to heathen texts. Although Jerome had described marriage and femininity as
foreskins, his discussion of the pagan bride engenders the possibility of exegetically translating
these fleshly letters into spiritual states of circumcision.
The sacrementalization of conjugal marriage involved just such a circumcision. Hugh of
Saint-Victor played a major role in developing a theology of conjugal marriage; and, although
Hugh does not use the vocabulary of circumcision in his treatment of marriage, Hugh’s theory of
marriage relies upon Paul’s distinction between the letter and the spirit. In De sacramentis, Hugh
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treats what he calls marriage’s two forms (in his chapter “De duplici institutione conjugii,” 481).
Hugh explains that marriage has a two-fold cause: “una ante peccatum ad officium; altera post
peccatum ad remedium” (481; “one before sin, as an office; and one after sin, as a remedy”).
Citing Augustine, Hugh argues that, before the Fall, God instituted marriage as an office for the
mingling of flesh and for the generation of offspring (481). In a post-lapsarian world, this same
institution becomes a remedy for sexual weakness (481). In Hugh’s reading of Augustine, “in
conjugio aliud esse et alterius rei sacramentum esse ipsum conjugium, et aliud esse et alterius rei
sacramentum esse ipsum conjugii officium” (481; in marriage, marriage itself is something, and
the sacrament something else; and the office of marriage is one thing, and the sacrament
something else”). Hugh distinguishes between the letter and the spirit of marriage.
Hugh explains that the office of marriage must undergo a kind of spiritualization in order
to attain sacramentality. For Hugh, marriage counts as a sacrament only when it aligns with
spiritual ends. So, consummation does not constitute a metric for judging a marriage’s validity,
since true marriage might exist even without consummation (481). Furthermore, Hugh posits that
even the notion of consent—so important in Hugh’s promotion of conjugal marriage—must also
align with spiritual priorities. Hugh argues that legitimate consent (consensum legitimum) exists
only in those cases where both parties mutually and reciprocally consent to the constraints of
marriage (434-35). Conjugal marriage entails not simple consent, but a consent ordered toward
the Augustinian goods of marriage. Hugh’s theory of consent serves, then, to distinguish spiritual
marriage from fleshly marriage.
Peter Lombard, building on Hugh, further defined the sacrament of matrimony in a way
that enabled its conceptualization through circumcision. As Philip Reynolds explains, the
Lombard understood matrimony and circumcision as “inverse exceptions” to the Old Law/New
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Law paradigm. In his treatment of the sacraments, the Lombard distinguished between “signs”
and “sacraments” by developing an idea put forth by Hugh, who himself had theorized the
sacraments by extending Augustinian sign theory (Reynolds, 421). The Lombard followed Hugh
in teaching that sacraments, as distinct from signs, actually confer the grace that they signify. For
Hugh, this distinction paralleled the division between the Old Law and the New, since the
sacraments of the New Law conferred grace, whereas the sacraments of the Old Law acted as
allegorical signs of the Gospels (Reynolds, 421). So, “the sacraments of the Old Law,” according
to the Lombard “are improperly called sacraments” (Reynolds, 421). The circumlogical
hermeneutics that structures the Old/New division impinges upon this emerging understanding of
the sacrament of marriage; except that, within Hugh’s paradigm, the Lombard noted two key
exceptions: circumcision and marriage.
For the Lombard, Old Law circumcision conferred a remedy against sin, much like
baptism under the New Law (Reynolds, 421). Circumcision thus resembles a New Law
sacrament, since circumcision rises above the level of a mere sign (it also acts as a remedy).
Contrariwise, marriage differs from the other New Law sacraments, which all confer grace,
because marriage in itself does not confer grace (it only acts as a remedy). The good of marriage
consists primarily in protecting against sin, as Augustine attests in De bono coniugali. In the
Lombard’s discussion of the sacraments, “like circumcision, [marriage] has a merely remedial
efficacy” (Reynolds, 422). Marriage and circumcision exist as “inverse exceptions” to the Old
Law/New Law paradigm, because “whereas circumcision surpassed the standards of the Old
Law… marriage falls below the standards of the New Law” (Reynolds, 422). Peter of Poitiers
notes that marriage existed before the New Law, and this fact, for Peter, excuses how marriage
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seems to contradict the principle that sacraments of the New Law will cause what they signify
(Reynolds, 443).
Glenn Burger has pointed out that, when medieval thinkers made marriage “new,” the
emerging notion of marital affection “consisted of two parts, an inner reality and an outer
expression” (65). Precisely this dynamic necessitates the need to spiritually circumcise marriage,
to align the interior life with the external rite. If Hugh had advised the bourgeois bride and groom
in the Chevrot Altarpiece, he therefore would not necessarily encourage them to consummate
their marriage sexually. The Chevrot Altarpiece (1450) illustrates matrimony as unique among
the sacraments because of its distinct relationship with the Old Testament. The painting shows
seven angels holding scrolls above each of the seven sacraments; but, as Susan Joan Koslow has
pointed out, “the only text adapted from the Old Testament is Matrimony’s” (37). The text
claims that Christ only “commends” certain marriages. Above the marrying couple, the scroll
reads, “Matrimonium a Christo commendatur, Dum sponsa sanguinum in carne copulatur. Exodi
IIII capitulo” (Koslow, 28; “Christ commended marriage, provided that the bloody bride be
bound in the flesh”). The altarpiece suggests that marriage needs to undergo some manner of
transformation that makes it commendable. The scroll text provides cryptic advice, and Koslow
puts forth a plausible but, in my view, unpersuasive reading of the text. Koslow asserts that
the implication is that only after the bride is deflorated is the marriage
consummated. Since Matrimony was considered an image of Christ’s union with
the Church, the Church being His bride, the text must also be considered in a
figurative sense. Only after the Crucifixion when Christ’s blood was shed, was He
united with His spouse. (38)
In general, medieval theologians and canonists did not accept that consummation validated a
marriage. In fact, Hugh had argued that true marriage could exist based upon consent alone, and
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he asserted that marriage became more sacred precisely when it least involved intercourse.35
Some other procedure produces a commendable marriage—a spiritual circumcision.
Notably, the phrase sponsa sanguinum derives from Exodus, in which Zipporah
circumcises her son and chastises her husband as a “bloody bridegroom.” Through circumcision,
Zipporah won God’s commendation for her husband and her marriage. Intertextually, the scroll
prescribes a circumcision of marriage. Whereas Koslow relates the figurative sense of the text to
the Crucifixion, the Circumcision also underwrites the mystagogy of marriage as it pertains to
the Trinity. For Hugh, matrimony’s binding of the flesh refers to the Incarnational marriage of
Christ and Ecclesia: he describes the fleshly union of the Incarnation as a type with the “office”
of marriage; but he goes on to say that the sacrament of marriage can still take place without
such fleshly unions (432). As I noted in my previous discussion of lyrics on the Circumcision, in
one hymn Christ’s foreskin launders the Church’s “stola” (her “dress” or “matron’s garment”).
The Holy Prepuce cleanses the Church, which Paul saw as analogous to human marriage:
“Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it… that
he might sanctify and cleanse it” (Eph. 5:25-26). The hymn intertextually engages Paul’s
treatment of marriage, reading the blood of the circumcision as the mechanism that spiritualizes
marriage. As Philop L. Reynolds points out, this passage from Ephesians commonly circulated as
evidence that the sacrament of marriage signified the union of Christ and the Church. As re-read
by the hymn, marriage becomes sanctified by the Circumcision and the Crucifixion. As Ambrose
said, Christ first bled at his bris; and the Holy Prepuce became a kind of wedding ring exchanged
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“Conjugium tamen verum, et verum conjugii sacramentum esse, etiam si carnale commercium
non fuerit subsecutum, imo potius tanto verius et sanctius esse, quanto in se nihil habet unde
castitas crubescat, sed unde charitas glorietur” (432).
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between Christ and the Church: Christ wed his bride through Circumcision. The text suggests
that God’s commendation of marriage depends not upon coitus but upon a kind of circumcision.
The Chevrot Altarpiece participates in a program of circumcising marriage: the painting
accepts that Christ commends only those marriages that meet certain standards in which fleshly
union undergoes spiritualization. As Hugh had explained, Christ’s commendation of a marriage
depended upon the couple’s spiritual orientation. Preaching to the couple in the painting, Hugh
would have clarified that their “binding in the flesh” does not necessitate intercourse. In De
sacramentis, Hugh specifically argues against this reading of Genesis 2:24 (“They shall be one
flesh”). Instead, according to the Chevrot Altarpiece, Christ commends marriage, “provided that
the bloody bride be bound in the flesh,” or circumcised spiritually. This is the same kind of
spiritual circumcision that Dante recommends for the married in The Convivio:
To a good and true religious order may they also turn who abide in matrimony,
for God would have nought of us in religion save in the heart. And therefore St.
Paul says to the Romans: “Not he is a Jew who is so outwardly; nor is that
circumcision which is manifested in the flesh; but he is a Jew who is so in secret,
and circumcision of the heart, in spirit, not in the letter, is circumcision; the praise
whereof is not from men but from God” (373).
For Dante, married people become members of a religious order, not outwardly, but through a
circumcision of the heart.
When Jerome called married men “uncircumcised” he disparagingly implied that women
resemble foreskins. But Pauline circumcising served as a mechanism for Catherine of Siena to
realize a state of circumcised holiness. Early-modern Catholics referred to Catherine of Siena as
the sponsa sanguinum (see Rovera). This figure rewrites the gender of the preputial wedding
band: the sponsus sanguinum of Exodus becomes feminine. For Catherine, Christ’s Foreskin
symbolized this mystical matrimony. Catherine wrote that “on the eight day, when he was
circumcised, [he] gave up just so much flesh to make a tiny circlet of a ring” (Catherine, 184).
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Christ offered his severed shroud to Catherine as a matrimonial band. Alphonsus Salmeron, close
companion to Jesuit-founder Ignatius of Loyola, similarly claimed that Christ offered his
Prepuce as an engagement ring to his bride, the Church of Rome (Lernout, 349). The Holy
Prepuce serves as a sign of Christian spiritual marriage. As Cornelio Musso, the sixteenthcentury Italian homilist, explained in a sermon on the Circumcision, Christ married the Church
through his Circumcision:
Tutti siamo una carne, un sangue, un'osso, Os de ossibus meis, Caro de carne
mea, Si come Eva fu cavata dalla costa d'Adamo; Cosi è formata de te la Chiesa
tua. Hai sofferto tu dolcissimo Giesu la Circoncisione, la Circoncisione per la tua
Chiesa, lo sposo per la sposa, il capo per le membra: Disse già Sephora à Mose,
Sponsus sanguinum tu mihi es, Tu all' incontro, O sposo amantissimo, ben puoi
dire all Chiesa tua, Sponsa sanguinum tu mihi es. (115-16)
We are all one flesh, one blood, one bone, Os de ossibus meis, Caro de carne
carne mea [Bone of my bones, flesh of my flesh] as when Eva was drawn from
the rib of Adam; so your Church is formed from you. You have suffered, sweetest
Jesus, the Circumcision—the Circumcision for your Church, the bridegroom for
the bride, the head for the limbs. Sephora already said to Moses, Sponsus
sanguinum tu mihi es [Thou art a bloody bridegroom to me], so you, O most
loving husband, can well say unto your Church, Sponsa sanguinum tu mihi es.
This passage re-reads marriage through the prism of the Circumcision, the key instant in
Christian history when Christ, newly Incarnate, fulfilled the Old Law while simultaneously
becoming marked on his own body with the typological preface that heralded the Crucifixion. As
the moment that cuts apart the Old and New Laws—distinguishing them while hermeneutically
interrelating them—the Circumcision provides a loophole that finesses the theological problem
of marriage’s Old Law carnality.
As Jerome pointed out, marriage implies a legal and a fleshly union—a state of
uncircumcision—but, despite Jerome, Paul’s spiritualization of circumcision—his rereading of
literal “uncircumcision” as allegorical “circumcision”—made circumcision a useful metaphor for
interpreting marriage in its spiritual aspect. As I will show in Chapter 3, medieval monastics,
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following Jerome, described their celibacy as a circumcision. Later chapters will explore the
versatile uses of these tropes among premodern lay people.
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Chapter 3: Exegetical Circumcision in Monastic Contexts

As I observed in my previous chapter, circumcision serves as a metaphor for rhetorical
concision. And circumcision provides a conceptual framework for thinking about marriage.
These two formulations operated in medieval monastic contexts, where circumcision functioned
as a key term for theorizing religious discipline. This chapter tracks the development of the
figure in the work of Origen and Augustine, who think about asceticism in terms of
circumcision; and then the chapter traces the figure’s circulation throughout the Middle Ages.
During the period, the basic meaning of the trope remains circumscribed by doctrine; but, due to
the flexibility inherent in Pauline hermeneutics, the trope’s meaning adapts to suit particular
exigencies. With the rise of liberal learning, the figure regulates emerging modes of humanism.
With the cultivation of courtliness, the figure regulates new modes of gender expression. And,
with the shift from an oral to a textual culture, the figure becomes increasingly textual in its
applications. In the fourteenth century, the term—vernacularized in English—becomes
feminized.36 By analyzing how circumcision operates in these various historical contexts, I
establish that the exegetical praeputium governs a complex of linguistic-sexual practices
employed by both men and women as part of programs of religious discipline that seek to realize
the Pauline ideal of transcendence by which genital distinction collapse, so that “there is neither
Jew nor Gentile, neither male more female.”

36

One might also argue that the term becomes vernacularized. As Samantha Zacher has pointed
out, the Old English corpus contains notably few references to circumcision, and the Old English
wordstock does not describe the actual anatomical reality very precisely (91, 95).
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Circumcised Exegesis and Monastic Speech

Jon Whitman points out that the terms “literal” and “allegorical” only possess meaning in
relation to specific hermeneutic regimes (since what one reader categorizes as “literal,” another
might label “allegorical”). Also, as Whitman observes, specific hermeneutic regimes prescribe
different ways of relating to the literal and/or allegorical meanings of a text. Whitman notes that
a community’s acceptance of the “literal” sense might take various forms, such as intellectual
assent, ritual orientation, and legal obligation (21). Paul distinguished between the spirit and the
letter, primarily in order to decouple Scriptural interpretation from legalism. In the works of
Origen and Augustine, however, an acceptance of circumcised allegoresis took the form of an
ethics of asceticism—a law or rule of monastic behavior.
Reading Paul’s ideas about circumcision, Origen and Augustine produce early
articulations of monastic discipline and especially of disciplined speech. Perhaps circumcision’s
relationship with disciplined speech follows superficially from the notion that rhetorical excess
resembles a prepuce. More profoundly, however, this construction draws upon Pauline
circumcision, which underlies a Christian understanding of how letter and spirit relate
exegetically. Within Paul’s method of interpretation, metaphors of circumcision provide a way to
grasp the relationship between the “letter” and the “spirit” of the monastic habit: Origen and
Augustine use Pauline circumcision to explain the relationship between outward discipline and
inner will. Origen develops an ethics of monastic discipline as a consequence of his deployment
of Pauline allegoresis; and Augustine uses Pauline allegoresis as a way to substantiate his vision
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of monastic discipline. For both thinkers, an acceptance of Pauline circumcision takes the form
of ascetic practice. Steven F. Kruger has argued for appreciating the possibility of exegesis as a
mode of autobiography, and, as I show, Pauline circumcision controls certain monastic,
autobiographical maneuvers and modes of self-fashioning (see Kruger, “Exegesis”).

Origen

In this section, I will argue that Origen’s reading of spiritual circumcision informs his
ascetic practice, so that his asceticism operates as the embodiment of spiritual circumcision. This
insight may seem paradoxical, since a certain reading of Paul and of Origen (like the one put
forth by Boyarin) has asserted that these allegorists radically dismiss the flesh. But, as Dawson
has pointed out, Origen’s allegorical reading actually “leads the reader toward fuller, richer
embodiment by illuminating the body’s irreducible spiritual dimension” (Christian, 47). Dawson
explains that, “when considered apart from a prior presumption of body’s binary opposition to
spirit, Origen’s category of body appears as a complex and rich psychosomatic medium of a
person’s divine transformation” (Christian, 47). Elsewhere, Dawson has described the affinities
between Origen and his fellow Alexandrian Platonist, Philo. Both thinkers “closely connect the
text’s body (its textuality) and soul (its meaning) with the bodies and souls of the text’s
allegorical readers” (“Plato’s Soul,” 89). Philo read circumcision allegorically—and, as I
mentioned in Chapter 1, Philo understood circumcision’s allegorical meaning in terms of the
regulation of desire—but Philo still championed the actual rite of circumcision. Origen, reading
the text’s body in terms of Paul’s allegorical circumcision, produced an ethics of circumcised
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behavior. Pauline allegoresis becomes, in Origen, a law of bodily asceticism, a discipline of
circumcised speech, thought, and deed.
Origen, generally considered the father of Greek monasticism, wrote extensively about
circumcision in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. In that work, Origen describes
Scriptural references to “circumcised ears” and to “circumcised lips” as incomprehensible if read
literally, arguing for the necessity of their allegorical interpretation as proof of Paul’s spiritual
reading of genital circumcision. Throughout much of Origen’s excursus on circumcision, he
focuses on Old Testament passages, and, at first, Origen deliberately avoids allegorizing these
passages, “lest we leave an opportunity to those of the circumcision to clamor against the truth,”
(153). In Origen’s apparently non-allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament, Jewish law
carefully circumscribes the commandment to circumcise, so that this commandment applies only
to Abraham’s descendents and to members of their households (146-53). Actually, in Paul’s own
immediate context, the exact legal meaning of Torah, as well as its application to Gentiles,
remained the subject of intense debate (among various sects of Jews, Jewish Christians, and
Gentile Christians); and Paul developed his universalizing allegoresis of circumcision precisely
in order to avoid crediting the Old Law, which, even if applied only to Christians descended
from Abraham, still would have divided the Christian community in the ways that Paul sought to
avoid (Segal, 194). Origen’s commentary on Paul therefore reflects how circumcision—in its
interarticulation with allegory—encapsulates the heightened, post-Apostolic divide between
Jews and Christians. As Segal explains, Paul’s allegoresis “inevitably and logically meant
Christianity’s exclusion from Judaism,” and “confirmed Christianity’s status as a Jewish heresy”
(205). Origen denigrates an indignantly literal reading of the law of circumcision, attributing this
literalist reading to fleshly circumcisers.
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Then, shifting into an allegorical mode, Origen defines “circumcision of the heart” and
“circumcision of the flesh” in terms of abstention. Circumcision of the heart, for Origen, means
“to hold no base and unworthy opinions concerning the faith” and circumcision of the flesh
means “to commit nothing unclean and defiled in our works and actions” (156). Origen’s
allegorical interpretation emphasizes circumcision as an excision. Paul’s allegoresis, indifferent
to the positive execution of ritual, now inspires an ethics of deprivation. As Elizabeth A. Clark
writes, early Christians such as Origen eschewed the supposed “carnality” of Jewish
circumcision through “a spiritualized understanding of circumcision” that “could easily be swept
into Christian ascetic interpretation” (226). As Clark explains, “thus circumcision is given a
positive—an ascetic—valence if interpreted metaphorically” (230). Origen regards circumcision
as a matter of rejecting certain opinions and refraining from certain actions. The acceptance of an
“allegorical” sense of circumcision informs Origen’s ascetic orientation, which entails a practice
of cutting off certain thoughts and actions.
Like Philo, Origen reads the allegorical implications of “circumcision” as asserting a law
of bodily discipline; but, unlike Philo, Origen generates this law from allegorical circumcision,
without also crediting literal circumcision. Origen’s argument against genital circumcision
follows from the necessity of allegorizing the commandment to circumcise the ears, so that an
ascetic-linguistic practice corroborates his allegory. Origen begins to construct his argument
against literal circumcision by citing those Old Testament passages that depict the ears as
circumcisable. Origen understands these passages as evidence of the necessity of allegory.
Against those who would circumcise the flesh, Origen writes:
I shall direct against this person… that which the prophet Jeremiah said, “Behold
your ears are uncircumcised” [Jer 6:10]. Let the one who demands fleshly
circumcision show us a perceptible and bodily circumcision of his ears if he can!
Yet it is certain that this is absolutely impossible. Forced by necessity, then, he
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will revert to allegories and will say that the ears are circumcised when, accoding
to the admonitions of Solomon, they do not receive groundless hearsay. *157)
Origen expanded the implications of this allegory so that it applied not only to the ears but also
to the lips. For Origen, the “circumcision of the ears”—sensible only through allegorical
interpretation—supports the Pauline application of “circumcision” to the heart rather than to the
genitals. Similarly, Origen points out that Moses’s “uncircumcised lips” appear nonsensical
unless grasped allegorically (158). A circumcision of the senses therefore proves, for Origen, the
truth of Pauline allegoresis. As Origen goes on to say, “the circumcision of the heart would be
like that of the ears” (157).
Describing how allegorical circumcision applies to the ears, Origen outlines a
discipline of aural excision:
the ears are circumcised when… they do not receive groundless hearsay and when
they are stopped up from listening to plans of murder, and when they are hedged
in with thorns lest they should receive words of envious detraction. Instead they
allow only the word of God and what contributes to edification. (157)
Similarly, Origen explains how an allegorized circumcision applies to the lips:
In this manner as well a person is called uncircumcised in lips who would not
circumcise blasphemy, scurrility, obscene speech from his mouth; who could
place no guard at this mouth and no watch at the door of his lips; who would not
even circumcise his mouth from every idle word. (157)
In this passage, allegorized circumcision organizes a complex of ascetic speech. Origen
advocates for an asceticism that follows Scriptural precedents. The Psalmist had prayed, “Set a
watch, O Lord, before my mouth; keep the door of my lips”; Paul had enjoined against cursing,
abusive speech, and foolish talk; and Christ had promised the judgment of idle speech (Ps. 141:3;
Col. 3:8; Eph. 4:31, 5:4; Matt. 12:36). The figure of circumcision gathers these prohibitions into
a habit. Origen sets out to prove the allegorical nature of the commandment to circumcise the
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genitals, and, in the process, Origen develops allegorized circumcision into an ascetic rhetorical
mode.
In Contra Celsum, Origen gives some insight into what a circumcised speech might look
like. Origen refers the reader to this earlier discussion of circumcision in the Commentary, and
he provides a reading of the story of Moses as the “bloody bridegroom,” in which the
circumcision of Moses’s son saves Moses from a murderous angel. In Origen’s reading, the story
signifies the true origins of the commandment to circumcise: “perhaps the command was given
because of some angel hostile to the Jewish nation who had power to injure those of them who
were not circumcised, but who was powerless against those circumcised” (302). But Origen calls
this interpretation “unsuited to the ear of the common crowd” and he promises to “add one
further point as more distinctively Christian, and then change to the next subject” (302). Origen’s
approach to allegory often resulted in such outlandish interpretations—a tendency that embroiled
Origen’s students in the Origenist Controversy—but Origen himself rather tactfully delimits his
fanciful interpretations. In Contra Celsum, he guards against heresy by explicitly acknowledging
his interpretation as far-flung, if not dangerous—practicing a circumcision of his own speech.

Augustine

I have suggested that Origen’s reading of Pauline circumcision results in the embodied
practice of monastic circumcision. In this section, I will further show how Pauline circumcision
structures religious discipline. Augustine, as I will argue, uses the figure of the boy with the long
foreskin to think not only about the narrative body but also about the monastic body. Similarly,
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in the Confessions, Pauline circumcision regulates Augustine’s body—his circumcised lips—and
his approach to apprehending selfhood through circumcised autobiography. In De Opere
monachorum, Augustine’s treatment of Pauline circumcision serves as a central argument in his
project of rehabilitating monastic labor.
As I have noted, Augustine’s boy seems to have belonged to the monastic community
where Augustine wrote De Genesi ad litteram. I have argued that the story elaborates the
praeputium as a heuristic for reading allegorical tales, and that it provides an example of a
preputial narratology. But if Augustine uses the boy’s body to theorize the morphology of
narrative, he also uses the boy to theorize the embodied nature of the human condition. The story
relates how, within a monastic context, allegoresis determines the meaning of the body and
specifically of the male genitals. Augustine saw salvation as operating both at the level of history
and at the level of the individual, so that he understood personal conversion as a matter of
turning from the literal to the spiritual (Fredriksen, 141). In a graphically physical way, the boy
lives out the spiritual circumcision that characterizes Augustinian temporality. The boy’s literal
foreskin generates a vision of Christian history, and, with circumcision and allegory condensed
upon his body, the boy undergoes the kind of spiritual circumcision that all monks seek.
Curiously, the boy leaves Augustine’s community after this experience—as if to contain the
boy’s body within the realm of fable.
In a way, the boy lives out the circumcision that Augustine wishes for himself in the
Confessions. Augustine prayed that God would “circumcise” his words of all lying and audacity
(“circumcide ab omni temeritate omnique mendacio interiora et exteriora mea, labia mea”; Conf.
XI.2). This prayer deploys the figure of circumcision as a means to promote a disciplining of
rhetoric. It also situates pagan concision within the paradigm of Pauline allegoresis. The prayer
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conflates three distinct meanings of the Latin circumcide. As noted, pagan rhetoricians had
described rhetorical abbreviation as circumcisus, and the Vulgate used this word to describe
literal circumcision (of the penis) and symbolic circumcision (of the heart, ears, and lips). These
several meanings operate in Augustine’s usage. With lies understood as a kind of rhetorical
excess, their excision counts as “circumcision” in the sense used by Quintilian. Reading lies as a
kind of spiritual impurity, their excision counts as “circumcision” in the sense used by Origen in
his interpretation of circumcised ears and lips. And, given the intense eroticism of Augustinian
theology, the term also evokes the penis (as Eugene Vance has observed, 7). Eric Jager has
written that Augustine’s metaphor gives textuality a bodily aura (29). And, as Andrea
Nightingale notes, Augustine’s “metaphorical conflation of the tongue/lips and the penis
highlights the bodily basis of human speech” (155).
Augustine’s spiritual circumcision works upon both the outer and the inner, controlling
not just his spiritual posture but, relatedly, the outer, erotic expression of that posture (both
through sexual chastity and through rhetorical asceticism). Just as, for Origen, circumcised
speech embodies the dictates of Pauline allegoresis, Augustinian circumcisus marks language’s
entry into the new covenant; and, as in Origen, Augustine’s rhetorical circumcision constitutes a
bodily practice.
Augustine’s use of the word circumcide, as a re-reading of the Latin rhetorical term,
appropriates the pagan rhetorical tradition, even as it stands spiritually at a distance from that
tradition—circumcising it. At the same time that Augustine’s circumcised language would
spiritualize Roman rhetorical theory, it also engages the Old Testament. The metaphor of
“circumcised lips” derives from Moses, who in Exodus twice laments that he possesses
“uncircumcised lips” (Ex. 6:12, 30). Note that Moses and Augustine use the metaphor quite
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differently. Whereas Augustine taught rhetoric for a living, Moses stuttered and required Aaron
to act as his spokesman. So, in Moses’s use of the figure, “uncircumcised lips” represents
rhetorical inability; but, in Augustine’s use of the figure, “uncircumcised lips” represents
rhetorical prowess. The meaning of the figure inverts, as a consequence of Pauline circumcision.
For Augustine, a circumcised confession would transcend one’s personal, subjective
experience, and it would conform to the transcendent truth of Scripture (Jager, 9). Such a
confession would appear circumcised in the exegetical sense (informed by an allegorized reading
of the Bible). So, circumcision and lying interrelate somewhat more deeply than in the simple
conceptual metaphor that would regard lies as a special kind of excess in need to amputation.
Taken literally, the Latin circumcidere views concision as an act of “cutting around” (a fleshy
circumcision of rhetoric’s letter). But Pauline allegory allows that one also could “circumcise”
dishonest language not just by cutting off the flesh of lies, while perhaps remaining an inward
liar; but one could also “circumcise” dishonest language inwardly. When Augustine prays to
circumcise both his outer and his inner lips, he spiritualizes the Latin rhetorical term, and he
employs a circumcising hermeneutics as a mode of autobiography.
In the Confessions, the figure of circumcision serves as shorthand for a theory of
language that Augustine more fully develops in De doctrina Christiana. As Greenfield explains,
Augustine, believed that rhetoric should enable the approach to truth (32). Augustine therefore
distinguishes between two types of figurative language: rhetoric that rests on false doctrines, and
rhetoric that points to truth (Greenfield, 33). The ethical valence of the letter of rhetoric always
depends upon its correspondence with a spiritual meaning. As a reader, Augustine regards the
flesh of rhetoric with Pauline indifference: he does not denigrate rhetoric per se, but he asserts
that all figurative interpretations must promote the love of God (Greenfield, 33). Discussing
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fables, Augustine allows that literally dishonest speech might contain inner truths. But, in the
Confessions, Augustine aspires to circumcise the flesh of certain rhetorical figures—“temeritate
omnique mendacio” (foolishness and all lies)—because these particular figures—as distinct from
the true lies of fables—apparently cannot promote truth. Throughout the Confessions, Augustine
strives to circumcise language, recounting his life frankly but through a spiritual frame.
Augustine practices in the Confessions the theory of rhetoric that he explicates in De doctrina.
Lying preoccupies Augustine, not only in De mendacio (where Augustine treats the
question of dishonesty thoroughly), but also in his De opere monachorum (where Augustine
responds to a pivotal, exegetical dispute within the monastic community). In both works,
Augustine cites Paul’s relationship with circumcision as an interpretative problem whose
explication clarifies the relationship between rhetoric and truth. Circumcision exemplifies Paul’s
approach to Christian truth; and allegorized circumcision therefore pertains to lying. In the letter
to the Romans, Paul claims that outer circumcision might disguise inner uncircumcision, and that
outer uncircumcision might disguise inner circumcision. With this formulation, Paul describes an
ontological position with less than obvious ethical implications: Paul’s spiritualization puts into
play the question of faith versus works, and it sometimes lends itself to antinomianism. The
potential for such radical spiritualization became a source of frustration for Aurelius, Bishop of
Carthage, whose monks refused to work; and Augustine, in his response to that controversy,
expanded upon the association between honesty and circumcision by grounding his discussion of
truth in Paul’s treatment of circumcision.
As Elizabeth A. Clark explains, Augustine wrote in response to a crisis that “reveals the
perils that allegorical exegesis might pose” (92). In De opere monachorum, Augustine attempts
to mitigate the perils of allegoresis by providing an explication on Pauline circumcision.
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Augustine crafts his overall argument primarily through citations of Paul, and Augustine’s most
pointed discussions of lying refer to Paul’s writings on circumcision. As Augustine observes,
Paul’s spiritualization of circumcision might imply some degree of cynicism, since Paul
explained that he became “as a Jew… as under the law, that I might gain them that are under the
law” (1 Cor. 9:20). As Augustine says—both here and in De mendacio—some critics consider
Paul a liar who feigned Judaism (557, 492). But Augustine explains that Paul did not lie or feign.
Paul, born a Pharisee, simply remains true—not to his social identity—but to his principled
indifference to identity categories:
Fecit enim hoc secundum liberam et manifestam sententiam suam, in qua dicit,
Circumcisus quis vocatus est? non adducat praeputium; id est, non sic vivat, quasi
praeputium adduxerit, et id quod nudaverat texerit. (557)
(He did this following his frank and plain statement, in which he says, “Who has
been called in circumcision? Let him not become uncircumcised.” That is, let him
not live as though he had become uncircumcised, and covered that which he had
laid bare.)
Paul, called in circumcision, remains circumcised—but not out of deference to the law of
circumcision. Augustine describes Paul’s spiritualization of circumcision in terms of a
hermeneutical prepuce, which Pauline allegoresis has peeled away (nudaverat texerit—another
example of an image that relates the “nudity” of allegoresis with circumcision, as discussed in
Chapter 1). Augustine, citing Paul’s discussion of circumcision in 1 Cor. 7, again points out that
Pauline circumcision looks like a species of dishonesty (557). But to explain this—and to
develop an allegoresis that does not obliterate the value of work—Augustine clarifies Paul by
distinguishing between those “under the Law,” “in the Law,” and “without the Law” (and he
develops a similar argument in De mendacio). This proposition—that Paul’s stance on
circumcision entails a posture “in” rather than “under” the Law—justifies Augustine’s proposal
that monks should labor, even as they prioritize the spirit.
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To recapitulate: Pauline circumcision structures Augustine’s sense of Christian truth as
an embodied, rhetorical practice that expresses the spirit. Augustine acknowledges that, from
certain perspectives, Pauline circumcision might look like a lie; but, from a spiritual perspective,
Pauline circumcision generates the terms whereby Augustine articulates a spiritual harmony of
essence and appearance. Augustine offers Pauline circumcision as an antidote to the works/faith
question, as part of a larger program of establishing in De opere monachorum a basis for
monastic discipline. Where Origen generated an ascetic practice as the means to embody Pauline
circumcision, Augustine returns to Pauline circumcision in order to argue in favor of this
practice. In the Confessions, Augustine practices exegetical circumcision as autobiography. In
De opere monachorum, Augustine prescribes circumlogical exegesis as a way of life.

Circumcising Courtliness and Liberal Learning

During the Middle Ages, the figure of circumcision circulated among religious, where it
regulated the cultivation of courtliness and liberal learning. In this section, I will examine the
metaphor’s use in several contexts. In a tenth-century Ottonian context, the figure applies to
emerging modes of courtliness. In the eleventh century, rhetorical circumcision becomes more
emphatically interrelated with gender expression. In the twelfth century, it becomes more textual
in its application; and two twelfth-century narratives illustrate how circumcision symbols
regulated religious lives (at least in their literary representation).
“What Origen says about circumcision of the lips is very reminiscent of what Saint
Benedict says about silence for a monk,” according to the twenty-first-century Cistercian abbot
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Mark Alan Scott (117).37 The Rule of Saint Benedict does not explicitly refer to circumcision.
But, when ordering the interior will through exterior habit, medieval religious used metaphors of
circumcision to describe the spiritualization of sense perception and specifically of speech and
hearing. Monks in the Benedictine tradition used the figure of the praeputium to clarify Benedict.
As Jan M. Ziolkowski and Bridget K. Balint have noted, the ninth-century Benedictine Haimo of
Auxerre spoke of the need to circumcise the tongue by editing out slander, perjury, falsehoods,
grumbling, and idle words (88; “circumcidenda est lingua a maledictionibus, perjuriis,
falsitatibus, murmurationibus et a consuetudine otiose sermonis”). Similarly, in Ruotger’s tenthcentury Life of Bruno, Ruotger explains that Bruno the Great
decreed that in the many people making up the various communities belonging to
his honourable see, there should be one heart and one mind; so that superfluity of
clothes, divergent customs, and whatever of this kind seemed effeminate or
inappropriate in his church should, by a true and spiritual circumcision which is
the beginning of wisdom, be most diligently cut out. (qtd. in Mayr-Harting, 41)
Curiously, the Puritans will use the figure in a similar way, deploying circumcision to regulate
sartorial superfluity (as I will discuss in Chapter 6). But Bruno does not refer to the sweet
disorder in the dress of the Stuart Brothers by van Dyck. As Henry Mayr-Harting discusses,
Bruno uses the figure to reassert the Rule of St. Benedict: the Rule prescribes that monks should
possess two tunics and two cowls, and that they should cut away (amputari) all clothes in excess
of this (42). Bruno carefully defines this corporeal amputation as oriented toward spiritual ends:
he wants monks to practice a “true and spiritual” circumcision. So, like Mark Alan Scott, Bruno
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Origen influenced Benedict indirectly through figures like Gregory of Nyssa, Evagrius
Ponticus, and John Cassian (see Jensen, 150). As I discussed in Chapter 2, Gregory discussed the
veil of allegory as a praeputium. Evagrius would have Christians “circumcise the impassioned
thoughts in one’s thinking” (113). And Cassian similarly preached inner circumcision (Ch. 35).
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reads the Rule in terms of circumcision, establishing how its regulation of the letter of habit
promotes the spiritual transformation of monastic will.
When Bruno insists upon a uniformity of custom and clothing, he applies the metaphor of
circumcision as part of an effort “to establish or enhance a community not only in its communal
living, but also in its communal (and elaborate) liturgy, worship, and prayer” (Mayr-Harting, 39).
In the context of tenth-century Cologne, Bruno’s evocation of circumcision participates in a
program of monastic and liturgical reform (now known somewhat problematically as the Gorze
Reform). Bruno also takes aim at a particular style of self-presentation that he calls “effeminate”
and “indecent.” Jaeger, citing Bruno, explains that a new style of self-presentation emerged in
Bruno’s tenth-century Ottonian context. As Jaeger has established, courtliness evolved in the
tenth century in an Ottonian context before gaining wider acceptance throughout the eleventh
century (199-200). This style of self-presentation drastically altered the values of the lay and
clerical aristocrats over the course of the eleventh century. And this corruption of values
supposedly feminized the warrior class, making men womanly, immoral, and unable to fight
(Jaeger, 199-200). Bruno tries to circumcise this emerging courtliness, using the ostensibly
genital metaphor to control gender performance.
Writing towards the end of the eleventh century, Peter Damian similarly tries to
circumcise the development of what Jaeger has called “a peculiarly medieval humanism” (278).
Damian used the metaphor of circumcision to control how religious related to the reviving pagan
tradition. Ironically, Peter Damian taught rhetoric, and he evinced great rhetorical skill in his
condemnation of those whose who overindulged in the trivium. Peter suggested that those with
liberal educations should undergo a circumcision:
Erubescat iam lingua frenetica et, quae nescit esse facunda, discat esse vel muta.
Nescit aedificationis augmenta depromere, sciat saltim sine fidei destrutione
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tacere. Alioquin abscidatur sibi ferro praeputium per vindictam, nisi sibi frenum
adhibeat per silentii disciplinam. Ventilent quaestiones suas, qui volunt, iuxta
modum et ordinem disserendi, dum modo per ambages suas et scolaris infantiae
nenias contumeliam non inferant creatori. … Discutiant itaque iuxta modulum
suum litterarum dubtaxat—quibus adhuc indigent elementa—nec altiora se
usurpent divina mysteria. (qtd. in and trans. by Gordon, 28-29)
(Let the raging tongue now acquire a sense of shame—incapable of eloquence,
may it at least learn speechlessness. Ignorant of how to construct a case that
edifies, let it at all events grasp how to avoid words without imperiling the faith.
Otherwise may it be circumcised with its own knife as punishment, should it fail
to impose a curb on itself through the discipline of silence. Let those who wish to
conduct windy discussions do so in keeping with the style and structure of debate,
providing that they do not offend the creator by their contorted arguments and
puerile croonings from the schools. … Let them debate, therefore, according to
the pygmaean standards of their scholarship—of which they possess only a
smattering—and not presume to aspire to the heights of the divine mysteries.)
Peter advocates for monastic silence under the sign of circumcision. And Peter subordinates
liberal learning to Catholic doctrine. He licenses liberal rhetoric, but only in specifically nonspiritual contexts. As Peter Godman explains, in this passage Damian “employs the methods he
appears to condemn” (29). Godman notes that circumcision, unlike castration, does not cause
intellectual impotence—circumcision “exemplifies Peter Damian’s ideal of self-restraint,” his
emphasis on the disciplined use of rhetoric rather than the complete abolition of rhetoric (30).
The relationship between language and faith operates according to a Pauline logic that, based on
the distinction between the letter and the spirit, allows for the existence of certain forms of
expression, as long as they do not jeopardize the spirit.
Even more emphatically, Peter advised the monks under his care to “circumcise” the
scurrility from their lips, and he compared humble speech to the removal of the foreskin (452;
“scurrilia quaeque, urbanitatis sales, facetia leporesque verborum a labiis tuis tanquam
gentilitatis quoddam praeputium circumcide”). Notably, Peter fleshes out the metaphor of
circumcision by using the figure of the praeputium to develop a more graphic conceit. This
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amplification envisions rhetoric in fairly lewd terms, and it illustrates Peter’s own tendency
toward rhetorical excess. As Mark D. Jordan has noted, Peter wrote quite frankly about male
genitals and about sodomy, and Peter himself worried that his frank treatment of these subjects
might provoke scandal (45). As Patricia Ranft has noted, one of Damian’s sources—Burchard of
Worm’s Decretum—wrote even more salaciously, specifically illustrating the praeputium in his
penitential on masturbation (94). These examples link the rhetorical praeputium with the sex
organs. By graphically constructing urbanity as a praeputium, Peter implies that such speech acts
may belong to the same category of sexual vice that he attacked in his Book of Gomorrah. Like
Bruno, who called certain forms of preputial expression effeminate, Peter insinuates the gender
deviance of uncircumcised speech.
For Damian, spiritual circumcision would cleanse the Latin language of such excesses.
Peter enjoined his students to speak as the true disciples of fishermen, not as Roman orators, and
he told them to employ the simplicity of Christ rather than the eloquence of Cicero (452;
“piscatorum namque sumus discipuli, non oratorum, ut ex ore Christiani non latinitas Tulli, sed
simplicitas resonet Christi”). Elsewhere, Peter Damian satirized the ignominy of a worldly monk
who “is radiant with the flowers of external goods,” who “speaks like Cicero” and who knows
the monastic rule well enough to teach it hypocritically (Jaeger, 140). Peter sees the praeputium
of Ciceronian rhetoric as a state of spiritual uncircumcision—an exterior hypocrisy that thwarts
inner sanctity.
While Peter applied the figure to liberal learning, the metaphor still circulated without
reference to pagan philosophy: circumcision continued to simply signify monastic discipline.
Ælred of Rievaulx, English Cistercian abbot of the twelfth century, described spiritual
circumcision as a complete reorientation of the senses. Cicero’s ideas about friendship highly
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influenced Ælred (Hadley, 234). Ælred seems not to have applied the metaphor as a way to
negotiate this influence. But Saint Bruno, Bishop of Segni, said that the circumcised tongue
spoke no lies (Ziolkowski & Balint 88; “lingua circumcisa non loquitor mendacium”). Like
Augustine, who had associated duplicitous speech with the foreskin, these twelfth-century
religious saw oily words as a preputial contagion. The trope operates consistently as a means to
conceptualize a particular attitude toward rhetoric, even as the trope also flexibly expands in
order to measure emerging forms of rhetorical, sartorial, and gender expression.
So, Saint Bernard of Clairvaux employed the trope in a way that reflected the roughly
contemporaneous shift from an oral to a written culture. As Jaeger has illustrated, eleventhcentury thinkers expressed knowledge through embodied charisma, but twelfth-century figures
like Bernard located authority in textuality. Bernard described circumcised speech in his
Sententiae, where he mentioned three kinds of circumcision—of the penis, of the heart, and of
speech (1555). But, in a sermon on Christ’s Circumcision, Bernard used the metaphor to think
about reading and writing. After Paul, circumcision served as a framework for understanding the
relationship between text, body, and spirit, and different thinkers emphasized different aspects of
that relationship: Bernard particularly emphasizes the textual implications of the figure.
Bernard interprets a line from Luke’s Gospel that mentions Christ’s brit milah: “and after
eight days were accomplished, that the child should be circumcised, his name was called Jesus”;
2:21).38 In this sermon, Bernard self-consciously employs a method of reading Scripture that
theorizes exegesis as circumlogical. Opening his lecture, Bernard describes the Circumcision
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Much of the homily echoes a sermon by Bede on the same subject, but the passage under
discussion here is unique to Bernard. Bede does not use the Circumcision as an opportunity to
dwell upon textuality.
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itself as a literary act—an “abbreviation”—and he stylizes his own exegetical method as a kind
of circumcision. Textuality and circumcision intertwine. The sermon begins:
Audivimus paucis expressum magnum pietatis sacramentum: audivimus
congruam lectionem Verbo abbreviato quod fecit Dominus super terram.
Abbreviatum enim in carne, amplius abbreviatur suscepta etiam carnis
circumcisione. Minoratus paulo minus ab angelis Dei Filius, humanam naturam
induit; sed jam nec ipsum respuens remedium humanae corruptionis, plane multo
minoratus ab eis. Habes igitur hic magnum fidei documentum, habes et
manifestum humilitatis exemplum. (1766)
(We hear in these little words [from Luke] a large sacrament of piety expressed.
We hear the whole lecture (lectionem) which the Lord has composed over the
earth with the abbreviated Word (Verbo abbreviatio). He had been abbreviated in
the flesh, and was even more abbreviated in accepting the circumcision of the
flesh. He was reduced a little lower than the angels, the Son of God, clothed in
human nature; for now not spurning [to be] the remedy of human corruption,
plainly [he is] indeed lower than them. We have, therefore, here, a large document
(documentum) of faith, and a manifest exemplum of humility.)
The wit of Bernard’s sermon lies in the play between “big” and “small.” Bernard contrasts
Luke’s “little words” (paucis) with their “large message” (magnum sacramentum). As an
exegete, Bernard stretches the meaning of Luke’s single line: he amplifies Luke into a larger
sermon. After divine circumcision “abbreviates” the “lecture” of the Godhead, then human
allegoresis unpacks this concision. Interpretation expands abbreviation into its fuller meaning as
a “large document.” Meaning shrinks, lengthens, and shrinks again (like the male member under
discussion in the sermon itself). And, as Bernard goes on to repeat, Luke’s line makes an
“abbreviated” account of the larger truth of the Gospels (139, “quod in propheta abbreviatum,
manifestius in evangelio legitur caro factum”). Abbreviation, as Bernard understands it, refers to
the rhetorical device by which a larger story condenses into a shorter passage, and it refers, as
well, to the Incarnation and Circumcision of the Logos (i.e., Christ as an “abbreviation” of the
Word). Circumcision, figured as a textual event, makes sensible Luke’s literary abbreviation and
Bernard’s exegetical dilation of Luke, and it underwrites the Trinitarian semiotics that allows
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circumcised words consubstantially to signify their larger, allegorized meaning. Bernard
sermonizes at a moment when Biblical commentary proliferates (as described by Biddick, 13).
His exegetical practice shares with Augustine’s theory of rhetoric an affinity with Pauline
circumcision. This sermon condenses, if you will, Trinitarian ontology—as the basis for
Christian semiotics and exegesis—into the slippage of the spiritual/literal foreskin enabled by the
Circumcision that fulfills the allegorical dimension of the law of circumcision.
Like Bernard, homilists of the fourteenth century also described the Circumcision in
textual terms. William of Herebert, OFM (Lecturer in theology at Oxford, ca. 1317) begins his
sermon by meditating upon a line from Ecclesiastes, “in carne sua stare fecit testamentum” (“in
his flesh he established the covenant”). William describes the line as referring to the “veritatis
documentum” (“the document of truth”; 181v). The Circumcision, William argues, should
inspire a circumcision of the whole person—in mind, body, and ear.39 Then, describing the
Circumcision as an exegetical process, William cites Robert of Grosseteste, who explains how,
by the Circumcision, the uncircumscribed deity became flesh (“ibi faciens omnem carnem
incircumscriptus et indivisus, hic factus caro circumcisus”; 182r). William elaborates upon the
sentiment, saying that, on the Feast of the Circumcision, humans may grasp how the
uncircumscribed creator of the world became circumcised flesh (“videmus in inicio mundi loco
incircumscriptum… hodie in anni principio carne circumcisum”; 182r). Both Grosseteste and
William employ a pun that encapsulates the incarnational consubstantiality of the Word and the
Word-made-flesh. The pun insinuates circumcision as a textual event (by the Circumcision, the
divine Word becomes written in the world). And, as in Bernard’s sermon, the pun insinuates the
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Probitatis fulcimentum notatur ibi “stare fecit in carne sua,” ubi consideretur quod, inter
auditores verbi Dei, quidam faciunt illud stare tantum in aure, quidam interius tantum in mente,
et quidam in carne quia, quod mente conceperunt, opere perficiunt” (181v).
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exegetical stakes of the Circumcision: by the Circumcision, the Incarnate Word becomes
circumscribed, a text surrounded by critical commentary. As Kathleen Biddick has argued, after
the mid-twelfth century the typography of glossing followed a typology that situated the Biblical
text within a frame of circumscribing commentary. As inheritors of this textual technology,
Grosseteste and William envision the Circumcision of Christ as emblematic of the Word’s entry
into a reality whose truth exists in a transcendent, spiritual realm that Christians access through
spiritual commentary upon the flesh. The Trinity itself constitutes a kind of circumlogical wit.
But to return from Herebert to the twelfth-century: for Peter Cellensis, the twelfthcentury Benedictine and bishop, circumcision represented speech regulated by the proper
interpretation of Scripture. Peter, in advising monks about how they should praise the Blessed
Virgin Mary, instructed that one should not use “uncircumcised words” (“incircumcisum
sermonem”). Peter explained that such words derive from the “foreskin” of human sense
perception. Accordingly, the “knife” of the Gospels should “cut” the arbitrary “prepuce’ of
human choice (392; “Incircumcisus autem sermo est, qui originale praeputium trahens de ventre
sensus humani arbitrii cultro petrino non amputatur ad regulam Evangelicae auctoritatis”). Like
Bernard, Peter clarifies the exegetical stakes of circumcised rhetoric, making more explicit what
Augustine had implied—that a spiritual reading of Scripture should result in an interior and
exterior transformation of language.
Also in the twelfth century, two literary examples from Benedictine contexts narrate the
spiritual circumcisions of male figures. The St. Albans Psalter provides a visual representation of
monastic circumcision. In the codex’s Alexis Quire, a painted illustration precedes the Chanson
of St Alexis and narrates Alexis’s departure from his wife (ed. Geddes, et al., 57). The
illustration’s first scene features a sword and a sword belt—or girdle—that visually symbolize
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the spiritual circumcision by which Alexis departs from the things of this world. As Evan J.
Bibbee explains,
the illuminator’s positioning of the sword in this frontispiece—waist high with the
handle titled towards Alexis’ soon-to-be estranged wife as she grasps hold of its
discarded ornamentation—is… a visually striking reference to… the Abrahamic
covenant of circumcision. … [A]doption of this new contract marks a general
disdain for the material world and will come to define the language and identity of
this saint (50).
The link between circumcision and vowed chastity (which I discussed in Chapter 2) provides one
subtext for this image. Jerome called marriage a foreskin, and here Alexis circumcises himself of
his wife. At the same time, Alexis assumes a new relationship with language: as Bibbee’s study
goes on to detail—and as I will not rehearse here—Alexis’s religiosity finds expression in his
habitual silence. The visual circumcision of the sword’s ornament signifies a disciplined
rhetorical mode and an interrelated erotic orientation. Alexis undergoes a symbolic circumcision
that enacts his transition into the monastic life—a circumcision that, because it transcends the
genitals, perhaps seemed not only legible but even applicable to female religious like Christina
of Markyate.
Reading the Psalter, Christina may have observed that the image of Alexis’s symbolic
circumcision echoes the Psalter’s illustration of Christ’s Circumcision (28). In the image of
Alexis and his wife, the sword and its sheath connect the two standing figures, just as, in the
image of the Circumcision, the Christ child unites the composition, connecting the two standing
figures (ed. Geddes, et al, 28). This visual echo corroborates Bibbee’s reading of the image of
Alexis, because the echo confirms the circumlogical connotations of the sword image, and the
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echo also suggests that circumcision symbols might have operated as a means to understand the
rhetoric of iconography.40
Circumcision similarly provides an important subtext to another twelfth-century text, a
story first recorded by the English Benedictine historian William of Malmesbury. (Readers
familiar with the story may skip the following summary and jump to the next paragraph.) In
“The Statue and the Ring,” William tells the tale of a ring that prohibits the consummation of a
marriage. Once upon a time, a newly married Roman boy places his wedding band on a statue of
Venus, and the statue steals the ring. That evening, the specter of Venus interrupts as the
bridegroom tries to make love to his new wife. Venus claims that the boy has married the
goddess by way of the statue. Thankfully, a witchdoctor/priest gives the boy a letter that he
delivers to the Devil, who intercedes and prevents Venus’s further interference.
For David Rollo, this myth depicts a Christian culture haunted by pagan eroticism. Rollo
provides an interpretation of the story that connects its hermeneutic concerns with its immediate
historical context. Venus, for Rollo, represents the spirit of paganism, which troubles the
Christian literary imagination, and, as Rollo writes, the ring recalls a story that William tells
about the Investiture Controversy. According to William, Pope Gregory VII denied the Holy
Roman Emperors the right to grant the “staff and the ring” to bishops. With this historical fact in
mind, the story of Venus’s statue becomes an allegory for the relationship between secular and
ecclesiastical powers. The narrative operates, in Rollo’s estimation, as “a fictional enactment of
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In a letter contained in the Psalter, Gregory the Great discusses iconography, and, at a
structural level, Augustinian hermeneutics underwrites Gregory’s treatment of devotional images
Gregory writes, “It is one thing to worship a picture and another to learn from the story of a
picture what is to be worshipped” (ed. Geddes, et al, 5768). This distinction depends upon
distinguishing between the spirit and the letter.
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precisely the kind of error the papacy has avoided” by holding sway over the Emperor (Rollo,
55). Rollo explains that
While the pope has reappropriated the ring and staff to assure the Church again be
‘Sponsa Christi’ and not concubine to a representative of the Empire, the young
bride finds it hard to free her spouse from the illicit embrace of yet another
remnant of the Roman past. Accordingly, Venus and the Empire enter a
relationship of analogy with one another: they are introduced in closely positioned
narratives; and both… lay claim to symbols of spousal devotion. (55)
As Rollo emphasizes, the historical account of the Investiture Controversy becomes refracted
through the prism of the allegory, and through this prism the gender roles switch (i.e., the
“sponsa” of the Church becomes bridegroom). For Rollo, William’s story helps to illustrate how
gender-bending figures functioned during the Middle Ages as a means to think about the
hermeneutic relationship between the Christian and pagan traditions.
As previous chapters of this study have established, the foreskin also commonly served as
a conceptual metaphor for thinking about this same relationship. Christians often imagined the
spirit of Greco-Roman culture as a foreskin. And, like the hermaphroditism that Rollo
foregrounds in his analysis, the foreskin possesses its own gender-dysmorphic tendencies. The
association between marriage and circumcision illuminates how the “Statue and the Ring”
conceives of the pagan/Christian contest through an allegorical marriage plot. Moreover, as I
have discussed previously, human anatomy provides a rationale for thinking about chastity in
terms of the praeputium. The literal foreskin, like the hymen, marks and protects virginity. When
Jerome calls marriage a state of uncircumcision, this might find physical manifestation in the
breaking of the ring of the foreskin. Like the two young Bourbons I mentioned in Chapter 2, the
newlyweds of “Statue” marry in adolescence and fail to consummate their relationship because
of a stubborn “ring” that must undergo excision. In its twelfth-century form, this archetypal story
speaks to contemporary issues like the Investiture Controversy, as well as to the perennial
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problem of Christian/pagan hermeneutic relations; while its structure evokes the biological
problem of phimosis. These historical circumstances and biological facts shape William’s tale,
due to the complex of Pauline universalism, which conceives of circumcision as that ring that
would marry the spirit and letter in order to produce allegory.
In the “Statue,” the deferral of intercourse generates the story’s narrative energy, and
sexual consummation forms its implied climax. Penetrative sex motivates the story, determines
its structure, and saturates the story with innuendo. William describes the figure of Venus as
“mulierum ornatu meretricio” (“a woman dressed like a whore”), and William’s vocabulary
subtly alludes to the penis. William says that Venus “ipsa, pro tenitate vestium pene nuda” (“was
almost naked due to the thinness of her clothing”), and that she held “in manibus aurea virga qua
equitaturam regebat” (“in her hands a golden rod which directed the ride”; 257-58). The word
“virga” commonly served as slang for penis (Adams, 14). Also, Ziolkowski calls attention to the
fact that Venus makes “gestus impudicos” (“lewd gestures”; 19). Most likely, Venus makes these
gestures with the “virga,” insinuating that, through the ring, Venus controls the boy’s genitals.
Saint Thomas Aquinas saw circumcision as “designed to discourage devotion to Venus
and Priapus” (Hood, 53). And, as I discussed in the previous chapter, the twelfth-century
Benedictine Rupert of Deutz had gestured toward the foreskin as a hymen-like “ring” that
protected male virginity. The story’s sexual overtones invite a reading that sees the ring as
preputial. Subtly, “The Statue and the Ring” tells the story of an adolescent boy’s phimotic penis.
The ring represents the irksome adolescent prepuce (William calls the protagonist an
“ephoebus,” making him a youth, as in Augustine’s story from De Genesi.) The spirit of Venus,
who places herself between the boy and his new wife, codes for the barrier of the prepuce. Venus
stands as a hurdle to the unmediated union between male and female. Notably, the pagan priest
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cuts a morally ambiguous figure. This priest helps the boy, but then divine forces punish the
priest for his use of dark magic. Hearing the Devil’s curse upon him, the priest cuts off his own
limbs—a subliminal sign that his magic involves amputation. Rollo believes that the priest’s
death represents castration (218). But this reading bears the influence of Freud, who had
developed his theory of castration precisely in order to universalize circumcision (Geller, 116). A
circumciser, the priest practices an art eschewed by Pauline Christianity but necessitated by the
boy’s phimosis. Like the Devil, who ironically prays that God will punish the priest, the priest
defies easy categorization: “part heathen and part Christian,” the priest represents “one of those
transitional anomalies in which the two religions were for a time blended” (Baum, 532). In
William’s tale, the amputating priest, like Thomas’s construction of Jewish circumcision,
releases the boy from the spell of Venus.41
“The Statue and the Ring” imagines that pagan wisdom can join with Christianity
through symbolic circumcision. Alphonsus Salmeron similarly imagined that the Church became
the “Sponsa Christi” through the token of the Holy Prepuce, and, as Rollo says, the story of the
“Statue” refers allegorically to this allegorical spouse. Rollo posits that the story employs
marriage as a conceptual metaphor for theorizing the Investiture Controversy and especially the
relationship between Gregory VII and the Holy Roman Emperor. Notably, contemporaries of
Gregory also thought about his involvement in the Investiture Controversy in terms of
circumcision. In On Simoniacs, Bruno of Segni uses Peter’s interactions with the uncircumcised
in order to explain an encounter between Pope Leo IX and the future Gregory (known as
Hildebrand prior to his accession).
41

Incidentally, in a later version of the story, Saturn, rather than Satan, cuts Venus out of the
boy’s love life (Burton, 47). As noted in Chapter 1, medieval Christians often associated Saturn
with Judaism and particularly with circumcision. And another, diverging tradition suggested that
Jews instituted circumcision precisely in order to discourage the worship of Venus.
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Leo IX, although an opponent of simony, belonged to a noble family that included
Emperor Conrad II. And Leo promoted the Church’s worldly powers by advocating for the
authenticity of the Donation of Constantine (the first pope to do so). As Bruno explains,
Hildebrand objected to Leo’s worldliness:
Now the blessed bishop [Leo] summoned this youth into his presence and, as soon
as he learned his purpose, will, and religion, asked [Hildebrand] to return to Rome
with him. To which [Hildebrand] answered: No, I say. Why not? the bishop
replies. Because you are going to seize the Roman church not in accordance with
the institutions of the canons but by means of secular and royal power, he says.
(North, n.p.)
Although Hildebrand questioned Leo’s relationship with the Empire, Bruno relates how Leo’s
worldliness resembled Peter’s relationship with the uncircumcised:
Inasmuch as [Leo] was by nature a simple and most gentle man, he satisfied
[Hildebrand's concerns] with patience, explaining everything just as he wished.
Of course, in this action he imitated the example of the blessed Peter, whose
successor he was soon to become. For after Peter baptized Cornelius, a gentile,
that is, and one outside the religion of the Jews, and was rebuked by the other
apostles because he approached a man who had a foreskin, he did not disdain
giving them an explanation concerning all these things. [cf. Acts 10:24-11:17]
(North, n.p.)
Bruno figures secular power as a prepuce. Moreover, Bruno figures the very institution of the
papacy as inclined toward Pauline compromises with the letter. The first pope, in dining with the
Gentiles, becomes the model for future popes to engage in fleshy relations. For Bruno, Leo’s
involvement with the secular realm amounts to the kind of compromise that Paul recommended
in his denial of circumcision—the kind of compromise that Peter had practiced by dining with
the uncircumcised. Pope Leo IX follows the example of Peter, “whose successor he was soon to
become.” Meanwhile, Leo’s conversation with the young Hildebrand lays the groundwork for
Hildebrand, as Pope Gregory VII, to carry on his predecessor’s reform efforts.
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In William’s story, Gregory’s resolution of the Investiture Controversy translated into the
metaphor of the “Sponsa Christi”; and, in Bruno’s story, church/state relationships translate into
the prooftext of Peter’s meal with the uncut Gentiles. The archaic association between marriage
and circumcision allows for these metaphors to fuse through narrative. In “The Statue,”
allegorical circumcision provides the mechanism by which pagan and Christian cultures wed.
The fable took multiple forms in several vernaculars. Theodore Ziolkowski discusses
versions of the story told from the Middle Ages through the nineteenth century, tracing in these
various retellings a pronounced process of disenchantment (76). Regarding William’s version,
Baum points out that “the materials and motifs of which the Venus story is composed are
various, partly primitive folk-lore, and partly classical, post-classical, and early mediaeval
tradition” (Baum, 524). The “Statue” narrativizes how the male foreskin poses a kind of
maladaptation that often requires plastic surgery—and it constructs this fact in the only modes
available to a culture that distrusted circumcision—through allegory and innuendo. Telling a
fictional story, William stages the archaic association between marriage and circumcision. In
this, the tale echoes the aforementioned human circumcision rites, as well as the Biblical story of
Zipporah at the Inn and the writings of Patristic theologians and medieval mystics.

Vernacularization and Feminization of the Figure

I have suggested the queerness of the exegetical praeputium, especially as the term
functions in Pauline theology as a key term for the radical disavowal of identity categories. In
this section, I will discuss how, during the later Middle Ages, the trope underwent a process of
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vernacularization and feminization. As rhetorical theories of circumcision became translated
from Latin into English, they increasingly applied to a female readership, and devotional texts in
the Meditationes Vitae Christi tradition, as well as late-medieval female mystics, drew upon the
power of the exegetical foreskin.
In the fourteenth century, the notion of spiritual circumcision, in English, becomes more
highly vernacularized, and feminized. Richard Rolle propagated the monastic ideal of being
“circumcised gostly” (40). And Nicholas Love in The Mirror of the Blessed Life of Jesus Christ
advised his readers to regard the Circumcision as proof that Christians must “circumcise” their
speech (43). In explicitly linking concise language with a scene of circumcision, Nicholas
rendered explicit the exegetical and incarnational meanings of circumcisus. David J. Falls points
out that Nicholas’s Mirror diverges somewhat from the Meditations in its treatment of this scene:
While in the chapter on ‘The Circumcision of our Lord Jesus Christ’ (Ch. 8), the
author of the Meditations devotes much of the text to the value of silence,
claiming ‘we ought to circumcise our tongue, that is, to speak sparingly, and to
say only what is useful… silence is virtuous, and not without reason a rule in
religious orders,’ in an almost counterintuitive strategy Love chooses to ‘passen
ouer’ the meditation on the value of silence, commenting only that ‘silence is a
gret vertue, & for gret cause of gudenes ordeynet in religione, of þe which vertue
diuerse clerkes speken þat we shole passen ouer at þis tyme, and þus endiþ þis
chaptire. (36)42
Falls suggests that this “counter-intuitive” strategy demonstrates how Nicholas wrote the Mirror
for an audience of Carthusians already accustomed to the silence of the charterhouse. But Falls
also suggests that the Mirror suits a wide audience, including lay readers (100). Nicholas puts
the theory of circumcised speech into practice. Just as Geoffrey cuts short his discussion of
abbreviation in the Poetria, Nicholas cuts short his discussion of rhetorical circumcision—thus

42

Falls see this as proof that Love wrote primarilyy for an audience at the Mount Grace
Chaterhouse.
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enacting a poetics of circumcision.43 By demonstrating rather than explaining rhetorical
circumcision, the Mirror provides a model for the affective reader to imitate.
Marisa A. Klages claims that Love’s “gostly circumcision” references the spiritual
phallus rather than the actual penis. But Virginia Langum points out that Love’s “gostly
circumcision” echoes Augustine’s circumcision of the inner and outer lips; and Langum notes,
too, that Love echoes fifteenth-century Lollard discussions of the need to “circumcise” inwardly
and outwardly, cutting out sexual vices while transforming the soul (288). Given that Love refers
explicitly to the genitals of Christ, rhetorical circumcision in the Mirror is conflated with literal
circumcision. Rhetoric becomes eroticized through the metaphor, even as Love ascetically
regulates rhetoric through circumcision. Moreover, Sarah McNamer considers Love’s
“circumcision” as a trans-gendered act. McNamer points out that “the circumcision is presented
as one of the most important moments in the early life of Christ,” and that “the episode of the
infant Christ’s circumcision provides a particularly vivid example” of the way in which the
Mirror introjects the reader into a feminine identity (Affective Meditation, 133). The Mirror
enjoins the reader to experience Christ’s pain compassionately, from Mary’s perspective, so that
“the reader is asked not to perform a man’s part… not to see the event itself… as a male
initiation rite to be celebrated” The reader must “assume a woman’s part… by sharing the
Virgin’s point of view and feelings of maternal solicitude for her weeping child” (Affective
Meditation, 133). My point is that, by referring to the actual genitals, Love enlivens what may
have become a dead metaphor—rhetorical circumcision is emphatically related to actual
circumcision—even as Love transposes this “circumcision” into a feminine subject position.

43

Michael G. Sargent has suggested to me in conversation that the circumcision chapter in The
Mirror marks an important turning point in the narrative. Whereas previously Nicholas had
amplified his sources, hereafter he tends to abbreviate them.
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The Meditations tradition advances the figure’s feminization. The Meditations cites many
of the traditional glosses on the Circumcision, but it places special emphasis on the role of Mary
in circumcision scenes. Describing the circumcision of John the Baptist, the Meditations explains
that “Our Lady, who was standing behind a curtain that she might be invisible to the men
attending the circumcision of John, listened intently to the hymn in which her Son was
mentioned and secured everything in her heart, most wisely” (25). An early manuscript of the
Italian text (Bibliothéque nationale, Ms. Italian 115) provides an illustration in which Mary hides
behind a curtain during the ceremony—a devotional technology that feminizes circumcision’s
exegetical veil: the scene transposes the phallic logic of allegoresis onto the inner heart of the
Virgin. Later in the Meditations, the text relates how Christ’s Circumcision coincides with the
revelation of his name and with the first offering of his blood (42-44). The Logos undergoes the
Incarnation “to conceal himself,” and he demonstrates that “we must undergo spiritual
circumcision, that is, refuse all superfluous things” (44). Citing Bernard as an authority, the
Meditations provides extensive commentary on the Circumcision as a model for religious
discipline (243). These traditional motifs become intimately related with the female body,
especially since Mary herself performs the Circumcision (44).
Abelard—as Dyan Elliot has written—repeats to Heloise a story about how the
prophetess Anna received the gift of prophecy by attending the Circumcision (140). Fourteenthcentury women like Bridget of Sweden and Catherine of Siena assumed nearly prophetic powers
by relating to Christ through the Holy Prepuce. Bridget, meditating on the Circumcision of
Christ, equates circumcision with silence and with Mary:
The Mother speaks: “My lament is that on this day the most innocent lamb was
carried who best knew how to walk. On this day, that little boy was silent who
best knew how to speak. On this day, the most innocent little boy who never
sinned was circumcised. This is why, although I cannot be angry, still I seem to be
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angry because the supreme Lord who became a little boy was forgotten and
neglected by his creatures.” (308)
Through the Virgin’s lament for her circumcised son, Bridget rearticulates the tradition of
monastic, circumcised silence as a feminine prerogative. Likewise, Bridget twice compares her
religious vows to the covenant of circumcision (199). Saint Catherine of Siena, who adored the
Holy Prepuce, intuited the simile of marriage as prepuce. Christ’s Foreskin symbolized
Catherine’s mystical matrimony to Christ. Catherine wrote that “on the eight day, when he was
circumcised, [he] gave up just so much flesh to make a tiny circlet of a ring” (Catherine, 184).
Christ offered his severed shroud to Catherine as a matrimonial band. Relatedly, a latethirteenth-century Beguine, Agnes of Blannbekin, saw the Prepuce as a means to acquire
masculine power. Like Catherine, Agnes Blannbekin adored the Sanctum Praeputium. In two of
her mystical visions, Agnes ate the Holy Prepuce. Agnes relates how she prayed for a sign to
indicate whether she should compose a book of her visions, and she received the Prepuce as just
such a sign. The Prepuce thus licensed Agnes to work in the traditionally male domain of
theological writing. Furthermore, the Prepuce empowered Agnes with a kind of Eucharistic
access to the Body of Christ, normally a male prerogative (Wiethaus, 34-36).44
Paul had announced that “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free,
there is neither male nor female” (Gal. 3:28). The same universalism that denies the genital
distinction between Jew and Greek also denies the genital distinction between male and female.
As the governing symbol of Pauline universalism, the foreskin symbolizes the transcendence that
unites male and female in Catherine’s divine marriage. And so the foreskin, transvalued by Paul,
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Although Agnes produced a treatise on her visions, her interest in the Prepuce later resulted in
her censorship. With the printing of her book in the eighteenth century, the Church condemned
Agnes’s visions, because she implicitly had challenged the orthodox teaching that the Prepuce
had remained on earth after Christ’s Ascension to heaven (Wiethaus, 10-11).
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opened up the possibility of a universalism that granted women an authority typically reserved
for men. When Jerome called married men “uncircumcised,” Jerome disparagingly implied that
women resembled foreskins. But the development of late-medieval mystical devotion allowed
women to employ the force of a praeputium that denied the letter of gender.
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Chapter 4: The Circumcised Body of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight

This study’s previous chapters have argued that Patristic thinkers developed literary
theories of circumcision. These theories conceptualize textuality as preputial—as pliable and
cuttable, like the prepuce, and as primed for the paradoxical interpretations of a Pauline
universalism that reads uncircumcision as circumcision. The present chapter examines how these
formulations shape the narrative structure of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. And the two
subsequent chapters—on the Wife of Bath’s Tale and on Measure for Measure and Merchant of
Venice—explore how the Patristic praeputium shapes the narrative structures of those works.
Throughout these three chapters, I will show how Patristic theories of literary circumcision
inform narrative morphology. I contend that these works—each in different ways—chart the
progression of a character from a spiritually uncircumcised state to a spiritually circumcised
state; and furthermore that these works emphasize the circumlogical nature of their plots by
foregrounding themes of circumcision. These works therefore demonstrate how Pauline
circumcision produces a poetics or narratology of circumcision. These works implicitly employ
Paul’s theory of circumcision in their ordering of narrative, their construction of time and space,
and their crafting of character.
Undoubtedly, SGGK takes a strong interest in circumcision. Let me preface my own
argument with a quick review of some of the scholarship on circumcision in SGGK. Henry L.
Savage has pointed out that Gawain’s adventures begin and end on the Feast of the
Circumcision, and Savage suggests that the Officium Circumcisionis saturates the poem. As
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Savage puts it, “the poet’s eye was glued to the liturgical calendar” (Gawain-poet, 538 ff). Hans
Schnyder likewise asserted that the poem’s engagement with circumcision resonates even for
those modern readers who possess little knowledge of circumcision’s allegorical meaning (44).
Prompted by Morton Bloomfield, later scholars took a greater interest in the specifically
Christian elements (Howard, 34). Bernard S. Levy regards Gawain’s ordeal as a “spiritual
circumcision” (qtd. in Howard, 35). John Gardner sees Patristic thinking as central to the poem,
and Lynn Staley Johnson sees medieval homiletic interpretations of Christ’s Circumcision as key
to SGGK (qtd. in Howard, 35; 64). Similarly, Wendy Clein reads the poem in relation to John
Mirk’s sermon for the Feast of the Circumcision, which meditates on how one must “kytte away
from hym þe lust of his flesche and worldes lykyng” (qtd. in Clein, 61; Mirk, 47). Clein sees
such sermons as underlying a chivalric defiance of death (58). Victor Yelverton Haines also
comments on “the symbolic death of the circumcision nick on the Feast of the Circumcision…
followed by new life in a new year” (104). R.A. Shoaf argues that circumcision grounds the
poem’s reflections on medieval political economy (3 ff). Piotr Sadowski suggests that the poem
echoes those societies in which circumcision subordinates the sexual drive and marks a boy’s
entry into manhood (211). And Norman Toby Simms audaciously asserts that the poem’s
“bloody sexuality” demonstrates its suitability for an audience of conversos (63).
To these interpretations and insights, I add a formalist contribution. I argue that SGGK
formally puts into practice the conceptual metaphor that grasped textuality in terms of the
prepuce. SGGK imagines maleness as pliable, cuttable, and contradictory, and, according to that
understanding, the poet of SGGK genders the form of this romance as male. The body of the
poem, in my reading, mimics a male body, one whose meaning becomes apparent through
cutting. Keyed to the Feast of the Circumcision, the events of the poem explore the relationship
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between appearance and essence, so that the poem’s major cuts stage hermeneutic circumcisions.
The poem, I will argue, partakes of a circumlogical narratology (like the ones I elaborated in
Chapter 2). And, in advancing a poetics of spiritual circumcision, the poem aligns itself with the
monastic traditions that I discussed in Chapter 3. Thereby, SGGK aligns chivalric romance with
the more obviously religiously didactic material of the rest of Cotton Nero A.x.45
In the first section of this chapter, I will argue for the plausibility of reading the form of
SGGK in terms of my theory of hermeneutic circumcision. I will gather evidence that shows how
the poem alludes to circumcision, and I will show how these allusions implicitly theorize the
poem’s form in relation to Pauline circumcision. In the second section of this chapter, I will
undertake a thorough reading of the poem’s structure, bringing to bear my previous treatment of
allegory, wit, abbreviation, amplification, and narrative time. I will track how, over the course of
the narrative, the poem’s body undergoes a process of circumcision. Specifically, I see the
poem’s two major cuts as staging two kinds of hermeneutic circumcision. First, the decapitation
of the Knight stages a circumcision of the letter. Then, the poem’s textual body thickens—it
engages in strategies of temporal distention, chiastic narration, and wit—so that the poem’s
textual body becomes, as it were, fleshy or uncircumcised. This process motivates the final,
spiritual circumcision that occurs at the poem’s climax, when the nick on Gawain’s neck
reveals—like a circumcised reading—the typological duality of the poem’s main characters
(each of whom exist in two distinct inflections) as well as the multivalence of the poem’s own
textual body. In my third section, I will lay out what I see as the major implications of this
reading (both for our understanding of the poem and for our understanding of the alliterative
revival). I argue that SGGK undertakes a kind of translatio praeputii—a translation of the
45

I take as given that one author wrote the poems; for discussion of authorship, see Andrew and
Waldron, 16.
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Patristic foreskin into a vernacular register. By applying a theological literary theory to the genre
of the romance—in other words, by circumcising romance—the poem spiritualizes this genre.
Through this maneuver, the chivalric themes of SGGK, read allegorically, accord with the moral
message of Cleanness (a poem that, at least in part, pegs its own exploration of appearance and
essence to the First of January; ll. 493).46

1: The Poetic Body as Prepuce

Themes of circumcision, in my view, flag how the Pauline theology of circumcision
informs the poem’s solution to narratological questions. I will develop the argument of this
section in several stages. First, I will show how the poem constructs its textual body as
masculine. Second, I will show how the poem, by fashioning characters and situations that
signify multivalently, constructs this masculine textual body as multivalent, ambiguous, and
doubled (so that it resembles the Patristic praeputium, which signifies both carnally and
spiritually). Third, I will show how the poem condenses this doubleness upon the Feast of the
Circumcision—an event that, doubled, occurs twice in the poem. The Circumcision, as I will
show, prompts the poem’s exploration of ambiguity—and thus situates the poem’s ambiguities
within the frame of typological circumcision. Fourth, I will explain how the poem performs two
cuts upon the bodies of its male characters (namely the Green Knight and Sir Gawain)
specifically in order to code these cuts as hermeneutic acts that meta-critically comment upon
how the poem itself invites multiple interpretations of its textual body. These two cuts, in their
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I cite the Pearl poems by line number from the edition by Andrew and Waldron.
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meta-critical vectors, theorize Paul’s distinction between legalistic and spiritualistic
circumcision. The gratuitous decapitation of the Green Knight, as I will argue, stages a carnal
reading of the male textual body. In contrast, the merciful nick upon Gawain’s neck stages a
spiritual reading of the male textual body—a reading undertaken both upon the character of
Gawain and upon the poem itself. Symbolically circumcised, Gawain reads Old Testament
sources as analogues for his particular situation, performing an autobiographical exegesis that
uncovers his true character beneath its fleshly shell. Meanwhile, the poem’s own doubled
meanings become explicit at exactly this moment.

1.1: The Poem’s Masculine Textual Body

At least in part, the poem identifies its textual body as masculine. Admittedly, several
passages in SGGK do substantiate Geraldine Heng’s proposal that the poem correlates the body
of language with a “feminine body” (Heng, “Woman,” 108). Heng points out that “the narrative
returns to the Lady’s body obsessively, over and over” in order to “linger” on Lady Bertilak’s
various parts (“Woman,” 108). In Heng’s view, the “features of the feminine body come to carry
a special rhetorical valence, functioning, like the elements of language, on multiple registers of
persuasion: one might say, without exaggeration, that the body here is structured like, and
actively structures, a language” (“Woman,” 109). Amitai Aviram puts the same principle into
more general and more formalist terms: Aviram writes that a poem’s content can “indicate
something that itself cannot be brought into speech directly—the physical experience of the
sublime power of sound and rhythm” (24). In SGGK, descriptions of the female body may
indicate something about the physical experience of the poem. But the poem begins to dwell
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upon female bodies relatively late in the narrative. During the course of the exposition, female
figures appear only in passing. Heng’s insight therefore applies only—but crucially—to those
specific passages that feature Lady Bertilak and her companion, Morgan le Fey. Elsewhere, the
poem obsesses over male bodies and beastly bodies, as well as over the physicality of feasts and
forests, bedrooms and castles. Just as much as the body of Lady Bertilak, these various bodies
structure the poem’s language and indicate the physical experience of its sounds and rhythms.
The feminization of the poem’s textual body marks a critical turn in the story, and I will address
this turn in Section 2. For now, I will explain how, at the outset, the poem fairly explicitly
constructs textuality as masculine.
The intricately ornamented bodies of SGGK blazon an intricately ornamented structure—
an alliance of form and content that serves the poem’s exploration of male honor codes. Sarah
McNamer sees the extravagant structure of Pearl as indicative of a courtly audience
(“Literariness,” 1438). And, in Morton Bloomfield’s estimation, “the love of decorative detail in
Gawain and much of the poetry of the period is probably a reflex of the idea of courtesy and
chivalric manners” (11). SGGK illustrates all kinds of bodies (male and female, animal and
botanical, architectural and natural, culinary and vestimentary). By employing these bodies, the
poem explores various ways for expressing the physical experience of its poetry. Predominantly,
the exposition of SGGK renders this poetic body as a human male, and, like the bodies of the
poem’s characters, the poem’s body undergoes drastic transformations. These transformations
act upon a poetic body initially established as masculine.
In the first fitt, the second strophe explicitly describes the poem’s own language as
manly. Promising to retell the story faithfully, the poet figures the craft of poetry as virile:
As hit is stad and stoken
In stori stif and stronge
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With lel letteres loken
In londe so hatz ben longe. (ll. 33-36)
The description “stif and stronge” ascribes macho characteristics to the poem. The “stori stif and
stronge” resembles the body of Arthur, called a “stif kyng” who stands “stif in stalle” (ll. 104;
107). The story also resembles the body of the Green Knight, twice called a “stif mon.” And it
resembles the body of Bertilak, later called “stif” (ll. 322; 332; 846). The Green Knight holds a
“stif staf,” and he engages in a game of “stif” strokes with Gawain (ll. 214; 287; 294). Likewise,
Lady Bertilak later will call Gawain “stif,” and the poem refers to Gawain twice as a “stif mon”
(ll. 1496; 570; 2369). This phrase, “stif mon,” occurs four times in SGGK—a collocation all the
more significant for its lack of alliteration. The poet uses the phrase not arbitrarily to meet formal
requirements, but because of a conventional assumption about masculinity. The description of
the poem’s story as “stif and stronge” echoes descriptions both of the poem’s male characters
and of their exploits. From the first fitt, the poem establishes its text as mimicking characteristics
of the male body.47
The poem’s text also mimics the loyalty of knightly chivalry. The “lel” letters “loken”
together “in londe.” As Marie Borroff notes, “lel” refers both to alliterative links and to the virtue
of faithfulness (120). The letters practice chivalric loyalty. Later in the poem, Lady Bertilak will
call into question both loyalty and its relationship with textuality. In fitt three, Lady Bertilak
insists upon the basic correspondence between textuality and courtly love when she explains to
Gawain that romances uphold “þe lel layk of luf, þe lettrure of armes” (ll. 1513). Lady Bertilak
further explains that “Hit is þe tytelet token and tyxt of her werkkez / How ledez for her lele luf
47

A stock alliterative line, “stif and stronge” also describes the plaint of the birds in The Owl and
the Nightingale (ll. 5). But that particular debate also becomes “softe’ (ll. 6). Forms of the word
“stif” also describe masculine qualities in lines 1614 and 2099. Robert of Gloucester uses the
phrase “stif mon” in his Chronicle (ll. 7732).
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hor lyuez han auntered” (ll. 1515-16). Asserting that “lel luf” constitutes the “lettrure,” “title,”
and “text” of romance, Lady Bertilak discerns a commonality between textuality and the
romantic relationship that she would leverage against male bonds. Lady Bertilak appeals archly
to loyal love, convincing Gawain to hide the girdle from Bertilak out of “loyalty” (“bot to lelly
layne fro hir lorde”; ll. 1863). But Bertilak and Gawain will advance a different ethics of loyalty
by using the word “lelly” to describe Bertilak’s promise to hide Gawain’s shame (ll. 2124, 2128;
see also ll. 2366). With these complications yet to come, the “lel letteres” of the first fitt establish
the poetic body as belonging to a masculine covenant, leaving open whether such letters lock
together as a man to another man or as a man to a woman.
The story circulates “in londe” and belongs to the same ancient genealogy that founded
Camelot. Strong and stiff and loyally locked, the letters resemble male heroes (like Achilles and
Patroclus, whose hearts, as Lydgate says, “were lokkid”; 3.70). Sir Gawain’s opening stanza
recounts the Trojan diaspora and the colonization of Britain. Occluding women, the stanza’s
foundation myth envisions civilization as the prerogative of male egos:
Ticius to Tuskan and teldes bigynnes,
Langaberde in Lumbardie lyftes vp homes,
And fer ouer þe French flod Felix Brutus
On mony bonkkes ful brode Bretayn he settez… (ll. 11-14)
With loyally locking letters, alliteration binds men to their lands and to their deeds. The formal
fusion of phonic repetition embodies the drives of the male heroes. As Batt argues, the poem
joins the alliterative tradition, and it thereby joins a patrimonial poetic history (120; see also
Shepherd, 59).

1.2: The Doubleness of the Masculine Textual Body
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The poem, as I have argued, constructs its textual body as masculine. But note that the
poem does not promote a view of masculinity as monolithic or univocal. As I said, the notion of
“loyalty” may refer to either heterosexual or homoerotic bonds. Moreover, the poem’s
protagonist becomes exemplary only as he comes to acknowledge his failures. In the same spirit,
the poem explores how its textual body might mimic the ambiguities of maleness. In this section,
I will examine how the poem defines masculinity as inherently contradictory, and later I will
explain how these contradictions inflect the body of the poem’s form.
At the outset, the poem correlates it alliterative bonding with patrilineal ancestry (as I
argued in the previous section). But the poem explicitly acknowledges that contradictions typify
this masculine genealogy. The first stanza ironically describes the Trojan “tricherie” as “þe
trewest on erthe” (ll. 2). Counterintuitively, destruction leads to creation. After the fall of Troy,
Aeneas founds Rome, and then Roman heroes bring Roman civilization to Western Europe (ll. 115). The particular land of Britain undergoes changes in such rapid succession that opposing
conditions become unified to the point of paradox:
Where werre and wrake and wonder
Bi syþez hatz wont þerinne
And oft boþe blysse and blunder
Ful skete hatz skyfted synne. (16-19)
Britain encompasses contradictory states. Somewhat unconventionally, these lines do not project
the vicissitudes of fortune onto a female personification. Instead, oppositions belong to a
patrilineal history. As the second stanza relates, men “built” and “bred” in Britain and thereby
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fostered a society full of fighting: “Ande quen þis Bretayn watz bigged bi þis burn ryche, / Bolde
bredden þerinne, baret þat lofden” (ll. 20-21).48 Destructive male bonds shape this history.
With a pronounced ambivalence toward masculinity, the first fitt of SGGK offers a
challenge to those critics who would use the poem as an instrument for the deconstruction of
contemporary categories of gender and sexuality. In order to develop such an argument, critics
have imagined that the poem advances some form of gender essentialism. Carolyn Dinshaw
assumes, for example, that the Gawain poet believes in a “straight gender,” which Dinshaw
reveals as riddled with aporias (214). But, as Derek Brewer points out, Gawain achieves a kind
of maturity without relying on a heroine (Symbolic Stories, 72). And, as Jeffrey Jerome Cohen
points out, the poem frankly accepts the impossibility of a complete identity, and it therefore
never tries to craft a persuasive formulation of straight masculinity (150). SGGK does not
propose a monolithic straight gender, but, from its very first lines, the poem presupposes the
frailty of men and of their creations.
Brewer recognized the poem’s protagonist as a heterogeneous psyche vexed by Oedipal
struggles. Brewer saw SGGK as the story of the archaic “conflict between the protagonist and his
parents” (“Escape,” 8).49 Heng contends that Brewer engaged in “a homogenizing of the text”
(500). But Brewer’s analysis did not aim to erase women from the work or to flatten the poem
with a totalizing interpretation; rather, Brewer located the poem’s central conflict within the male
ego, reading SGGK through a theory of the folktale that emphasized the inner conflicts of a tale’s
protagonist. Although this approach has gone out of fashion, it does not fundamentally disagree
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For an analysis of ll. 16-19, see Adrien Bonjour, 70-72. Note that the word “burn” might
generically mean “a human being,” but it primarily means “a man” or “male person,” and it often
refers to soldiers or knights—a meaning suggested by the context (MED).
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In an early stage of my research for this project, I daydreamed about grasping the anxiety of
literary influence in terms of circumcision, charting Oedipal literary struggles through my figure.
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with the positions taken by Heng or Dinshaw about the basically heterogeneous nature of
sexuality, gender, and textuality: instead, the difference in approach lies in where critics have
located conflict. Whereas Dinshaw and Heng pursue arguments, in which they expect that the
poet intends to construct a straight masculinity and then fails in this effort, I concur with readers
like Cohen and Brewer, who hold that the poet himself accepts as given the futility in such a
project. From the very first stanza of SGGK, the poet describes manhood as fundamentally
compromised—not “always already” compromised, according to a deconstructive reading that
pushes against the text’s agenda, but flawed as a matter of nature. As Bloomfield explained, the
“moral elements in the poem… are obvious from beginning to end” (14). Bloomfield understood
these moral elements as specifically Christian, and elsewhere in the manuscript the poet
identifies “traysoun and trichcheryre” as well as “resounes untrwe” as sins that naturally follow
from man’s fallen status (Cleanness, ll. 187, 184).
With humans understood as inherently and deeply flawed, the poet foregrounds male
vices, and he genders SGGK’s poetic body as male. And—as I will argue a bit later—the poet
employs a poetics of circumcision in order to redeem this failed masculinity. For now, some
further observations on how the poem formally embodies its view of masculinity. It seems to me
that the stanzaic structure provides a representation of a tragic maleness. In the first strophe, for
example, the poem describes the sudden turns of male-authored history. Here, the stanza itself
undertakes a sudden turn. It narrates the genealogy of Britain, and then its concluding wheel
offers a commentary about the nature of British history. The shift from strophe to wheel marks a
shift from narration to commentary. In its sudden change of form, the poetic body mimics the
poem’s claims about history’s vicissitudes: just as male-authored history quickly turns, the poem
changes course. Having achieved this mimesis in the first stanza, the poet encourages the
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expectation that the form will continue to embody the swift turns that typify manly acts of
conquest, civilization-building, destruction, and sin.
Other stanzas reinforce the expectation. The second strophe, for instance, celebrates the
adventures of Arthur, and, as noted previously, the strophe climaxes with a wheel that devises
textuality as masculine. The third stanza describes the court of Camelot in ideal terms, but then
collapses into a wheel that, again, uses the form to emphasize the instability of civilization: “Hit
were now gret nye to neuen / So hardy a here on hille” (ll. 58-59).
So, in most of the first fitt’s other stanzas, form and content interrelate, so that detailed
images of male bodies become representative of the form. A portrait of Arthur almost completely
fills out one stanza (ll. 85-106). And four entire stanzas describe the marvelous body of the
Green Knight, while a fifth stanza represents the court’s apprehension of this body (ll. 130-231;
231-251). In quantitative terms, this amplified description of the Green Knight constitutes 25%
of the entire fitt (120 lines out of 490), so that male bodies become the fitt’s main means of
giving content to its form; and the next fitt similarly will dwell at length upon Gawain’s
physicality. These amplifications run contrary to convention: the Gawain-poet received few
models of descriptions of male bodies. Matthew of Vendome and Geoffrey of Vinsauf only
provide models for descriptions of women (as discussed in Stehling, 157). Matthew even asserts
that poets should respect male modesty by giving only scant descriptions of the male body (4647).50
SGGK dwells upon the Green Knight’s physical presence, from “his lyndes and his lymes
so longe and so grete” to his “bak” and his “brest” (ll. 139; 143). Detailing how individual parts
of the Green Knight’s attire relate to the whole ensemble, the poet notes that “alle his fetures
50

Kruger points out that these conventions do not necessarily apply in the French romance
tradition.
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folwande in forme that he hade” (ll. 145). The line announces a stylistic manifesto, as the male
figure becomes a vehicle for theorizing an aesthetic principle of formal unity. Throughout
SGGK, individual poetic features follow the general form, and the poem manifests within itself
its own its occasion and reception. The poem, for example, contrives Arthur’s request for
entertainment as a performative utterance: “This hanselle hatz Arthur of auentures on fyrst,” the
poem explains, “in ȝonge ȝer, for he ȝerned ȝelping to here” (ll. 491-92).51 Likewise, the poem
reflects upon the courtly audience of the “hanselle,” and thereby it performatively installs the
poem’s reception within its own frame (ll. 231-251; 479-80). Through mise-en-abyme, the
opening fitt’s game of male aggression strives to reflect the poem’s own shape. The features and
forms of the knight meta-critically reflect this aesthetic.
The Green Knight becomes a kind of personification of the poem’s body. Several lines
detail “his vesture” “richely rayled” and “enbrauded abof, with bryddes and flyȝes,” as well as
the “pendauntes of his payttrure,” and “his molaynes and alle þe metail,” etc., etc. (ll. 160-170).
In lines richly adorned by alliteration, the poem dwells upon the richly adorned body of the
Green Knight. When the Green Knight, decapitated, jumps back into his saddle “as non unhap
had hym ayled,” the Green Knight becomes a metaphor for the stanzaic structure (ll. 438). Like
the Green Knight, the poem’s strophes disintegrate and reassemble. The wheels dismember each
strophe, and they attach each strophe to the next. The Green Knight’s grotesque body becomes a
way to theorize the poem’s textual body. More specifically, the cut upon the Green Knight’s
neck—taking place, as it does, on the Feast of the Circumcision—represents one mode of
circumcising the praeputium of textuality.
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In a sense, Arthur has trumped Morgan le Fay, since Arthur commands the poem that contains
Morgan’s games.
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In a way, the poem’s stanzaic structure duplicates in miniature the theme of circumcision.
This poem deals in butchered bodies (from the decapitated Knight, to the nicked Gawain, and
three skinned beasts between these cuts). Repeatedly, the stanzaic structure of SGGK cuts apart
and reanimates the body of the text. In each strophe, Germanic, alliterating long lines collapse
into romantic, rhyming short lines—so that the poem continually dissects itself and reassembles.
Arguably, the poem fuses two poetic traditions that each serve distinct masculine ideals (one
prefers the epic hero, the other the chivalric knight). Consonants—strong and harsh and
pugnacious—repeat in bands of alliterating lines. These lines often meditate statically upon
settings, objects, and bodies. The wheel, however, relies upon rhyme, which unites harsh
consonants with sonorous vowels in dynamic couplets that generate much of the poem’s
narrative momentum. Deflating from alliterative tumescence to petit lyricism, the stanza hinges
upon the bob. As Turville-Petre notes, the wheels are used “to round off a particular stage in the
narrative by summing up or by generalising upon what has been described in the preceding
unrhymed lines” (62). In this way, the wheels provide a kind of condensed version of the story
that the alliterative lines dialate: the structure is a continual shuttling between abbreviation and
amplification, of rhetorical circumcision and uncircumcision. In Cotton Nero A.x., the scribe
carefully distinguishes between the main strophe and the wheel by offsetting the bob from the
main text (see the facsimile, ed. Gollancz). Typographically and metrically, the bob cuts the
poetic body.
In the next, brief section, I will further develop my proposal that the poem’s body
resembles the praeputium by examining how the poem correlates its doubleness with the
occasion of the Circumcision. Then, I will return to the cutting of the Green Knight in order to
consider how this cut stages a hermeneutic maneuver.
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1.3: Doubleness and the Feast of the Circumcision.

Circumcision invites a double reading. The rite signifies at both carnal and spiritual
levels. And hence circumcision becomes identified with wit and with allegory. Notably, SGGK
operates through doubled structures. The Feast of the Circumcision serves as the occasion for
this doubleness and serves as the subtext for the poem’s deployment of a circumcising
hermeneutics. The holiday games—and especially the story itself—participate in the holiday’s
premise, the Circumcision that translates literal into figurative.
The poem concerns several sets of doubled characters (e.g., Gawain himself and the
Gawain of reputation; Bertilak and the Green Knight; the Loathly Lady and Morgan le Fay; etc.).
In addition to the doubling of its characters, the poem also structurally creates multiple levels of
meaning. As W.A. Davenport has suggested, SGGK encloses the Temptation within the
Exchange of Winnings and within the Beheading Game, in order to develop mutually dependent
plots—a structure that encourages the reader to produce initial interpretations and then to revise
them (139-41). For example, Gawain’s approach to the Green Chapel initially appears as the
conclusion of the Beheading Game, but later it becomes a post-mortem on his behavior in the
Castle (Davenport, 141). And, relatedly, the poem engages both romantic and realistic modes of
story telling, producing a world “simultaneously real and unreal” (143). Davenport suggests that
the poem’s many ambiguities relate to its rhetorical occasion, New Year’s Day. As Davenport
observes, “one aspect of the ambivalence is the traditional sense of Christmas and New Year as a
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time of endings and beginnings; the Green Knight has been given suggestions of Janus, ‘with
double berd’” (154).
In its opening fitt, the poem links its ambiguities to circumcision by insinuating the
doubleness of the Feast of the Circumcision. The poem uses a pronounced repetition when first
mentioning the holiday: “Wyle Nw Yer was so yep that hit was new cummen” (ll. 60). Such
tautological formations occur often in Middle English alliterative verse (cf. Lester, 128-29).
Here, the doubling of the “new” New Year corresponds with the holiday meal, described in the
next line: “That day doubble on the dece was the douth served” (ll. 61). Read in full, this line
refers to the “double” portions of the “douth.” But the line also suggests something “double”
about the “new” New Year. Situated in a liminal place on the calendar, the Circumcision is “that
day doubble,” which unites the old and the new.
In addition, the holiday’s amusements operate through a process of exchange that
produces doubles. As I noted previously (in my discussion of wit), poets like Herrick wrote
lyrics on the Circumcision in which the holiday—and its customary gift giving, symbolized
especially by Christ’s gift of his Prepuce—represented the Pauline exchange of the literal for the
spiritual. SGGK, too, plays upon this theme. The holiday invites knights to “lede lif for lyf” (ll.
98). Such games produce sets of equivalences that gesture toward the typological nature of the
holiday. As Shoaf has pointed out, the poem’s theme of exchange echoes a phrase from the first
antiphon for Laudes for the Feast of the Circumcision: “O admirabile commercium” (20).
Whereas Shoaf suggests that the poem uses circumcision to reflect upon contemporary economic
issues, I suggest that the poem operates through a narratology informed by circumlogical
typology: its interest in doubles and in doubleness communes with the holiday’s concern for the
translation of literal into spiritual.
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The Green Knight proposes just such an exchange—a game that involves the doubling of
one blow for another. After the Knight and Gawain have sworn their pact, the Green Knight
asserts that they must “refourme we oure forwardes” (ll. 378). They “rehearse” again “al the
covenaunt” (ll. 392-93). The words “forward” and “covenant” often refer to Abraham’s covenant
with God—sealed with circumcision—and here in SGGK, on the Feast of the Circumcision,
these same words refer to cuts. Christ undertook his literal circumcision in an exchange with the
Old Law that produced spiritual circumcision, and, in a roughly analogous way, the Green
Knight will exchange his decapitation for the spiritually-renewing nick upon Gawain’s neck. The
story’s doubled cuts hinge upon the Circumcision, and their exchange draws upon the
Circumcision’s traditional position as the volta upon which Christian typology turns.

1.4: Cutting the Textual Body

Subtly, the poem depicts the Green Knight’s decapitation as a hermeneutic event. When
the Green Knight bends down in order to receive Gawain’s blow, “a little lut with the hede, the
lere he discoveres” and he “let the naked nec to the note schewe.” Gawain brings the axe “doun
lightly lught on the naked” (ll. 418, 420, 423). These lines illustrate a process of exposure and
discovery—a process like reading. Moreover, nakedness implies a hermeneutic unveiling. In the
Patristic works that I discussed in Chapter 1, “nuda” refers to the exposure of the hermeneutic
glans, and in the contemporaneous alliterative poem Piers Plowman, the poet discusses the
interpretation of the “nudum ius” (B. Prol., ll. 135). The scene has a certain homoerotic valence
(as Richard Zeikowitz suggests; 96). And, by staging a scene of slightly sexualized, male/male
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violence, the poem gestures toward a theory of reading as circumcision—of reading in terms of a
violence visited by men upon the male genitals. Unsatisfied by the Knight’s nakedness, Gawain
executes the extreme letter of their forward. By beheading the Knight, Gawain overzealously
enacts the covenant and stages a scene of excessive literalism, of circumcision in the letter. The
Knight’s decapitation and Gawain’s nick both take place upon the flesh, but the former seems
much more carnal than the latter, and also much less redemptive.
This kind of legalistic circumcision corresponds with Gawain’s moral failure, as the
poem later depicts it. According to Cecilia A. Hatt, Gawain errs primarily because he assumes
that his virtue exists as an external performance, and that sin exists somewhere external to
himself. “The poem makes this clear,” Hatt argues, “in its frequent association of Gawain's
virtues with his items of clothing” (194). Likewise, Stephanie Hollis argues that Gawain sees his
virtue as an external item: “he appears to wear his distinguishing identity, which is equivalent to
his reputation, as an extraneous adornment” (273). Gawain mistakes virtue as an outward act, as
a law in the flesh. Gawain’s transformation occurs when he internalizes the Pauline lesson that
circumcision is of the heart. For now, he overzealously executes the letter of his covenant.
Curiously, after the Knight has issued his fantastic response to Gawain, the poem then
considers the hermeneutic problem of outer display and inner meaning. The poem projects this
problem upon another male body, the body of Arthur. But Arthur develops an inner posture at
odds with his outer appearance. Other members of the court openly express their fear of the
Knight (ll. 442-43). And they make “bare” their wonder (ll. 465). But Arthur hides his true
feelings: “Thagh Arther the hende kyng at hert hade wonder, / He let no semblaunt be sene” (ll.
467-68). Manly stoicism appears in SGGK as a consequence of the Knight’s decapitation.
Gawain’s literalist circumcision re-produces the schism between outer performance and interior
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attitude. In this way, the poem explores how a fleshly mode of hermeneutic circumcision can
become an embodied practice of hypocrisy. Its meditations on the divergence between inner and
outer echo how Cleanness explores these same themes through retellings of Old Testament
stories (as I will discuss later).
The poem also associates Arthur’s rhetorical stance with the performing arts: Arthur
rationalizes the Knight’s appearance by comparing the Knight to the traditional entertainments of
Christmas (ll. 471-75). Read in light of the monastic discourses discussed in Chapter 3, such
entertainments could be called “uncircumcised.” And the strophe also concerns itself with sign
theory: the court places the Knight’s axe about the dais, so that it may provide the “trwe tytel” of
the marvel (ll. 480). The hermeneutic exercise of the Knight’s circumcision has recapitulated the
theme of male contradiction (introduced in the first strophe), and now the poem projects that
problem onto an assortment of art forms—theatrical crafts, courtly humans, and symbolic
weapons—as though to suggest that Gawain’s overly carnal execution of the covenant has
precipitated a semiotic problem. In light of the law, meaning becomes a vexed question, whose
probing Gawain’s journey will narrativize. And, in the final reckoning, Gawain will find some
insight into his inner meaning.
For now, the opening scene in Camelot vernacularizes Paul’s notion that the inner and
outer may stand starkly at odds, and it sets in motion Gawain’s quest. Like Peter’s vision or the
vision of the boy with the long foreskin, this work is ultimately concerned with a hermeneutic
question. Asking about the essential meaning beneath the surface, the poem offers something of
a revelation at its climax. Gawain’s cut, too, stages a hermeneutic circumcision—but one of a
more spiritual character than the circumcision of the Knight. In order to appreciate the
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hermeneutic implications of the nick on Gawain’s neck, I will first track the narrative process
that leads to the climax at the Green Chapel, and then I will read the nick.

2. Fleshing Out the Text

In the previous section, I laid out my case for reading SGGK—and particularly its form
and structure—in terms of a literary theory of circumcision. I suggested that the poet initially
constructs the poem’s textual body as preputial, and that the Knight’s decapitation stages a literal
circumcision. I also suggested that the nick on Gawain’s neck stages a spiritual circumcision, so
that the narrative charts Gawain’s progression from a literalist to a spiritual reader. Now, in this
section, I will consider the narrative elements that occur between these two cuts, and then I will
more fully explore Gawain’s nick. I will zoom in on instances where the poet employs preputial
forms (specifically wit, amplification, and chiastic structures), and I will explain how these
preputial forms track the circumlogical scheme that I proposed in Chapter 2 as a narratological
pattern based on Pauline hermeneutics. I will trace how the poet narrates the body of the poem
through a process whereby the text becomes increasingly fleshly, in order that the poem’s climax
can create a kind of spiritual circumcising of this textual body.
In fitt one, the poem’s first circumcision marks Gawain’s entry into a covenant that I
described as vexed by semiotic anxiety. The execution of a legalistic circumcision propels
Gawain toward his wyrd and into the ethical trap of the green girdle’s prisoner’s dilemma. In fitt
two, as Gawain ventures toward his destiny, he becomes the amplified subject of several strophes
that richly describe his gear. Hatt refers to these amplified descriptions as instances of “the vain
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attempt to enclose, to find safety in appropriate places” (193). As Hatt puts it, “Gawain
surrounds himself with shielding devices of one sort or another, to deal with both moral and
physical attacks” (194). These amplifications narrate, then, a development of Gawain’s
exteriority as hypocritical, fleshy legalism.
A wheel insinuates a correspondence between the “ways” of storytelling and the “ways”
of the knight’s journey:
He made non abode
Bot wyȝtly went hys way.
Mony wylsum way he rode
Þe bok as I herde say. (687-90)
Rhyme and repetition render the knight’s adventure as roughly analogous to the words of the
book. Turning away from the exposition in Camelot, the plot begins to rise, and the story, like
Gawain, begins to wind on a wylsum way. This path leads to Bertilak’s castle, and, as Sarah
Stanbury has argued, the Gawain-poet’s interest in architectural enclosures should be read in
relation to contemporary images of the body as a castle (477). Notably, John Speirs sees
Bertilak’s castle as predominately phallic: “a multiplicity of towers and turrets, signifying again
fertility” (287). But, with “chalk-whyt chymnées,” the male body of the castle becomes a piece
of ephemera, with the embrasures “pared out of papure” (ll. 798; 802). Masculinity begins to
disintegrate, and, inside the castle, the female bodies analyzed by Heng begin to feminize the
text.
Now, the narrative re-enters the world of the court. As the bodies of Morgan and Lady
Bertilak receive considerable attention, the body of the poem undergoes a transformation.
Previously, the poem had rendered the best knight of Camelot with linear, superlative
descriptions. Now, SGGK renders these two female bodies with chiastic, comparative
descriptions. The bodies of the old Morgan and the young Lady Bertilak may represent
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typologically the Old and the New Laws (Simms, 383). But Sir Gawain does not perceive these
bodies according to the Pauline theory of hermeneutic circumcision, which would render them
essentially equivalent. Instead, Gawain regards the figures as dualistic opposites. Camelot’s court
held “þe lovelokkest ladies,” as well as “þe most kyd knyghtes” and “þe comlokest kyng” (ll. 5254). But in Bertilak’s castle, the female figures invite comparison: “unlyke on to loke þo ladyes
were” (ll. 950). To Gawain, Lady Bertilak appears “wener þen Wenore,” a pun that establishes
female identity as fundamentally comparative (ll. 945). With another comparative, Gawain sees
Morgan as “alder” than Lady Bertilak (ll. 948).
Contrasting these two bodies, the stanza assumes a chiastic structure (Anderson, 309).
One line constitutes an antithesis, and two subsequent lines together create another antithesis:
For if þe ȝonge watz ȝep, ȝolȝe watz þat oþer;
Riche red on þat on rayled ayquere,
Rugh ronkled chekez þat oþer on rolled. (ll. 951-53)
Heng describes the “feminine text” as “an interlinked, overlapping tracery, culminating in a
pattern not unlike the familiar one invoked in the pentangle… a knot of the feminine and the
figure of another desire and its text” (“Feminine,” 503). Antitheses formally embody that
“feminine knot.” In these lines, repetition of the word “on” poetically conflates the two women,
while the rhetorical structure tries to distinguish them. The rest of the strophe fleshes out these
two bodies in an extended, unbalanced antithesis, in which the loathly Morgan overwhelms the
device. But the wheel’s quick rhythm switches attention back to the body of Lady Bertilak, who,
by comparison, looks “more lykkerwys on to lyk” (ll. 968). The wheel’s shape, which formerly
had harmonized opposites in ambiguous interrelatedness, now cuts opposites apart through
comparison. From female figures old and young, SGGK forms a poetic body of dualistic
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opposites. And as female bodies dominate the poem, Gawain physically seems to shrink—
descriptions of male bodies no longer dominate the text.
If, following Heng and Aviram, poetic content indicates something about the physical
experience of the body of the poem, then the second fitt indicates a change in the poem’s body.
Fitt two marks a transformation: the poem becomes increasingly chiastic in structure, and it
becomes increasingly preoccupied with feminine bodies. (It becomes, in my terminology, more
uncircumcised in the flesh.) This second fitt motivates the third fitt, which dilates expansively.
The third fitt constitutes over one-third of the total poem (871 lines out of 2527)—a significant
disproportion that in itself shows how this section of the poem becomes narratologically thicker.
Thicker, because the third fitt operates through the chiastic juxtaposition of simultaneous
events. In fitt two, the poem used a chiastic structure to describe female bodies; now, in fitt three,
the poem realizes chiasmus as a mode of narration. The poet narrates the hunting scenes and the
seduction scenes in an interwoven order, with simultaneous events enveloped into one another.
As William Perry Marvin explains,
the narrative technique of fitt 3, which alternates the view between Gawain’s
seduction and the killing and butchering of animals, reproduces the hunter’s
strategy of chopping up bodies in order to reshape unities. (149)
In other words, Marvin sees the narrative structure as mimicking the butchering of animal
bodies. As I have argued, the poem’s textual body gives shape to its preoccupation with
cutting—a preoccupation linked to the Circumcision—and the poem deploys various figures in
order to conceptualize the circumcisable body of the text. Having initially constructed the textual
body in terms of the male monstrous body of the Knight, the poem now proceeds to reproduce in
poetic form the chopped up bodies of the beasts—through juxtaposing these bodies against the
bodies of Gawain and Lady Bertilak.
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This narrative chiasmic offers a glimpse into the “now” of Augustinian temporality
(which I discussed in Chapter 2). By giving order to simultaneous nows, the poem’s body
undertakes a process of temporal distention. This distention differs slightly from the “that was
then, this is now” that Biddick identifies as indicative of typology. But in the syntax of its
temporal juxtapositions—like, “that was now, this is now”—the narrative structure embodies a
temporal relation that implies allegorical equivalence. By thickening the narrative body through
temporal juxtaposition, this portion of the poem prepares the textual body to undergo the
hermeneutic circumcision that, at the Green Chapel, will reveal the poem’s typological structure.
The shape of the poem begins to gesture toward Gawain’s final entry into the distended time of
allegory.52
Moreover, fitt three may imply the allegorical equivalence of its concurrent events.
Savage, using evidence garnered from hunting treatises and from heraldry, has explained in great
detail the close degree of correspondence between Gawain’s seduction and the hunting of the
beasts (see “Significance”). In particular, the fox’s reputation for treachery makes him an
analogue for Gawain, and, in parallel, both figures meet their judgment precisely because of their
tricky attempts to escape (Savage, “Significance,” 6-7). Furthermore, Muriel Ingham and
Lawrence Barkley have shown that more correspondences occur later in the poem, when the
events at the Green Chapel allude to the hunting of the boar (386). Rosen has argued that these
parallels have to do with the poem’s interest in masculinity: as Rosen notes, the fox turns aside
“stiffly,” so that the fox’s death points to the frailty of “stiff” male bodies; and, relatedly, the
“lovely unlacing” of the boar echoes both the “love-lace” and the cut (“lace”) that Gawain
receives (Rosen, 33-34). Rosen explains that the poem means to show the vulnerability inherent
52
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in masculine stiffness—an argument that, because of the story’s own “stif and stronge”
character, I would extend also to the body of the text.
Against these readings, Tolkein and Gordon previously had denied that any “symbolic
parallel” exists between the hunting scenes and the seduction scenes (107). Indeed, from a
certain vantage, the ascribed symbolic parallels do not exist. Or, they become clear only from a
retrospective vantage. As Davenport shows—and as I previously mentioned—the poem’s
structure encourages the reader to produce initial interpretations and then to revise them later.
During the course of the narrative, the reader only hazily can grasp the connections between the
hunting scenes and the seduction scenes. But later, following the final revelations at the Green
Chapel, the full significance of the hunting scenes comes into view: they roughly signify
Gawain’s fall. As I said, the implicit connections between the hunting scenes and the seduction
scenes create a temporal thickening that motivates the typological revelation at the Green
Chapel. Savage points out that “the two series of events are linked not only by the ‘forwarde,’
but also by a certain parallelism in their situations” (Savage, 1). The forwarde—especially in its
covenantal connotations—provides the framework for the symbolic parallels that grant access to
typological temporality. The technique of interlacing embodies a kind of narratological
preputiality. As Brewer says, the Exchange of Winnings creates a “witty structural pun”
(“Symbolic Stories,” 81).
Note also that the third fitt enmeshes Gawain in feminine textuality. The poem
“obsessively” depicts Lady Bertilak’s body and thereby produces the “feminine body” of
language (Heng, “Woman,” 108). In the passages that depict the conversations between Lady
Bertilak and Sir Gawain, the poem uses syntax and verbal similarities to intertwine the two
characters (see Clark). This formally eroticizes the text (Heng, “Woman,” 104). Relatedly, in the
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temptation scenes, the lines vary markedly from the poem’s metrical norms (Matonis, 146-48).
As the textual body transforms, Gawain receives instruction from Lady Bertilak about the gender
of language. Now, Lady Bertilak makes her appeal to the “lel” letters of romance. Lady Bertilak
discourses on “þe lel layk of luf, þe lettrure of armes,” and she claims that “hit is þe tytelet token
and tyxt of her werkkez / How ledez for her lele luf hor lyuez han auntered” (ll. 1513; 1515-16).
Lady Bertilak attempts to account for the heterogeneous gender of human experience and,
relatedly, of textuality. Seeing romance as a model for behavior, Lady Bertilak imposes
homogeneity upon the textual body. She subordinates all of the elements of a written work—
letter and title and text—to one single meaning, embodied by alliteration and apparently obvious
at the literal level. Without recourse to allegorical interpretation, text and title and letter all refer
monolithically to the union of male and female in fin’amor. Gawain can only confess his poor
reading skills (ll. 1540-45).
Fitt three narrates the interweaving of two hermeneutic paradigms. My paradigm of the
preputial text might coexist alongside—and become conflated with—the paradigm of the
feminine text (as theorized by Dinshaw and Copeland and Heng). In certain respects, the
construction of the foreskin as feminine, as well as the interarticulation of marriage and
uncircumcision, may license a toggling between these paradigms. If the content of this fitt
reveals anything about the shape of the textual body, it reveals how the textual body can be
apprehended in terms of both heterosexual erotic tension, on the one hand, and in terms of malemale erotic aggression, on the other. The poem proposes that, in a certain way, male/female
romance parallels the slaying of beasts by all-male groups. And both frameworks can serve
relatedly for conceptualizing the body of the text. As Marvin puts it:
In Sir Gawain, the ‘ritual’ of slaughter ostensibly contains the violence it conjures
forth by sublimating it through customs of venery, but its interlacing with erotic
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fantasy unravels that containment by letting the action drift as close to violate
dissolution as it can. (132)
Marvin tracks how both the hunts and the seduction involve a process of assaying, and how these
reflect the ultimate assaying of Gawain (147-48). For Marvin, the hunt scenes unravel the
poem’s heroic thread, while the seduction scenes unravel the romantic threat—“only to
reconnect them at the assay of ‘schyre grece’ in Gawain’s flesh” (157). In other words, both
interwoven plots explore hermeneutic questions: the bodies of the beasts emblematize a certain
process of “cutting” in order to discern meaning, while the bodies of Gawain and Lady Bertilak
gesture toward a framework in which meaning becomes comprehensible through penetration. As
these plots finally intertwine—in a conclusion that Gawain finds regrettable—they ultimately
prove unsatisfactory as modes of interpretation. At the Green Chapel, Gawain’s symbolic
circumcision teaches him a new interpretative technique.
In the fourth fitt, the poem subtly recapitulates its male-foundation fantasies by using
words that recall the first fitt: Gawain’s guide to the Green Chapel describes the Green Knight as
“on bent much baret bende” and “borelych burne on bent,” and Gawain laments his “trecherye
and vntrawþe”—and these lines hearken back to the truly treacherous founding of Britain: “Ande
quen þis Bretayn watz bigged bi þis burn ryche, / Bolde bredden þerinne, baret þat lofden” (ll.
2115; 2148; 2383; 20-21). Then, the nick on the neck more fully exposes how the poem’s surface
has hidden a secret kernel of meaning. Bertilak reveals to Gawain that he had engineered Lady
Bertilak’s trick, and that Morgan had engineered the entire spectacle. The nick upon Gawain’s
neck exposes the hidden, typological structure that gives meaning to the poem’s main characters.
It reveals to Gawain the distinction between his true essence and his reputation (Bertilak calls the
process an “assay”; ll. 2362). And it reveals the distinction between Lady Bertilak’s appearance
and her true intent; as well as the duality of Bertilak/Green Knight and Morgan/Loathly Lady.
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The nick produces a circumcision upon the body of the poem, so that its hidden, typological
workings become apparent.
Priscilla Martin notes that, while all four of the Gawain poems “insist on allegorical,
symbolic, or analogic understanding,” yet most critics have found that these poems “are not
consistently allegorical narratives” (316). Clearly, SGGK does not deal in allegorical
personifications; and Spearing and Davenport both asserted that the Gawain-poet, more than
many of his contemporaries, took an interest in the literal texture of Scripture (qtd. in Martin,
316). Rather than constructing a psychomachia, the Gawain-poet develops a basically literal
story, whose protagonist, in the moment of climax, turns to allegoresis as a mode of selfunderstanding—a turn that simultaneously re-reads the text in an allegorical sense. Moreover, at
this climax, Gawain speaks at a meta-narrative level, reciting his transgressions.
Crucially, at exactly this moment the poem undertakes its only critical engagement with
the Bible. As Richard Newhauser notes, SGGK makes “limited uses of the Bible” (270). But
once nicked, Gawain undertakes a kind of auto-exegesis. Gawain reads himself in light of
Biblical types, claiming that he, like other great men, has fallen victim to treacherous women:
For so watz Adam in erde with one bygyled,
And Salamon with fele sere, and Samson, eftsonez—
Dalyda dalt hym hys wyrde—and Dauyth þerafter,
Watz blended with Barsabe, þat much bale þoled.
Now þese were wrathed wyth her wyles, hit were a wynne huge
To luf hom wel and leue hem not, a leude þat couthe. (ll. 2416-21)
Gawain cites five Biblical figures, all from the Old Testament. Perhaps, as Catherine Batt writes,
Gawain’s speech represents an ignorant reliance upon an established, anti-feminist rhetoric
(137). Or perhaps, as Gerald Morgan writes, Gawain simply invokes the fact of his personal
experience (277). In either case, the nick has taught Gawain to become an allegorical reader, one
who views personal experience in light of Biblical antecedent. Now, Gawain sees himself as the
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recipient of spiritual tradition, derived from Biblical forefathers—rather seeing himself (as the
poem previously insinuated) as the descendent of Trojans. The circumcision of the nick makes
him, at least spiritually, a kind of Jew (a Christian whose spiritual life draws inspiration from
Jewish texts).
Gawain’s nick coincides with his sudden understanding of how flesh fails to signify the
spiritual. Now he looks inward: “so agreved for greme he gryed withinne” (2370). And he
laments “the faute and the fayntyse of the flesche crabbed” (2435). The girdle, he claims, will
serve as a reminder that he must privilege the heart about the flesh: “the loke to this luf-lace
schal lethe my heart” (2438). As the body of the poem undergoes hermeneutic circumcision, the
protagonist himself becomes aware of inner meaning. As Gawain begins to read beneath the
surface, he proposes a paradoxical hermeneutics: to “luf hom wel and leue hem not” (a
formulation Pauline in its paradoxical form, if not in its sentiment; ll. 2421). Like Troilus, who in
death realizes that meaning transcends the body—that the “uncircumscript” Trinity “al mayst
circumscryve”—now, too, the circumcised Gawain realizes himself, like even the best of men, as
open to interpretation, like a Biblical text circumfused by marginal commentary (Chaucer,
5.1865).53 Gawain locates his personal experience within what Biddick describes as the
circumcised typological imaginary. With the cut, the poem and its protagonist articulate the
humanist view that fables contain “meaning or intention hidden beneath the superficial veil of
myth” (Boccaccio, 53).54 Like the sword girdle that Saint Alexis gives to his wife as he
circumcises himself of worldliness, Gawain’s girdle resembles the Pauline praeputium: As an
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On the history of this Patristic formulation and its transmission to Chaucer through Dante and
Boccaccio, see Tatlock, 274-76.
54
For a discussion of Middle English poetry and its relationship with humanist literary theory,
see Spearing, chapters 1 and 2.
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equivocal sign—a source of both shame and of comedy—the green girdle ambiguously signifies
one thing publically and another internally.

3. Implications

In my analysis of SGGK, I have employed circumcision as a heuristic for conceptualizing
the poem’s narrative structure: the poem frames its typological concerns in terms of the
Circumcision, so that its narrative trajectory models the process of Pauline conversion from
literal to spiritual circumcision. This reading has several implications, two of which I will detail
here. First, I will explore how the circumlogical structure of SGGK allies the poem with the
other, more clearly homiletic poems in the manuscript, especially Cleanness. Second, I will
explore how the circumlogical structure of SGGK demonstrates an attempt to spiritualize the
body of alliterative romance, as part of a process that I will define as translatio praeputii.

3.1 Circumcision in Cleanness

In Cleanness, Noah receives the sign of the rainbow, “Myryly on a fayr morn, monyth the
first, / That falles formast in the yer, and the first day” (ll. 493-94). The first day of the first
month of the year is, of course, the first of January—the same day upon which Gawain
decapitates the Knight and upon which, one year later, Gawain receives his nick. In the context
of SGGK, I showed how the occasion of the Circumcision frames the poem’s typological
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concerns. The events of Cleanness—strictly speaking—take place long before the birth of Christ,
and so the Feast of the Circumcision has not yet been established (indeed, the events of
Cleanness take place even before the establishment of the circumcision). Also, God’s covenant
with Noah anticipates God’s covenant with Abraham, as well as the new covenant of Christianity
(Shaye J.D. Cohen, 10-11). In Cleanness, God creates what he calls a “forwarde” with Noah (ll.
327). Other Middle English sources likewise describe God’s agreement with Noah in the same
covenantal language: in the Chester pageant of Noah’s Flood, for example, God proclaims:
“forwarde, Noe, with thee I make” (ed. Lumiansky and Mills, ll. 301). By keying Noah’s
covenant to January 1st, and by describing it as a forward, the Gawain-poet links this covenant
with the events of SGGK.
As Nicholas Watson explains
Pearl, Cleanness, and Patience represent a sustained attempt to translate an
ancient tradition of thought concerning the centrality of purity in the Christian
life—a tradition going back at least to the virginity literature of the fourth and
early fifth centuries—from its old context in monastic and anchoritic writing to
address the needs and aspirations of a lay elite. (297)
My agenda is not so much to historicize trends in lay piety; rather, I mean to establish how the
Gawain poems translate the ancient tradition of spiritual purity. This tradition, since Paul, takes
shape around the notion of circumcision. Both Cleanness and SGGK engage the circumlogical
question of inner posture and outer appearance. Cleanness constructs Noah’s covenant as
spiritual rather than fleshy, through his symbolic comparison of the raven and the dove: the
“untrew” raven clearly represents carnality as it “falles on the foule flesch and fylles his wombe”
(ll. 456; 462). The dove—symbol of the Spirit—brings to Noah the olive branch, a “sygne of
savyté.” Echoing the “sygne” given to Gawain, this sign, like the girdle, represents an act of
mercy and a moment of ambivalence. God accepts that men are wicked in their wits and in their
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hearts (ll. 514-15). But God nevertheless promises not to destroy humanity—using the same
language employed to describe the cuts of SGGK: “Forthy schal I never schende so schortly at
ones” (Cleanness, ll. 519; emphasis mine).
Noah receives his covenantal sign on the “fayr morn” of New Year’s Day. These words
recall the poem’s opening stanza, which describes how a person seeking to discuss cleanness
must find “fayre formes” (ll. 3). In its exploration of cleanness, the poem repeatedly employs the
word in order to point to how outer fairness may or may not correspond with actual, inner purity.
The devil’s hypocrisy, for example, takes the shape of “fayre wedes” (ll. 217). And men “fairest
of forme” and women “derelych fayre” actually incite sin with their beauty (ll. 253; 269). Noah,
on the other hand, sets up a “fayre” altar (ll. 506). Early in its exploration of this theme, the poem
observes the Pauline truth that outer observance of the law might betray inner hypocrisy:
Bot if they conterfete crafte and cortaysye wont,
As be honest utwyth and inwith alle fylthes,
Then ar thay sinful himself, and sulped altogeder
Bothe God and his gere, and hym to greme cachen. (ll. 13-16)
The need for both outer and inner purity is, from the outset, the main prerogative of the poem.
Throughout, the poem insists that true purity exists in the “heart” (e.g. ll. 516, 575, 593-94). The
tension between outer and inner purity generates much of the narrative momentum.
This tension also motivates the poem’s inclination to allegorize. As the poem discusses
the parable of the courtiers, it emphasizes how outer and inner purity may interrelate (as in the
line, “bothe withinne and withouten, in wedes ful bryght”; ll. 20). And, again, the poet insists
that outer purity must coincide with inner purity: “for he that flemus uch fylthe fer fr his hert /
may not byde that burre, that hit his body neghe” (31-32). Within this parable, outer clothing
becomes an allegory for spiritual purity, and the poet makes sure that the clothes are understood
in their spiritual valence, saying of the poorly clad man “and if unwelcum he were to a worthlych
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prynce, / Yet hym is the hyghe kyng harder in heven” (49-50). Furthermore, the poem undertakes
a sermonizing allegoresis that explains the parable:
Wich arn thenne thy wedes thou wrappes the inne,
That schal schewe hem so schene, schrowde of the best?
Hit arn thy werkes wyterly that thou wroght haves,
And lined with the lykyng that lye in thyn hert. (169-72)
The alliance of outer purity and inner purity produces what the poet again calls a “fayr forme”
(ll. 174).
Also, the poem says of Matthew’s Gospel that it “of clannesse uncloses a ful cler speche”
(26). And Matthew teaches how “the hathel of clene of his hert hapenes ful fayre” (27). By
unclosing this message of spiritual cleanness within the fair form of clear speech, Matthew
practices the kind of linguistic circumcision proposed by Augustine, in which outer and inner
lips both are purified.
Ultimately, the poem’s critique of hypocrisy may derive from Apostolic debates about
legalism. Cecilia A. Hatt proposes that the poem probably addresses fourteenth-century Church
corruption—a point not necessarily relevant to my argument, except that Hatt sees the poem’s
critique of corruption as deriving from Bonaventure’s theory that the Church’s failures resulted
from legalism (101). Bonaventure accused the early leaders of the Church, and especially Peter,
of falling into the sin of legalism, which maintained the validity of the Law (Anderson, 681).
And Bonaventure saw this legalism as persisting throughout Church history in “attempt[s] to
take something from the ecclesial convocation, such as a ministry, an office, or even a charism,
as one’s own by right that one claims to have earned in some way” (Anderson, 683). For Hatt,
this legalism explains in part the failure of Gawain, as well as the Pearl-dreamer’s
misunderstanding of merit, and the overall agenda of Cleanness (101). My reading of SGGK
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connects its moral allegory with the circumlogical concerns of Cleanness, as that poem also
thinks about the inner and the outer levels of meaning by way of covenantal theology.

3.2 Circumcising Romance

In Cleanness, the Gawain-poet celebrates fair forms—forms that align both the outer and
the inner layers of textuality with ideals of spiritual purity. This may provide further insight into
the structure of SGGK. Cohen argues that SGGK moralizes against “the dangers of excess, of too
much faith in the physical, private, and domestic—that is, in the feminine” (149). Carolyn
Bynum has observed that very little evidence exists to support the notion that medieval people
gendered physicality as female (“Why All the Fuss,” 17). My reading suggests that SGGK
interarticulates femininity with preputiality—and that its critique of excess is a critique not of
femininity but of literalism, expressed through feminine figures and through vehicles like the
beasts and the armor worn by Gawain. In sheering off this preputiality through entry into
allegory, the poem does not take a position against physical excess per se but against an interior
uncircumcision.55
Formally, SGGK actually cherishes physicality. Highly intricate, SGGK evinces a Gothic
jest for ornamentation. The poet of SGGK crafts physical phenomena into long, exquisitely
55

Gawain laments his “surfet,” but the MED cites this usage in particular in its definition of the
word as “misdeed, transgression, crime,” and Gawain clarifies that he has committed an act of
cowardice, covetousness, and untruth, not gluttony (ll. 2433; 2508-2509). Gawain has not
overindulged but has broken a vow. And Gawain clearly does not retain the girdle physical
properties: “Bot wered not this ilk wyye for wele this gordel, / For pryde of the pendauntes,
thagh polyst thay were, / And thagh the glyterande golde glent upon endes, / Bot for to saven
himself when suffer hym byhoved” (ll. 2037-40). Shoaf calls Gawain’s relationship with the
girdle idolatrous (66 ff.).
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adorned lists that divide bodies into their component parts. Ekphrastic set pieces portray with
relish the pleasures of sumptuous banquets, fine clothes, and extravagantly decorated facades and
interiors. The poem adorns, orders, and beautifies its body. What it seeks is not, then, the
sheering off of fleshly excess, but a spiritual circumcision that allies the outer body of romance
with Christian ideals.
Alliteration beefs up the poetic body. More than almost any other literary technique,
alliteration’s cacophony of consonants calls upon the corporeality of language. And the Middle
English alliterative line differs from the Old English alliterative line in ways that enhance this
corporeality. Middle English lines often alliterate on the fourth stress (a feature forbidden by the
Old English scops), and Middle English lines license extra alliteration and an occasional fifth
prominence position—features that make the line fatter.56 These developments create a different
kind of alliterative architecture. Old English poems braid appositional phrases into interlacing
rings, creating textual meshes that resemble Anglo-Saxon artifacts (see Robinson; Niles). In
Middle English alliteration poetry, the syntactically complete, end-stopped lines bulge with
ornamentation, creating a flexible linearity typical of Gothic architecture (as Auguste Rodin
characterizes the Gothic, 115). With this style, Middle English alliterative poems craft thick and
meaty descriptions of the physical world.
Alliterative poems engage in conspicuous consumption. In Cleanness, for example, the
Gawain poet offers a lesson about spiritual purity through a lengthy parable about wearing
appropriate attire to a lavish feast (ll. 29-164). Even when fourteenth-century alliterative poets
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Also, fourteenth-century alliterative lines less often employ the traditional caesura, so that the
whole verse becomes the unit of syntax, rather than the hemistitch. For an analysis of the
differences between Old English alliteration and Middle English alliteration, and for a summary
of the scholarship, see Duffell, 59-71. Note that, as an exception to the general rule, Richard
Osberg views the half-verse as the primary syntactic and rhythmic unit of Pearl (151).
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critique bodily pleasures, they do so in a style that thrills at bodily excuess—much like the friar
in Piers Plowman, who lectures about fasting while he overeats (C.15.86-95). Describing the sin
of gluttony, William Langland poetically overindulges, referring to urination in relation to the
“Our Father.” Gluttony, Langland writes,
A Pissed a potel in a Paternoster-whyle
And blew his rownde ruet at his rygebones ende,
That alle þat herde þe horne helde here nose aftur,
And wesched hit hadde be wexed with a weps of breres …
Ac Gloton was a greet cherl and greued in þe luftynge,
And cowed up a caudel in Clementis lappe.
Ys none so hungry hound in Hertfordshyre
Durste lape of þat lyuynge, so vnlouely hit smauhte! (C.398-401; 410-13)
Alliteration binges on words. Like Glutton’s butt trumpet, alliteration turns gross smells into
raunchy sounds, coughing up consonants like pools of plosive puke.
Alliterative excess also lends itself to narrative excess—most obviously in the case of
Langland. “Instead of a well-ordered and beautifully proportioned whole,” George Kane writes,
Piers Plowman became “a wild and luxuriant work which apparently outgrew and overgrew its
original general plan,” a poem whose parts dilate “with no strict relation to their importance”
(243). SGGK, in contrast, manages its proportions. But, in the case of SGGK, hermeneutic
circumcision disciplines the poetic body. Initially established as male and subsequently
complicated by female figures, the form of the poem undergoes a circumcision that draws its plot
toward a tidy conclusion. Just as the stanzaic structure allows for the ordering of physical
excesses, the plot’s cuts manage the romantic genre. Arthurian works (especially before Malory)
typically ramble from one adventure to the next, with each episode related in a piecemeal
fashion, so that the composition as a whole creates relatively little cohesion or over-arching
suspense (Edlich-Muth, 77; see also Vinaver, 69-72). Oakden—writing in a critical mode no
longer fashionable—surveys and aesthetically critiques all of the extant alliterative romances;
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and Oakden comes to the same general conclusions about alliterative romance. Oakden calls
William of Palerne Oakden “long-drown-out” and “wearisome”; Oakden sees The Awntyrs of
Arthure as “ unconnected”; Oakden asserts that Golarus and Gawain suffers from “the same
weakness of construction” (39; 48-49). Oakden posits that SGGK is the only work free from
“serious digressions” and not afflicted by “the customary incoherence of such works” (46).
Unlike most medieval romances, SGGK does not meander episodically, nor does Gawain play
the knight-errant. A man on a mission, Gawain pursues a single destiny, a wyrd preordained
since the beginning. By compassing its plot to the Feast of the Circumcision, SGGK orders the
body of romance and achieves a nearly Aristotelian dramatic unity.
As Cohen points out, however, the poem’s final line recalls its opening line (151). For
Cohen, this shape realizes the poem’s pessimistic take on history and manhood. But the
encounter at the Green Chapel also provides a lesson in mercy, and the final scene of the poem
strikes a comedic note. Having become circumcised in the Pauline sense, Gawain can undertake
his shriving iteratively. Pauline circumcision and uncircumcision interrelate dialectically, in
ways that strict binaries do not, since the dialectic, as a process, allows for endless repetition.
The “endless knot” of the poem’s structure creates a cycle that moves from sin to grace (or from
sin to sin or grace to grace), so that the body of the poem entangles inexplicably together
circumcision and uncircumcision, spirit and letter, form and content. Vinaver discusses how
digressions, amplifications, and a general lack of unity typify the genre (69-74).
In my chapter on monastic circumcision, I suggested that late-medieval Middle English
works tend to associate the foreskin with femininity. In SGGK, the poem interarticulates the
Patristic foreskin with femininity, and, by hermeneutically sheering off this excess, the poem
disciplines the body of romance. As Nicholas Watson suggests, the Gawain-poet is a kind of
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vernacular theologian (295). By keying its climactic allegoresis to the Feast of the Circumcision,
SGGK undertakes a kind of translatio praeputii. SGGK, in my view, translates the Patristic,
hermeneutic foreskin into a vernacular register. As it does so, the poem projects the praeputium
into a different gender matrix. Whereas Patristic theory operates under the clerical privileging of
celibacy, vernacular romance idealizes heterosexual romance; and, whereas Patristic theory is
preoccupied with the male/male erotic violence of circumcision, vernacular romance is
preoccupied with male/female erotic seduction. In the translation from one matrix to another, the
textual prepuce becomes enveloped within a heterosexual scheme. But, by using the figure of Sir
Gawain to finally circumcise the poem’s textual body, the poem becomes aligned with the
circumcised, chaste ideals of the Church Fathers. The poem produces, ultimately, a masculine
hero whose salvation follows from his failures, and whose exemplarity results from the
vulnerability of his body. Through its strategies of textual circumcision, the poem spiritualizes
the body of alliterative romance.
My agenda—along with trying to bring new attention to formal questions—has been to
reevaluate the conjecture that medieval people regarded textuality as feminine. In this study, I
have uncovered a substantial tradition that sees textuality as preputial. But, in my reading of
SGGK, I have introduced a bridge between these two schemes: I have shown the poem’s
circumlogical structure plays out through the interaction of gendered figures, so that the poem
works toward rethinking the preputial veil of allegory as feminine.
I said that, in a certain way, Gawain’s nick reconfigures his patrilineal ancestry. In citing
Old Testament precedents for his own failure, Gawain identifies himself in relation to Jewish
ancestors (whereas the poem previously had traced Camelot’s lineage from Troy to Rome to
Brutus). If, in that opening passage, the poem joins the patrilineal poetic history of the alliterative
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tradition (as Batt argues), the poem—in its climatic nick—also reconfigures its own ancestry.
Alliterative romances like SGGK may have revived old forms in order to explore new problems
(as argued by Christine Chism, 7). On the occasion of the Feast of the Circumcision, which
typologically interrelates old and new, the poem performs a hermeneutic circumcision that reads
the alliterative tradition into a Jewish/Christian ancestry.
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Chapter 5: The Wife of Bath and the Circumcision of Marriage

I have argued for thinking about narrative structure in terms of Pauline circumcision. And
I have established that many pre-modern thinkers apprehended marriage through metaphors of
circumcision. In this and the following chapter, I propose that a circumlogical narratology—like
the kind that spiritually circumcises Gawain—might operate within pre-modern marriage plots,
in order to realize the “circumcision of marriage” that I outlined in Chapter 2.
In this chapter, I argue that the Wife of Bath—in her critique of ecclesiastical authority—
engages with a literary theory of the praeputium, and that her Tale employs a circumcised
narratology. The Wife employs this narratology in order to try to sacramentalize—or, at least,
validate—her unorthodox vision of marriage. Whereas the circumcised narratology employed in
SGGK seems geared toward promoting a fairly orthodox mode of circumcised spirituality, the
Wife uses a similar narrative structure in a cynical effort to license a kind of marriage not
properly ordered toward the Augustinian bona matrimonii.
The first section of this chapter will describe how my reading of the Wife responds to the
current scholarship. As I explain, my method is modeled after Dinshaw’s approach to Chaucer’s
“sexual poetics,” but I differ from Dinshaw in my understanding of how Patristic literary theory
operates. Also, my concern for narratological issues adds a structural dimension to Burger’s
suggestion that the Tales deploy marriage as a means for rethinking medieval relations between
the body and the community, and in turn for negotiating a move toward modernity.
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Unlike SGGK, The Canterbury Tales makes no overt references to circumcision; and
therefore my reading of the Wife serves as something of an experiment. And yet—as I will
explain in the second section of this chapter—at least one early reader of the Wife glossed her
with a Patristic theology of the praeputium. By exploring this gloss, and by examining the
Wife’s conversation with the Pardoner (a figure whom some critics have already identified as
“uncircumcised”), I will establish the plausibility of my reading of the Wife.
Then, section three of the chapter will show how the Wife’s Tale performs a
narratological circumcision upon the institution of marriage. And section four will touch upon
the implications of my reading of the Wife’s Tale for the figure of the Wife and for the Tales as a
whole.

1. Scholarship

Carolyn Dinshaw has argued that the Wife of Bath—in both her hermeneutic approach
and in her self-presentation—represents “the literal body of the text that itself has signifying
value and leads to the spirit without its necessarily being devalued or destroyed in the process”
(Chaucer’s Sexual, 114). Scholes and Kellogg also described the Wife as an allegorical
representation of carnality, while Patterson suggested that the Wife’s engagement with exegesis
highlights the carnality of language (92; Patterson, “For,” 677). Caie calls the Wife a “fake
exegete” and observes that the Wife interprets overly literally and relies on erroneous or partial
citations of Scripture and theology (75). And Knapp regards the Wife as a “theorist of
interpretation” who is directly influenced by Augustine’s On Christian Doctrine (“Wandrynge,”
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142). For me, these insights allow for a reading of the Wife that, while aware of her engagement
with Patristic theory, does not indignantly moralize in the Robertsonian manner (as discussed in
Rigby, 77). Robertson regarded all medieval literature allegorically, reading Chaucer in terms of
a quest for Christian truth (Steve Ellis, 3). But Delany has suggested that Chaucer’s “pluralistic
impulse’ challenges the medieval exegetical tradition (Steve Ellis, 3). And, in this vein,
Dinshaw’s work proposes that, while Chaucer may have engaged Patristic literary theory, he did
not necessarily intend thereby to advocate for it. Moreover, Owen has proposed that the Tales
take an interest in morality mostly as a comic motif; and, as West has argued, the Wife engages
with Pauline theories of textuality primarily for the sake of parody (226; 16). As I will explain, I
see the Wife’s engagement with Patristic theory as highly ironic.
As I have already made clear, I differ somewhat from Dinshaw in my understanding of
how Patristic hermeneutics uses the body to think about textuality. According to Dinshaw,
Patristic literary theory constructs the literal as feminine: “woman is associated with the body
and the text—as in the Pauline exegetical assimilation of literality and carnality to femininity …
and is opposed to the gloss, written by men” (Chaucer’s Sexual, 113-114). Patterson argues that
the Wife’s association of textuality with her body reflects a medieval view that poetic language
is sexual and feminine (see “Feminine”). And so, in The Canterbury Tales, Dinshaw proposes
that
out of this company of “goode men” the voice of the woman bursts: “Nay, by my
fader soule, that schal he nat! … He schal no gospel glosen here ne teche.”
Instead, “My joly body schal a tale telle,” a tale having nothing to do with
“philosophie, / Ne phislyas, ne termes queinte of law.” The Wife opposes her tale
to the “lerned men’s” lore: it is her “joly body” against their oppressive teaching
and glossing. (Dinshaw, Chaucer’s Sexual, 113)
The manuscript tradition, however, does not support Dinshaw’s interpretation of these lines,
which come from the Epilogue of the Man of Law’s Tale. Dinshaw’s analysis depends upon a
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textual emendation by E. Talbot Donaldson, who attributes these lines to the Wife (as Dinshaw
observes in a footnote). Pratt argues in support of Donaldson’s reading (45-49). But all extant
manuscripts attribute these lines to male figures (either to the Shipman, Summoner, or Squire;
see Benson, 1126). The textual evidence suggests, then, that Chaucer’s medieval readers did not
subscribe strictly to the view that feminine textual bodies always oppose masculine glossing.
Furthermore, Heinrichs has argued that Patristic thinkers did not associate all women with
carnality; but in certain respects they actually developed an egalitarian gender politics (213; see
also Leo Carruthers, 60). Chaucer’s medieval readers imagined that the “joly body” of a man
might also oppose the learned gloss, just as well as any female body.
As earlier chapters of this study have established, Patristic thinkers often conceptualized
literalism and carnality through metaphors of uncircumcision, and theologians opposed these
preputial figures to the spiritual circumcision of allegorical interpretation. Also, Jerome imagined
a man’s marriage to a woman as a state of uncircumcision—a simile that implies a
correspondence between women and praeputia. And, relatedly, Paul denied not only the
distinction between Jew and Greek, but also the distinction between male and female, so that
Paul’s circumcising hermeneutics would spiritualize the genital differences between circumcised
and uncircumcised, as well as the genital differences between male and female (Gal. 3:28).
Conceptual metaphors of the foreskin do not preclude the possibility that medieval people also
regarded the physical/literal as feminine and the spiritual/allegorical as masculine. Rather, as I
argued in my previous chapter, figures of uncircumcision might meaningful intersect with latemedieval gender dynamics. Figures of the foreskin—especially in their interarticulation with
late-medieval marriage—may provide a vocabulary that describes how the Tales interrelate men,
women, and hermeneutics. Whereas Dinshaw’s hermeneutics underwrites what Burger calls a
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“stabilizing approach to gender,” I see the praeputium—in its doubleness and ambiguity, as
emblem of the literal and/or figurative—as integral to how “conjugality opens up a ‘middle’ role
for women” (89).
As I argued in Chapter 2, tropes of circumcision enabled the medieval ennobling of
marriage. As I showed, the Circumcision of Christ—as a key, typologically determined moment
in his vita—played a role in some descriptions of the mystagogy of marriage. Furthermore, by
spiritually circumcising this fleshly institution, I said, medieval thinkers found a way to
sacramentalize an institution that queerly refused to find a neat place in a scheme that
categorized the sacraments in terms of the Old and the New. By ordering marriage toward the
Augustinian good, spouses (like those in the Chevrot Altarpiece) could excise the “foreskin”
that, according to Jerome, might cover a marriage—the fleshly elements of matrimony, not only
coitus but also the worldly goods possibly obtained through marriage. In her Tale, the Wife
employs a circumlogical narratology in order to perform a kind of circumcision upon marriage—
though, as I will explain, she does so in order to validate a vision of marriage that does not
conform to the Augustinian good.
If the Wife uses marriage to try to generate social change (as Burger explains, 48), she
uses the structure of spiritual circumcision in trying to accomplish this change. In other words,
the Wife’s Tale performs a circumcision upon marriage, as part of an effort to use marriage to
“think” about the self-definition of late-medieval elites (as Burger discusses, 78). As Burger
argues, the Wife’s insistence upon personal experience “suggests an engagement with the present
that is significantly different from the masculinist clerical hermeneutic she argues with” (80).
Moreover, “Rather than simply pointing ‘back’ to a transcendent, originary moment in the past
or ‘outside’ to the frame of some hegemonic authority, the Wife claims to occupy a present that
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is its own moment” (80). I simply wish to clarify that the Wife engages with a clerical
hermeneutic that—rather than simply pointing back to a transcendent, originary moment in the
past—is a dialectical process, one in which one transcendent, originary moment (i.e., Christ’s
vita) serves as the mechanism for superseding events antecedent to that moment (i.e., the law and
history of the Jewish Bible). So, the “authority” that the Wife eschews is not structured in
relation to a temporally static past; rather, this authority is committed in principle to a logic of
supersession: clerical authority relies upon an allegoresis that interrelates temporal moments
through typology.
Furthermore, and more to the point, this logic of supersession is one of the technologies
that the Wife deploys subversively. As David Williams suggests, the Wife escapes from the
present by insisting upon an experience that consists of sex and power; she desires the past and
anticipates the future (66). As part of her project of validating her status in an emerging new
order, the Wife in her Tale employs a narrative structure that borrows from Patristic circumcising
allegoresis. The Wife, like the Church Fathers, re-reads the past through allegory. Structurally,
her Tale revivifies the present through a recapitulation of the past—and, in this, the Wife is a
student of Paul—but her Tale thus produces a vision of marriage not in accord with doctrine. In
this way, circumlogical narrative allows the Wife to reimagine marriage—and thereby to
remarriage relations between body and community—while her involvement with Pauline
allegoresis assuages the “anxieties that such a departure from the past provokes” (as described by
Burger, x).
How one parses the implications of this argument may depend upon one’s perspective.
Aers points out that, however much the Wife protests Pauline theology, she remains trapped
within its systems (149). On the other hand, Straus argues that, even though the Wife becomes
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enclosed in masculine discourse, she undermines this discourse (528). Yet a third possibility:
Cox points out that the Wife’s poetics is ambivalent and provides no clear solutions to the
interrelationships between gender and language (237). And Minnis offers that, though “fallible,”
the Wife nevertheless provides useful instruction (245). My reading suggests that the Wife uses
Pauline exegesis against itself—that, in other words, Pauline textual strategies enable the Wife’s
claim upon the universal.

2. How the Wife of Bath Has—and Is—a Foreskin

Some early readers of The Canterbury Tales evidently read the Wife in terms of a
preputial framework. Notably, the manuscript tradition shows that, in general, glosses on the
Prologue cite Patristic theology in order to prevent readers from sympathizing with the Wife
(Caie, 77). But Schibanoff clarifies this point, noting that individual glossators differ in their
sympathy for the Wife and in their level of Patristic engagement (107). At least one glossator
annotated the Wife’s Prologue with Jerome’s interpretation of marriage as uncircumcision
(Skeat, V.295). The Wife declares that she would enjoy marking her husband “on his flesh”:
An housbonde I wol have—I wol nat lette—
Which shal be bothe my dettour and my thral,
And have his tribulacion withal
Upon his flessh, whil that I am his wyf. (ll. 154-57)57
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All citations of The Canterbury Tales are from the Riverside edition (Fragment III, Group D)
by line number. Note that my research of the scholarship on the Wife of Bath has relied on
Beidler and Biebel.
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The Ellesmere Manuscript glosses this passage with a marginal note citing Jerome, who in
Against Jovinian equated women with foreskins and called married men uncircumcised. The
marginalia reads: “Qui uxorem habet, et debitor dicitur, et esse in praeputio, et servus uxoris”
(“whoever has a wife is called a debtor, a slave of his wife; and he is said to be uncircumcised”;
Skeat, V.295). Of course, the Wife engages with Against Jovinian in a fairly extensive way (see
Blamires, 18). And Chaucer translates Jerome almost verbatim, with the Wife referring to her
husbands as “detour” and “thrall” (translating debitor and servus). “Flessh”—at least according
to the glossator—refers to the state of uncircumcision that constitutes (for Jerome) a man’s
marriage. Read through the gloss, the Wife proposes to uncircumcise her husband by enslaving
him to her fleshly demands. Put another way, the Wife’s randiness means that her vision of
marriage does not conform to the Augustinian goods of marriage. After all, the Wife does not
simply advocate multiple marriages; she also advocates for a kind of pleasure-seeking within
marriage that does not conform to orthodoxy (as discussed in Slaughter, 86). This makes the
Wife’s marriages spiritually uncircumcised.
In a comic send-up of Jerome, the Wife relishes the prospect of turning her husbands into
the uncircumcised thralls of fleshly enslavement. And, of course, the Wife enjoys commanding
her husbands’ literal foreskins. In other words, the Wife’s reference to “flesh” becomes a double
entendre: “flesh” refers to the praeputium of an unorthodox matrimony, as well as to the very
literal flesh of the penis. Moreover, it is the praeputium of Pauline textuality—the literal level—
that serves the Wife’s exegetical practice. Disagreeing with contemporary commentaries in the
Glossa ordinaria, the Wife practices an unorthodox literalism (Besserman, 66; Wurtele, 104).
Through her erotically charged pun on “flesh,” the Wife ironically insists upon the enjoying the
prepuce, as well as the textual praeputium. By ironizing the Patristic preoccupation with
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foreskins, the Wife enacts a kind of rhetorical uncircumcision, i.e., she performs a kind of
preputial wit that is not oriented, through allegoresis, toward the good of marriage. Since this wit
does not align with orthodox spiritual ends, the Wife’s pun promulgates the kind of uncut
rhetoric that religious like Damian wished to excise.
The Wife’s campy reading of Jerome inspires further play form the Pardoner:
Ye been a noble prechour in this cas.
I was aboute to wedde a wyf; allas!
What sholde I bye it on my flessh so deere?
Yet hadde I levere wedde no wyf to-yeere! (ll. 165-68)
The Pardoner protests rather too much, claiming that he would marry a woman—except that the
Wife has taught him about Jerome’s insight. But, as the Wife points out, the Pardoner clearly has
other reasons for eschewing matrimony. The Pardoner’s stated wish to remain circumcised of
women provides a pretense for hiding his desire to “drynken of another tonne” (ll. 170). Reading
the Pardoner, the Wife effectively mocks not only the Pardoner himself but also Jerome’s
celibacy, which Jerome symbolized by the circumcised member. Through the Wife’s exchange
with the Pardoner, the Wife ridicules the Pardoner’s queerness, and, indirectly, she lampoons
Patristic theology’s homoerotic preoccupation with the “flesh” of the praeputium.58
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Scholarship on the Pardoner: Curry suggested that the Pardoner is what medieval
physiognomists labeled a eunuchus ex nativitate and that his depiction is influenced by
physiognomies that related appearance and character (594-59). Robert P. Miller suggested that
the Pardoner’s physical eunuchry is emblematic of a spiritual condition (182). Rowland,
however, proposde the Chaucer did not craft the Pardoner in relation to hermeneutic theory but
as a response to an actual person (“Animal,” 57). Later, Rowland proposed that medieval readers
would not have found the Pardoner especially exceptional and would have regarded him simply
as a portrait of human nature’s incompleteness (256). Howard compared the Pardoner to the
modern stereotype of a homosexual (Idea, 345). Donaldson argued that the Pardoner’s asexuality
symbolizes his lovelessness, which enables his artfulness (“Thwarted,” 258). Similarly,
McAlpine sees the Pardoner as a fairly sympathetic figure and argues that Chaucer intended to
challenge sexual phobias through him (18). Lawton pointed out that the Pardoner is sexually
anomalous to the other Pilgrims, and C. David Benson likewise insisted that the Pardoner’s
sexuality is ambiguous and that the theory of his homosexuality is not well grounded (51; 339).
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In the Wife, the Pardoner seems to see a kindred spirit (Lumiansky, 8). Although
apparent opposites, both represent cupidity and distorted sexuality (Kernan, 25). And the Wife’s
exchange with the Pardoner may further license a circumlogical reading, because the Pardoner
clings to his circumcised bachelorhood heretically (not out of sincere devotion, but out of
disordered desire). As Sherman Hawkins has observed, the Pardoner’s moral hypocrisy makes
him uncircumcised in the Pauline sense: he preaches a kind of carnal circumcision (telling people
to abstain from corporeal vices), but he practices a spiritual uncircumcision (623). In The
Pardoner’s Tale, the Pardoner uses allegory for fleshly rather than spiritual ends. The characters
of this tale seek a literal Death, only to arrive at a moralistic allegory about how the letter kills.
The Pardoner wraps this Pauline allegory within a film of sneering sarcasm. As the Pardoner
explains to the other pilgrims, he often tells this fable for immoral reasons (he uses the story as a
sermon to trick people into buying indulgences from him, and then he wastes this money on
booze and gambling). As Hawkins writes, the Pardoner
reduces Christianity to a code as rigorous and external as the old law itself: he is
inwardly a Jew of the kind described in [Romans 2] verses 17-24. His preaching,
Green argued that the Pardoner’s effeminacy follows from his carnality and spiritual duplicity
(357). Howard supposed that the Pardoner’s thwarted gender identity made him similar to the
Wife (“Thwarted,” 243). Knight saw the Pardoner as based on Faux Semblant, with his outer
appearance a metaphor for his hypocrisy (126, 81). Gillam argued that “mare” refers to a
homosexual (194). Gross argues that constructions of the Pardoner as gay are ahistorical and that
the Pardoner should be as a sodomite and interrelatedly as an idolater (2). Tracking the reception
history of the Pardoner, Bowden shows that pre-Victorian readers saw the Pardoner as comic
rather than wicked (81). Emmerson and Herzman posit that the Pardoner can be read in light of
the fact that medieval exegetes labeled simony as “spiritual sodomy” (423). Burger argued that
the Pardoner’s queerness destabilizes medieval gender categories, and later that the kiss between
the Host and the Pardoner entails embracing masculinity’s deconstruction (“Queer,” 162-63;
“Kissing,” 1152). Kruger argued for seeing the Pardoner as a gay figure who disrupts
heterosexual constructs (137). Dinshaw suggested that the Pardoner reveals the inadequacy of
male/female spirit/letter binaries, that his body proposes a letter devoid of spirit; and later that he
markes the incompleteness of heterosexuality (Sexual Poetics, 157; “Chaucer’s Queer,” 92). For
an historiographic review of the scholarship on the Pardoner’s sexuality, see Sutton, especially
xlix-li.
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like the old law, increases the concupiscence which it condemns. Thus the
Pardoner specially extols the virtues of a relic from a ‘hooly Jewes sheep.’
Drinking from a well in which it has been washed cures diseases of sheep and
cattle and multiples worldly possessions—‘As thilke hooly Jew oure elders
taughte.’ (623)
Professing a legalistic moralism, the Pardoner conspicuously wears no hood—“but hood for
jolity wore he none” (Gen. Prol., ll. 680). This sartorial sign of Judaizing circumcision registers
the Pardoner’s inner sklerokardia. Hoodless “jolity” perverts the spirit of glossing, just as much
as a “jolly body” opposes glossing. A gelding or a mare, the Pardoner declines phallic
integrity—hence he realizes Paul’s sardonic curse upon circumcisers (“I would they were even
cut off!”), and he embodies the conflation of circumcision and castration theorized by Freud
(Gal. 5:12).59 Sexually ambiguous and morally reprehensible, sartorially shorn and
matrimonially clipped, the Pardoner uses circumcised allegory for uncircumcised ends. Copeland
suggested that the Pardoner figures rhetoric as “an emasculated or effeminate male body”
(“Pardoner,” 149). Moreover, in his lack of a clear gender identity, the Pardoner is the overliteralization of—the uncircumcised version of—the Pauline ideal by which “there is neither Jew
nor Greek… there is neither male nor female” (Gal. 3:28).
Along with the Pardoner’s uncircumcision, and the glossator’s reference to the
praeputium, the medieval disciplines of theology and medicine also suggest that the male
foreskin may serve as a frame of reference for the Wife. As Jennifer Smith argues, the medieval
disciplines of theology and medicine both understood the male body as normative and the female
body as a deviation from this norm. Through metaphors of circumcision, “the male body is
invested with the ability to cleanse itself of physical sin, by means of actions that were perceived
to be exclusive to men” (113). The Wife’s deafness links her with the Biblical trope of
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On Freud’s conflation of circumcision and castration, see Geller, 25.
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“uncircumcised ears” (Jeffrey, 219). And, notably, this deafness results from her attempt to
literally destroy a text (Kara Virginia Donaldson, 142). And, as Karma Lochrie suggests, the
Wife refers once to her clitoris, which, according to Lochrie, medieval anatomists regarded as
equivalent to the foreskin (Lochrie, 95).60 The Wife, uncircumcised in body and soul, represents
a departure from the ideal articulated by Paul (circumcised in heart and indifferent to the literal
penis). “Was the Wife of Bath Jewish?” Leslie Fielder asked (Szarmach, 205). In her defiance of
Pauline hermeneutics, the Wife (like the Pardoner) flirts with a “Jewish” disposition. In her
lustiness, the Wife resembles the (modern) stereotype of the overly masculine Jewish woman (as
discussed in Geller, 8-9).
In addition, scholars have noted that the Wife resembles the figure of Synagoga.
Robertson makes this comparison in a footnote (331, fn. 96). And Sara Lipton points to the
Wife’s description of bad wifely behavior in her analysis of Synagoga, explaining that “because
Holy Church is traditionally construed in Christian exegesis as the bride of Christ, and therefore
exemplifies specifically wifely as well as generally Christian virtues, her counterpart—
Synagoga—would logically take on all the characteristics of a bad wife” (140). Lipton cites the
Wife as a prime example of such bad, synagogue-esque wives. Likewise, S.H. Rigby points out
that contemporary conduct manuals describe good and bad wives in terms of Ecclesia and
Synagoga (159). Additionally, Megan McLaughlin has observed that Honorius Augustodunensis,
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Lochrie writes, “the 1425 Middle English edition of the Cyrurgie of Guy de Chauliac
describes as part of the female sexual anatomy the ‘priue schappe or chose” that he analogizes to
the foreskin of the penis. John Trevisa’s 1398 translation of Bartholomwe Anglicus’s De
Proprietatibus Rerum also identifies the female ‘privy chose’ by way of comparison with the
male ‘yerd’ and the anatomy of the female ape. The Wife of Bath’s bele chose is one of the only
Middle English literary use of the term chose to mean ‘private part,’ but more importantly, it
may be one of the rare instances where female sexual pleasure is so directly (and anatomically)
invoked)” (95). Galen also saw the pudendum as the mirror image of the praeputium (see Darby,
119).
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in a dialogue between Ecclesia and Synagoga about whom they could marry, depicted the former
as an allegorizer and the later as a literalist (229). Relatedly, Reiss argues that the Wife—due to
her inability to perceive the spiritual meaning of the text—prefers the Old Testament (61). Also,
Robertson suggests that the Wife blurs the distinction between the Old and the New laws as a
central part of the Wife’s exegetical strategy (326). More generally, Rose also has observed
correspondences between Synagoga and other female figures in Chaucer (3). In her status as
heretical exegete, the Wife’s interest in the “flesh” of marriage—the Hieronymian praeputium—
bears upon the circumcised/uncircumcised divide that Paul formulated between Christianity and
Judaism. If, in patriarchal discourse, where women have no claim to the text, then “she is the
text” (as Hanh says; 438). Another way to put this: the Wife is the uncircumcision, both textually
and matrimonially.
Of course, the Wife also resembles other types: Fansler argues that the Wife is an
adaptation of the figure of La Vieille from Roman de la Rose (168; see also Kean on differences
between the Wife and La Vieille, 154). But perhaps the Wife is so intriguing, because she resists
type. Pearsall believes that, by giving the Wife a contemporary location and social status,
Chaucer translates the Wife out of an iconographic tradition (81). Burger questions the
persistence of seeing the Wife as a real person; and Crane has argued against the many attempts
to read the Wife psychologically (82; 15). Meanwhile, Hanning recognizes that the Wife has
herself been glossed as an antifeminist stereotype (“I shall,” 50). Roger Ellis notes that the
Prologue is a compilation of reported or direct speech, and Kane points out that the Prologue’s
excessive details make the Wife seem more life-like (131; Chaucer, 98). In her preference for
experience over authority, the Wife seems to develop an allegory out of her own autobiography:
she constructs herself as the letter of a text to be read allegorically—as a textual praeputium.
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As I have established, preputial connotations circumfuse amplification and the genre of
the preface (see Chapter 2). Duncan points out that the Wife’s Prologue follows Vinsauf’s
guidelines for amplification (199). The Pardoner’s interruption incites the Wife’s extensive
discourse (as Moore notes, 481). And, notably, the Wife’s engagement with Patristic theology
takes the shape of a fleshy preface that meditates upon the genitals. Taking up the theme of
marital fleshiness, the Wife’s diatribe assumes the form of an abnormally long prologue. The
Friar complains that “this is a long preamble of a tale” (ll. 831). Indeed, the Wife’s prologue is
nearly as long as the General Prologue itself (as Wagenknecht points out, 95). I am suggesting
that the Wife’s Prologue constructs her as a kind of textual praeputium, as the literal level of
textuality that requires circumcising allegoresis. The Wife has—or is?—a foreskin. (I suspect
that the attempt to read her as a person—rather than as a gloss—follows from a kind of prePauline refusal to fully allegorize and to come to terms with the completely radical proposition
that there is neither “male nor female.”) As the Wife so shrewdly points out, the contradictions in
Paul’s own writings—especially in his writings on sex and marriage—themselves reveal how the
body cannot be completely subsumed into allegorical transcendence.
In the following section, I will read the Tale in order to show how its narrative structure
aims to excise this praeputium. For now, let me also call attention to the Wife’s preference for
literal law. Throughout her Prologue, the Wife takes issue with the fact that the theology of
marriage does not rest upon what she calls “expres word” (ll. 61). The Wife eschews the
allegorizing interpretations by which her Patristic interlocutors understand marriage; she favors
instead the plain text. Meanwhile, the Wife subordinates her husbands to what she calls “my
lawe”—a rule by which she “governed hem” (219). The Wife favors a kind of literal, fleshly law
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over allegoresis. Countering Jerome, the Wife resorts to an uncircumcised hermeneutics. As the
Wife explains,
Yet herde I nevere tellen in myn age
Upon this nombre diffinicioun.
Men may devyne and glosen, up and doun,
But wel I woot, expres, withoute lye,
God bad us for to wexe and multiplye;
That gentil text kan I wel understonde. (ll. 24-29)
Discrediting the diviners, the Wife favors the “gentil text” of Genesis 1:28 (“be fruitful and
multiply,” etc.). Warren S. Smith suggests that the Wife here adopts an Augustinian position on
marriage (129). Whereas Jerome used numeric symbolism to force a Scriptural interpretation that
casts doubt on God’s blessing of marriage in Genesis, Augustine developed his understanding of
marriage from a plainer reading of Genesis (Smith, 135). True. But the Wife does not simply
acquiesce to Augustinian hermeneutics. Indeed, her concern for the “gentil text” may even make
her the member of a heretical sect (Mahoney, 146).
Let me briefly digress to summarize Augustine’s gloss upon the relevant line in Genesis;
then I will return to the Wife. In De Civitate Dei, Augustine argues against an overly allegorizing
interpretation of Genesis 1:27 that would construe “man” and “woman” as symbols of the mind
and the body. By denying that Genesis genders the mind/body dualism, Augustine—in this
particular case—thwarts the construction advanced by Dinshaw and Copeland; and, implicitly,
Augustine suggests that his own approach to exegesis does not partake of such a construction.
Augustine does not separate the literal and the scriptural dualistically (as in some modern, binary
opposition of feminine and masculine); instead, Augustine correlates the literal and the scriptural
dialectically (as two antitheses resolved by the Pauline paradox that reads the uncircumcised
body as “circumcised”). Augustine eschews an allegoresis that reads “man” and “woman”
without reference to literal human bodies; but he does not therefore proscribe allegoresis
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altogether. Augustine grounds his interpretation of the passage within what “plainly appears” in
the text (“evidentissime apparet”), but he allows that the plain text has spiritual implications
(“omnia quanquam non inconvenienter possint etiam ad intellectuam spiritualem referri”; De
Civ., 14.22). Reading allegorically in De Genesi contra Manichaeos, Augustine puts this passage
into the service of his explication of original sin (see Smith, 135; De Gen. 1:13). In De Civitate
Dei, Augustine reads into the plain text a blessing upon the sacrament of matrimony (“vinculo
conjugali”). The passage itself, of course, does not explicitly mention marriage; but Augustine
determines the spiritual meaning of the passage by referring to the Gospels. As Augustine notes,
Christ cites this passage while discussing the law of marriage—and, notably, this anecdote pits
Christ against a legalistic Pharisee (De Civ., 14.22; Matt. 19:4-5). Augustine’s explication of the
plain text, then, dilates beyond the literal and toward the spiritual, and of course he understands
God as prescribing a marriage specifically ordered toward the good. For Augustine, the implicit
meaning of these Old Testament lines becomes clear by cross-referencing the New Testament in
a synthesis of text and allegoresis that disallows any sharp distinction between a Jewish and a
Gentile text.
Augustine reads Genesis in the interest of advancing a sexual ethics that orders
intercourse toward spiritual ends. The Wife, in contrast, cites the “gentil text” without
undertaking this kind of interpretive circumcision. The Wife understands “be fruitful and
multiply” as a literal commandment to screw and to screw often. As Bernard Felix Huppé points
out, the Wife invokes the Augustinian understanding of the text—but only in order to ignore
Augustine, “in favor of her own gloss, which reads into the text an encouragement to be active in
her favorite amusement” (111). By ironically agreeing to the Hieronymic conflation of marriage
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and uncircumcision, the Wife promotes her own marriages with an uncircumcised reading. For
her, the Jewish text becomes Gentile “in the heart” (overly carnal in its literalism).
On the hermeneutic spectrum, the Wife’s position has more in common with Augustine’s
plain allegory than with Jerome’s numerology; but the Wife is plainer still than Augustine. Her
insistence upon the “gentil text” suggests that, in her exegetical approach, she critiques the
Patristic theories that, using metaphors of circumcision, distinguished between “Jewish” and
“Gentile” modes of reading. As a noun, the Middle English “gentil” means both noblemen and
non-Jews, and, as an adjective, the word refers to noble rank, gentle character, and to pagans
(MED). The gentle/Gentile pun occurs often during the Renaissance, notably in The Merchant of
Venice (as I discuss more fully in my next chapter). Burger sees the term “gentil” as elastic,
undecidable, and unstable (53-59). And A.C. Spearing argues that the gentle/Gentile pun informs
The Franklin’s Tale, whose pagan characters explore how “gentilesse” does not result from
genealogy. Christian supersessionary theology transfers the status of the chosen people from
Jews to Gentiles, an idea that underwrites the possibility of deconstructing categories of class
status (see Spearing, 40-41). As Spearing points out, Piers Plowman describes this
supersessionary theology in terms of “gentil men”: Langland notes that “The Jewes, that were
gentil men, Jesu thei despised” so that Christians became “gentil men with Jesu” (B.XIX. 35, 40;
qtd. in Spearing, 42-43).
Also, in reference to Gen. 1:28, the word “gentil” may insinuate the genitals (for
example, when John Trevisa explicates this passage: “In þe membres genytal god haþ send suche
an appetite inseperable þat eueriche beest schulde be comfortid to multeplie beestis of his owne
kynde”; 60b/a). Given the Wife’s abiding interest in the sex organs, and given how the
Jew/Gentile dynamic deeply informs the Patristic writers with whom the Wife debates, the
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polyvalent phrase “gentil text” pulses with the chaste praeputium of exegesis and with the
naughty uncircumcision of the Wife’s lust. The Wife construes the act of glossing as a kind of
erotic performance, as when she says of a husband that “But in oure bed he was so fresh and gay,
/ And therwithal so wel coude he me glose” (ll. 508-509; Hanning notes this pun as well, 19-20).
And, as cited previously, the Wife portrays glossing as an “up and down” motion, and she
repeats this description later when she discusses the meaning of the sex organs:
Glose whoso wole, and seye bothe up and doune
That they were maked for purgacion
Of uryne, and oure bothe thynges smale
Were eek to knowe a femele from a male,
And for noon oother cause—say ye no? (ll. 119-123)
Glossing, Alyson says, transpires upon the genitals; and glossers read the genitals through an “up
and down” action. This “up and down” motion speaks to Pauline transcendence (i.e., to the
movement from the “uncircumcised” literal level to the “circumcised” spiritual level). But,
because these lines explicitly treat the genitals, the “up and down” motion also suggests male
masturbation (or coitus), which, like circumcision, exposes the glans of circumlogical meaning.
Though authority cannot experience the joys of earthly intercourse, it still strokes the figurative
praeputia of textuality. The glossers may deny the sexual role of the genitals, but Alyson
identifies their glossing as an erotic activity—one that occurs onanistically, within the all-male
discipline of theology, or one that occurs heterosexually, as when her husband “reads” her. As
Wetherbee notes, the Wife’s views on glossing change: she views glossing as misogynistic, later
as pleasurable (84). I mean to point out that, in both cases, she sees it as erotic.
Likewise, Delasanta argues that quoniam has ecclesiastical connotations, so that this sex
pun equates the vagina with something divine (202). When the Wife asserts that Christ
“refreshed many a man,” and when she jests that, with one husband, she “made of him of the
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same wode a croce,” she sees the material elements of Christ’s vita—his manhood, his cross—as
opportunities for commenting wittily on the erotic potential latent in the Incarnation (ll. 146,
485). By mocking the literal level of Scripture—by sexualizing the biography of Christ—she
mocks the literary-theoretical praeputium. Her own lust for “play” (both sexual and textual)
takes place upon the film of her preface/prepuce, which slides up and down between authority
and experience, lubricating the friction between spirit and letter.
As I have said, the Wife’s reading of Gen. 1:28 does not conform to the kind of
allegorical process by which Augustine sees the text as an injunction to Christian marriage; but
the Wife describes her reading as gentil/Gentile. Her literal text, however gentil, is exactly the
kind of Gentile text that needs a circumcising hermeneutics in order to become spiritual. But the
Wife refuses to accept the spiritual valence of the text, as though offering a rejoinder to Paul. In
her Prologue, the Wife of Bath refers to Saint Paul the Apostle by name or by title six times,
more than the Wife directly refers to any other auctoritee (ll. 49, 64, 73, 79, 160, 341). In her
discussion of Paul, the Wife splits legalistic hairs, pointing out that Paul provided only
“conseille” and not “comandement” (66-67). The Wife insists upon taking Paul as literally as
possible—and in this, she offers a challenge to more orthodox Pauline readers, like the Nun’s
Priest, whose hermeneutic approach is “taketh the fruyt, and lat the chaf be stille” (VII, ll.
3441).61
As the Wife dwells upon the apparently problematic nature of the female body, she
describes how men have constructed women under a Pauline paradigm that distinguishes
between inner and outer layers of meaning. In her Prologue, the Wife acknowledges the Patristic
distinction between spiritual and bodily purity, saying “Hem lyketh to be clene, body and goost”
61

Curiously, Justman points out that, by noting inconsistencies in Paul’s epistles, the Wife
actually resembles Jerome (102).
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(ll. 97). But, in her Tale, the Wife suggests that misogynists view femininity as unable to
acquiesce to this framework. As the Wife explains, misogynists see women as hypocrites
(outwardly pure but inwardly impure); and, contradictorily, misogynists also see women as
unable to maintain an inner life distinct from outward show. “For be we never so vicious
withinne,” she explains, “We wol been holden wyse, and clene of sinne” (ll. 943-44). Here,
women practice the kind of legalism that Paul decries. Yet, as the Wife immediately goes on to
say, “Pardee, we women conne no-thing hele” (ll. 950). Women cannot, that is, hide secrets
inwardly. The Wife’s jolly body utterly fails the hermeneutic tests outlined by Romans 2.
Women are spiritually uncircumcised (outwardly pure but inwardly sinful), and yet, women are
also always outwardly expressive of their interiority (excessively literal). I believe that the
narrative process of the Wife’s Tale aims to circumcise the female body—to discipline it through
allegoresis—in order to liberate it from this double bind.

3. Circumcising Marriage in the Tale

As Sachi Shimomura notes, the Wife’s Tale shares structural similarities with SGGK
(138, ff). I contend that the Tale, like SGGK, practices a theo-poetics of circumcised narratology.
But, whereas SGGK climaxes with the nick upon its unwedded male protagonist—a nick that
allows the poem to access allegorical meaning—the Wife’s Tale uses a female figure as a vehicle
to circumcise, to access allegorical insights that cleanse the story’s male hero of material pursuits
and that ally the institution of marriage with more spiritual ends.
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As Dinshaw writes, the Wife’s Prologue and Tale create an “allegorical representation of
the act of reading” (120). More specifically, the Wife’s Tale constitutes an allegorical
representation of the act of allegorical reading. In the Prologue, the Wife herself often eschews
an allegoresis of Scripture. But she tells her Tale—and the anecdotes in her Prologue—
specifically in order to prove a moral point: “And therefore every man this tale I telle,” she
remarks, “Winne whoso may” (ll. 413-14). The Wife’s attitude toward story-telling borrows
from the humanist belief that stories may contain moral truths, and, as Seth Lerer writes, the
Wife’s heavy garments allegorically represent the veil of allegory that Boccaccio attributes to
poetry (258). And yet the Wife cynically jests about the market-value of the edifying moral profit
of allegorical fable, as when she claims that “al is for to selle” (ll. 414). As Finke points out, this
pun demonstrates how the Wife sees sex and marriage in economic terms (171). Like the
Pardoner, the Wife tells allegorical stories whose “winnings”—whose moral kernels—are also
venal, since they serve her own ends. Indeed, the Wife—in defiance of Macrobius and
Augustine—uses a dream-vision allegory, in order to propagate her falsehoods (ll. 575-84).62 As
Leicester shrewdly notes, the reader cannot trust that this lie is in fact a lie (234).
Speaking allegorically, the Wife situates her Tale within a pre-Christian past that
anticipates a Christian Britain. The Wife describes how, in the days of Arthur, the land was filled
with fairies; but friars exorcised these spirits, and now the land is filled with friars (ll. 857-81).
The Wife sets up an implicit comparison between the fairies and friars; the “limitours” haunt
“every lond and every streem / as thikke as motes in the sonne-beem”—a fantastic image that
insinuates a similarity between these friars and the fairies who previously “daunced ful ofte in
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Similarly, as Beichner points out, Jankyn’s story of a man with three wives—while ostensibly
an allegorical fable—seems designed to aggravate the Wife and therefore is not properly
allegorical (38).
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many a grene mede” (ll. 866-67, 861). Now “ther is noon other incubus but he” (ll. 880). By the
Wife’s time, Christians had replaced pre-Christian anti-types. Peter Brown and Andrew Butcher
describe the world of fairy as an “alternative authority” (37); but, as I will show, this world’s
authority rests upon its interpretation through the present, Christian moment.
This sense of the pagan past—and of its loosely allegorical relationship with the Christian
present—seems to inform the Wife’s descriptions of the Loathly Lady. Emphatically, the Wife
describes the Loathly Lady as old, ancient, and elderly. Such descriptions occur at least sixteen
times throughout the Tale, and the Lady’s age is a considerable source of her repulsiveness (ll.
1000, 1004, 1063, 1072, 1100, 1110, 1118, 1131, 1154, 1160, 1172, 1207, 1215, 1210, 1213).
Alfred David has suggested that the Wife holds in contempt all old things, including herself (16).
And it seems to me that a driving force in the Tale is a desire to transform Old into New. Indeed,
Peck points out that the Wife shares Paul’s interest in reordering the old into the new (158).
Earlier in this chapter, I had posited that medieval thinkers constructed women by analogy with
Ecclesia and Synagoga; and, following this line of thinking, the Loathly Lady may function—not
exactly as a Synagoga figure—but as a type that, through supersessionary allegoresis, may
undergo a conversion into the “new.” The Loathly Lady, in her ability to transform, stands at the
crux of the old/new divide, by which circumcision and matrimony are inverse exceptions to
covenantal theology. By practicing a form of Pauline exegesis, the Lady transforms “old” into
“new” and works toward creating a new kind of marriage and gentility.
The Lady intends to teach her husband to understand the spiritual dimensions of
marriage. As the Lady herself proclaims, she eschews the material benefits of matrimony:
For thogh that I be foul and old and pore,
I nolde for al the metal ne for ore
That under erthe is grave or lyth above
But if thy wyf I were, and eek thy love. (ll. 1063-66)
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Like Hugh and other theologians, the Lady prefers true, spiritual marriage over the “office and
ese” of the Wife. Notably, the Knight of the Tale is possessed by carnal desires—he is, first of
all, a rapist, and, in a similarly carnal way, he marries for purely fleshly reasons (to save his own
hide—and in this way, the Knight resembles Gawain, who protects his own life even at the risk
of faithlessness). And, relatedly, the Knight is conspicuously a subject of law—first, because his
crime brings him to court; second, because Guinevere’s offer of mercy places him within her
bond; and third, because he makes a pact with the Lady. Again and again, the carnal Knight
enters into legalistic relationships. It is this legalistic fleshiness that the Lady will convert.
The Hag enables this conversion through her reading of genility—a reading that Gray
calls the Tale’s “moral climax” (18). In her transformation, the Lady reorients her husband’s
priorities from the material to the spiritual, and, in so doing, she affirms that their marriage rests
upon mutual consent (thus making it a spiritual marriage rather than a marriage ad officium). At
the Tale’s climax, the Lady undertakes an allegorizing interpretation of “gentillesse” that
precipitates the Knight’s conversion. In her reading of gentility, the Lady denies the concept’s
fleshy aspects, in favor of its spiritual dimensions: she performs an allegoresis upon the “gentil”
or “Gentile.”
Like the category of the “Gentiles” in the works of Paul, “gentilesse” refers to moral as
well as genealogical qualities. And the Loathly Lady, like Paul, tries to disentangle these
connections through spiritualization. Skeat notes that both in the Wife of Bath’s Tale and in
“Gentilesse,” Chaucer subscribes to a Boethian view that emphasizes gentility as a spiritual
rather than genealogical characteristic (I.552-54; V.319). Helen Phillips sees Chaucerian
gentilesse as an admixture of religious and social perspectives (171). But Coghill argues that
Chaucer views gentilesse as specifically Christian, and Gloria K. Shapiro argues that the Wife’s
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“sermon” on gentilesse reveals the basically religious nature of her character (15; 131). Certainly
the Loathly Lady highlights the theological stakes of Boethian gentility when she cites God as its
true originator (ll. 1129; 1162). Whatever the religious origins of the concept, gentilesse
undergoes a kind of exegesis: it is read by the Hag in its spiritual rather than material aspects.
Moreover, by using forms of the word “gentil” rather excessively (23 times) the Hag italicizes
the word, making its meaning not more precise but more expansive (ll. 1109, 1111, 1115, 1116,
1117, 1130, 1134, 1137, 1146, 1152, 1153, 1156, 1157, 1159, 1162, twice in 1170, 1175, 1209,
1211). Through excessive repetition—with the word appearing successively, sometimes once per
line in consecutive lines—the Lady uses a circumcised wit of the kind practiced by Donne and
theorized by Ellis (witty, because playfully redundant; and circumcised, because allegorizing and
in the spirit of a Christian ethics). This allegoresis cuts apart the narrative tissue of the tale,
piercing the protagonist’s heart and bringing spiritual resolution to his marriage.
The Lady’s spiritual interpretation of gentility—like Gawain’s post-nick reading of
Biblical sources—marks the Tale’s crucial turn. As Sachi Shimomura writes, “when the foul old
wife, the heroine of the Tale, transforms herself into her fair young incarnation, her change
abruptly truncates her narrative” (138). The allegoresis of “gentil” effects a rhetorical
circumcision, one that reveals the moral of the text. The Lady’s spiritual interpretation of
gentility coincides with an act of miraculous, Christian love. Much as the Green Knight had
entrapped Gawain, the Lady has clenched the Knight within a prisoner’s dilemma. The Knight
faces an impossible choice (like the death that Paul considered the logical conclusion of human
moral systems). Like the climactic scene of SGGK, the Lady’s turn to allegory enables the
Knight’s escape from a dire situation, and allegoresis takes dermatological form (with the Lady’s
body radically transforming from old to new). Now, coming to his spiritual senses, the Knight
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accedes to allow his wife’s sovereignty. The hermeneutic circumcision that the Loathly Lady
performs upon the concept of gentility magically results in the skinning of her own body. As in
Herman’s Opusculum, dermatological transformation occasions hermeneutic conversion: the
outer layer of textuality undergoes circumcision in order to reveal the inner, allegorical meaning.
So, the Wife’s Tale serves as an allegorical representation of the act of Pauline allegorical
reading.
Not coincidentally, one analogue of the Wife’s Tale features the figure of Gawain. In
“The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnelle,” Gawain plays a role similar to the one played
by the Loathly Lady’s Knight. If any continuity of characterization exists between the Gawain of
SGGK and the Gawain of “Wedding,” then this continuity may embrace the underlying Pauline
tension that shapes these plots and that shapes the Wife’s Tale. As discussed in my previous
chapter, the Gawain of SGGK undergoes a circumcising conversion. Similarly, “Wedding”
places Gawain within a legalistic framework—a predicament thrice called a “covenant”—and
this legalism becomes transformed, not through a converting nick on the neck, but through a
dermatological miracle that turns the letter of matrimony into a spiritual union (ll. 282, 362,
576). “Wedding” and SGGK represent different attempts to work out the same Pauline problem;
SGGK concerns itself with the spiritual circumcision of the individual heart; whereas “Wedding”
and the Wife’s Tale take up the question of how to spiritually circumcise individuals in their
wedded relation to one another.
SGGK and the Opusculum condense the Jewish/Gentile tension upon male bodies, while
the “Wedding” and the Wife’s Tale project this tension onto earthly marriage. Whereas in SGGK
and the Opusculum male conversion fantastically circumcises textuality, in the “Wedding” and in
the Wife’s Tale this same fantasy plays out through the spiritual union of husband and wife.
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Earthly marriage—read by Jerome as a foreskin—serves (like the Jew or the chaste knight) as a
vehicle for working out the implications of a religion theorized by phallic metaphors. In other
words, these stories put into practice the theological task of translating marriage from the Old to
the New (necessary because of its ambiguous status in covenantal theology) and of translating
marriage from the fleshly to the spiritual (necessary because of marriage’s sexual component).
Certainly, a different methodological vocabulary might also describe this insight, and
reading the Wife of Bath in terms of circumcision may seem somewhat convoluted. But my
critical term allows us to see that, however much the Tale engages with the politics of gender,
these politics are also structured by—or in analogy with—another cultural system, namely
supersessionary allegoresis. The transposition of the circumcised/uncircumcised dialectic from
the male body onto the union of male and female necessarily introduces kinks into the system.
Ideally, the mystical heuristic of Pauline uncircumcision should apply to all humans universally
(Gal. 3:28). But, as the Wife reminds us, experience demonstrates that authority’s universalism
cannot fully spiritualize the genitals. For Paul, the genitals possess no inherent meaning; but, in
actual practice (the Wife says) human procreation requires acknowledging some distinction
between the sexes. If reading the uncircumcised male body as “circumcised” involves some
degree of cognitive dissonance, how much more so, to read the union of male and female as
preputial—and then to try to spiritualize that union through “circumcision.”
So, as the “Wedding” and the Wife’s Tale struggle to enact a poetics of circumcision
upon marriage, these two poems experiment with strategies for locating the praeputium that
Jerome identifies with marriage. The “Wedding” manages this issue by diffusing the tension
across two characters: the “Wedding” situates Gawain’s marriage within Arthur’s trial, and the
poem thereby dilutes the narrative energy. Chaucer manages this issue by creating the Wife as a
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frame for the story. The Wife becomes—like the amplified descriptions of Gawain in SGGK—
the preputial preface to the Tale’s circumcising narratology, the carnal text that seems to undergo
hermeneutic circumcision (but only seems, because, as I will discuss in the next section, the
Wife’s Tale only structurally allies with Paul; theologically her vision of marriage is
unorthodox).

4. Implications

While the Wife develops thematic and rhetorical fleshiness through uncircumcised
interpretation, the Loathly Lady finally brings spiritual resolution to the Wife’s Tale through
circumcising allegoresis. The Loathly Lady allegorizes the meaning of gentility, in order to
excise her husband’s carnal concerns and thereby to spiritualize their marriage. The Wife,
champion of the uncut flesh, maintains that any Pauline circumcision of marriage must entail
granting women access to the allegorical method. As Mogan points out, the Wife constructs
women’s sovereignty—rather than human salvation—as the bona matrimonii (123). Baker
argues that the Wife views woman’s sovereignty and the divine origin of gentilesse as equivalent
(634). Similarly, Cook argues that Wife’s goal of sexual gratification means that her marriages
cannot attain sacramental grace, and Makarewicz points out that the Wife’s desire for
sovereignty is a species of the pride that also leads her to lechery (52; 191). And the Hag, in her
argument with the Knight, appeals to the knight’s sexual appetite (Haller, 55). Ridley suggests
that the Pardoner’s Tale and the Wife’s Tale are related in structure (165). To the extent that the
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Wife leverages her circumcising tale to her own, uncircumcised ends, the Wife, like the
Pardoner, perverts allegory.
The Wife of Bath, though herself quite carnal, tells a tale in which she projects this
carnality unto the male figure while constructing the female as a force for spiritualization. A
certain kind of exegetical cynicism accounts for the many differences between the Wife’s
Prologue and her Tale. As Ruggiers points out, the Wife’s romance of transformation does not
seem to follow from much of the material in her Prologue (198). Cook likewise suggests that the
Wife’s lack of charity distinguishes her from the Lady, who saves her husband’s soul (65). And
Woolf suggests that the romance risks sentimentalizing the Wife (245). Brewer likewise notes
the differences between the Wife’s personality and the delicate nature of the Tale (Chaucer,
108). I see these contradictions as similar to the way that the Pardoner’s moral fable contradicts
his own character. The Wife creates her wittily uncircumcised Tale through a circumlogical
poetics, in order that the moral force of Pauline allegory could corroborate her basically unPauline theology of marriage. In this way, my reading agrees with Zimbardo’s argument that the
Prologue and Tale present a dialectic in which the Tale illustrates the conclusion to which the
dialectic arrives (11). Similarly, Knapp argues that the Wife’s performance of the antifeminist
tradition and of romance makes her both a new and a traditional female (“Alisoun,” 51). My
point is that, through the Prologue and the Tale, the Wife constructs a narrative trajectory that
builds up her fleshiness and then uses allegoresis as a strategy for trying to persuade her listeners
that she has “circumcised” marriage of this fleshiness.
Also, Wife’s circumcising tale puts into play a larger discussion about gentilesse, a key
theme throughout the Marriage Group (Albrecht, 459). The Wife’s status as the praeputium of
marriage—and her working out of this status through Prologue and Tale—invites inquiry into the
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kinds of hermeneutic strategies that may sheer off woman’s fleshiness through spiritual
marriage. Here, I can only briefly touch on the implications of my reader for the other tales. But
let me offer a brief take on how, in the Clerk’s Tale, a circumlogical structure preputializes the
female body. Walter sadistically torments his wife Griselda and, forcing her to return to her
family home, Walter permits Griselda to wear only her shrift—a preputial symbol that represents
the virginity lost through marriage (as in Jerome’s equation). At the poem’s harrowing climax,
Walter restores her children to Griselda. By stripping and skinning and re-stripping Griselda,
Walter turns his wife into an emblem of his own phallic power. But the Clerk resists the
circumlogical essaying of Griselda. The Clerk characterizes Walter’s stubbornness as a species
of spiritual uncircumcision. Like the Pardoner, Walter hesitates about marriage, and, clinging to
his purpose, Walter resembles a heretic who takes a certain “purpos” and refuses to release that
“purpos”:
But ther been folk of swich condicion
That whan they have a certain purpos take,
They kan nay stynte of hire entencion,
But, right as they were bounden to that stake,
They wol nat of that firste purpos slake.
Right so this markys fulliche hath purposed
To tempte his wyf as he was first disposed. (ll. 701-707)
According to the Clerk, Walter has become bound to his purpose, as though “bounden to that
stake”—a metaphor that recalls the typical punishment for heresy. By adhering to his purpose,
Walter recalls the Monk’s discussion of King Antiochus. The Monk uses the word “purpos”
while referring to Antiochus, who outlawed circumcision (see 1 Macc. 2.) The Monk twice says
that Antiochus held fast to his “purpos” (ll. 2598; 2604). Antiochus clings to his purpose by
clinging to the prepuce—so that the word “purpos” plays on those discourses that associate the
prepuce with heresy and obstinacy. Even if linguistic evidence cannot confirm that “purpos”
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operates as a full-throated pun, the word appears in the Clerk’s Tale bound up with a set of
preputial connotations: “purpos” signals the uncircumcised obstinacy of Antiochus, the heretical
stubbornness of Walter, and the very “purpos” or kernel of tale-telling—a purpose that remains
open to interpretation.
In its intertextual designs, the Clerk’s Tale engages questions of interpretation and
translation, as these pertain to the intersection of gender and circumcision. As Jessica Harkins
writes, Griselda refers to both male and female analogues:
The allusions to Job and Abraham are immediately apparent in the testing and
tormenting of the heroine, and her public undressing and re-dressing at her
husband's hands recalls Deuteronomy and St. Jerome's well-known discourses
about the biblical passage as a metaphor for literary translation. (2-3)
Iteratively stripped and clothed, Griselda recalls the circumcisions of Old Testament patriarchs,
as well as the denuding of the captive pagan woman. Which of these analogues would better
illuminate Griselda—and whether Griselda should stand as an exemplum of femininity, or as an
exemplum of mankind generally—depends upon the reader’s interpretive approach (depends
upon whether the reader penetrates the text, or circumcises it). Typology bends gender.
Petrarch fashioned Griselda as an interpretive problem by translating Boccaccio’s story
into Latin (Harkins, 7). Petrarch would universalize Griselda—would ennoble her into a symbol
of humanity rather than of simple femininity. This gesture would circumcise Griselda in the
Pauline sense (because it would allegorize Griselda beyond the realm of “men” and “women”
and elevate her into the spiritual plain wherein “ye are all one”; Gal. 3:28). The Clerk offers this
Petrarchan gloss, but then Chaucer’s Envoy advises against the will to hermeneutically
circumcise women (“No wedded man so hardy be t’assaille / His wyves pacience, in hope to
fynde / Grisildis, for in certein he shal faille”; ll. 1180-82). In contrast to this advice, the Host
links the Clerk’s “gentil” tale with his own “purpos”: “This is a gentil tale for the nones, / As to
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my purpos” (ll. 1212 e-f). The Host sympathizes with Walter’s stripping of Griselda, and he
takes the Tale somewhat too literally by assuming that its moral kernel applies to real-world
women.
The pilgrims’ debate about the essence of the Clerk’s Tale reflects how the Latinate
Patristic figure of the exegetical prepuce cannot wholly encompass earthly marriage within the
context of vernacular poetry. The Wife, the Pardoner, and the Clerk variously attempt forms of a
translatio praeputii that would read the vernacular body in terms of the Patristic prepuce.
Jerome’s transposition of the praeputium onto matrimony invites practical difficulties; and so,
too, with the application of Pauline uncircumcision upon the body of vernacular marriage stories.
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Chapter 6: Circumcising Marriage in Merchant and Measure

Narratives of romance often entail, at the climactic moment, a renunciation of
worldliness. Hollywood, for example, frequently produces romantic comedies that double as
conversion narratives—as stories about men who, in order to learn the true meaning of love,
must sacrifice careerist ambitions or material gain or low-down, horn-dog ways (like in
Pygmalion tales such as My Fair Lady, She’s All That, or Pretty Woman); or, in a similar way,
popular American movies often tell of women who must renounce their wealthy fiancés in order
to find real passion in the arms of proletarians (Titanic, for example). Such popular tropes—
however much Hollywood has allied those tropes with capital, and however much they may
partake of a particularly American thrill at “born again” experiences—still rely on a kind of
Pauline turn from the material to the spiritual. Such interarticulations of romance and conversion
are the subject of my chapter. And they are an inspiration for my conjecture that Pauline
circumcision structures pre-modern marriage.
I discern, in two of Shakespeare’s comedies, the process that I have termed a
circumlogical narratology—a narrative trajectory, linked to thematics of circumcision, that
constructs characters as carnal in order climactically to spiritualize those characters through a
turn to allegoresis. In this chapter, I read The Merchant of Venice and Measure for Measure in
order to argue that they employ circumlogical narrative structures that aim to convert marriage
from a fleshly to a spiritual institution. In Section 1, I will begin by situating this argument in
relation to the current scholarship on Shakespearean narratology; and I will explain more fully
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the dimensions of my reading. In Section 2, I will show how Reformation thinkers used tropes of
circumcision to think about law, marriage, and theatricality, in order to demonstrate how
metaphors of circumcision structure discourses about the carnality of these institutions. In the
remaining portions of the chapter, I will read Merchant and Measure, separately and in
comparison to one another. Section 3 will provide a detailed reading of Merchant, in which I
argue that the play scapegoats Shylock in an attempt to circumcise marriage spiritually. In
Section 4, I will develop an interpretation of Measure that shows how this play, in its basic
structure, employs the same narratological scheme, using the Judaizing figure of Puritan Angelo
to similar effect.

1. Literature Review and Summary of Argument

As I have noted, Ellis has already established the use of “circumcised wit” among poets
of the generation after Shakespeare. Likewise, Garrett P.J. Epp has argued that Renaissance
thinkers sometimes saw the theater as a phallic entity, which they viewed as covered in a kind of
foreskin (281). Within Shakespeare’s corpus, scholars have also noted that circumcision is an
important thematic. According to Julia Reinhard Lupton, Othello’s circumcision tags him as
racially and religiously ambiguous (73). And James Shapiro has observed that, in Merchant, “an
occluded threat of circumcision informs Shylock’s desire to cut a pound of Antonio’s flesh,” and
that Shylock’s legalism is a species of “uncircumcision” in the Pauline sense (114). These
arguments—by Ellis, Epp, Lupton, and Shapiro—suggest that Shakespeare may have interrelated
rhetoric, theatricality, and issues of religious difference. My own argument tries to think about
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this interrelationship as it operates at the level of narrative: I argue that circumcision, as a key
term for theorizing hermeneutics (and, concomitantly, for theorizing the Jewish/Christian divide)
operates at the level of narrative structure, both in Merchant and in Measure, as the plots of these
plays hinge upon the interpretation of law.
By thinking about narrative structure in terms of the ideological valences of circumcision,
my reading belongs to a small school of Shakespearean narratologists. As Wilson notes, scholars
have only rarely examined Shakespeare in terms of narrative and narrative convention (18).
Wilson attempted to remedy this lacuna by considering Shakespeare’s narrative procedures,
though, notably, Wilson’s study does not address my texts, Merchant or Measure. Also, several
studies have treated instances of narration by Shakespeare’s characters (e.g. Meek; Hardy), but
macrostructure in Shakespeare remains under-theorized. Bonheim—employing Eugene
Dorfman’s notion of the nareme (or basic unit of narration)—attempted to develop a narratology
of Shakespearean drama (1). Like Wilson, Bonheim noted that narratologists have often ignored
Shakespeare and drama more generally, in favor of thinking about prose narratives (2). But, as
Bonheim points out, Shakespeare’s plays persistently employ similar narrative structures (3).
Later in this chapter, I will locate in Measure and Merchant similar naremes or narrative
structures that reveal how both plays operate according to the same circumlogical hermeneutics.
Bonheim notes that certain narrative schemes may invite an ideological analysis (3).
Similarly, Nünning and Sommer have tried to work beyond the structuralist narratology that
remained ahistorical and indifferent to gender; Nünning and Sommer proposed to think about
Shakespearean narrative in relation to social, political, and ideological issues (203). To that end,
Nünning and Sommer argue that Shakespeare’s dramatic narratives fulfill cultural functions,
particularly around issues of identity and gender (204). Like Nünning and Sommer, I see
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Shakespeare’s narrative structures in relation to broader culture issues, particularly in relation to
debates about the meaning of marriage.
In my previous chapters, I proposed that a circumcising narrative trajectory might operate
upon the institution of marriage—and that a certain species of uncircumcised “Jewishness” may
have, in the medieval imagination, adhered to the “flesh” of marriage. Already, Shapiro has
argued that Merchant deals in anxieties about Judaism and circumcision; I track how these
anxieties play out within Merchant as a marriage plot. I argue that the play employs the figure of
the carnal, legalistic Jew, in order to exorcise the carnality of marriage—in order to spiritually
circumcise and sacramentalize matrimony. Also, I will note many strong parallels between
Merchant and Measure. Already, many critics have established that Measure can be understood
in relation to Paul’s epistles (see Berman; Gates; Shell). Reading the play through Paul’s theory
of circumcision, I will argue that Measure employs a narrative structure analogous to the
circumcising plot of Merchant, as both of these plays address anxieties about marriage. I propose
that, through the circumcision of matrimony that these plays perform, they serve to shore up an
emerging, Protestant privileging of marriage over chastity.
Also, my analysis considers a question raised by Richard McCoy. McCoy has suggested
that Shakespeare, in his “poetic faith,” translated theological constructions into the domain of the
drama, in a way that sacramentalized the theater (17). In a similar way, I will show how
Merchant and Measure, in their narrative circumcisions, work to sheer the theater of its supposed
carnality. As the plays circumcise marriage, they also, at a meta-critical level, circumcise the
theater.
This gist of my argument is this: many of Shakespeare’s contemporaries used
“circumcision” as a key term for thinking about Reformation controversies (having to do with
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law, marriage, and monarchy), and also for thinking about the theater; Shakespeare’s plays,
particularly Merchant and Measure, engage these same concerns, not just thematically but also
by employing the structure that I have defined as the circumcising narrative. Specifically, I argue
that the “foreskin” circulated as a metaphor for thinking about the possible carnality of law,
marriage, monarchy, and theater; and that “circumcision” circulated as a metaphor for thinking
about how to sanctify these institutions. Merchant and Measure, in turn, construct certain
characters as carnal, and then, through the working out of their plots, these dramas spiritualize
those characters through a climactic turn to allegoresis. In the process, these plays manage to
excise the preputial carnality ascribed to law, marriage, and theater.
Topically, the two plays differ quite substantially. But I note several similarities: both
plays involve legalistic antagonists (a Jew and a Puritan, figures who, as I will explain later, were
often conflated as “uncircumcised”). And both plays feature disguised protagonists who mete out
a grace-filled justice (Portia and the Duke). And both plays involve threats of dermatological
harm (Shapiro sees Shylock’s desire to “cut” Antonio as a symbolic circumcision; and I will later
read Angelo’s desire to behead Claudio as a similar symbol). Also, both plays resolve their plots,
which focus on issues of legalistic interpretation, through climactic marriages. Both plays, in my
view, perform narratological circumcisions upon matrimony.
To craft this argument, I will next explore uses of the trope of circumcision among
Reformation thinkers.

1. Context
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Shakespeare wrote Measure around 1603-1604, at the beginning of the reign of James I,
and the play’s first recorded performance was during the royal Christmas festivities of 1604
(Lever, 381). The Christmas season, which commemorated Christ’s Circumcision, may have
added a further layer to the play’s relationship with circumcision. At least, metaphors of
circumcision were employed to think about the new king’s coronation. Henoch Clapham,
dedicating his commentary on the Song of Songs to James in 1603 (the year of Elizabeth’s
death), wrote that James had inherited a circumcised kingdom. “Henrie the eight,” according to
Clapham, was “like a sacramentall eight-day,” who “did cut off the fore-skin of our Corruption”
(n.p.). In Clapham’s account of the Tudor dynasty, Elizabeth had ruled over a land shorn by her
father of Catholicism’s prepuce, and Clapham hoped that James would continue the trend. With
the image of circumcision, Clapham celebrated the monarch’s role as the Supreme Governor of a
church that was properly pruned of papistry. As I will discuss, such metaphors continued to
circulate throughout the early modern period for thinking about monarchy.
The pomp of Catholicism was sometimes seen as preputial, with “circumcision” used to
figure the removal of Roman doctrine and ritual. Elizabeth, like her father, also “circumcised”
the Church. John Strype in his Annals of the Reformation in England wrote that Elizabeth visited
Alexander Nowell, the Dean of St Paul’s, in 1562 on the Feast of the Circumcision. Nowell gave
the queen the gift of a series of “Cuts and Pictures, representing the Stories and Passions of the
Saints and Martyrs.” Elizabeth was not at all pleased by the present, and she tersely reminded
Nowell about her recent “Proclamation against Images, Pictures and Romish Reliques in the
Churches” (238). Diarmaid MacCulloch notes that the incident reflects the “disconcertingly
inconsistent” nature of the queen’s policies (29). With this careful deployment of the example of
Christ’s Circumcision, Elizabeth’s excision of Nowell’s images has clear, circumcising
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overtones—especially since it takes place on the Feast of the Circumcision—and Strype’s
account of this anecdote is immediately followed by the case of a Protestant minister who
preached against the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation from a position that Strype called a
“circumcised benefice” (239). Both stories construct Catholic iconography and ritual as a state of
uncircumcision.
Although Elizabeth’s allies commemorated the queen as a circumciser, her enemies
sometimes depicted her as a literal practitioner of the Jewish brit milah. Of course, Christians
largely had abandoned circumcision during the Apostolic Period. In 1561, however, Inquisitors
captured and tortured an Englishman, and he reported that his tormentors had told him that
Elizabeth “was an enemy to the faith, that she was preached to be antichrist, and that she
maintained circumcision and the Jewish laws.”63 The accusation, however unfounded, indicates
just how much “circumcision” was a loaded term, one mobilized in debates about Christian
doctrine. Catholic Inquisitors, by calling Elizabeth a “circumciser,” insinuated that she was not
just a heretic but, at least in her application of Scripture, a Jew. So, the figure of circumcision cut
both ways: when the Tudors attempted to “circumcise” Christianity metaphorically, their efforts
were derided by Catholics as an all-too-literal circumcision.64
The figure of “circumcision,” then, had sundry and somewhat convoluted usages, and
during the Reformation it was employed by various factions with various effects. Its meaning
was roughly constrained by Paul’s original formulation, but—as with Christianity generally—its
precise interpretation was debatable (as with the Protestants who imagined that the Tudors were
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“Elizabeth: August 1561, 16-20,” Calendar of State Papers Foreign, Elizabeth, Vol. 4, 15611562, ed. Joseph Stevenson (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1866), 250-266, British
History Online, Accessed May 3, 2015, http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cal-statepapers/foreign/vol4/pp250-266.
64
Burger suggests that this could be placed in the context of a Protestant emphasis on Scripture
versus a Catholic emphasis on the magisterium.
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“circumcisers” of papistry, and with the Catholics who charged that Protestants were
insufficiently allegorical and hence “circumcised” literalists). In one particularly salty use of the
trope, Elizabeth’s old age was described as entailing the growth of a phallic veil over her realm.
Thomas Powell in 1603 celebrated Elizabeth’s “religious wisdom” in his A Welch Bayte to Spare
Provender, a history of the queen’s governance “especially towards the papists and puritanes of
England.” But Powell lamented that, during the final years of Elizabeth’s reign, the queen’s
subjects began to forget her legacy. The masses, Powell wrote, “could not now… take off the
foreskinne which had even overgrowne the memory of her” (n.p.). A prepuce of the mind
apparently hid Elizabeth’s accomplishments as a reformer.
Similarly, in lyrics on the Feast of Christ’s Circumcision, preputiotomy was used as an
analogy for the divinity of the monarchy. As James Dougal Fleming has observed, “both
Herrick’s and William Cartwright’s poems for Circumcision Day align the body of baby Jesus
with that of baby Charles, and the holy family with the Stuart one” (153). Just as circumcision
purportedly enshrines the election of the Jewish people, so the mark of the covenant
corresponded with the hereditary right of kings.65 Moreover, Protestant thinkers were particularly
concerned with covenant theology, which they frequently articulated in terms of circumcision.
65

Popular legends about circumcision surround the British monarchy. Some say that the
Hanoverian George I introduced circumcision, while others claim that Victoria’s sons were
circumcised because she believed herself to be a descendent of the Biblical king David; see
Robert Darby and John Cozijn, “The British Royal Family’s Circumcision Tradition: Genesis
and Evolution of a Contemporary Legend,” Sage Open (2013): 1-10. Still others have asserted
that the medieval kings of England were circumcised: Rémi Brague writes that during the Middle
Ages “England pushed assimilation of Old Testament customs to the point of adopting
circumcision of the king as the sovereign of a new Israel”; see Rémi Brague, The Law of God:
The Philosophical History of an Idea (Chicago, Chicago UP: 2007), 140. Today, discussion of
the royal foreskin still makes headlines, as in a recent Telegraph article about the newborn Prince
George; see Harry Wallop, “‘Circumcision is One of the Oddities of the Royal Family’,” The
Telegraph (London), March 31, 2015,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/10201882/Circumcision-is-one-of-the-oddities-of-theRoyal-Family.html.
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As MacCulloch has written, some Protestants looked to the laws and regulations of the
Pentateuch in the hopes of discerning a permanent moral law, and themes of a divine covenant
increasingly provided an answer to Protestant concerns about works and predestination (9-92).66
Indeed, this seems to have inspired the occasional practice of actual circumcision among
Puritans. More figuratively, from such a covenantal point of view, Henry VIII had not only
“circumcised” the Church in the sense that he removed the prepuce of papistry; but, like
Abraham, his alleged “circumcision” had established a new alliance between England and God.67
But the multivalent meaning of “circumcision” within Pauline orthodoxy made the term
expansive enough that the figure was contested within debates about covenantal theology
(Staloff, 152). The meaning of “circumcision,” in other words, depended not just on one’s
posture toward the spirit and the letter (as Paul said); nor was its meaning solely a site of struggle
between Protestants and Catholics; but understandings of “circumcision” also differed among
Protestants. Conformists may have celebrated the Tudors as “circumcisers,” but the godly often
saw the establishment as guilty of an “uncircumcised” theatricality. In a sense, the godly were
simply an extreme manifestation of the same, circumcising phenomenon (as Burger has
suggested in his comments on this chapter). The more scrupulous often alleged that the theater
was too scurrilous and “uncircumcised.” An anonymous writer, for example, praised John Foxe’s
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Note that the Geneva Bible glossed Paul’s use of “circumcision” in Gal. 5:2 as an example of
“justification of works,” because circumcision is “the ground of all the service of the Law”; and
again it read “circumcision” as “justification by workes” in its gloss on Phil. 3:1; see The Geneva
Bible: The Annotated New Testament, 1602 Edition, ed. Gerald T. Sheppard (New York: Pilgrim
P, 1989), 95v.
67
John Whitgift developed his theology of the Supper and Baptism with reference to
circumcision in The defense of the aunswere to the Admonition against the replie of T.C
(London: Henry Binneman, 1574), 134, EEBO: TCP, Accessed June 12, 2015,
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A15130.0001.001/ Also, some Protestants, citing the imagined
equivalence of baptism and circumcision, argued that the Christian ritual, like Jewish
circumcision, announced a covenant between God and his people; see MacCulloch, 161.
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Latin play Christus Triumphans of 1556 because “amputat obscaenae Foxus praeputia scenae”
(“Foxe lops off the prepuces of the obscene stage”; the review appears in a preface written in
1672; Foxe, 36). Yet even Foxe’s “circumcised” plays, as Epp has argued, displayed the phallic
and homosocial nature of the stage (282). And the foreskin metaphor suggests that, except in the
extraordinary case of works written by the great martyrologist, the theater was somehow
preputial. Accordingly, in Plays Confuted Stephen Gosson in 1582 criticized “the Plaiers” whom
he called “uncircumcised Philistines” (n.p.). Likewise Phillip Stubbes in the Anatomie of Abuses
of 1583 expressed disdain for the “carnall man with uncircumcised heart” (n.p.). And William
Prynne in his Histrio-mastix: The Players Scourge of 1633 noted that the “circumcised ear”
abhorred the lewdness of the theater (544-45). Prynne enjoined his readers to reject the
“uncircumcised” costumes used by players. He encouraged his readers to “circumcise”
themselves of theatrical disguise:
Shall they then adorne themselves like comicall women, as if they were entering
into a Play-house to act a part? Cut therefore from thee all this counterfeiting,
circumcise from thee all this demeanour of the Stage and Players: for God is not
mocked. (219)
These critics of the theater saw the stage as covered in a proverbial prepuce. Since, as Louis
Montrose has established, zealous reformers conflated the theater with Rome, the trope of
“circumcision” easily could be borrowed from theology and applied to the stage (60). Puritans
attacked rhetorical gratuity under the sign of “circumcision.”
Prynne also urged his readers to “circumcise” themselves, in order, he said, that they
should respect the traditional injunction to dress humbly. This commandment was “a text,”
according to Prynne, “which our English ladies have long since forgotten, if not rejected, as
savoring of Puritanisme and over-strict preciseness” (219). As Prynne implied, the godly were
“precise” in that they interpreted the “text” very “precisely.” “Puritan” was originally a term of
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abuse (MacCulloch, 82; Knappen, 488). Known as “Precisians,” these godly readers practiced a
strict approach to Biblical interpretation (Hunt, 243). Their criticism of the theater, of the church,
and of ostentatious clothing as “uncircumcised” was grounded in a hermeneutics that would
excise rhetorical excess. This “precision” was an extreme version of Paul’s interpretative
“circumcision.” Not coincidentally, the words share the same root (cidere, “to cut”), and
“precision” (literally “cut off in the front”) evokes the excision of the prepuce. And seventeenthcentury writers defined precision as “forecutting” and “cutting off” (Greenhell, n.p.; Croese,
n.p.). The Puritanical commentary of the Geneva Bible even glossed Paul’s seminal treatment of
circumcision in Romans 2:25 as an act of “precision”: “[Paul] precisely preventh their [i.e. the
Jewish] objection, which set an holinesse in circumcision, and the outward observation of the
Lawe” (emphasis added).68 Puritan readers of Paul believed that Paul had interpreted
circumcision “precisely” by excising the “outward observation” and exposing the inner meaning.
For Puritans, Paul’s hermeneutic theory of “circumcision” was a prooftext for their “precise”
methods of exegesis.
Puritanical precision, though informed by Paul’s allegoresis of “circumcision,” existed on
the more literalist end of the spirit/letter divide. By establishment standards, Precisians read the
Bible too literally and insisted too rigidly upon the letter of the law. For example, as MacCulloch
has described, Conformists regarded the Puritan interpretation of “edification” as “perversely
precise” because it made “too much of what was merely a metaphor” (86). Similarly Debora
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The gloss continues: “So that he sheweth that the outward circumcision, if it be separated from
the inward, doeth not onely not justifie, but also condemne them that are indeed circumcised, of
whom it requireth that, which it signifieth, that is to say, cleannesse of the heart and the whole
life according to the commandement of the Law, so that if there be a man uncircumcised
according to the flesh, who is circumcised in heart, he is farre better and more to be counted of,
then any Jewe that is circumcised according to the flesh only” (Geneva Bible, ed. Sheppard,
72v.).
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Kuller Shuger, writing on the difference between conformist and precisianist attitudes toward
law, argued that Puritans subscribed to a penal model of justice in which “its purpose was rather
to cut off the diseased limb lest it corrupt the social body” (emphasis added; 117). Puritans,
enforcing the law “precisely” in order to “cut off” sin, garnered a reputation as Judaizers—as
Christians who, contra Paul, literally practiced the laws and rites of the Old Testament
(Hoberman, 8).
The conflation of Jews and Puritans will later serve my argument that Shylock and
Angelo, in Merchant and Measure respectively, are types of a circumcising antagonist. The
association between Puritan “precision” and Jewish “circumcision” was made by Matthew
Sutcliffe, chaplain to James I. Sutcliffe in his 1590 A Remonstrance complained that the
Scriptural interpretations put forth from “the mouths of the Praecision,” were exactly the same
“as of the concision of old,” and he asserted that the “concision then among the old Jewes” was
identical to “they of the Precision, (who in this are as bad as the Jewes)” (emphasis added) (n.p.).
The word “concision,” of course, is a pun on “circumcision,” and Paul first made this double
entendre in his letter to the Philippians (Paul told his readers to “beware of the concision, for we
are the circumcision; 3:2-3). Somewhat confusingly, Paul spoke of “circumcision” in its spiritual
sense (by “concision” he meant literal circumcision, by “circumcision” he meant an inner
posture). As Ellis has pointed out, and as I have elaborated, Protestants like Donne understood
Paul as arguing for a spiritualist rather than a literalist hermeneutics. Sutcliffe, recycling Paul’s
condemnation of “concision” in order to attack “precision,” was framing the Puritans as
hermeneutically Jewish—as readers who practiced a spiritually uncut literalism.
Such attacks against Puritans even included the accusation that the Precisians had
abnormal skins. This was a version of the myth that Jews grew “thick skins” over their hearts
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because of their literalist practice of circumcision. Martin Luther in 1543 rather graphically
illustrated this supposed Jewish skin:
They [the Jews] make the foreskin of their hearts longer and thicker with such
haughty boasting before God and contempt for other peoples, and they wish
wickedly by such vain and prideful circumcision of the flesh to alone be God’s
people, until the foreskin of their hearts is made thicker than an iron mountain,
that they can no longer hear nor see nor feel their own obvious Scripture, which
they read daily with blind eyes, upon which such a thick hide has grown like the
bark of an oak.69
Jews, according to Luther, cannot read Scripture properly because of a “foreskin” that covers
their hearts and eyes—a discomforting description echoed in English by Zacharie Boyd’s 1629
The Last Battell of the Soule in Death, which tells Boyd’s readers about how “the foreskin of the
uncircumcised heart is so thick and brawny (n.p.). These condemnations of hermeneutic “skin”
could be modulated in order to denigrate Puritans. Although Jews were said to have “thick
skins,” the first uses in English of the word “thin-skinned” were associated with Puritans.”70
Also, George Chapman’s Eastward Hoe (1605, coauthored with Ben Jonson and John Marston)
illustrates how skin metaphors were used to conflate Jews and Puritans. In Eastward, Quicksilver
in a soliloquy mocks Security’s wooing of Winifred, saying:
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Luther’s depiction of the “Jewish skin” is informed by Paul’s assessment that Jews possess a
“veil” of their hearts (2 Cor. 3:15). Luther wrote that Jews “machen die Vorhaut ihres Herzens je
länger je dicker mit solchem hochmüthigen Ruhm vor Gott und Verachtung aller andern Völker,
und wollen schlecht allein Gottes Volk sein durch solche nichtige hossährtige Beschneidung des
Fleisches, bis ihres Herzen Vorhaut dicker ist worden, den ein eiserner Berg, das nichts mehr
hören, sehen, fühlen kann ihre eigene offenbarliche Schrift, die sie täglich lessen mit blinden
Augen, darauf so dickes Fell gewachsen ist, als keine Eichenrinde ist” (my translation, 1880).
70
The word “thin-skinned” has, of course, both a literal and a figurative meaning; and the first
recorded occurrences of each of these two senses in the OED are closely related to antiPuritanism. The word’s first noted usage in its figurative sense (as “sensitive to criticism”)
occurs in a Puritan polemic by Richard Baxter, who defends himself against the accusation that
he is “thin-skinned.” A Puritan minister, Baxter wrote in response to Anglican Edward
Stillingfleet, who had attacked the Puritans as separatists. Baxter expressed his indifference to
such detractors, writing that he “never was so thin Skin'd as to be unable to bear a Cholerick
breath” (99). In its primary, literal sense, the word is first attested in Chapman’s The Blinde
Begger of Alexandria of 1598 (OED).
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Ay, Winnie, quoth he, that’s all he can do, poor man, he may well cut off her
name at Winnie. O, tis an egregious pander! What will not an usurous knave be,
so he may be rich? O, ‘tis a notable Jew’s trump! I hope to live to see dogs’ meat
made of the old usurer’s flesh, dice of his bones, and indentures of his skin; and
yet his skin is too thick to make parchment, ‘twould make good boots for a peeterman to catch salmon in. Your only smooth skin to make fine vellum, is your
Puritan’s skin; they be the smoothest and slickest knaves in the country. (460).
Security, according to Quicksilver, is dermatologically and literarily Jewish. Quicksilver takes
issue with how Security practices a kind of circumcising abbreviation when he uses the pet name
“Winnie” to “cut off her name.” And, as Quicksilver claims, Security’s thick-skin expressly
hinders literary creation: Quicksilver would make “indentures of his skin; and yet his skin is too
thick to make parchment.” The best flesh for making “fine vellum,” Quicksilver says, “is your
Puritan’s skin” since it is “the smoothest and slickest.” Through these fleshy metaphors, Jews
and Puritans are equated. Jews and Puritans were perceived as unorthodox because of their
supposed literal-mindedness (they follow the letter of the Old Law). Hence, Quicksilver proposes
that, as punishment, he would turn them quite literally into books. But, by Quicksilver’s
reckoning, Puritans are distinct from Jews, because the Precisian’s skin is smooth and slick: a
“precise” Biblical interpretation is all the more dangerous—even “slicker”—because, while the
Precisians were Judaizing, they also gave the appearance of being Christians.
Later literary works also equated precision and circumcision. William Vaughan, mocking
“precision,” associated it with preputial amputation in The Golden Fleece of 1626. Vaughan’s
Saint David conflates Judaism and Puritanism by rhyming “precise” and “circumcise” in a
passage about the interpretation of the Old Testament:
But if you please and stand precise,
Upon those Iewish Lawes:
Your double tongue Ile Circumcise,
Which marres your Clyents cause. (89)
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Vaughan makes clear that a “precise” interpretation of the “Jewish laws” necessitates a
“circumcision” of language, because “precise” language is actually hypocritical and therefore
requires spiritual disciplining. The Judaizing hypocrisy of a precise “tongue” is apparently
“double” (spiritually uncircumcised), and it therefore needs to be cut. Likewise, a poem by
Richard Brathwaite of 1640 explicitly connects precision with circumcision:
I lov'd a Wench, and she a coy Precisian,
Her scorne of love brought me to Circumcision;
If Circumcision be the way to woo,
I would my Wench had my Praeputium too. (31)
The lover undertakes a “circumcision” in order to woo a “precisian,” who is evidently so strict
that she demands preputiotomy from her suitor. The devastated lover leaves for Amsterdam,
where he claims that “Losse of no Jewell can make me turne Jew” (32). Even without the
“jewel” of his prepuce, the lover is not Jewish. But his precise circumcision made him seem like
one. Although medieval religious had spiritually circumcised themselves by marrying God, and
although medieval lay people had spiritually circumcised themselves by ordering their marriages
to the good, Puritan precision—at least in the Conformist imagination—results in a very literal
circumcision of marriage.
In fact, Precisians did sometimes practice literal circumcision—in opposition to longestablished Christian tradition. Shapiro has suggested that few Puritans were actually
circumcised, “with the exception of a handful of infants circumcised by the radical Puritan group
led by John Traske around 1620, and a few self-circumcisers like Thomas Tany and Thomas
Ramsey thirty years later” (115). But Robert Darby more recently has pointed out that Puritans
“tried to circumcise boys—for which offence a certain Anne Curtyn was gaoled in 1649” (33;
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see also Brooks, 7).71 And Gustavus Stadler noted that Cotton Mather’s rhetorical use of
circumcision, though not literal, still was “addressed toward the flesh” with such intensity that
Mather demonstrated an “urge to cut off the penis” (112). These few cases of actual circumcision
would have confirmed that prejudice among conformists that Precisians were far too literal.
When the Puritans closed the theaters in 1642 during the Civil War, that conflict, too, was
understood as an imagined circumcision. Today English school children use the terms
“Roundhead” and “Cavalier” as slang for circumcised and uncircumcised penises, respectively
(Darby, 10). And by early modern accounts the Puritans and the Royalists were indeed involved
in a clash between the “circumcised” and the “uncircumcised.” Abraham Cowley championed
the Restoration of Charles II in a poem that likened the decapitation of Charles I to “the
Circumcision of the chosen Race” (193). Likewise John Gauden in 1659 claimed that “both
Church and State” were “sore and circumcised” because of the war (5). Marchamont Nedham,
polemicizing that Presbyterians would cause another civil war in 1677, charged that the
Presbyters wanted to “circumcise the Crown” (4). And again in 1679 an anonymous poem
depicted the Civil War as an attempt to “circumcise” the monarchy (Spectrum, 2). These figures
intensified earlier uses of the metaphor. The Tudors had launched the English Reformation by
“circumcising” the Church, and the Puritans further “circumcised” England by regicide.
Besides these questions of law and monarchy, one further political-theological issue was
understood through circumcision: matrimony. Actually, Christians have traditionally
conceptualized sexual ethics in terms of “circumcision” and “uncircumcision,” metaphors used
by medieval Catholics to privilege celibacy over marriage. As Saint Jerome said, married people
71

Also, a pamphlet of 1675 reported on the case of a Quaker who “circumcised himself out of
zeal for a certain case of conscience”; see Anon., The Quaker turn’d Jew. Being a true Relation,
how an eminent Quaker in the Isle of Ely on Monday the 18th of April, 1675. Circumcised
himself, out of Zeal for a Certain Case of Conscience (London: W.L., 1675).
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were “matrimonio pelle circumdatus” (“covered in the skin by marriage”) and wedlock was a
“praeputium nuptiarum” (“foreskin of nuptials”; Clark, 229). But Protestants, who idealized
marriage over virginity, articulated a new sexual ethics by redefining these terms. Protestant
writers redefined the sexual-ethical significance of “circumcision” by citing Paul’s dictum that
“circumcising is nothing, and uncircumcising is nothing” (1 Cor. 7:19). This line demonstrated
that the Catholic distinction between marriage and vowed chastity was meaningless. Paul was
utterly indifferent to both literal circumcision and uncircumcision (he regarded spiritual
circumcision alone as consequential); and by thinking about chastity in terms of circumcision, it
could be made analogous to “uncircumcised” marriage. Jan van der Noot, criticizing the
“unchast chastitie” of Catholic religious in 1569, asked rhetorically “For what I pray you is
chastitie or virginitie more before God than marriage?” and he provided the answer: “no more
than circumcision to uncircu[m]cision, one is neither better nor worse before god than ye other”
(n.p.). Jane Bale repeated the same argument in 1570, asking “What is vyrginitie before god
more tha[n] is mariage?” Bale answered, “No more tha[n] is circumcision in comparison to
uncircumcision. And y[a]t is nothing” (n.p.). Milton, treating divorce, also relied on Paul’s
theory of circumcision: Milton wrote that “marriage is nothing, and divorce is nothing,” just as
“St. Paul saith of circumcision” (455).
A stanza from John Davies’s “A Meditation Gratulatory for Our Redemption” of 1612
seconds Brathwaite’s suggestion that marriage could provoke circumcision anxiety. In
“Meditation,” the poet describes Christ’s Incarnation as his “marriage” to the Jewish nation—a
marriage to a circumcising, deicidal wife:
If thy desire of Marriage did so burne,
that Thou thy Creatures would'st needes espouse,
Why then did Seraphins not serve thy turne,
that are more Noble, and thee better vse?
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Why of a prepuce Nation took'st a Wife,
which afterwards did Thee betray and kill?
So, marriedst, as it were, the very Knife,
that cut thy throate; so, seem'dst thy selfe to spill. (n.p.)
In Davies’s account, the Jewish people are a “prepuce Nation” (they are spiritually
uncircumcised). And they are simultaneously “the very Knife”: the Jewish propensity for carnal
circumcision inspires the Crucifixion, an incarnational moment that transforms this carnal cut
into a spiritual one. By mixing metaphors—marriage, prepuce—Davis interarticulates marriage
and circumcision. These two terms together operate to think through the carnal/spiritual dualism,
where Jewish circumcision ultimately provides the rational for Christian spirituality. In a way,
Davies makes marriage a brutal process of skinning the spirit.
During the Reformation, marriage increasingly became a matter of law, subject to
questions of legal interpretation, especially as, in the late sixteenth century, the Church destroyed
the ancient custom of espousal. Whereas pre-marital sex was acceptable under espousal customs,
now Church weddings were more strictly required (MacCulloch, 142). As I will discuss later, the
“letter” and “spirit” of reformed marriage are precisely what create the dramatic tension of
Measure. Similarly, the possible carnality of marriage makes a key theme in Merchant, and, as I
will argue in the next section, that play uses a circumlogical narratology in order to spiritualize
matrimony.

2. Circumcising Marriage and Theatricality in Merchant
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I have suggested that, during the Reformation, tropes of circumcision circulated in
various discourses about the boundary between the carnal and the spiritual, specifically with
regard to law and marriage. Shakespeare’s Merchant dramatizes these very concerns. The play,
as I see it, is a marriage story interrelated with a plot about “Jewish” interpretation. In context,
the deployment of tropes of circumcision is the background upon which this play uses a
circumcising structure to try to spiritualize law and marriage.
Measure enacts a circumlogical poetics by staging, as its central antagonism, a
confrontation between a legalistic Jew and an advocate of the Pauline spirit—a confrontation
that, at its climax, turns the play’s characters away from the literal and toward the
allegorical/spiritual; and, in so doing, this climax not only alleviates Shylock’s threat to cut
Antonio’s flesh, but it also works toward spiritualizing the institution of marriage, which (as I
will describe) the play constructs as fleshly; and, relatedly, this resolution also subtly attempts to
convert the theater from a fleshly to a spiritual entity. My argument depends upon four
observations that I will briefly summarize and then develop more fully.
First, I observe that the play portrays Shylock as a spiritually uncircumcised literalist, and
(as Shapiro explains) Shylock’s threat upon Antonio’s flesh stands as a kind of coded
circumcision. Second, I observe that Portia (the figure ultimately responsible for thwarting
Shylock’s literalism) is introduced as a student of Paul: in her first appearance, Portia references
and alludes to Pauline theology; and this Pauline influence informs Portia’s debate with
Shylock—a debate about the interpretation of law—wherein Portia advances a fulfillment and
transcendence of the letter (by insisting upon the absolute fulfillment of the letter, Portia enables
the “death” of the letter). Third, I observe that the play’s opening scene obliquely constructs the
theater as carnal, and, relatedly, that other early scenes portray marriage as a carnal union.
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Fourth, I observe that the play recapitulates the triumph of the spirit over the letter through the
resolution of its marriage subplot: after the climactic scene of Antonio’s trial, which resolves the
main plot, the play wraps up its marriage subplot in a denouement that—like the main plot—
hinges upon the interpretation of legal bonds. At a structural level, this parallel suggests that the
play’s interpretation of marriage depends upon its resolution to the Jewish/Christian hermeneutic
debate. Another way of putting this: the play suggests that there’s something carnally legalistic
and “Jewish” about marriage, and the process of the play works to “circumcise” this fleshiness
through the conversion of Shylock.
I said that the play portrays Shylock as a spiritually uncircumcised literalist. Shylock
repeatedly and emphatically insists upon the letter of his bond, quite against the Christian charity
proposed by his interlocutors. To Shapiro’s discussion of Shylock’s legalism, I would add that
Shylock’s uncircumcision extends beyond his relationship with the law and includes as well his
definition of familial relations. Shylock exclaims that “my daughter is my flesh and my blood”
(3.1.40). As Diane Elizabeth Dreher argues, Shakespearean fathers often imagine their daughters
as literal “parts of their own bodies” (55). But Shylock differs from Lear—who calls Regan “my
flesh, my blood, my daughter” (2.4.225)—in that Shylock’s notion of a “fleshly” daughter
accords in turn with his “fleshly” interpretation of the law: in exchange for the “flesh” of Jessica,
Shylock demands the “flesh” of Antonio (as Dreher observes, 55). Shylock views his daughter
through the lens of an Old Testament law of an eye-for-an-eye.
In a similar way, Shylock instructs Jessica to “stop my house’s ears” against the Christian
masques (2.5.33). This line recalls the Biblical injunction to circumcise the ears. Blocking up his
home against “shallow foppery” and “varnished faces,” and against drums and fifes, the Jewish
figure here resembles those Puritans who would “cut off” the excesses of the drama (2.5.34, 32).
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Indeed, Shylock’s very command to Jessica insists upon literalism, for Shylock says: “Stop my
house’s ears—I mean my casements” (2.5.33). The gloss is redundant, since Shylock has already
made clear that he’s discussing his casements (2.5.300). By deferring to the literal, Shylock
shows his general unease with the spiritual level of language and law. And, by attempting to
circumcise his home from “Christian” technologies of wit and drama, he shows that his kind of
circumcision is not allegorical.
This preference for the literal explains Shylock’s linguistic differences from the Christian
characters. Generally, Shylock’s speech is lacking in wit. As Seth Lerer has proposed, in
Merchant, the Jewish characters are rhetorically alien: Lerer claims that Tubal’s speech is “the
flattest, most unpoetic” material in Shakespeare’s oeuvre (Prospero’s Son, 43). Moreover, Lerer
points out that Shylock provides “what Shakespeare clearly must have seen as Jewish rhetoric:
repetitive, insistent, every word a finger thrust in the air” (Prospero’s Son, 44). Shylock, for
example, laments: “Why, there, there, there, there!” and “What, what, what? Ill luck, ill luck?”
(3.1.70). Such repetitions emphasize the materiality of language, creating a kind of
uncircumcised fleshiness. Also, most of these words are grammatically rather than semantically
meaningful—they become words as letters rather than words as signs.
Meanwhile, the play’s Christian characters emphasize their rhetorical difference—their
rhetorical circumcision—by punning on the word “gentle.” The pun occurs three times, always
in the mouths of Christians (1.3.174; 2.5.34; 2.6.51). Also, in Merchant Shakespeare puns
“forfeit” for “foreskin” (see Adelman, 180). Of course, puns are frequent in Shakespeare—and
they arise as a matter of linguistic environment, perhaps more than as a matter of individual style
(as discussed in Blake, 19; Bateson, 45). Nevertheless, these specific puns tag Christians as
rhetorically more inclined toward verbal allegory than the Jewish characters, figures who employ
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a repetitive, literalist speech. In other words, I do not claim that all puns in Shakespeare are
always produced by a poetics of circumcision; but that a poetics of circumcision is in play in
Merchant, where puns that mock Shylock are specifically engineered to point up the Jewish
figure’s failure to allegorize.
This distinction—between the literalist Jew and the allegorizing Christian—plays out on
stage during the trial, particularly as Portia takes up a position as Shylock’s opponent. Portia
highlights the Christological subtext of Antonio’s sacrifice on behalf of Bassanio when she
asserts, “You are dear bought” (3.3.313). The line, of course, echoes Paul’s first epistle to the
Corinthians, in which Paul proclaims, “Ye are bought with a price” (1 Cor. 6:20). And again
Portia emphasizes this point, saying that Antonio will “pay his debt” (3.4.36). Portia makes clear
the theological stakes of her debate with Shylock by pushing the logic of literalist interpretation
to its most lethal limits. Whereas Shylock sees himself as legally justified, claiming “What
judgement shall I dread, doing no wrong?” Portia proves the Pauline point that the letter kills
(4.1.90). By insisting upon the most scrupulously literalist interpretation of the bond, Portia
illustrates that “when we were in the flesh, the motions of sins, which were by the law, did work
in our members to bring forth fruit unto death” (Rom. 7:5).
Moreover, the play first introduces Portia as a student of Paul: in her first appearance,
Portia channels passages from Paul’s letters. In her discourse with Nerissa, Portia explicates—in
a Pauline fashion—how moral law cannot prevent sin:
If to do were as easy as to know what were good to do, chapels had been churches
and poor men’s cottages, princes’ palaces. It is a good divine that follows his own
instructions. I can easier teach twenty what were good to be done than to be one
of the twenty to follow mine own teaching. The brain may devise laws for the
blood, but a hot temper leaps o’er a cold decree. (1.2.11-17)
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Here, Portia cribs from Paul’s letter to the Romans, in which Paul explains that law provokes sin
at least as much as it restrains it:
For we know that the law is spiritual: but I am carnal, sold under sin. For that
which I do I allow not: for what I would, that do I not; but what I hate, that do I.
(Rom. 7:14)
Portia’s own theory of the will operates according to the same logic: Portia, like Paul, sees the
will as constrained and contradictory, unable to make moral choices:
But this reasoning is not in the fashion to choose me a husband. O me! The word
‘choose’! I may neither choose who I would nor refuse who I dislike; so is the
will of a living daughter curbed by the will of a dead father. (1.2.18-22)
Of course, Paul and Portia discourse on slightly different situations. Whereas Paul theorizes the
human will generally, Portia refers to the particular case of her own, circumscribed will—she
must marry according to the dictates of her dead father. Notably, however, the relevant chapter in
the letter to the Romans relies on metaphors of marriage and old age—so that the letter provides
the basis for Portia’s discourse. Paul attempts to theorize Christian relations with the “old law”
by referring to the case of a widow:
For the woman which hath an husband is bound by the law to her husband so long
as he liveth; but if the husband be dead, she is loosed from the law of her
husband. So then if, while her husband liveth, she be married to another man, she
shall be called an adulteress: but if her husband be dead, she is free from that law;
so that she is no adulteress, though she be married to another man. (Rom. 7: 2-3)
Like the widow of Paul’s letter, Portia’s matrimonial choices are bond to the “dead” letter of her
“dead” father. Likewise, Portia employs Paul’s figures of youth and old age. Referring to the
human propensity to disobey moral law, Portia explains that “such a hare is madness, the youth,
to skip o’er the meshes of good counsel, the cripple” (1.2.18). In a similar way, Paul explains
that “we are delivered from the law, that being dead wherein we were held; that we should serve
in newness of spirit, and not in the oldness of the letter” (Rom. 7:6).
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The supersessionary logic of “old” Jewish legalism and “new” Christian spirituality
informs descriptions of Portia’s disguise. During the trial scene, and dressed like a man, Portia
appears both “young” physically and “old” intellectually. When Shylock believes that Portia will
support his suit, Shylock offers as praise: “much more elder art thou than thy looks” (4.1.250).
Shylock presumes that Portia is “old” in the sense that Shylock, too, is “old”—old because, in
Pauline terms, she at this point seems to espouse a deadening “old” legalism. But Portia herself
(in her forged letter from Bellario) offers a more subtle description of her appearance, claiming
that she is “so young a body and so old a head” (4.1.163). This description reflects how Portia, in
bringing a charitable resolution to the case, embodies the hybridity of Pauline allegoresis, which
merges the “old” law with a “new” reading.
Moreover, Portia’s disguised performance, which renders her both “old and “new”—
makes a meta-critical argument in favor of the kinds of pageantry that legalistic Shylock had
denounced. In her theatrical disguise, Portia demonstrates how the carnality of the theater’s
praeputium can be negotiated toward spiritual ends (regrettably at the expense of the play’s
Jewish scapegoat). Later, I will argue that the Duke in Measure plays a very similar role, and his
disguise serves a similar, meta-critical end. During the trial in Merchant, Portia’s disguise effects
the fulfillment of the letter and the realization of a grace-filled interpretation, complete with
Shylock’s (mandated) conversion.
This shift from the literal to the allegorical plays out as characters produce “old” and then
“new” interpretations of Daniel, who appears as a type with Portia. Two characters refer to Portia
as a “Daniel,” one before and one after her final judgment. The meaning of the appellation shifts
in relation to the hermeneutic process that Portia has enacted. Early in the scene, as Portia
apparently advocates for Shylock, Shylock praises Portia as “a Daniel come to judgement! Yea, a
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Daniel!” (4.2.222). Later, after Portia’s climactic interpretation of the bond, Gratanio mocks
Shylock by repeating the reference: “A second Daniel!” (4.2.331). “A Daniel still say I, a second
Daniel! / I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that word” (4.2.339-40). The significance of
“Daniel” here turns upon the hinge of Portia’s interpretation of the law, so that the Daniel of the
Hebrew Bible becomes, upon Portia’s interpretation of the law, the “Daniel” of
supersessionarism. Indeed, it is the Jew who “taught” the Christian this word, with the later then
reappropriating the word under an allegorizing aspect. Portia—whom the term Daniel is meant to
praise in both cases—precipitates this kind of typographical shift. As I argued in my treatment of
SGGK, this kind of intertextual engagement with Scripture tags the climax of a circumlogical
narrative, thematizing the conversion of its characters from literal to spiritual as a question of
Biblical exegesis.
I have suggested that the play constructs theatricality and marriage as possibly carnal, and
I have suggested that the trial functions to spiritualize these institutions. To develop this portion
of my argument more fully, I will now explain how the play’s opening scene obliquely
constructs the theater as fleshly, and, relatedly, how other early scenes portray marriage as a
carnal union.
The first scene meditates on allegory and theatricality. Thus the scene introduces some of
the work’s key themes (as Coleridge believed to be true of all Shakespeare’s dramas; see
Badawi, 70). Antonio, concerned about his shipping ventures, compares himself to a tragic actor:
“I hold the world but as the world, Gratiano— / a stage, where every man must play a part, / And
mine a sad one” (1.1.77-79). Through Antonio’s analogy, the play proposes that its protagonist
and its main plot may meta-critically reflect on the nature of the stage and the relationship
between the stage and the “world.” In response to Antonio, Gratiano takes up a theatrical
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posture, saying, “Let me play the fool” (1.1.79). Subsequently, Gratiano delivers a speech that is
so excessively witty, that Bassanio chastises him:
Gratiano speaks any infinite deal of nothing,
more than any man in all Venice. His reasons are as
two grains of wheat hid in two bushels of chaff. (1.1.114-16)
In other words, Gratiano’s wit is uncircumcised (in Ellis’s sense). Unlike Donne or Herrick, who
put wit toward spiritual ends, Gratiano’s wit holds no meaning—his speech is only chaff. Read
in light of the scene’s larger concern about role-playing and theatricality, Bassanio’s critique of
Gratiano is also a critique of the theater. With this scene, the play puts forth the question: What
kind of meaning can theater—with its excessive chaff—actually contain at its kernel?
Two other lines from this scene also suggest that, from the onset, the play addresses the
possibly carnal nature of rhetoric. First, Salario, imagining a church, reads the church
allegorically: Salario sees in “the holy edifice of stone” some of the ocean’s “dangerous rocks”
(1.1.29-31). In other words, Salario reads figuratively, but he does so in an inversion of the usual
Christian formula. Rather than seeing a “rock” (i.e., Christ) as the basis for the “church,” Salario
venally sees a “church” as a literal rock that may threaten worldly gain. Salario’s monologue
suggests that, from the beginning, Antonio’s investments stand symbolically in relation to an (as
yet) open question about the nature of interpretation. Secondly, Salario refers to Antonio as a
“two-headed Janus” (1.1.50), suggesting that—like the god of New Year’s day—Antonio has the
power to look forward and backward, to facilitate the transition between “old” and “new” ways
of reading, as the Feast of the Circumcision facilitated for Gawain.
Throughout the play, Bassanio maintains his position against the rhetorical excess
practiced by Gratiano. In Bassanio’s attacks upon ornamentation, he shows himself as one who
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has mastered Pauline theory. In one monologue, Bassanio criticizes ornament, outer show, and
eloquence at considerable length:
So may the outward shows be least themselves;
The world is still deceived with ornament.
In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt,
But being seasoned with a gracious voice,
Obscures the show of evil? In religion,
What damned error but some sober brow
Will bless it, and approve it with a text,
Hiding the grossness with fair ornament? (3.2.73-80).
And the theme continues for some lines, as Bassanio goes on to criticize “outward parts” that
differ from inner “hearts,” and to inveigh against “ornament” and “eloquence” (see 3.2.81-107).
And I note, too, that Bassanio understands textuality as a vulnerable body, saying:
Here is a letter, lady,
The paper as the body of my friend,
And every word in it a gaping wound
Issuing lifeblood. (3.2.263-66)
But, Bassanio thus demonstrates that he has adopted the tropes of circumcised textuality,
Bassanio is not therefore immune from hypocrisy. Bassanio, in the final analysis, finds that he,
too, is in need of grace.
I said that Portia’s marriage is “curbed by the will of a dead father.” This makes Portia’s
marriage legalistic, old, and dead—all terms that Paul used to describe the pre-Christian law. By
intertextually engaging Paul, Portia constructs marriage as a “Jewish” institution in need of
spiritual conversion. One of the tensions of the plot, in other words, involves the necessity of
“circumcising” the office of marriage of its carnal aspects. The play develops this tension further
by establishing Portia’s betrothal to Bassanio in legalistic terms. Bassanio, promising to wear
Portia’s ring, becomes subject to his “wife’s commandment” (4.1.450). This is a fleshly vow, as
Portia explains: “A thing stuck on with oaths upon your finger, / And so riveted with faith unto
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your flesh” (5.1.169-70). And Bassanio’s response to Portia wittily refers to amputation in a way
that recalls Shylock’s threat against Gratiano: “Why, I were best to cut my left hand off,”
Bassanio says in an aside (5.1.177). This line, of course, riffs off of the Sermon on the Mount, in
which Christ discourses upon the full implications of the letter of the law, preaching that “If thy
right hand offend thee, cut it off” (Matt. 5:30). Bassanio, in other words, reads Portia’s stated
commitment to the letter of their vow through a Scriptural passage that questions legalism.
Similarly in this scene, Gratiano, like Davies, depicts the wedding ring as incised:
Gratiano refers to “a paltry ring” that is “like cutler’s poetry / upon a knife” (5.1.147-49). I have
previously suggested that rings might function as symbols of the foreskin or hymen. (And,
clearly in this scene, as the women discuss how they have lost their “rings,” they mean to pun on
their virginity.) Gratiano’s line recalls the “knife on the soul” that ultimately circumcised
Shylock of his literalness (4.1.123-24). Portia, Pauline distributor of grace, forgives Bassanio for
his violation of the law. Portia asks Bassanio to swear by his “double self” (5.1.245). This line
refers not only to Bassanio’s duplicity, but also to the kind of “doubleness” possible due to
Paul’s insistence upon the distinction between the outer and the inner. In the play’s conclusion,
marriages are resolved by a triumph of the spirit over the letter, a resolution that projects the
spiritual circumcision of the Jewish figure onto the institution of marriage.

3. Measure for Measure as a Circumlogical Marriage Plot

I see this same structure at work in Measure, a play that also conceptualizes marriage as a
legal question, and which relies upon the figure of the Duke—a figure like Portia, in disguise—
to mete out Christian justice. In this disguise, the Duke is an argument for how theatricality—as
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a praeputium—can negotiate between the spirit and the letter. I said that, whereas pre-marital sex
was acceptable under espousal custom, Church weddings were more strictly required during the
Reformation (MacCulloch, 142). In Measure, this kind of legalism brings Claudio’s relationship
with Juliet under the jurisdiction of Viennese law. Matchinske has pointed out that Measure’s
main conflict centers on the issue of an ambiguous marital contract, and Matchinske provides an
extensive bibliography of scholarship on the question (93). While Claudio and Juliet are
informally espoused, they are not formally married. Their “spiritual” espousal does not fulfill the
letter of the law, and Angelo, who is “precise,” tries to strictly enforce the letter of the law. As
Ronald Berman has written, “the law that Paul denigrates is the foundation of Angelo’s moral
sense” (PG). As the Duke says, “Lord Angelo is precise” (1.3.50). Scholars have already noted
that Angelo is “precise” in the sense that he is a Judaizing Puritan (see Hunt; McGinn). Angelo is
one of the Precisians whose legalism is circumcising. This puts the play in line with Merchant:
Angelo, in his carnal commitment to the law of marriage, represents—like Shylock—the
potentially carnal or “Jewish” aspect of matrimony.
Angelo’s desire to cut the flesh of Claudio is informed by the association between
Puritanical “precision” and Old Testament “circumcision.” Angelo’s “precise” reading of the law
inspires his decision to punish Claudio strictly by decapitation. Notably, the aforementioned,
post-Restoration works imagined a correspondence between circumcision and the decapitation of
Charles I. Similarly, a poem of 1621 by Robert Aylett roughly conflates beheading and
preputiotomy (Aylett defends an allegorical “Truth” against Puritans and Papists whom Aylett
likens to a Salome “that like John Baptist beare to her record, / They doe behead, or else them
circumcise”; 149). Moreover, according to Partridge, when the Provost in Measure proposes that
Pompey should perform Claudio’s execution, Pompey makes jokes about the “head” and
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employs the word as a pun on “prepuce” (Partridge, 153). Also, Isabella depicts the pending
decapitation as a kind of circumcision when she tells Claudio that it “would bark [his] honour
from that trunk [he] bear[s]” (3.1.73). Oddly, Isabella pictures beheading as the mere excision of
outer skin. Furthermore, the idea that “bark” resembles foreskin is a commonplace. As noted
previously, Martin Luther considered the prepuce to be like the “bark of an oak.” Both Catullus
and Ausonius used similar figures, and ancient arborists described the removal of bark as a
circumcision (see Adams, 74; Columella, 342).
I mean to point out that, in historical context, beheading could be conflated with
circumcision, and that, as a precisionist, Angelo would have been associated with Jewish
circumcision—so that he, like Shylock, represents an occluded threat of circumcision. Angelo
partakes of a circumcising precision that is similar to the legalistic interpretation of the law that
enables Shylock’s attempt at revenge. Shylock, who refuses to budge from the letter of his bond,
insists upon cutting Antonio’s “flesh.” The antagonists of Measure and Merchant, then, share a
sensibility that interrelates literalist interpretation and fleshly amputation. As in Quicksilver’s
description of Jews and Puritans, Shylock and Antonio are both hermeneutically heretical,
dermatologically overzealous.
Contrasted with Angelo’s “precision” is the theatrical “uncircumcision” of the disguised
Duke. The Duke’s costume, a hood, has obvious preputial connotations. Frankie Rubenstein has
noted that “hood” is a common figure for “prepuce” (128). Indeed, Shakespeare makes the
“hood” pun in Merchant, when Graziano says, “Now, by my hood, a gentile and no Jew”
(2.6.51). Of course, “by my hood” is a common, mild oath, but the reference to the Jewish figure
allows for some innuendo in the performing of the line. As Nona Fienberg understands this line,
it reads: “As sure as I am a gentile, as my foreskin proves, so is Jessica, as her fairness and virtue
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prove” (452). Given that the monastic cowl is evocative of the foreskin, the Duke’s disguise
renders him as the rather graphic personification of an uncircumcised member. For Patrick Kelly,
Measure is a play about plays, and the Duke is a personification of theatricality (21). The Duke’s
outer covering makes him a realization of the critique that the stage was “uncircumcised.” And,
because the hood marks the Duke as a religious, it makes him an “uncircumcised” Papist.72 Also,
the Duke’s outer covering—the apparent result of his lax rule—makes him resemble Powell’s
contemporaneous assertion that Elizabeth had allowed a “prepuce” to cover the realm. The
Duke’s “hood” is an over-determined symbol of an “uncircumcised” Catholic monarch. But it is
also this hood—this praeputium—that allows the Duke to dispense a grace beyond the literal
level of law. Like Portia, the Duke’s theatricality places him in a position to negotiate between
the old and the new.
Moreover, the Duke first dons his habit in 1.3, and that scene is bookended by references
to the Duke’s “purpose.” This word puns on “prepuce” in order to emphasize the preputiality of
the Duke’s costume. In the opening lines of the scene, the Duke tells the Friar:
No, holy father; throw away that thought;
Believe not that the dribbling dart of love
Can pierce a complete bosom. Why I desire thee
To give me secret harbour, hath a purpose
More grave and wrinkled than the aims and ends
Of burning youth. (1.3.1-6)
These lines are full of phallic imagery (like the “dribbling dart of love”), and Rubinstein has
pointed out that “purpose” in this particular passage is a double entendre. Rubinstein defined the
word as “penis,” but the Duke is more specifically concerned with the “ends” of the male
member (207). The Duke contrasts his “grave and wrinkled purpose” with the “ends of burning
72

Note that David N. Beauregard argues that Shakespeare’s depiction on Catholicism in
Measure is largely sympathetic; see Catholic Theology in Shakespeare’s Plays (Cranbury:
Assocaited UP, 2008), 58.
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youth.” In fact, early modern anatomists pictured the foreskin as a “wrinkled end.” Helkiah
Crooke had located the foreskin at the “end” of the penis in his Mikrokosmographia of 1615, and
similarly William Harvey described a “wrinkled prepuce” in 1653 (215; 23). The Acta
Sanctorum even speaks of a relic of the Holy Prepuce that is “crispum” (“wrinkly”; 5). The
Duke’s wrinkly purpose—his monastic cowl—is an allusion to the foreskin.
The pun has not been indexed by any of the major Shakespearen punnologists.73
Therefore, I will briefly argue for reading “purpose” as prepuce. The “purpose” pun is found in
the work of the Elizabethan clown Richard Tarlton, who is credited with first making jokes on
the English stage about the word “prepuce” (Stern, 248).74 John Harington in 1596 described
how Tarlton’s jokes about the foreskin related to contemporary religious controversies. In
particular, Tartlon’s jests bore upon differences in the Geneva and Reims translations of the
Bible:
What the worde signified I have known revernt and learned have bene ignorant,
and we call it a very circumcision, and uncircumcision, though the Remists, of
purpose belike to varie from Geneva, will needs bring in Prepuse, which worde
was after admitted into the theater with great applause by the mouth of Mayster
Tarleton, the excellent comedian, when many of the beholders, that were never
circumcised, had as great cause as Tarleton to complaine of their Prepuse. (qtd. in
Hornback, 16-17)
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Tarlton seems to have played on “prepuce.” As A. Bronson Feldman wrote of Tarlton, “one of
his best known jokes was a simple sport with the word porpoise, which he confounded with
prepuce” (139). And as Harington punned, the Remists are “of purpose belike to varie,” and
“will needs bring Prepuse” (emphasis added). Robert Hornback has suggested that “the precise
significance of [Tarlton’s] joke eludes us today,” but concerns about the letter of the Bible are
clearly at issue (Hornback, 16).
A note on the pronunciations of “purpose” and “prepuce.” The word “prepuce” does not
occur in the Shakespearean corpus, and therefore it does not appear in David Crystal’s Oxford
Dictionary of Original Shakespearean Pronunciation. Crystal’s entry for “purpose” suggests that
the word was pronounced as /pɐ:ɹpəәs/ (443). But, as Brinton and Arnovick note, the short
stressed Middle English vowels tended also to be centralized to [əә] before an [r], producing
alternative pronunciations (as in “Berkeley,” pronounced both as /bɑrkli/ and /bəәrkli/; 316-17).
Also, as Kökeritz has pointed out, Elizabethan pronunciation tended to weaken the preconsonantal or final “r” (Brinton and Arnovick, 361). So, the first syllable of “purpose” may
have sounded like /pɚ/, a sound similar enough to the first syllable of “prepuce” that clowns like
Tarloton could craft a homophonic pun.
Also, Protestants several times had taken aim at the word “prepuce,” which they
considered a Remist-English immodesty. Henri Estienne in 1607, attacking Sebastian Castalion’s
French version of the Bible, alleged that Castalion had used “absurd, base and beggerly words”
such as “avant-peau,” which Estienne read as “fore-skin.” A printed, marginal gloss
accompanying Estienne’s critique carped that “Castalions Avant-peau is as absurd in French, as
the Remists prepuce is in English” (77). Similarly, the translators of the King James, criticizing
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other versions of the Bible and explaining their own methods, marked the word “prepuce” as too
obscure:
We have on the one side avoided the scrupulosity of the Puritanes, who leave the
old Ecclesiastical words, and betake them to other... as also on the other side we
have shunned the obscurity of the Papists, in their azymes, tunike, rational,
holocausts, prepuce, pasche, and a number of such like, whereof their late
translation is full, and that of purpose to darken the sense. (italics in the original;
ed. Carroll and Prickett, lxviii)
Estienne, the King James translators, and Tarlton all mocked the word “prepuce” as embodying a
particularly Catholic approach to reading the Bible, an approach with a “purpose to darken the
sense” (emphasis added). Bukley put forth the same critique (78). Notably, Thomas Fulton has
situated Measure within such contemporary debates about Biblical translation, seeing the play’s
allusions to Scripture as part of an ongoing argument about the relationship between religious
rhetoric and secular power (119). By punning on “purpose,” Shakespeare playfully suggests that
the “purpose” of the Duke’s disguise—the praeputium of his theatricality—can wittily chart a
way toward grasping the doubleness of Scripture, negotiating between the “scrupulosity of the
Puritans” on the one hand and the “obscurity of the Papists” on the other.
What is more, the Duke of Measure employs the pun again when he takes on his habit.
The Duke remarks that, “hence shall we see, / If power change purpose, what our seemers be”
(1.3.345-346). By putting on his hood, the Duke changes his “purpose.” Whereas he had
previously enforced the law with great laxity, now he takes on a preputial covering that allows
him to assay appearances and to measure out the law. So, Lucio calls the Duke “baldpate”
(5.1.328) and asks the Duke, “Why, you bald-pated, lying rascal, you must be hooded, must
you?” (5.1.352-54). In joking about the Duke as alternatively “bald” and “hooded,” Lucio calls
attention to the Duke’s indeterminate state: proverbially, the Duke’s attitude toward the law is
alternatively circumcised and uncircumcised. He exists between the spirit and the letter,
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mediating between them—just as, in Paul’s formulation, the foreskin stands ambiguously for the
hermeneutic space between word and flesh. The Duke’s “uncircumcision” is ironic, even campy.
A similar irony is Portia’s use of the “purpose” witticism in Merchant to comment on the
nature of the law. Portia, acting as a judge, declares that Antonio must render himself up to be
cut by Shylock’s knife. Portia decrees, “For the intent and purpose of the law / Hath full relation
to the penalty” (emphasis added; 4.1.247-248). Shylock, earlier in the same scene, explains his
suit to the Duke: “I have possessed your Grace of what I purpose” (4.1.35). As Portia and
Shylock debate the purpose/prepuce of the law, the pun—as an example of verbal allegory—
relies upon a Pauline hermeneutics of uncircumcision. Portia employs her witty reading of the
law in order to trap Shylock within the letter.
As noted, the Duke’s “uncircumcision” contrasts with Angelo’s precision. Angelo,
proclaiming that he will execute Claudio if Isabella does not bend to his will, says, “Believe me,
on my mine honour, / My words express my purpose” (2.4.163-164). Angelo’s statement
champions a “precise” belief in a one-to-one relationship between language and meaning, but his
actions overtake his intentions. Isabella understands too well the meaning of Angelo’s “purpose.”
She replies, “Ha! little honour to be much believ’d, / And most pernicious purpose! Seeming,
seeming!” (emphasis added; 2.4.165-166). Isabella’s response points out that Angelo’s words are
deceitful, his “purpose” double. (He may seem to speak “precisely,” by he has a double tongue.)
As Robert F. Fleissner has noted, Angelo uses punning language to attack Catholic ideals of
celibacy, and Angelo’s honor clearly cannot be trusted: his true “purpose” differs from the chaste
image that he presents (211). Now that power has “changed purpose,” Angelo’s seeming is
revealed as a hypocritical precision that, while shorn in the letter, is lurid in the spirit. Angelo,
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threatening to kill Claudio, would enforce the law to the letter; but his own moral hypocrisy
indicates that he does not practice the law spiritually. He is, in a Pauline sense, uncircumcised.
The word “purpose” occurs at least twice more in Measure with its double meaning.
Towards the play’s conclusion, Isabella speaks of Angelo’s “purpose” when she relates her
travails to the Duke: “But the next morn betimes, His purpose surfeiting, he sends a warrant / For
my poor brother’s head” (5.1.2504-2505). As Williams notes, “surfeiting” here is explicitly
erotic and refers to sexual indulgence (297). What is excessively aroused is Angelo’s “purpose,”
i.e. his prepuce. To translate this into Paul’s figures, the “circumcision” of Angelo’s literalist
“precision” has been exposed as spiritual “uncircumcision.” while Angelo seems “circumcised,”
he still has a “purpose.” And once again Angelo’s “purpose” is the subject of conversation when
the Duke, dispensing his grace, exculpates Angelo by saying, “Angelo had never the purpose to
corrupt; / only he hath made an assay of her virtue” (5.1.1401-1402). As the Duke indicates,
Angelo’s “purpose” is intimately related to the question of interpretation: the Duke’s claim is
that Angelo’s true “purpose” was merely to test Isabella, to find out whether her inner character
indeed matched her outward show of morality. The Duke’s Pauline preputiality allows for
recognizing the distinction between outer appearance and inner meaning—whereas the “precise”
Angelo has little insight into any such difference.
Macdonald argues that Measure is not so much a spiritual allegory as the story of
characters who attempt to allegorize themselves (266).75 For Macdonald, critical attempts to read
the play as a spiritual allegory stem from the fact that characters in the play “evade their own
human complexity by making the self the site of an abstraction,” like when Angelo identifies
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himself with the law and Isabella identifies herself with chastity (275). But I would argue that
Pauline allegoresis—if reductive as a consequence of it being a philosophical system—yet
accounts for some measure of “human complexity,” because it understands the human being as
richly layered, with the inner and the outer often at odds with each other. The play draws upon
Paul’s key terms for theorizing allegory, staging a complicated exploration of the distinctions
between the “circumcised” and “uncircumcised.” This collision, in which Claudio and Isabella
are caught, is primarily an issue of sexual ethics. Throughout the course of the drama, Isabella
develops from a chaste (Catholic) novitiate, to the victim of Angelo’s erotic violence, to the
bride of the Duke—a process that hinges upon the figurative circumcision of her brother.
Through her sibling Claudio, Isabella vicariously experiences the kind of circumcising violence
that Brathwaite and Davies associate with Protestant marriage. Marriage, though morally inferior
to chastity under a Catholic regime, is ennobled by the crucible of a threatened circumcision and
saved by the intervention of a preputial disguise. The threat of cutting the flesh—more precisely,
the impending decapitation of Claudio—is the conceit that puts into motion Isabella’s
characterological trajectory from virgin to wife. The confrontation between “circumcision” and
“uncircumcision” forces the migration of holiness from virginity to marriage.
Against critiques of the “uncircumcised” theater, Measure relishes the stage’s preputial
potential. Shakespeare’s Duke is the realization of an uncircumcised player. The multivalent
figure of Pauline uncircumcision—a slippery term that doubles over on itself—facilitates what
Richard C. McCoy has called a Coleridgean “poetic faith,” because the over-determined nature
of “circumcision” and “uncircumcision” allows for exploring the room between the letter and the
spirit. And, as pre-modern physicians recognized, the foreskin is inherently ambiguous. Jacques
Guillemeau explained in 1612 that “the Praeputium is double, so that when one thinks to cut both
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the skins, he cuts but one; for the second leaps away especially from betweene the Sizzers” (84).
In its imagined, Pauline significance, as well as in its human proportions, the foreskin is illusive,
even Puckish. Like a pun, the prepuce/purpose of Measure is “double,” and hence not
susceptible to overly strict, “precise” interpretations. And yet the Father William Sankey, S.J.,
famously censored the play. As Roland Mushrat Frye has noted, Sankey’s emendations were
customarily mild: he blacked out “particular words, phrases, and lines” from Shakespeare’s
works. “The one exception to this method of expurgation,” however, “is the total removal of
Measure for Measure from the volume, the pages having been neatly cut out with a sharp
instrument” (emphasis added; 275-77).76
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Coda: The Modernist Praeputium

Many sources claim that William Carlos Williams circumcised Ernest Hemingway’s son
John, a.k.a. Bumby (Leland 36; Mariani 239; Mellow 258; Meyers 125; Reynolds 209; Smoller
137). This fable is a fabrication, but its fictional husk enfolds a kernel of truth. Williams did not
actually amputate Bumby’s foreskin—he only retracted it (Lynn 249). That is, Williams pulled
back the boy’s prepuce to tear the tissue that fuses foreskin and glans. As often happens, the
telephone-game of literary gossip has stretched the truth and embellished the facts. And that is
precisely the point: the foreskin, as a kind of stretchable embellishment, traditionally has served
as a metaphor for thinking about literary encounters. The modernists took this trope and “made it
new.”
The tale of Bumby’s circumcision is simply one slice from a much meatier tradition.
Already scholars have shown that the prepuce has been put to many different theoretical ends
(Livesey 1-8). Medieval religious understood rhetoric as preputial (Strouse); Renaissance poets
practiced an uncircumcised wit (Ellis 62-71); and the foreskin shaped ideas about typology and
drama (Biddick 1-20; Epp 281-82). The praeputium is also a central thematic in the works of the
Gawain Poet (Shoaf 15-30), Shakespeare (Shapiro 117-121), Melville (New 281-82), George
Eliot (Newton 114-24), Joyce (Lernout; Derrida 41-86), Barnes (Madden 215-216), and Auden
(Davenport-Hines 31-32). As this study will show, the foreskin was a zone of competition for
Williams and Pound, who described their literary antagonisms by reference to the foreskin. In
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their letters, offhanded comments, and unpublished squibs, this enduring symbol of rhetoric
recurred as an emblem of ambivalence toward homoeroticism, religion, race, and science.
Although Williams did not circumcise Bumby, he did enable the scuttlebutt. Three
decades after his days in Paris with the Hemingways, Williams wrote in a letter to David
McDowell that he had emasculated Hemingway by manipulating Bumby’s genitals:
Do you realize that when I was in Paris in 1924 I retracted Hemingway's oldest
boy’s foreskin for him while the redoubtable lion hunter almost fainted? And
remember that this is not for publication at this time. I count on you for this. Not
to be told especially to “Back of the Book”—till later. (Selected Letters 294)
Williams coyly spread the rumor that he had sent Hemingway for the smelling salts. Williams
kept this tidbit in reserve for posterity (“to be told… later”) as his trump card in the game of
literary one-upmanship. And as Williams anticipated, the story of Bumby’s circumcision has
become folklore, anointing Williams as an Abraham-like patriarch of modernism.
Williams also once said that reading his poetry before an audience felt like pulling “back
your foreskin (if you have one) in public” (Mariani 589). In this morsel of locker-room shoptalk,
Williams identified poetic expression with the penis’s flickering hull. One might construe the
remark as anti-Jewish (e.g. Middleton 278). But such an assertion presumes that Williams
understood circumcision as exclusively Judaic. In fact, preputiotomy had already become
popular among Gentiles in the United States and Britain for a mix of pseudo-scientific and
sexual-ethical reasons (Darby). As a physician Williams performed the operation so regularly
that, as he related in a letter to Louis Zukofsky, circumcision cut into his poetic practice:
I do nothing but punch the typewriter these days—that is when I'm not delivering
the usual quota of week-end babies (I don't mean that they're all girls)—tho' it
saves money to have girls nowadays—they don't have to be circumcised.
(Correspondence 150)
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Williams’s life as a poet—especially his time with the typewriter—was cut up into segments.
Williams wrote his poems when he was not making a living by treating babies’ “weak-ends.”
Imitating Williams’s own reflections on the relationship between circumcision and his
poetic practice, Jack Coulehan has nominated the severed prepuce as a totem of Williams’s
poetics. Coulehan, in a poem on Bumby’s supposed circumcision, ventriloquizes Williams, who
says that the sight of “Hem on the floor at the first drop of his son’s blood” inspired Williams to
leave Paris (ll. 35). The line echoes poets like Cartwright and Crashaw who celebrated the
Circumcision of Christ as the moment when God’s son first bled for humanity, and it marks the
circumcision of Bumby as a transformative cut in Williams’s career. In Coulehan’s account,
Bumby’s posthetomy incites Williams’s turn away from Europe and toward the American
vernacular—toward what Coulehan calls the “grime” of “making a living” (ll. 32, 38). Like the
aforementioned biographies that had spread the Bumby myth, Coulehan’s poem makes
circumcision a key part of Williams’s literary legacy. Preputiotomy initiates Williams’s verse
into a plainspoken, quotidian covenant—in accordance with Emerson’s dictum that,
“circumcision is an example of the power of poetry to raise the low and offensive” (454). So
much depends upon the foreskin.
Like Williams, Pound also used the foreskin as a marker of poetic identity. Pound wrote
in a letter to Eliot that he had stored Eliot’s The Waste Land inside of his foreskin:
May your erection never grow less. I had intended to speak to you seriously on
the subject, but you seemd so mountainy gay while here in the midst of Paris that
the matter slipped my foreskin.77
These lines are indicative of the homoeroticism that inflected Pound’s collaboration with Eliot.
Pound called the poem Eliot’s “erection,” and he stored his thoughts on Eliot’s work inside his
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penis’s pouch. Then, as an editor, Pound cut off the poem’s excesses in order to mark it as male
(Koestenbaum, “Wasteland,” 136). The homoerotic play of Pound’s collaboration with Eliot was
mediated through a literary-theoretical foreskin. Excision was part of the process by which
Pound inscribed the poem into a masculine covenant.
Pound celebrated his editorial croppings in “Sage Homme,” a poem about the
composition of The Waste Land. The poem brims with images of dermatological surplus and
ritualistic amputation. In “Sage” Pound said of Eliot that the “upjut of his sperm” had “rendered
his senses pachyderm” (ll. 47-48).78 This covering upon Eliot’s mind—a product of his
genitals—was removed through certain “nuptials” in which “Ezra performed the caesarian
Operation” (ll. 6, 10). Pound, asserting that he enacted this excision “despite his hebrew
eulogists,” repeated a longstanding, circumlogical prejudice about Jewish hermeneutics. For two
millennia, Christians have claimed that literal preputiotomy wrapped the Jewish reader’s senses
with a thick skin that prevented him from any proper explication of the Bible. A particularly
venomous example of this trope can be found in Martin Luther’s Von den Juden und ihren
Lügen:
They make the foreskin of their hearts longer and thicker with such haughty
boasting before God and contempt for other peoples, and they wish wickedly by
such vain and prideful circumcision of the flesh to alone be God’s people, until
the foreskin of their hearts is made thicker than an iron mountain, that they can no
longer hear nor see nor feel their own obvious Scripture, which they read daily
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with blind eyes, upon which such a thick hide has grown like the bark of an oak.
(1880)79
Luther, in a formulation that went back to Saint Paul’s letter to the Romans, believed that
posthectomy affected one’s ability to read. Luther claimed that the removal of the literal foreskin
produced a spiritual foreskin that caused one to interpret “with blind eyes.” Pound regurgitated
this ancient hate speech when he wrote that he had removed a genital, “pachyderm” hide from
Eliot’s poem.80
Pound believed that circumcision impacted one’s literary abilities. In a letter to Williams,
Pound declared, “jews having been circumcised fer centuries/it must have had some effect on the
character” (Pound/Williams 177). Pound imagined that the penis’s veil determined one’s talents.
He imagined, further, that “someone diagnosed [George Bernard] Shaw years ago by saying he
had a tight foreskin/ the whole of puritan idiocy is produced by badly built foreskins”
(Pound/Williams 177). Pound attributed the moralizing dramas of Shaw to a case of phimosis (a
common, congenital condition in which the mouth of the foreskin is so narrow that it cannot be
pulled back). Pound even claimed that Puritans have dodgy foreskins.
In firing off such preputial critiques, Pound was no lone gunman. He was a coconspirator in a loosely organized group of foreskin exegetes. In fact, the Puritans themselves
had read under the sign of the foreskin, and their approach to reading and writing won them a
79
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Biddick has identified as a hermeneutically circumcising, typological imaginary (1-8).
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reputation as circumcisers. An anonymous devout, for example, praised John Foxe’s Latin play
Christus Triumphans of 1556 because “amputat obscaenae Foxus praeputia scenae” (“Foxe lops
off the prepuces of the obscene stage”; Smith 36). In Plays Confounded Stephen Gosson in 1582
criticized “the Players” whom he called “uncircumcised Philistines” (n. pag). Likewise Phillip
Stubbes in the Anatomie of Abuses of 1583 expressed disdain for the “carnal man with
uncircumcised heart” (n. pag.). And William Prynne in his Histrio-mastix: The Players Scourge
of 1633 noted that the “circumcised ear” disdained the lewdness of the theater (544-45). Prynne
enjoined his readers to reject the “uncircumcised” costumes used by actors, and Prynne
encouraged his readers to “circumcise” themselves of theatrical disguise (219). Like Pound,
these critics of the theater thought with the prepuce.
Cutting off literary garnishes was the impulse behind Shaw’s Three Plays for Puritans.
Shaw wrote in his apologia “Why for Puritans?” that he had penned the plays in order to counter
the influence of Jewish carnality upon the theater (vii-viii). Shaw aimed, he said, to convert the
English box-office from “the drama of romance and sensuality to the drama of edification” (viii).
Shaw excised the theater of its fleshiness. And he defended his Puritan plays by asserting that
they were not written out of “mere thinskinned prudery,” a metaphor that anticipated Pound’s
later accusation about “badly built” skin (xii). Pound’s sketchy citation (“someone diagnosed
Shaw years ago”) insinuated that the chase of phimosis could enjoy some acceptance.
Pound repeated old tropes, but modernity had troubled the ancient meanings of the
foreskin. Pound lamented in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley that print culture and the free-market had
colonized and extinguished traditional religious institutions, among them circumcision:
Faun's flesh is not to us,
Nor the saint's vision.
We have the press for wafer;
Franchise for circumcision. (III. ll. 17-20)
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In Mauberley Pound was not strictly lamenting the loss of circumcision per se. Rather, he
regretted that through modernization the religious rite had become a secular surgery. The poem
expressed melancholy over the loss of the loss of the foreskin-as-symbol. Pound mourned the
disappearance of circumcision as a literal mark of ethnic distinction. Williams, on the other hand,
understood circumcision through a kind of Pauline universalism. Paul’s universalism rhymes
with Williams’s conflicting beliefs about circumcision. Writing to Pound, Williams tried to teach
him to view circumcision with Pauline indifference:
It aint the skin that makes the difference in the man, it's the stick in it that does it.
A reglar guy rips in even if it takes half the works away, ripping him wide open.
Next time it hurts less and finally it feels comfortable even most delightful—as
you intimate. But they're clipping the Irish, the Scotch the Scandinavian and the
colored today almost as much as the Jews. What is needed is the opportunity, a
place, a chance to come out of it not whole in cock which is nothing—but with a
reasonable chance of not being castrated by a wife or the law or whatever. That's
the barrier that makes shit of it for a man: divorce, torment of mind—and if not
then dray rot. i'm sure I couod get along with or without a foreskin—but one
grows weary of the calamitous, faked up consequences of a simple, salutary,
hygenic and possibly, genius provoking exercise of the whole psyche—Aw nerts.
Aint you getting yours? (Pound/Williams 178)
The themes of Williams’s letter—marriage, divorce, and law—are precisely those of Paul’s first
letter to the Corinthians. In that epistle, Paul radically posited: “circumcision is nothing and
uncircumcision is nothing” (1 Cor. 7:19).81 Echoing this line, Williams explained that he was not
concerned about the foreskin, “which,” Williams said, “is nothing.”
Paul claimed that what matters is “the observance of the commandments of God” (1 Cor.
7:19). In the lines immediately following, Paul went on to explain that, for a Christian, racial and
social categories are utterly meaningless (1 Cor. 7:20-24). More important to one’s salvation,
Paul said, is one’s marital status. This chapter gives us Paul’s famous zinger, “it is better to
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marry than to be burnt” (1 Cor. 7:9); and here Paul discusses divorce law (1. Cor. 7:27), and Paul
suggested that “he that is with a wife is solicitous for the things of the world” (1. Cor. 7:33).
Williams, putting it a little more crudely, wrote that a man’s character is tested by the law and by
his relationship with sexual desire: “not being castrated by a wife or the law or whatever. That's
the barrier that makes shit of it for a man: divorce, torment of mind.” And as a doctor Williams
understood tat “ripping in” could cure phimosis (as he had done in the case of Bumby
Hemingway). Williams framed circumcision in Pauline terms in an effort to discourage Pound
from using the anti-Jewish tradition of preputial literary theory.
But, as Boyarin has argued, a posture of Pauline universalism is still implicitly antiJewish. And, ambiguously, Williams also sometimes regarded circumcision as a mark of
religious difference. In The Autobiography of William Carlos Williams he related how he came
to learn about circumcision’s traditional meanings:
Mr. Luce was our teacher after the kindergarten phase. He sometimes read us
passages from Kant or The Dialogues of Plato. One day, in a mixed class, Louise
Corey asked him, “Mr. Luce, what does it mean when they talk about Jesus being
circumcised? What is circumcision?”
“Circumcision is a formal rite of mutilation practiced by the Jews,” was the reply.
(22)
This story mingles circumcision, philosophy, and the loss of childhood innocence. In this “mixed
class,” boys and girls learn about genital differences. Neatly juxtaposed are the worldly Mr.
Luce, who reads “passages from Kant or The Dialogues of Plato,” and the young Louise Corey,
who naively asks a provocative and complicated theological question, “What is circumcision?”
The parataxis suggests that philosophy could be understood through circumcision. Actually, this
is a commonplace idea propagated by many thinkers like Gregory of Nyssa and Oscar Wilde:
Gregory wrote that Greek philosophy was covered in a foreskin that needed to be excised by the
Christian reader (Urbano 122); and in Wilde’s Salomé a nameless Jewish character discredits
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“the philosophy of the Greeks,” because “they are not even circumcised” (18-19). Williams,
using circumcision as a lynchpin for connecting Christian readers with both Jewish and pagan
texts, expressed the tensions of what he called the “delighted but disturbed world” of American
Protestantism (22). In such a world, circumcision was revered as a “formal rite” and yet ridiculed
as a “mutilation.”
A contradictory symbol, circumcision could act as a kind of mystical talisman, like in
Williams’s short story “Old Doc Rivers,” where a boy with untreatable diarrhea is suddenly
cured by Rivers, who “pulled down the kid’s pants, took one look and said, ‘Hell, what he needs
is a circumcision’” (19). Magical and ambiguous, circumcision is, as Guy Davenport said, a
“Tiresian conundrum” (661). And, just as the figure of Tiresias expressed liminal identities in
modernist poetry (as Madden has argued), so, too, did the figure of the foreskin envelope the
internal conflicts of Williams’s modernism. Williams’s engagement with the trope of the
literary-theoretical foreskin resembled his engagement with meter, which he tried to delink from
its racist subtext (as discussed by Golston); and it resembled, as well, his ironic deployment of
medical discourse (as discussed by Crawford). The prepuce’s paradoxes held in tension his
equivocal attitude toward secular science.
These torsions are in play in Williams’s “From a Window,” which tells how a new
mother is confounded by the choice of either circumcising or not circumcising her newborn son.
“Here's a question for us,” the poem begins, “Help me / to find the answer” (ll. 1-2). A certain
Sister Francis offers that “the lady in the next bed had her / baby circumcised this morning” (ll.
6-7). The nun suggests that “you have / to use your psychology” and recognize that most patients
will thoughtlessly follow the trends (ll. 8-9). Barring this superstitious sense of “psychology,” the
poem offers no discernable facts about whether fleshly signs are profound or trivial. Instead, its
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phallic images generate an uneasy equilibrium between human and vegetable, between “the tops
/ of the row of poplar tree [that] are level / with the fourth floor of the hospital” (ll. 2-4) and the
“heart-shaped leaves [that] tear at their stems / outside the window” (ll. 13-14). The poem
emphasizes the ambivalence of the new mother’s decision by ending with a rhetorical question:
“What is the answer to this rivalry?” (ll. 18).
How might this background have influenced Pound and Williams in their poetic practice?
My framework might imply that a subtext of circumcision operates in “Canto XLV,” a poem in
which Pound regrets the advent of “usura.” Note that the poem—a jeremiad against the
traditionally “Jewish” vice of usury—is preoccupied with images of cutting. Pound pronounces
that “with usura hath no man a house of good stone / each block cut smooth and well fitting” and
that the “Stonecutter is kept from his stone” (ll. 7-8; 20). Usury prevents the kind of “cuts” that
allow for the kind of civilization Pound craves: “usura rusteth the chisel,” Pound says (ll. 37).
The “cuts” inhibited by usury would otherwise produce works of religious iconography: due to
usury, men lack paintings in which “virgin receiveth message / and halo projects from incision”
(ll. 7-8). Only a few possible referents exist for this haloed incision (perhaps Christ’s side
wound, but more likely the wound on his penis). Indeed, Pound asserts that “came not by usura
Angelico”—a oblique reference to Fra Angelico’s depiction of the Circumcision. Without the
spiritual circumcision that “cuts off” materialism (usurious Jews), the spiritual senses lose their
faculties. As Luther said, the eye becomes blinded by the thick foreskin of the heart: “with usura
the line grows thick / with usura is no clear demarcation (ll. 17-18). This spiritual contagion—
like the preputial ring in William of Malmesbury—“lyeth / between the young bride and her
bridegroom” (45-46).
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Williams, for his part, is a “circumciser” of Allen Ginsberg. Howl, comes prepackaged in
its 1956 City Lights edition with an introduction by William Carlos Williams who offers a
Christian interpretation of the poem. Williams’s preface papers over the poem’s obscenities with
the film of Christian allegoresis. According to Williams, Howl depicts a man who has “been
through hell,” and who calls to the reader, like David in the Psalm, “from the very depths” (7-8;
Ps. 130). Williams names this “hell” Ginsberg’s “Golgotha.” He allegorizes the sex and violence
Howl, turning it into a hagiography. Down in the belly of the beast, Ginsberg “found a fellow
whom he can love, a love that he celebrates.” Ginsberg will “record that love in a well-made
poem,” so that readers can discern how “the spirit of love survives to ennoble our lives” (8). As
filtered through Williams’s interpretation, Howl becomes a moral fable about charity.
The foreskin docks together Abrahamic cultures while it cuts them apart. In its Pauline
proportions, it divides the spirit and the letter, even as it aspires to obliterate distinctions between
them. And the rivalry has continued after Williams and Pound. Twentieth and twenty-first
century poets have continued to deploy the trope as a vexed marker of a poetics that cuts off
ethnic distinctions through universalism. Lowell ironized this ancient symbol of tribal violence
by trivializing it into “a million foreskins stacked like trash” (20), a line that echoes Milton’s
Samson Agonistes (Teskey 198). Auden, whose personal circumcision scared him deeply, still
regarded preputiotomy, in ideal terms, as a means to turn nature into art: in the “Platonic Blow,”
Auden celebrated a penis whose “circumcised head was a work of mastercraft” (49). Sward
naively imagined, as Pound did, that poetry came from his prepuce: “under my foreskin there is a
star,” Sward wrote, “whole constellations” (37); but Solway derisively insisted that Ashbery
composed inane verses under the spell of a “preputial muse” (154). Powell, tensely attempting to
join Catholic theology and gay autobiography, employed the Holy Prepuce as a symbol for the
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interpenetration of the transcendental and the worldly (Burt 90). And Field wrote a confused
encomium to Ginsberg in which he called Ginsberg, “this uncircumcised Jew, with his Old
Testament voice” (165). (Ginsberg was circumcised and hailed from New Jersey.) And Fowler,
in a series of poems on Pound, identified the prepuce as “like a hood of scop” (V, ll. 23). These
poets, like Pound and Williams, saw in the foreskin some hope for a poetry that credited both
flesh and spirit. Uncircumcision—resembling the mantles worn by ancient skalds—cuts across
the dialectic that synthesizes tradition and individual talent. As Pound wrote to Williams, the
course of time is determined by the foreskin:
WHAT the hell/ history is written and character is made by whether and HOW the
male foreskin produces a effect of glorious sunrise or of annoyance in slippin
backward. (Pound/Williams 177)
This trope renders literary history preputial.
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